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ill

necessitated a system of abbreviation to eliminate superfluous quotations; a key list precedes Chapter I.

The appen-

dices, including alphabetical samplings of Howell's figurative and colloquial language and proverbs, take up some
space, but are valuable in noting unique characteristics of
his style; providing these lists is a project, to my knowledge, that has not been previously attempted.
Without assistance, of course, this study could
not have effectively taken place.

First, I extend my appre-

ciation to the staff of the Texas Tech Library, for their
patience and efficiency in the time-consuming chore of collecting copies of all Howell's available works.

Additional

research materials v/ere offered by the Sterling Library and
Beinecke Rare Book and Manuscript Library of Yale University,
also the University of New Haven Library.

I have pursued

the late Professor William Harvey Vann's suggestion that I
consider Howell as a "transitionalist," a term that embodies
the heart of my discussion.

The professional guidance of

Professors Everett A. Gillis and Jeffrey R. Smitten of the
advisory committee has been very helpful; and to Professor
Robert G. Collmer, the director of my dissertation, I extend
my appreciation for initiating this project and patiently
counseling me in this endeavor.
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iar

David Nutt, 1892).
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of
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Howell

(London:

The

FamilA

second volume of this edition contains an introduction to
Howell's life and works, and has complete notes, bibliography
of works, and index to the Familiar

Letters.

Edward Bensly's

notes on Jacobs' edition of Howell's letters may be used for
clarification of possible errors on Jacobs' part (see bibliography for reference to these six works).

The most compre-

hensive bibliography and notes on Howell's works is William
Harvey Vann's Notes
Texas:

on the

Writings

Baylor Univ. Press, 1924).

phies appear in The Cambridge
ture,

of James Howell

Other Howell bibliogra-

Bibliography

ed. F.W. Bateson (New York:

and Dramatic

Invention

of Printing

York:

Literature

of English
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Macmillan, 1941), I,

832-33; William Carew Hazlitt's Hand-book
Poetical,

(Waco,

to the

of Great

to the Restoration

Britain,

Popular,
from

the

(1867; rpt. New

Burt Franklin, 1961), vols. I-VII; the DNB under

Howell (see Chapter I ) ; and a list of Howell's twenty-three
works to 1661 in George Thomason's Catalogue
Books,

Newspapers,

and Manuscripts
vi

Relating

to the
to the

Pamphlets,
Civil

War,

Vll

the Commonwealth,
Thomason,

and Restoration,

1640-1661

(London:

mans, 1908), II, 600-601.

Collected

by

George

The British Museum and Long-

An annotated bibliography of How-

ell's works appears in Edward D. Cleveland's dissertation,
"James Howell:

Bourgeois Cavalier," Johns Hopkins, 1950.

This work and Graham C. Wilson's dissertation, "James Howell:
Man and Writer," Stanford, 195 2, are both studies of Howell's
life and works.

See "A List of Works Consulted" for further

biographical: sources.*
Familiar

Letters

A thesis on Howell's style in the

is by Anne Hulme Trautwein, "An Analysis of

James Howell's Epistolary Style," Univ. of Houston, 1971.
The Texas Tech University library has the most complete
Howell reproduction collection to date, and the libraries at
Yale and the University of Houston have an impressive collection of original Howell works.
The abbreviated titles of Howell's publications in
the following list, all of which are in italics, regardless
of a work's length, are used throughout the text and word
lists of this dissertation to eliminate a superfluity of
notes to quotations, and quotation marks.
short-titles are first editions.

Dates following

Full titles and publication

information appear in "A List of V7orks Consulted."

All of

Howell's attributed works have been consulted, with the
*A published dissertation by Georg Jiirgens, Die
'Epistolae
Ho-Elianae,'
Studien zur englischen Philologie,
vol. I (Marburg: N. G. Elwert'sche, 1901), deals with the
Familiar
Letters,
and has a section on Howell's epistolary
style.

Vlll

exception of his Minor

Works

(1654) and Finetti

(1656), both insignificant publications.

Howell's works,

with changed titles, appearing in Historicall
designated accordingly.

Discourses

have been used in conjunction.

Discourses

Howell's doubtful attribu-

tions are referred to by title in the text.
Letters

are

In some instances both the first

edition of a work and its reprint in Historicall

to the Familiar

Philoxenis

All references

come from Jacobs' edition, unless

otherwise indicated.

References to book, section and letter

numbers follow quotations from letters.
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Part Two, 16 50.
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This abbreviation is

only used to eliminate confusion with other works
and titles.
ET

England's

Tears,

Fab

Apologs
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A French-English
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A German

HD

Divers
Historicall
Discourses,
1661.
title, Twelve Treatises,
1661,
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The Wonderful
latter
Times
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Diet,
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Dictionary,

1650.

1653.

and Most Deplorable
of the Jews, 1652.
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History
of the
A Translation.

IX
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Royal
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After
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The Instruments
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for

Blood,
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of
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1649.
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a King,
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Upon

the
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The Sway of

the
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Lex
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A New English
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Poems
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A Discourse
or
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The Process
and
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PART ONE

HOWELL'S STYLISTIC MODELS:

THE BACKGROUND OF

THE CICERONIAN AND SENECAN CONTROVERSY

Chapter I

Introduction:

Style, and Howell's

Life and Works

My comments on the prose style of James Howell
(15947-1666) are limited by the bounds of past analyses of
style, for which there is no completely agreed-upon definition. ^ The problem lies in the diversity of style, for it
is a part of variegated cultural experience.

It is related

to the problem one confronts when trying to define literature.

Rene Wellek, for example, suggests that a literary

work may be considered as a "system of language . . . a collection of conventions and norms whose workings and relations we can observe and describe as having a fundamental
coherence and identity in spite of very different, imperfect,
or incomplete pronouncements of individual speakers."^

This

definition is interesting, for it places the language of
literature as a cultural phenomenon, "a collection of conventions and norms," which makes it imperfect.

"We as

^See "Some Useful Howell Sources, and a List of
Abbreviations" and "A List of Works Consulted" for biographical sources on Howell.
^Rene Wellek and Austin Warren, Theory
3rd ed. (New York: Harcourt, 19 56), p. 152.

of

Literature,

individuals," he continues, "shall never realize it completely, for we shall never use our own language completely
and perfectly."^

John Spencer and Michael Gregory further

this thought by stating that "the medium of literature, is
not confined to literature alone.

Indeed, it is the medium

which carries the whole of the culture of which the literature is one aspect.

This interpretation of literature, lan-

guage, and culture makes style, in the final analysis, a
cultural phenomenon. " **
Difficulty exists in one's attempt to break down
the cultural aspects of literary style for a finer definition.

Although definitions vary there is some agreement

that the basis of style rests in the beholder's ability to
make certain choices about the world he observes.

This is

possibly what Robert Louis Stevenson had in mind when he
stated, "Style is synthetic; and the artist seeking, so to
speak, a peg to plait about, takes up at once two or more
elements or two or more views of the subject in hand; combines, implicates, and contrasts them; and while, in one
sense, he was merely seeking an occasion for the necessary
knot, he will be found, in the other, to have greatly enriched the meaning, or to have transacted the work of two

Wellek and Warren, p. 152.

'*An Approach

to the Study

of Style,

in

and Style,
ed. John Spencer (19 64; rpt. London:
Press, 1965 and 1967), p. 60.

Linguistics
Oxford Univ.

sentences in the space of one,"^

The contrasting of ele-

ments Stevenson speaks of is the extent to which one can
make choices about the environment one perceives.

It is

perhaps similar to the double aspect of style that George
Philip Krapp refers to as "on the one side a web or texture
of indications and suggestions which, on the other side, may
be vivified into some kind of coherent organization or impression by the person who receives the hints and suggestions," which again suggests style "as an habitual disposition towards a certain manner of expression, towards an expected and settled technique in language . . . obviously a
matter of clioice,"^
Although these statements are general, the notion
of style as a cultural influence and matter of choice will
serve as an assumption behind this study.

Of most impor-

tance, so far as Howell'"s style is concerned, is clarifying
to what extent Howell follows the literary trends of his
time; and of additional value, discussing what makes him
unique, how his style differs from that of his contemporaries.

The following comment on individual style by Louis T.

Milic enhances the need to consider the personal or unique
aspects of one's style to determine to what degree one is
^On Some Technical
Elements
vol. XXVIII of The Works of Robert

Edition (London:

of Style
in
Louis Stevenson,

Literature,
Tusitala

William Heinemann, 1924), p. 37.

^The Knowledge

of

English

(New York:

1927), pp, 431 and 423, respectively.

Henry Holt,

traditionally representative, if at all:
The individual's style is the aggregate of his stylistic selections from the particular state of the language that he construes as the real one of his time.
The consistent choices that he makes from it to serve
his own expressive requirements constitute his style,
his literary personality. It is evident that the writer's choices will be determined by certain fashions in
education, in rhetoric and in literature, but the main
tendency of writers in a given time is to be unlike
rather than alike. The notion of period styles underrates this tendency and implies a uniformity of expression which is wildly at variance with the facts.'
Howell's "transitional" style, as I have discovered it in
accordance with a suggestion Professor William Harvey Vann
made to me when I visited him in Belton, Texas, is a case in
point.

The varying styles of Howell's prose frequently are

projections of Renaissance prose, indicative of elaborate
Ciceronian tendencies; but the unique quality of Howell's
prose, suggestive of Seneca, is his conversational or familiar style, notably in the Familiar

Letters,

which was to

gain popularity in literary circles of the late-seventeenth
and early-eighteenth centuries.
Howell's familiar language anticipates the gossipy
coffee-house discourse in The Tatler
ary 2, 1711) and The Spectator

(April 12, 1709—Janu-

(March 1, 1711—December 6,

1712; June 18, 1714—December 20, 1714) of Joseph Addison
(1672-1719) and Sir Richard Steele (1672-1729).

A number of

'"Against the Typology of Styles," in Essays on the
Language of Literature,
ed. Seymour Chatman and Samuel R.
Levin (Boston: Houghton, 1967), p. 448.

Howell's political pamphlets and selections from his
iar

Letters,

Famil-

furthermore, are suggestive of the periodical

essay made famous by Addison and Steele.

Howell had a

keen eye for detail, and, from a Royalist point of view,
made historical and current events known to the readers of
his time.

In short, his affiliation with Addison and Steele

is in the direction of journalism, favoring the detail and
succinct expression of Seneca.

In order to define the varied

aspects of Howell's style, however, it is necessary to
distinguish between the Ciceronian and Senecan styles that
influenced Howell, and mark the "traditional" feature of
his prose from the elegance of Renaissance rhetoric to the
familiarity of everyday conversation.

My exploration of

Howell's style is not exhaustive, as his voluminous pen v7rote
beyond the scope of this project.

My desire, nevertheless,

has been to reintroduce ah old friend from seventeenth-century
prose, whom the greats of his age usually surpass in literary
competition, but one whose style deserves to keep its author
still alive in the sympathetic reader's memory.
James Howell was born in the area of Abernant,
Carmarthenshire, Wales, at the beginning of the last decade
of Elizabeth's reign.^

As he states in a letter from his

^The opinion among scholars is that the exact date
of Howell's birth is uncertain, although Joseph Jacobs fixes
it at 1593 as Howell was sixteen in June 1610, when he entered Jesus College, Oxford. See introduction to Joseph Jacobs'
edition of the Epistolae
Ho-Elianae:
The Familiar
Letters
of
James Howell (London: David Nutt, 1892), p. xxiii.

Epistolae

Ho-Elianae

(1645), or Familiar

Letters,

tumbling out into the World a pure Cadet, a true

"I came
Cosmopolite;

not born to Land, Lease, House or Office," and the knowledge
of the world which he gained from extensive travel, and
wrote about in his numerous works, is evidence of this
statement.'
Howell's life began in approximately the same year
I

that Christopher Marlowe (1564-1593) was slain.

It was in

the following year that William Shakespeare (1564-1616)
wrote Titus

Andronicus

(1594), and The Unfortunate

Traveler

(1594) by Thomas Nashe (1567-1601) was published; and this
was the period of religious strife between church and state
that was kindling with the Brownist movement and passage of
the Penal Laws, which encouraged the Civil Wars of the 1640s.
During his lifetime Howell lived under the reign of Elizabeth, three kings and the Protectorate.

His dates encompass

the breadth of the Jacobean and Caroline eras, and such incidents as the Gunpowder Plot, the Civil Wars, his own imprisonment for eight years, the execution of Charles I, the
plague and the Great Fire occupied parts of his experiences.
Howell's occupational ventures consisted of frequent travels
abroad; the publication of at least fifty works, which include histories, biographies, poems, grammars, dictionaries.
'All quotations from Howell's letters will come from
Jacobs' edition of the Epistolae
Ho-Elianae,
and be indicated by book, section, when included, and letter numbers.
The first quotation is from Book I, Sec. 6, Ix.

8
familiar letters and political pamphlets; periodic services
as a special envoy for the government; and the holder of the
title of the first Historiographer Royal under Charles II.
Howell was the fourth of six children born to
Thomas Howell and the daughter of James David Powell of
Bualt.^°

Little is known of Howell's youth except that he

attended Hereford Grammar School and entered Jesus College,
Oxford, on June 15, 1610, and graduated B.A. approximately
four years after his brother Thomas on December 7, 1613.^^
Howell's knowledge of foreign languages was outstanding as
he could speak and write eight different languages:

English,

French, Latin, Spanish, Italian, German and Greek (Welsh was
his native tongue).
travel:

He attributed this skill to foreign

"I thank God I have this fruit of my foreign Trav-

els, that I can pray to him every day of the week in a several language, and upon Sunday in seven, which in Oraisons
of my own I punctually perform in my private pomeridian devotions" (I.6.xxxii).

Aside from a slight political waver-

ing toward Oliver Cromwell (1599-1658) following his release
from prison in 1650, Howell was a loyal Anglican and Royalist Cavalier, as he states in a letter to Carew Ralegh
^^The best brief biographical outline on Howell is
still the DNB (ca. 1885).
*^Thomas Howell (1588-1646) was a fellow of Jesus
College, Oxford, and received his B.A. on February 20, 1608
1609; M.A., July 9, 1612; B.D. and D.D., July 8, 1630. He
was appointed by Charles I as one of his chaplains and was
later Bishop of Bristol. See the DNB for biographical
information.

(1604-1666):

"For I bear as upright a heart to my King and

Country, I am as conformable and well-affected to the Government of this Land, specially to the High Court of Parliament, as any one whatsoever that breathes Air under this
Meridian; I will except none:

And for my Religion, I defy

any creature 'twixt Heaven and Earth, that will say I am not
a true English

protestant" (Il.lxi).^^

Shortly after taking his degree Howell was made
steward of a glassware factory in Broad Street, London.

In

1616 its owner. Sir Robert Mansell (1573-1656), sent Howell
to the continent to acquire materials and workmen for the
glass trade, enabling him to travel for three years, passing
through Holland, France, Spain and Italy.^^

He returned to

London a rather accomplished linguist in the winter of 1620,
although severely ill from his travels, and was treated by
the distinguished William Harvey (1578-1657).

In late 1622,

^^Books II-IV contain fewer letters and do not have
section numbers.
^ ^According to William Harvey Vann the exact nature
of this commission is not certain. It was likely that Mansell thought Howell as an experienced traveler would be
valuable in his glass business, although as Vann suggests,
securing workmen and materials did not seem to be Howell's
chief concern. After traveling through Holland in 1617
Howell took "a som.ewhat devious" route to Paris and later
crossed the Pyrenees to spend an entire year in Spain before
continuing to Italy. When he reached Venice in 1618 he sent
two skilled glass workers to London which apparently discharged his obligation to Mansell, after which he continued
his travels through the principal cities of Italy. See
Notes

on the

Writings

of

Univ. Press, 1924), p. 5.

James

Howell

(Waco, Texas:

Baylor

10
at the suggestion of Lord John Digby, Earl of Bristol
(1580-1653), Howell was sent by the merchants "Sir R. Napier
and Capt. Leat" on a special mission to Spain to negotiate
for the release of the English merchant ship Vineyard,

which

had been unlawfully seized by the Viceroy of Sardinia.***
Howell's appeals to the Spanish ministers proved more favorable than the vain attempts at redress by Charles Cornwallis
(d. 162 9) and Lord Digby, and he was sent to Sardinia to
persuade the viceroy to offer compensation, but the viceroy
would not yield and Howell returned to Madrid to find Prince
Charles and George Villiers, first Duke of Buckingham (15921628), preparing for the royal matchmaking with the Infanta.
Howell was kept from further activities concerning the

Vine-

yard by the Prince's secretary; so he spent the rest of his
visit observing the courtship and becoming acquainted with
such high officials as Sir Kenelm Digby (1603-1665) and Endymion Porter (1587-1649).
Howell returned to England near the end of 1624 to
find that he had been elected a Fellow in Jesus College,
Oxford.

His attempt to be employed by the Duke of Bucking-

ham, however, was fruitless as Hov/ell was a friend of Digby,
Earl of Bristol, who was Buckingham's enemy.

In 162 6 Howell

was made secretary to Lord Scrope (1584-1630), the Lord
President of the North.

This post lasted until Thomas

*''Jacobs, p, xxxviii.

11
Wentworth, first Earl of Strafford (1593-1641) succeeded
Scrope, and Howell remained with Scrope until his death.

In

1632 Howell accompanied Robert Sidney, second Earl of Leicester (1595-1677), to Denmark to deliver an official oratory of condolence in Latin for the death of the QueenDowager, grandmother of the English king, which won high
praise from the court.
The next ten years of Howell's life, 1632-1642, are
a mystery although it is likely that during his trips to
Dublin, Edinburgh and elsewhere, he was mainly employed as a
Royalist spy.*^

Jacobs notes that as early as 1625 the

Public Record Office has a letter of Howell's "giving information to the Government of a dangerous 'pragmatical'
fellow."*^

This document, Jacobs states, would make it

appear that "it was part of Howell's work in life to keep an
eye on suspicious characters."*'

In 1627 Howell was consid-

ered for a position of "traveling agent" in Italy, which was
"nothing more or less than a post as a political spy, one of

^^Chambers's
Biographical
Dictionary,
ed. J. 0.
Thorne (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1961, 1962), p. 667.
In 1639 Howell acted as a secret agent for Stafford, the
Lord Deputy of Ireland. See The Dictionary
of Welsh
Biography to 1940, ed. Sir John Edward Lloyd and R. T. Jenkins
(Oxford: B. H. Blackwell, 1959), p. 367. Jacobs also mentions Howell's giving the news of the day to Wentworth while
in Ireland and of sudden missions to Orleans and later to
Ruelle to see Richelieu. See Jacobs, p. xl.
*^Jacobs, p. xl.
*'Jacobs, p. xxxvi.

12
some difficulty, delicacy, and danger, which would not have
been too highly paid at the rate of £4 0 0 a year, which
Howell demanded for it," but negotiations ended before the
position materialized.**

Howell was apparently employed for

a number of secret missions which, as Jacobs concedes, may
never come to light:

"There can be little doubt that during

the ten years 1632-42 Howell was nothing more or less than a
Royalist spy, not to put too fine a point on it.

Hence the

rancor with which he was ultimately dealt with by the Parliamentarians; hence the paucity of letters dealing with it,
which had either been destroyed by Howell or seized by the
Parliamentarians."*^

Although Howell's later comments in

his letters about the seizure of his personal documents in a
trunk and his imprisonment by the Commons beg sympathy for
his innocence, his mysterious actions for this ten-year
period, as A. C, Harwood states, suggests that "there is
little doubt that the five soldiers, with their Swords, Pistols, and Bills, were justified in seizing the great Hair
Trunk, and marching its owner to the Fleet. "^''
It was during the early 163 0s that Howell befriended
Ben Jonson (1572-1637) and other literary figures such as
Lord Herbert of Cherbury (1583-1648) and Thomas Carew (ca.

*®Jacobs, p. xxxvi.
*'Jacobs, p. xli.
^^"James Howell," The London Mercury,

10 (1924), 170.

13
1595—ca. 1639), and furthered his friendship with Sir
Kenelm Digby, who gave an account of his "powder of sympathy" he used to heal a wound Howell received in his hand
from a saber cut.^*

Although Howell was not an accomplished

poet, he considered himself a member of the "Tribe of Ben"
and occasionally made good cheer with "Father Ben," as he
called him, in the Mermaid or Old Devil.

Howell gives a

humorous account in one of his letters of a supper party
Jonson invited him to, in which the famous poet "spoil'd the
relish of the rest" by belching or, as Howell continues, "to
vapour extremely of himself, and, by vilifying others, to
magnify his own Muse" (Il.xiii).
It appears that Howell spent most of his life applying for jobs, and his next chance for secure employment
was at the beginning of the outbreak of the Civil War when
Charles swore him in as extra Clerk of the Council at Nottingham on August 30, 1642, and promised him the next vacant
post.^^

Apparently Howell never participated in any of the

early battles of the Civil War, and the account of the
battle of Edgehill which he gives in his True

Informer

(1643) implies that he was a spectator rather than a
^*See R, White's translation of Digby's A Late

Dis-

course . . . touching
the cure of Wounds by the Powder of
Sympathy,
2nd ed. (London, 1658), pp. 6-11, also quoted in
Jacobs' Supplement II, pp, 67 3-74.
^^Robert Peter Coffin and Alexander M. Witherspoon,
Seventeenth
Century Prose and Poetry (New York: Harcourt,
Brace, 194G), p. 321.
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soldier.^'

Misfortune, however, was upon Howell, and a

suspicious parliament suddenly arrested him in London on
November 14, 1642, and committed him to the Fleet, where he
remained for the next eight years. ^'* It was at the time of
Howell's arrest that the five armed guards seized all his
"Papers and Letters, and anything that was Manuscript; and
many printed Books they took also, and hurl'd all into a
great hair Trunk, which they carried away with them"
(I.e.xlvii).^^
Upon his internment in the Fleet, at nearly fortyeight years of age, Howell began the full pace of his literary career which was to last until his death.
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The only

See Vann, p. 7.

^ ** Anthony a Wood's claim that Howell was arrested
for indebtedness is not certain. It is agreed for the most
part that his arrest was of a political nature. See 'Wood's
Athenae Oxonienses,
ed. Philip Bliss, 3rd ed. (London:
T, Davidson, 1817), III, 746. See also W. H. Bennett's discussion on the political nature of Howell's arrest in his
introduction to the Epistolae
Ho-Eliane:
The Familiar
Letters of James Howell,
The Stott Library (London: David

Stott, 1890), I, xxxii-xxxv. Bennett emphasizes Howell's
Royalist sympathies and the fact that the Fleet was not a
debtor's prison until 1640, although Howell was imprisoned
two years later.
^^This incident is of interest to those who have
questioned the authenticity of Howell's letters in the Epistolae.
It is likely that while Howell was in prison v/ithout
his letters, documents, etc., for reference he addressed
many of his letters to imaginary people. Assuming that Howell's letters were never returned to him, however, Vann's
suggestion that Howell referred to a notebook and diary for
material while he was in prison is plausible. See Vann,
p. 51. Also see Jacobs' discussion of the authenticity of
Howell's letters, pp. Ixxi-lxxxii.
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publications he had prior to his imprisonment were
Grove,

or the

Vocal

Forest

Dodona's

(1640), a political allegory of

the conditions in Europe and England during the beginning of
the seventeenth century; The Vote,
sented

to his

Majestic

for

or A Poeme Roy all

a New-Yeare's-Gift

Pre-

(1642), a poem

written for Charles I; and his much admired Instructions
Forreine

for

Travell

(1642), a guidebook of useful information

for travelers.

In prison Howell first concentrated on po-

litical pamphleteering in his Parables

(1643), an allegori-

cal description of recent political disruptions; The True
Informer

(1643), an account of the origin of the Civil War;

and A Discourse,

Peregrine

or Parly,

Continued

betwixt

Patricius

and

(1643), affirming Howell's belief in parliament.

In his Preheminence

and Pedigree

of Parlement

(1644) Howell

gives an account of the history and function of parliament
and follows with a reply to a charge made by William Prynne
(1600-1669) in his Popish

Royal

Favorite

(1644) that he was

"No Friend to Parliament, but a Malignant," regarding Howell's unfavorable comments on Prince Charles's visit to
Spain in Dodona's

Grove.

But in his A Moderate

Apology

(1644) Prynne, although not reversing his accusation against
Howell, acknowledged him as a "learned gentleman (whose excellent parts I highly honor)."^^
Present

England's

Tears

For

the

Vare (1644) is Howell's allegorical representation
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Jacobs, Supplement II, p. 680.
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of England speaking as a mother weeping over her children
and appealing for peace.
Latin and Dutch.
St,

Paul's

Late

This work was translated into

In the same year Mercurius

Progress

Hibernicus

and

were published, the former being an

account of the Irish rebellion in favor of the king, and the
latter, Howell's translation of an anti-Papist work.
It was also in 1644 that the first installment of
the Familiar

Letters,

dedicated to Charles I, was nearing

completion for the printer.

Vann notes that it was entered

by Richard Heron in the Stationers' Register on December 10,
1644, and later given to Humphrey Moseley (d. 16 61), who
printed it in June of the following year.^' There is no
record of the initial success of the Familiar

Letters

al-

though the printing of additional letters in 1647, 165 0
(second edition) and 1655 (third edition) imply its favorable acceptance.

This work has proved to be Hov/ell's most

popular, however, with three seventeenth-century editions
following his death, six editions in the eighteenth century,
tv70 in the nineteenth century and two in the twentieth century, totaling fifteen editions.^'
^'Vann, pp. 8 and 52. See also reference to Heron
and Moseley in Henry R. Plomer, Dictionary
of Printers
and
Booksellers
in England,
1641-1667 (1907; rpt. London: Bibliographical Society, 1968), pp. 95 and 132-33, respectively
^®See Vann's bibliography, pp. 51-57. The last limited edition of Howell's letters is edited by Richard J.
Walsh and Guy Holt, Epistolae
Ho-Elianae:
Certain
Letters
of James Howell (New York: William Rudge, 1928). In his
dissertation on Howell, Edward D. Cleveland notes that this
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Howell was most popular during the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries, and, as stated by Robert Peter
Coffin and Alexander M. Witherspoon in Seventeenth
Prose and Poetry,

Century

"It is noteworthy that Howell is one of

the very few authors of the seventeenth century who were
read in the eighteenth century, and the reason is not far
to seek.

He is of all his contemporaries the most urbane

and gossipy, and the one who with his manuals and guides,
pamphlets, dictionaries, and conversational proclivities
would have fitted most readily into eighteenth-century
salons and drawing rooms, —

a thoroughly clubable man,

Dr. Johnson would have called him-."^^

Howell's accounts

of the London scene in his letters remind one of Addison
and Steele in their later descriptions of social life in
the London coffee houses.
Letters,

Howell, especially in the

Familiar

frequently presents himself as an outside observer

of the incidents he recorded, as he said in his letter
concerning Ben Jonson's rudeness quoted earlier, "T. Ca.
buzz'd me in the ear" (Il.xiii), T. Ca. informing him of
Jonson's conduct, and many of Howell's accounts in the
letters imply a secrecy, a sharing of confidential information, that was ultimately the leading forerunner to

^^Coffin and Witherspoon, p. 32 3.
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modern-day gossip columnists in newspapers and magazines.
His telling about the Spanish Match, the accusations made by
Count Gondomar (1567-1626) against Sir Walter Ralegh (ca.
1552-1618) concerning the Guiana incident, the assassination
of the Duke of Buckingham, descriptions of the plague and
numerous other incidents in England and abroad were all a
part of Howell's world which he observed as a bystander, but
with a reporter's eye for detail.
In reference to the Familiar

Letters

Jacobs states

that "few books of the seventeenth century can claim to have
been read and liked by such men as Defoe, Swift, Addison,
Scott, Browning, Thackeray, and Kingsley," the work's longevity being due to its style. ^'^ William Makepeace Thackeray (1811-1863) complimented Howell by placing him next to
Montaigne (1533-1592) in stating that "Montaigne and 'Howell's Letters' are my bedside books.

If I wake at night, I

have one or other of them to prattle me to sleep again.
They talk about themselves forever, and don't weary me.

I

like to hear them tell their old stories over and over again.
. . . I love, I say, and scarce ever tire of hearing the
artless prattle of those two dear old friends, the Perigourdin gentleman and the priggish little Clerk of King Charles'
Council."^*
30

Jacobs, p. Ixviii,

'*William Makepeace Thackeray, Roundabout
(New York: Mershon Co., n.d.), pp. 6-7.

Papers
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Howell's historical Lustra

Ludovici,

the life of

Louis XIII of France, was published in 1646, and more political pamphlets followed in the next three years.
the Earle

of Pembrooke

Letter

To

(1647) is Howell's charge against

Philip Herbert, fourth Earl of Pembroke (1584-1650) for
having violated his oath of allegiance to the King, and The
Instruments

of a King (1648) is his defense of the King's

refusal to dissolve his militia.

In A Venice

Looking-Glasse

(164 8) Howell discusses the problem of the ship money and
the causes of the wars and gives a brief account of the
various wars between England and Scotland, with an appeal to
English pride, in Bella

(1649) and A Trance,

Scot-Anglica

(1648).

Or News from Hell

A Winter

Dream

(1649), both in the

form of a vision, followed, the former depicting the strife
and dissent in England as opposed to other countries, and
the latter, a trip through Hell, suggestive of Dante (12651321), where the author observes the punishments of English
subjects.

An Inquisition

After

Blood

(1649) is Howell's de-

fense of the King for the concessions made in the preamble
to the treaty of the Isle of Wight.
Three works were published during Howell's last
year of imprisonment, 165 0:

his editing of a dictionary

compiled by Randle Cotgrave (d. 1634), the
Dictionary;

the second part of Dodona's

Grove,

French-English
a continua-

tion of the political allegory dealing with the state of
Europe and England, although not as popular as the first

.

.

'^

part; and Revolutions
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in Naples,

translated from the Ital-

ian, an account of the revolts in Naples caused by a tax on
fruits, paralleling the English uprisings.
Upon being released from prison Howell apparently
resided in the home of a lawyer named Lee, remaining there
until his death.^^

As a free man once more Howell was com-

missioned to translate from Spanish The Process
ings

and

Plead-

(1651) in the case of Anthonie Ascham, the English am-

bassador who was murdered in Madrid in 165 0.
the Signorie

of Venice

A Survey

of

(1651) was Howell's plea to save

Venice, his most beloved Italian city, from the advancing
Turks.
As Vann notes, the miscellaneous nature of Howell's
writings from his prison release until his death is well
represented by the publications of this period.^^

He edited

the V7orks of Sir Robert Cotton (1571-1631) in Cottoni
thuma (1651).

The Vision,

a metaphysical discussion, ap-

peared in 1652, followed by the second part of
in Naples

and The History

Pos-

Jews,

the most important

and popular of Howell's translations.

The next two years

brought A German Diet

of

the

Revolutions

(1653), a summary of the historical

characteristics of the principal nations of Europe; Ah, Ha:
Tumulus

Thalamus

(1653), an elegy on the death of Sir Edward

'^Vann, p. 9. Information concerning Howell's means
of livelihood for the next ten years is again uncertain.
*'Vann, p. 9.
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Sackville, fourth Earl of Dorset (1591-1652), and an epithalamium to the Marquis of Dorchester; his Minor Works (1654),
two translations. The Nuptialls

of Peleus

and Thetis

a masque translated from Italian, and Parthenopeia

(1654),
(1654), a

history of Naples.
Howell's most noteworthy historical work is Some
Sober Inspections
Late-long

Made into

Parlement

the

Carriage

published in 1655.

and Consults

Of

the

This book, in spite

of Howell's loyalty as a Royalist, is dedicated to Cromwell
and, as Vann states, "is the longest of Howell's political
works, and the one most deserving of study as an historical
treatise."^**

In this work Howell commends Cromwell for de-

stroying the Long Parliament.

In the following year Howell

edited the diary of John Finett (1571-1641), Finetti
xenis,

and in 1657 his Londinopolis

Philo-

was published, an his-

torical account of London's growth based on the recordings
^'*Vann, p. 39. Concerning Howell's political attitude Hugh James Rose states, "Though always a firm royalist,
he disapproved of the measures pursued by Buckingham, Laud,
and Stafford. Yet tlie unbridled insolence and outrages of
the republican governors so much disgusted him, that he was
not displeased when Cromwell assumed the sovereign power
under the title of protector, and he complimented him on the
occasion in a speech which was published." See A New General Biographical
Dictionary
(London: Richard Clay, 1853),
VIII, 3 95. Gilbert Coleridge comments further on Howell's
political biases: "In 1654 he urged Cromv/ell to restore a
hereditary monarchy, to conciliate the army by giving its
officers political status, and to make a treaty under which
Charles should succeed under certain defined limitations.
Although a sturdy Protestant I take it he was a Royalist at
heart, and from his classical studies of history he held a
contempt for the multitude." See "The Letters of James
Howell," Contemporary
Review, 172, No. 984 (1947), 369.
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of John Stow (ca. 1525-1575) in a Survey
His Discourse

of the Empire

Roman Empire, and Proverbs

of London

(1598).

(1658) traces the rise of the
and A Particular

Vocabulary,

pub-

lished in 165 9, both pertain to language, the second edition
of the latter being titled Lexicon

French- Italian-

Spanish

Tetraglotton,

Dictionary

(1660).

tempt at allegory was his Parley

of Beasts

suggests parts of Gulliver*s

Travels

An

English-

Howell's last at(1660), which

(1726).

At the Restoration Howell's writings "took on an
appropriate Royalist tone" along with his applications to
the new King for his former position as Clerk of the Council,
secretary to the Royal Trade Commission and tutor to the new
Portuguese Infanta, none of which were granted.^^

In Febru-

ary 1661, however, Howell was rewarded with the first appointment of Historiographer Royal at a salary of £100 a
year, and his Historical

Discourses,

a collection of some of

his works published the same year, was reissued with a revision of the title page acclaiming Howell as "His Majesties
Historiographer Royal."
Howell's anonymous work, A Cordial
liers

for

the

Cava-

(1661), involved him in a controversy with Sir Roger

L'Estrange (1616-1704).

Howell's attempt was to explain the

King's position in not quickly rewarding those Cavaliers who
were loyal to him and considering, to some extent, the
^^British

Authors

Before

and Howard Haycraft (New York:

1600,

ed. Stanley J. Kunitz

H. W. Wilson, 1952), p. 281.
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complaints of the Roundheads.

As Vann points out, Howell's

defense of the King against the charge of favoring the
Roundheads was worthy, although L'Estrange was angered by
some of what he considered to be Howell's anti-Royalist
comments, and counteracted with A Caveat

to the

Cavaliers.^^

Howell defended himself in a following anonymous work, Som
Sober

Inspections

into

the

Cordial,

by trying to explain

that kings show mercy by rewarding their enemies as well as
loyal followers.
both

for

the

Caveat

L'Estrange retorted with his Modest
and the

Author

of It,

Plea

and accused Howell

of being sympathetic toward Cromwell, supporting his accusation with quotations from Howell's works.

Howell's

retiring from the conflict prompted Jacobs to say that he
was "undoubtedly in the wrong," but Vann takes the opposite
point of view.^^
In the next three years Howell produced his New
English

Grammar (1662), a grammar designed for the Queen

with parallel English and Spanish columns.

This work is

evidence of Howell's interest in spelling reform, having a
special section on superfluous letters in English orthography. ^^

His collected poems, taken from his past works,

were issued by Payne Fisher (1616-1693) in 1663, and Howell's

. 36vann, pp. 9-10.
^'^Jacobs, p. xlviii, and Vann, pp. 9-10.
^^This work was reprinted by the Simplified Spelling
Society in 1909. See Vann. p. 47.
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defense of the surrender of Dunkirk appeared in A
of Dunkirk

(1664),^'

was A Discourse

Discourse

Howell's last literary accomplishment

Concerning

the

Precedency

of Kings

(1664).

The work is in four parts dealing with the progression of
kings in England, France and Spain, and a discourse of ambassadors.

His last volume is appropriately dedicated to

Charles II as his first large production, the Familiar
ters,

Let-

was dedicated to Charles I.
Howell was short of stature and had a speech impedi-

ment possibly resulting from an early incision in his cheek
to drain an infection.

This, as Vann suggests, along with

English not being his native tongue, "led him. to talk little
and write much."**"

Howell remained a bachelor throughout

his life, although he speaks highly of women in his correspondences.

Harwood claims that he "was too preoccupied to

need the society of women, though he was seriously concerned
for the low position they occupied in his time."***

An ex-

ample of Howell's concern for women is his reaction to comments made by John Milton (1608-1674) in the Doctrine
Discipline

of Divorce

(1644).

and

In one of his letters Howell

states the following with Milton in mind:

"The itching of

^'There is agreement among scholars that Howell was
no poet, although a claim of his being "highly unpoetic" is
somewhat out of place. See Chambers's
Cyclopaedia
of English Literature,
ed. David Patrick (Philadelphia: J. B.
Lippincott, 1902), I, 575.
-'^Vann, p. 11.
"**Harwood, p. 17 8,
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Scribblers was the scab of the Time:

It is just so now,

that any triobolary Pasquiller, every tressis

agaso,

any

sterquilinous Rascal, is licens'd to throw dirt in the faces
of Sovereign Princes in open printed language" (II.xlviii);
and he later says, "But the opinion of a poor shallowbrain 'd Puppy, who upon any cause of disaffection would have
men to have a privilege to change their Wives, or to repudiate them, deserves to be hiss'd at rather than confuted"
(IV.vii).

These comments led one recent scholar to claim

that "Howell can be, as Winston Churchill said of Hitler,
'quite uncivil at times.'"'*^
Howell is representative of his century, equating
his health to the bodily humors and the stars, believing in
witches and speaking of numerous and at times fabulous cures
for illnesses.

He is acknowledged as the first Englishman

to earn a living by his pen, and although he was unable to
procure positions of long standing during his lifetime, his
works, like his memorial tablet which withstood the German
bombardments during the Battle of Britain, live on after
three centuries.

Hov/ell was interred on November 3, 1666,

shortly after the Great Fire, in the Temple Church, London.
He left a small amount of money to his brother and tv7o sisters, and his landlady, Mrs. Leigh.

Familiar

A monument was set up

'*^W. Jenkyn Thomas, The Epistolae
Ho-Elianae,
The
Letters
of James Howell,
The Transactions of the

Honourable Society of Cymmrodorion, sessions 194 3 and 194M
(London: issued by the Society, 1946), p. 72.
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over his remains with a Latin epitaph acknowledging him as
Historiographer Royal "(the first in England)."**'

**'Thomas, p. 77.

Chapter II

The Ciceronian and Senecan Controversy to the
Renaissance:

Howell's Predecessors

The subject of a number of James Howell's prose
works involves controversy in one form or another.

In his

political tracts Howell speaks out against such disorders of
the time as the disagreements between Charles I and Parliament, the disruption caused by the Civil Wars in England,
and the wars on the Continent, and, at times, religious dissent which heightened the intensity of conflict in general
throughout the seventeenth century.

In his histories Howell

covers the rise and fall of kingships in England and abroad,
and many of his Familiar

Letters

deal with personal, na-

tional and worldwide conflicts which loomed significantly
during his lifetime.

From the standpoint of language and

prose style, the conflict between the Ciceronian and Senecan
(anti-Ciceronian) schools of style was also likely familiar
to Howell; and although he produced no major work on this
subject, the evidence in his varying styles, his interest in
spelling reform, grammar and foreign languages, and his mention of the brevity of epistolary style in the first letter
of the Epistolae

Ho-Elianae

(I.l.i) imply that Howell was
27
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aware of the conflict, and that he favored the antiCiceronian school, although aspects of both styles can be
found in his writings.
In order to dissect Howell's style, which is both
representative of his age and a predecessor of the conversational prose of the next century, one should begin with the
ancient period during the formation of the Greek states in
Asia Minor, and continue into the Latin Classical Age, in
which this major conflict of prose styles found representative guides in the oratory and epistles of Cicero (106-43
B.C.) and Seneca (ca. 3 B.C.—A.D. 65), and generally trace
these diverse stylistic concepts to Howell's time.

What I

have labeled as Howell's "transitional" style, characteristic of the changing trends in prose from the exhibitionism
of Ciceronian rhetoric to the plain style tendencies of
Seneca, will then fit into place in accordance with the
varying styles and schools of Howell's predecessors, contemporaries and writers in the decades following his death.

As

Ian A. Gordon suggests, the intensity of the earlier controversies over prose style subsided as the plain style of conversational language became popular:
The hundred years before 166 0 remains one of the
great periods of English prose. With Nashe, Hooker,
the Bible, Donne, and Milton at one pole and Bacon,
Walton, and the Royal Society at the other, English
prose has never shown such diversity and such capability. It could be a musical instrument, superbly
played; it could be a scientific instrument, delicately
adjusted. In the next humdred years there are to be
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further, and massive, gains. There are also to be
j^,*: considerable losses. The sermon never recovered,
the glories of baroque prose could not be revived.
The pamphlet wilted as the language of polite
society became the norm.^
The first pole Gordon speaks of ranging from Thomas Nashe
(1567-1601) to John Milton is basically representative of the
Ciceronian school, the second with Bacon and Walton representative of the anti-Ciceronian movement.

Although writers

identified with both schools will be mentioned in this dissertation, emphasis will fall upon the anti-Ciceronian school,
which was the growing movement during Howell's period; but
at the same time, as I discussed in my introduction, it is
difficult, if not inaccurate, to classify a writer as wholly
adhering to one school or another, for there is a blending of
styles in the prose of any age.

The closest one can come to

stylistic classification is to point out the aspects of an
author's style that appear most frequently and come nearest
to a particular school.
The rivalry between the Asiatic, or what was later
referred to as the Ciceronian school, and the Attic or AntiCiceronian school, can be traced from the ancient period in
Asia Minor, at which time the rise of Greek learning was becoming highly influential, through to the nineteenth century,
although the controversy reached its heights during the age .

^The Movement

of

English

Prose

Indiana Univ. Press, 1956), p. 128.

(Bloomington, Ind:
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when Cicero and Seneca were writing, and during the late
Elizabethan Age and first half of the seventeenth century.
The Asiatic style, finding its origin in the Greek states of
Asia Minor, as J. F. D'Alton states, had the "luxurious and
undisciplined character of the Oriental" and found "its
natural expression in a style that was bombastic and excessively ornate, in a copiousness that always bordered on redundancy, in a love of far-fetched metaphors and poetical
diction, in plays upon words and puerile efforts after novelty of thought and expression, and in general lack of restraint,"^

As time progressed, this style became dominant

in the field of oratory, which emphasized elegance as a
means of persuasive speech, and was carried on in the style
of Isocrates (436-338 B.C.), the Athenian orator who has
been classed by R. C. Jebb as "the earliest great artist in
the rhythm proper to prose,—so distinctly so that Cicero
more than once calls him its discoverer."^

Jebb's continu-

ing comments on Isocrates' style suggest the orator's influence on the later Ciceronian style.

In speaking of Isocra-

tes' sentence length and symmetry, for example, Jebb states,
his "long and finished period follows another with little
variety of relief," the "artificial uniformity" suggestive

York:

^Roman Literary
Theory and Criticism
Russell 8 Russell, 1962), p. 210.

^The Attic
Orator from Antiphon
Russell 8 Russell, 1962), II, 61,

(1931; rpt. New

to Isaeos

(New York:
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of the Asian school;** but Isocrates' insistence on rounding
periods, or sentences, is not wholly undisciplined as it is
a precedent of Cicero's later balance and symmetry of style.
Furthering this analysis is Jebb's statement that Isocrates
was the first to give the period "a large and free expansion" and "was the first, too, who showed how the ampler
period might be worked up through the series of clauses and
members to an artistic climax,"^

Nevertheless, with Isocra-

tes, as for Cicero later, his frequent use of the periodic
sentence made him, in J. F, Dobson's words, "too much the
slave of his own virtues," his periods being so long, complete and uniformly artistic, that their everlasting procession was monotonous.®
Isocrates, in turn, was a follower of the school of
Gorgias (ca, 485—ca. 380 B,C,), whom George Williamson
refers to as "the inventor of Sophistic style and one of the
great innovators in prose" who has "survived as the apostle
of symmetry."'

Gorgias and Protagoras (ca, 481—411 B,C.),

according to Samuel Enoch Stumpf's discussion of the Sophists in Socrates

to Sartre,

were perhaps the two most

'*Jebb, II, 62-63.
^Jebb, II, 63.
^The Greek Orators
(1919; rpt. Freeport, N.Y,::
Books for Libraries Press, 1967), p, 133,
"^The Senecan Amble (1951; rpt, Chicago:
Chicago Press, 1966), p. 32.

Univ, of
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outstanding Sophists in Athens during the fifth century
B.C.

The Sophists were popular lecturers and the inspirers

of the nev7 education which in part was to teach the art of
rhetoric or persuasive speech, a political necessity of the
time.®

Their goal was the training of men to present their

ideas clearly and forcefully, also, to an extent, as aspect
of the Senecan style.

Stumpf continues, "Clear speech and

the power of persuasion were especially indispensable in a
popular assembly where it would be disastrous to permit
debate among unskilled speakers who could neither present
their own ideas effectively nor discover the errors in their
opponents' arguments,"' According to Stumpf's reasoning,
furthermore, the Sophists' rhetoric could be used to depress
resistance to a favorable idea or it could be used for personal gain rather than persuasion for broad recognition of
the truth or value of a subject, and this "shift from the
one use of rhetoric to the other was greatly facilitated by
the inherent skepticism of the Sophists,

It was their skep-

ticism and relativism that made them suspect."*°

D'Alton

points out that this altering aspect of the Sophists' style
of oratory was to be later condemned by famous writers and
philosophers:

"Many of the faults of Asiatic oratory can be

'^Socrates

to Sartre

p. 33.
'stumpf, p, 33.
,

***stumpf, p. 33.

(New York:

McGraw-Hill, 1966),
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traced back to the Sophists, who earned the condemnation of
Plato and Aristotle not only for the general spirit of their
rhetoric, but for the affectations and extravagances of
their style,"**
The position of Aristotle (384-322 B.C) in the
controversy betv7een the Asians and Atticists was undoubtedly
influential to both causes.
Rhetoric

His comments on style in the

(ca. 338 B.C.) have especially been adaptable to

one style or the other as the controversy continued in varying degrees in the centuries following his death.

Cicero's

stress on what Gilbert Highet refers to as his "intellectual
control," for example, was likely encouraged by Aristotle's
caution of controlling the degree of ornament in writing.*^
For Aristotle, ornament in style, as W. Rhys Roberts states,
"is apt to obscure the meaning and to lead to fine writing
and flamboyant speaking."*'

"The key-notes," he continues,

"of the definition in the Rhetoric
and fitness."^'*

are, therefore,

clearness

The "clearness for Cicero would come by se-

lection of colloquial or familiar words and the syntactical

**D'Alton, p, 208,
^^The

Classical

Tradition

(1949; rpt. New York:

Oxford Univ. Press, 1965), p. 323,
*'Intro,, Demetrius,
On Style,
in Aristotle,
The
Poetics;
Longinus,
On the Sublime;
Demetrius,
On Style,
The
Loeb Classical Library, ed. E. Capps, T. E. Page and W. H. D.
Rouse (New York: G, P. Putnam's Sons, 1926), p, 258,
1 <«

Roberts, Intro., Demetrius,

On Style,

p, 258,
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balance of clauses and sentences, the "fitness" resting in
his arrangement of the plain, middle and grand styles, which
will be discussed shortly, suitable for the occasion.

In

speaking of the qualities of style Aristotle states, "We
Poetics,

may therefore assume the general observations of the

and regard it as settled that a good style is, first of all,
clear.

The proof is that the language which does not convey

a clear meaning fails to perform the very function of language.

The style, again, should be neither mean nor above

the dignity of the subject, but appropriate."^^

A later

reference to examples of Cicero's prose will illustrate his
emphasis on writing in different styles, indicating the
likely influence of Aristotle's concept of propriety, which,
as J. W. H. Atkins states, "insists on the importance of adopting the fashion of utterance appropriate to the speaker's
(or writer's) rank or age or sex or nationality; since an
old man and a young man, he [Aristotle] maintains, would
speak (or write) in different styles, as would also a wellbred.man and a rustic, a man and a woman, a Laconian and a
Thessalian."^^

The-division of style into different cate-

gories,'which becomes more organized in the works of later
authors even as Thomas Wilson (1525-1581), Angel Day (ca.

'^^The Rhetoric
of Aristotle,
trans. Lane Cooper
(New York: Appleton, 19 32), p. 185.
^^Literary
Criticism
Smith, 1952), II, 144.

in Antiquity

(New York:

Peter
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1550--ca. 1586) and Henry Peacham (ca. 1576 — 1644) in the
Renaissance, reaches broader dimensions when, for excunple,
Demetrius (ca, 345—283 B,C.) borrowed stylistic concepts
from his predecessors, especially Aristotle, evidenced in
his On Style,

written sometime in the latter part of his

life.
Demetrius, who is of particular seventeenth-century
relevance regarding his comments on the plain and epistolary
styles, also exerted influence upon Cicero, as indicated by
Cicero's division of rhetoric in his Orator

(46 B.C.).

De-

metrius designates four simple types of style in On Style

as

the plain, the grand, the elegant and the forceful, the
other, lesser important styles being a combination of these.*'
Excepting Demetrius' forceful style, the three major styles
Cicero mentions in the Orator,

the plain, middle and grand,

continue Demetrius' classification of styles and the suitability of their interrelationship.

Aside from the inade-

quacy of combining the plain and grand styles, Demetrius
refers to the intermingling of the other styles:

"With the

exception of the two opposite extremes mentioned (the plain
and the grand), we find combinations of all these types in
the Homeric epic, in the works of Plato, Xenoplion, Herodotus,
and many other writers who display a frequent mixture of
*'See A Greek Critic:
Demetrius
On Style,
trans,
and ed. G. M. A. Grube (Toronto: Univ. of Toronto Press,
1961), p. 70. All references to Demetrius' On Style
in subsequent notes will come from this source unless otherv7ise
indicated.
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grandeur, forcefulness, and charm, so that the number of
types is such as we have indicated,"*'

Demetrius' relation-

ship to Aristotle, however, is especially in his concern for
the plain style which fulfills the "clearness" and "fitness"
that Aristotle says good style requires.

In reference to

Demetrius' following of Aristotle in On Style,

W, Rhys Rob-

erts states:
In dealing with his main subject, the Four Types of
Style, Dem.etrius offers no definition of Good Style
in general. It is, as might be expected, in giving
the characteristics of the plain style (that V7hich distrusts ornament) that he comes nearest to Aristotle's
definition. He pronounces lucidity to be the final
essential of his style, and gives directions for its
attainment, pointing out incidentally that brevity may
hinder it. The other three styles make, he implies,
in the pursuit of their special qualities, some sacrifice of the cardinal virtue of clearness. The elevated
and plain styles are, in his view, direct opposites.*'
Although Demetrius' blending of a number of the four different styles was of later Ciceronian influence, his concern
for the plain style calls attention to anti-Ciceronianism.
He is of interest as an influence upon seventeenth-century
writers, including Howell, promoting the standardization of
the plain and familiar style of language.

As Roberts later

comments, "it is in dealing with the Plain Style, the style
which is sparing of ornament and oratorical device, that
*'Demetrius, On

^^Greek Rhetoric

Style,

and Literary

Criticism,

in Our Debt

to Greece and Rome, ed. George Depue Hadsits and David Moore
Robinson (New York: Cooper Square, 1963), p. 61.
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Demetrius, v7ho himself writes plainly, is most helpful to
the ordinary

writer.

He knows, and can make others know,

that where there is deep and sincere feeling elaborate language is not needed, and that any touch of poetry or metaphor will move the hearer all the more in a simple setting."^®
The preference for the plain style over the more elaborate
is indicative of the school which opposed Cicero, the antiCiceronian, whose style was characterized by the standard of
Attic brevity and simplicity, and found its authority in the
writings of Seneca,

A discussion of Cicero's prose style,

however, is prerequisite to more detailed comments on Seneca
and the Attic movement, and shall now be considered.
According to A. C. Clark in his essay, "Ciceronianism," Cicero was not a follower of the Stoic or Epicurean
schools which were the greatest institutions of his time for
the study of philosophy, but he adhered to the methods of
the New Academy which precluded dogma and the following of
rigid linguistic systems.^*

Although Cicero was identified

by the Atticists with the more elaborate Asian school, his
writing was in fact representative of both styles.

"Cicero,"

Clark states, "aimed at the happy mean between these

^**Roberts, Greek Rhetoric

and Literary

Criticism,

p, 68.
^*"Ciceronianism," in English
Literature
and the
Classics,
ed, G. S. Gordon (New York: Russell 8 Russell,
1969), p. 119.
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extremes."^*

In describing the Asiatic and Attic styles,

Clark continues, "the first was florid, with a tendency to
bombast, and so rhythmical as to resemble a chant.

The

second avoided all decoration, with the result that it
became bald and bloodless."^'

Cicero's style was basically

a combination of the two with the emphasis on the more eloquent Asian style, which was later referred to as his grand
style.

Cicero's blending of the Asian and Attic styles is

apparent in the variation of his own styles, the grand, as
stated by Highet, being his outstanding expression:

"He

himself [Cicero] had a number of styles—colloquialism in
his private letters, half-formal dialogue in his philosophical and critical treatises, and a tremendous variety of
modes of oratory in his speeches.

But the style in which he

is most powerful and most fully himself is a full, ornate,
magnificent utterance in which emotion constantly swells up
and is constantly ordered and disciplined by superb intellectual control."^**

The words "emotion" and "intellectual

control" are keys in identifying Cicero's grand style, as I
shall soon discuss, in addition to his longer periodic sentences which later writers imitated.

A clearer understand-

ing of Cicero's style, however, will be obtained by first

^^Clark, p. 119.
^'Clark, p. 119.
2i»

Highet, p. 323.
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considering his comments in the Orator

on the five parts of

rhetoric and the three basic types of oratory style.
In his Orator
ric into five parts:

Cicero classifies the styles of rhetoinventio

or arrangement, dispositio

arrangement of arguments, elocutio
memory and pronuntiatio

or style, memoria

or delivery,^'

or

or

These classifica-

tions were likely influenced by Aristotle's division of
style in the Rhetoric,

such as the three parts of the making

of a speech and the five heads of stylistic purity,^^

Cice-

ro's following of a number of Aristotle's stylistic concepts
would complement the ancient mode of originality which in
part came from borrowing or, as Harold Ogden White phrases
it, "combination in an original manner,"^'

Cicero's method,

^^Cicero's five heads of oratory are touched on in
the Orator,
but with varying emphasis, three quarters of the
work being devoted to elocutio.

See Orator,

in

Cicero:

Brutus,
Orator,
trans. H, M, Hubbel, The Loeb Classical Library, ed, T, E, Page, et al, (Cambridge: Harvard Univ,
Press, 1952), p. 297, See also Walter J. Ong's discussion
of the five heads of rhetoric in "Tudor Writings on Rhetoric." Studies
in the Renaissance,
15 (1968), 44-45.
^^Aristotle's three parts of study concerning the
making of a speech are (brackets are editors) "(1) the means
of effecting persuasion; (2) the style [language, diction];
(3) the right order of the several divisions of the whole."
See The Rhetoric

of Aristotle,

p. 182.

His five heads of

stylistic purity are (1) "the correct use of connective
words"; (2) "the use of specific words rather than [vague]
general terms"; (3) "the avoidance of ambiguous language";
(4) observing "the classification of namewords by Protagoras
into masculine, feminine, and neuter"; and (5) "number; multitude, fewness ?=duality, and unity, must be correctly expressed." See The Rhetoric
of Aristotle,
pp, 194-95,

^"^Plagiarism
aissance,

and Imitation

during

the English

Ren-

vol, XII of Harvard Studies in English (Cambridge:

Harvard Univ. Press, 1935), p. 8,
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furthermore, as White continues, was "far from following a
single model," as "he has collected all the authors who have
discussed his subject and has chosen the best from each,"^'
This suggestion is enhanced to a greater degree in Cicero's
division of the three oratorical styles.

The "plain" style

was one in which the orator was "plain, to the point, explaining everything and making every point clear rather than
impressive, using a refined, concise style stripped of ornament."^'

The "tempered" style was intermediate, sharing as-

pects of the "plain" and third sype of style, the "grandiloquent,"

The "tempered" style should bring "nothing except

ease and uniformity, or at most adding a few posies as in a
garland, and diversifying the whole speech with simple ornaments of thought and diction."'°

The third oratorical style,

the "grandiloquent," expresses a "splendid power of thought
and majesty of diction,"'*

The orators of this style were

"forceful, versatile, copious and grave, trained and
equipped to arouse and sway the emotions; som.e attained
their effect by a rough, severe, harsh style, without regular construction or rounded periods; others used a smooth

^'White, p, 9,
^^Orator,

in Cicero:

Brutus,

Orator,

'^Cicero, Orator,

pp. 319 and 321.

'*Cicero, Orator,

p. 319,

p. 319,
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ordered sentence-structure with a periodic cadence,"'^
mean Cicero strived for was in using "decorum

The

or 'propri-

ety,'" the proper style for the proper occasion, which would
bring out the "eloquence" of the orator's style:
In my opinion one must not speak in the same style at
all times, nor before all people, nor against all opponents, nor in defence of all clients, nor in partnership with all advocates. He, therefore, will be eloquent who can adapt his speech to fit all conceivable
circumstances. Once this is determined, he will speak
each part as it should be spoken; a rich subject will
not be treated meagrely, nor a grand subject in a paltry
V7ay, nor vice versa, but the speech V7ill be proper and
adequate to the subject. The beginning will be modest,
not yet warmed by elevated language, but distinguished
by ideas designed to rebuff the opponent or to recommend
the speaker himself. The narrative will be credible,
clearly expressed, not in the style of history but
almost in the tone of everyday conversation. Thereafter
the case is slight, both in proof and in refutation,
but will be so controlled that as the subject rises in
importance the style will become more elevated. However, when a case presents itself in which the full
force of eloquence can be expended, then the orator
'^Cicero, Orator,
p. 319. Lee A, Sonnino, using
Wilson's The Arte of Rhetorique
(first published 1553) for
definitions, classifies the three divisions of style as follows: adros {supra, magniloquens):
the great or mighty
kind, when we use great words, or vehement figures (Wilson,
169); ichnos
{infinum,
humile):
the low kind when we use no
metaphors nor translated words, nor yet use any amplifications, but go plainly to work, and speak altogether in
common words (Wilson, 159); mesos

{aequabile,

mediocre):

the small kind, when we moderate our heat by meaner words,
and use not the most stirring sentences (Wilson, 169). See
A Handbook

to Sixteenth-Century

Rhetorique

(New York:

Barnes 8 Noble, 1968), p. 213. See also Wilson's
Arte of
Rhetorique,
1560, ed. G. H. Mair (Oxford: Clarendon Press,
1909). Sonnino's classical terms are listed first by the
Latin, then the Greek term (e.g., compar/parison),
The
three basic styles described by Cicero, included in Demetrius' classification, and Sonnino's, will be referred to as
the plain, middle and grand styles to eliminate confusion
of the general classifications. Otherwise specific reference
to these styles and their variations will be quoted and
documented.
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will display his powers more fully; then he will rule
and sway men's minds, and move them as he will, that
is as the nature of the cause and exigency of the
occasion demand.^^
It was the degree of combination of the three styles according to the occasion by which Cicero determined the merits of
an orator, but as Highet suggested, it is the last of the
three, the "ornate" and "magnificent utterance," for which
': he is remembered.

It is this style that has led scholars to

classify Cicero as the most influential prose stylist,
although Cicero's comment above on the "tone of everyday conversation" suggests an aspect of the Attic plain style, and
is of later, particularly seventeenth-century interest.

The

following comments by J.A.K. Thomson on Cicero's influence
define the power he exerted over his followers:

"No other

writer ancient or modern is so important in the history of
prose style as Cicero. . . .

He may be said to have created

Latin prose as a vehicle of literary expression.
•

i

'

He imposed

. *

''rules upon Latin syntax, he enormously enlarged its vocabulary
of abstract and general terms, he vastly increased its flexibility, adapting it to subjects which had never been treated
in Latin before. . •. .' Through all the history of Latin
prose literature the style of Cicero is on the whole the
dominating style.

Seneca might rebel, but his rebellion

3 3cicero, Orator,

pp. 35 7, 39 7 and 39 9.
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had no permanent success.""*
A diverse aspect of Ciceronian style, as opposed to
Senecan, is the rhythm of its sentences.

Ciceronian prose

strove for balanced construction, a symjnetry of word order
in sentences that at times, in the extreme form, alm.ost
reached poetical dimensions.

In the Orator

Cicero defined

three ends of the arrangement of words in a sentence as follows:

that the final and initial syllables should fit to-

gether to comprise the most agreeable sounds; that the form
and syimnetry of words should produce their own rounded
period; and that the period should have an appropriate rhythmical cadence.'^

He further stated that antithetical

clauses {contrarium/enthymema),

"in which contrasted ideas

are set off one against the other, necessarily produce a
rhythm in prose even if not intentional,"'^ and that prose
"should be tempered by an admixture of rhythm; it should not
be loose, nor wholly rhythmical,""

These rhythmical ar-

rangements are called figures {figura/schema)

or schemes, a

definition which Quintilian (Marcus Fabius Quintilianus) (ca.
A,D, 35—ca. 100) later offers in his Institutio

Oratoria

(ca. 95):

^^The Classical
(London:

Background

of English

Literature

George Allen 8 Unwin, 1948), pp. 112-13.
'^Cicero, Orator,

p. 423,

'^Cicero, Orator,

p, 445,

"Cicero, Orator,

p. 471.
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, , . the term [figure] is used in two senses. In
the first it is applied to any form in V7hich thought
is expressed, just as it is to bodies which, whatever
their composition, must have some shape. In the second
and special sense, in which it is called a scheme, it
means a rational change in meaning or language from
the ordinary and simple form, , . , There are two
classes of [scheme], namely figures
of thought,
that is
of the mind, feeling or conceptions, , , . and
figures
of speech,
that is of words, diction, expression, language or style [IX.i.7-18].^'
The two classifications of the second sense of figure,
sc?ze7nej distinguishes between figures of thought, generally
speaking, various forms of metaphorical expression, and figures of sound, varying rhythm in sentences.

Designations

for some of these more common figures in the work of Cicero
and his followers are in order, and figures of sound shall
be considered first.

Although the source is historically

misplaced in discussing Cicero, Morris W. Croll's definitions of three outstanding figures of sound, as they appear
in his introduction to Euphues:

Euphues

and His England

The Anatomy

of

Wit

and

(1578) by John Lyly (1554-1606),

give Cicero's discussion of three types of rhythm clearer
perspective.

Croll designates the three most important fig-

ures of word-schemes as follows:
first, isocolon, or equality of members (successive
phrases or clauses of about the same length)-,
secondly,
parison, or equality of sound (successive or corresponding members of the same form, so that word corresponds to word, adjective to adjective, noun to noun.

^^The Institutio
H. E. Butler (New York:
III.

Oratoria

of Quintilian,

trans.

G. P, Putnam's Sons, 1921), vol.
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verb to verb, etc.); thirdly; paromion, similarity of
sound between words or syllables, usually occurring
between words in the same positions in parisonic members, and having the form either of alliteration,
similarity at the beginning, or homoioteleuton
{similiter
oadentes or desinentes)
^ similarity at the end,"
Much of Cicero's prose does not maintain a perfect isocolon
(compar/parison)y

as his desire is to write not "wholly

rhythmical" sentences, **" At times, however, he will use
sentences with balanced, or almost nearly balanced members
in clauses.
gation,

In the following sentences from On Moral

Obli-

for example, which retain the structure of Cicero's

Latin, an even nine- and six-count balance is maintained:
"Men often injure those whom they ought not to, or those
whom it is not wise to injure.

To do it unwittingly is

careless; to do it knowingly is rash,"***

These more bal-

anced sentences do not frequently appear in succession, but
are used by Cicero for the broader rhythmical effect of balancing uneven -membered sentences with even ones, as I shall
soon illustrate.

Parison, which Sonnino aligns with isoco-

lon, appears frequently in Cicero's prose, "wields" and
"yield," for example, illustrating repetitive sounds in his
comm.ent on one's desire for money:
^^Euphues:

The Anatomy

of

"Those who have higher
Wit and Euphues

and

His

England,
ed. Morris W. Croll and Harry Clemens (Nev7 York:
Russell 8 Russell, 1916), p, xvi.
'*°See Sonnino, p, 43.
'*^Cicero:

On Moral

Obligation,

botham (Berkeley and Los Angeles:
1967), p. 125.

trans, John Higgin-

Univ, of California Press,

L^

ambitions desire money because of the patronage that it
wields; for example, M. Crassus recently said that no one
who had designs on the highest offices of state should be
satisfied with any sum of money, however large, unless he
could maintain an army on its annual yield. "'*^ Alliteration
(alliteration/parimion)
eadens)

and similiter oadentes

or desinentes (desinens/omoeoteleuton)^

{similiter
in turn, are

familiar in Cicero's prose.**' Repetition of beginning consonant sounds is indicated by the recurring letter "f" in
"There were thirty-one who were more influenced by famine
than fame," taken from a letter to Atticus, informing him of
the consequences of jury duty; and the repetitive "s" sound
in Cicero's statement, "I am taking the cheek out of him,
not only by serious set speeches, but by quips of this kind
too," referring to the political biases of Clodius,**** Cicero's repetition of letter" sounds at the ends of words follows a similar pattern, the concluding "ty" sequence in the
words "cruelty" and "barbarity" in the following sentence
being an example:

"When we have won a victory, we should

respect our enemies, provided that they have not been the

'*^0n Moral

Obligation,

p, 47,

See Sonnino, p. 43,

'*'See Sonnino, pp. 169-70.
'***Cicero: Letters
to Atticus,
trans, E. 0. Winstedt,
The Loeb Classical Library, ed. T, E, Page, et al, (1912;
rpt. Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 1962), I, 55 and 105,
respectively.
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agents of cruelty and barbarity. "'^^ Similar examples of
these figures are found throughout Cicero's prose, and are
evident in the prose of his adherents, illustrated, especially, during the Renaissance.
As I suggested in discussing Cicero's use of isocolon, he aimed to write prose that was "not to be rhythmical
as a poem is, nor entirely without rhythm as in the speech
of the vulgar. "'^^ His rhythm is evident in the varying
length of his sentences, an' aspect of his style, as Clark
points out, that imitators of Cicero in English have at
times failed to recognize.**^

In reference to a comment

made by Cicero on the varying length of sentences, Clark
states "that Cicero did not always use long sentences.

He

recommends that these should be varied by short sentences.
'We must not confine ourselves to the broadsword, but should
sometimes employ the dagger.'"**^

This aspect of Cicero's

style is of importance as his short sentences offset the
longer ones, for which he is frequently recognized, and in
so doing create a balance which tempers "an admixture of
rhythm."
Examples of Cicero's long and short clauses and

^^On Moral

Obligation,

••^Cicero, Orator,
••^Clark, p. 122.
••^ciark, p. 122.

p.51.

p. 471.
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sentences abound in his prose.

At times long or short sen-

tencs will follow in a series, or a section may begin with
short sentences and work into longer ones.

In De

Orator

(55 B.C.), for example, in discussing the ancients' view of
the language of power and eloquence, he begins his section
with three brief sentences, the third being the longest, but
representative of Cicero's shorter sentences appearing frequently in his prose, with antithesis and almost equal members in each clause to create symmetry:

"'On these matters

I confess that Aristotle and Theophrastus have written.

But

consider, Scaevola, whether this is not wholly in my favor.
For I do not borrow from them what the orator possesses in
common with them; but they allow that what they say on these
subjects belongs to oratory.'"'^^

Another balance of this

nature appears in Howell's sentences, but it is irregular.
As I shall point out later this is one of his Ciceronian
habits that strengthens his tie with the ancients.

At one

time, Howell's sentences are symmetrical, at another time,
they are asymmetrical.

Another example of Cicero's varying

length of sentences appears in one of his letters to Quintus
in which he gives an account, with exclamations and abrupt
questions enhancing the dramatic nature of the situation.

^'^De Orator,
in Cicero:
On Oratory and
Orators,
trans, and ed. J.S. Watson, Intro. Ralph A. Micken (Carbondale and Edwardsville: Southern Illinois Univ. Press, 19 70),
p. 20.
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of the insults hurled at Clodius during his speech at the
trial of Milo which resulted in a riot:
That went on from eleven, when Pompey finished, until
quite one o'clock; every kind of abuse was uttered,
culminating in highly obscene lampoons against Clodius
and Clodia. He, white with fury, asked his partisans
above the din, "Vfho is starving the poor?" "PompeyI"
replied the gang. "who would like to go to Alexandria?" "Pompey.'" "Who do you want to go?" "Crassus I"
(He was there at the time, and not at all friendly
to Milo). At about two o'clock, apparently at a given
signal, the Clodians began to spit on our men. Resentment flared up. When they began to push and try to
dislodge us, our men went for them, and the gangsters
fled. Clodius was thrown off the platform, and at this
point I made myself scarce- for fear of anything happening to me in the riot.^^
For Cicero these shorter sentences and exclamations, also
used by Howell, would be appropriate to describe the exciting
incident; it would be an example of the "eloquence" he speaks
of which is proper for the occasion.

Cicero's style here is

not representative of either the plain, the "tempered" or
middle, or the "graniloquent" or grand styles; it is closer
to a combination of the three, being clear and explanatory,
uniform with some metaphorical expression, and, although
lacking long periodic sentences, forceful to the point of
swaying the emotions of the reader.

This combination of

styles, in turn, is another aspect of Howell's prose style.
He has a tendency to use decorum, adopting the proper style

(London:

^^Letters
of Cicero,
trans, and ed. L.P.Wilkinson
Hutchinson Univ. Library, 1966), p. 53.
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for the proper occasion, although he is not disciplined
in this area.

A problem results, consequently, in attempt-

ing to classify Howell's style, as his prose consists of
varied styles.

The transitional element of Howell's

style, however, and other writers with varied styles for
that matter, is important in this case, suggesting the
influence of different schools of thought.

Howell's stylistic

trends, for example, are representative of two ages:

the

elegant prose of the Elizabethan Period, characteristic of
the ancients, and the modern tendencies of seventeenthcentury plain style prose.

This aspect will be apparent

in later analyses of Howell's prose style.
Cicero, in his dialogue the Brutus

To return to

(46 B.C.) he uses a

similar style as in the above quotation, with the addition
of a series of epithets to praise Cato as an orator:
yet, good heavens, what a man.'

"'And

I do not now refer to the

citizen, the senator, the commander; we seek now only the
orator.

Whom will you find more weighty in commendation,

sharper in censure, shrewder in aphorism, more subtle in
presentation and proof?'"^^

"Eloquence" is also evident

in Cicero's longer periodic sentence; witness the following

^^Brutus,

in Cicero:

Brutus,

Orator,

p. 63
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example taken also from the Brutus

in which Cicero comments

on the perceptiveness of an intelligent critic:
"Again, if in passing he notices that the judges are
alert, attentive, and have the appearance whether of
learning eagerly about the case in hand and of showing
assent by their faces, or of hanging upon the words of
the orator, like a bird lured by the trapper's notes,
or (most of all) that they are stirred to pity, hate,
or some like emotion—all these if he observe only in
passing, without hearing a word, yet he will recognize
inevitably that an orator is present in that court,
and that the proper work of an orator is in process or
is already accomplished."'^
The balance in this sentence, which in translation reflects
structurally the original Latin, includes the unit as a
whole.

The varying length of Cicero's clauses creates a

harmony in that he begins with long clauses followed by a
series of shorter paralleled ones, leading to the conclusion
which again constitutes longer clauses.

This sequence of

clauses reaches a climax at the end of the sentence like a
grand finale in which the spirit of the orator is ultimately
felt by the observer.

Cicero's "intellectual control" is in

part his balance of clauses, for ornament or exaggeration
would diminish the glory of the orator and lessen the suspenseful climax which is attributed to the periodic sentence
The emotional quality of this sentence and others like it
further suggests Cicero's desire not to follow either the
Asiatic or Attic schools, as the personal nature of his

52

Cicero, Brutus,

p, 171,
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writing was another aspect unrelated to either school,
Cicero's "happy mean," as Clark phrased it, between
the Asiatic and Attic styles has been defined in different
ways,

John C, Rolfe says that it has a "concealed" rhythmic

arrangement of words," the musical quality which Sidney
greatly admired, and Highet refers to the "colloquialism" of
his personal letters.'**

Similarly, Atkins defines Cicero's

style following a comment on his indifference to the Asiatic
and Attic schools:

"For he had come to realize with the in-

stinct of genius that he could belong to neither of the
schools; and his protest was in substance a defence of his
own spacious and emotional style, with its ever-varying harmonies, its colour, its architectural effects, one of the
greatest of artistic creations,""

Cicero's emotional

appeal is evident in many of his letters.

The following

correspondence to his best friend Atticus is an example in
which he speaks of the loneliness he has experienced during
his good friend's absence from Rome:
And you whose talk and advice has so often lightened
my worry and vexation of spirit, the partner in my
public life and intimate of all my private concerns,
the sharer of all m.y talk and plans, where are you?
. . . My house is crammed of a mourning, I go down to
the Forum surrounded by doves of friends, but in all
^^Cicero
and His
and Rome, p, 102.

5'*Highet, p. 323.
"Atkins, II, 36,

Influence,

in Our Debt

to

Greece
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the multitude I cannot find one with whom I can pass
an unguarded joke or fetch a private sigh. . . .
There are many things to worry and vex me, but once
I have you here to listen I feel I can pour them all
away in a single walk and talk.^^
Cicero writes as if his friend were sitting before him, as
if he were thinking aloud in a pattern that may be referred
to as "free association."^"^

In other words he talks to him-

self as though he were talking to Atticus:
He asks his friend.

"Where are you?"

Cicero sincerely reveals the deep feel-

ings he has for Atticus, an attitude that will reappear in
Howell's Familiar
poetic terms.

Letters,

and expresses himself in almost

His metaphorical use of "doves" of friends, for

example, who cannot ease his loneliness, enhances the close
relationship he enjoyed with Atticus, who in a single walk
and talk could diminish his many cares.

Cicero's colloquialism,

allowing for the loss and. modification of the original in
translation, is in the simplicity of his language, which reemerges in the plain style of the seventeenth century.

His

choice of words and metaphorical expressions suggests friendly
conversation; for example, Cicero's friend "lightens" his
worry; his house is "crammed of a mourning"; there is no
one with whom he can "fetch a private sigh."

The periodic

sense is again, very evident in this passage although

^^Cicero 's Letters
to Atticus,
trans, and ed. D.R.
Shackleton Bailey (Cambridge: at the Univ. Press, 1965), I,
p. 173.
^^See L.P. Wilkinson's discussion of "free association"
in the Letters
of Cicero,
pp. 15, 16.
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the sentences are fairly short.

A similar emotional passage

appears in the following letter Cicero wrote to his wife
during his exile at Brindisi:
True, if Fortune has preserved me for any hope of ever
recovering any of my prosperity, my error vjas not so
great; but if this misery is to be permanent, my one
desire is to see you, my love, as soon as I can and to
die in your arms, since neither the Gods, whom you have
worshipped so devoutly, nor men, whom I have always
served, have shown us any gratitude.''
This passage, which is a longer periodic sentence, illustrates not only the emotional aspect of Cicero's prose, but
the musical quality as well.

Shorter clauses follow the

longer ones linked by brief statements, "True," "my love"
and "nor men," which give the sentence a rhythmical, somewhat lyrical effect.

This is closer to the style character-

istic of the Attic school, stressing the plain conversational style in prose rather than the poetic elegance of the
grand style.

Demetrius' On Style,

as mentioned earlier, was

an innovator in this stylistic divergence from the grand to
the plain style.
My previous brief comment on Cicero's use of metaphorical expression introduces another aspect of style characteristic of Cicero and, at times, of Seneca as well:
use of tropes (tropus)

which are, generally speaking, vary-

ing degrees of metaphors."
^^Letters

the

of Cicero,

"By a trope," according to
pp. 46-47.

"See Sonnino, p. 187,
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Quintilian's definition, "is meant the artistic alteration
of a word or phrase from its proper meaning to another."^°
The metaphor (translatio/metaphora),

he further states, is

"the commonest and by far the most beautiful of tropes" ^Jnetttwtto.VIII.vi.4):^1

it is, as defined in the Ad

Heren-

nium (86-82 B.C.), "When a word is transferred from one
thing to another . . . a means of presenting our subject as
if before the eyes of the audience, of attaining brevity,
avoiding obscenity, of amplification and ornament" (IV, 45).^^
Cicero furthers these definitions in his discussion of the
middle style by referring to metaphors as "transferred"
words, which he describes as follows:

"By 'transferred' I

now mean, as often before, words transferred by resemblance
from another thing in order to produce a pleasing effect, or
because of lack of a 'proper' word; by 'borrowed' I mean the
cases in which there is substituted for a 'proper' word another with the same meaning drawn from some other suitable
sphere."^^

Cicero mentions "hypallage"

"metonymy" (transmutatio/metonymia),
catachresis)

{reversio/anastrophe),

"catachresis"

and "allegory" (inversio/allegoria)

(abusio/

as figures

^^See Sonnino, p. 187, All subsequent quotations
from the Institutio
will come from Sonnino. See also The
Institutio
Oratoria
of Quintilian,
4 vols., The Loeb Classi'
cal Library (Cambridge: Harvard Univ. Press, 195 3).
^^See Sonnino, p. 181.
^^See Sonnino, p. 181.
^^Cicero, Orator,

p. 373.
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of metaphors,^**

The word "hypallage," Cicero states, was

coined by rhetoricians because "words are exchanged for
words.""

The grammarians called the same figure "metonymy"

as "nouns are transferred."^^

Cicero introduces "catachre-

sis" and "allegory" by referring to Aristotle's classification of all metaphorical figures as m.etaphors:
Aristotle, however, classifies them [figures of metaphors] all under metaphor and includes also the misuse
of terms, which they call xaxaxpnaLs or "catachresis,"
for example, v;hen V7e say a "minute" mind instead of
"small"; and we misuse related words on occasion either
because this gives pleasure or because it is appropriate. When there is a continuous stream of metaphors, a
wholly different style of speech is produced; consequently the Greeks call it aX\T\yopCa or "allegory,"
They are right as to the name, but from the point of
view of classification Aristotle does better in calling
them all metaphors,''
Examples of these varied tropes are found throughout Cicero's prose.

His successors uphold the classical definitions

6 k See

Sonnino, pp. 164, 184, 16 and 120, respec-

tively.
^'Cicero, Orator,

p. 373,

'^Cicero, Orator,
pp. 373 and 375. The distinction
between "hypallage" and "m.etonymy" is as follows: Quintilian defines reversio/anastrophe
as "the transposition of two
words only . . . a reversal of order"
{Institutio.^111.vi,
65); transmutatio/metonymia,
on the other hand, is "the substitution of one name for another. . . . To indicate an invention by substituting the name of the inventor or a possession by substituting the name of the possessor . . . or
vice versa" {Institutio.Vlll.vi.23ff).
Both terms are known
as "hypallage." See Sonnino, pp. 164 and 184.
6 7

Cicero, Orator»

p. 375,
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to the extent that they become prominent stylistic features,
and are subject to further classification, especially during
the Renaissance,

Some illustrations of Cicero's tropes,

therefore, will prepare a foundation for later discussions.
The reversal of word order in "hypallage" is indicated in Cicero's letters when he states, "But this I do
assert that no one has ever lost so much," and "It is my own
folly in thinking that your affection for me was as great as
I wished it to be that I am finding fault with.""

The

words "this" and "assert," and "affection" and "with" in
each sentence are exchanged, creating an irregular syntax.
Metaphor, however, is clearly illustrated in "metonymy."
The phrase "v7heel of State," referring to government officials, and "physic for the State," suggestive of ancient
laws of the land, in the following passage, are indicative
of the transferred nouns of "metonymy":
. . . the wheel of State has turned round gaily and
with less noise than I had expected , , , but it is
still more through the villainy of those who have disregarded auspices and the Aelian law, the lunian and
Licinian law, and the Caecilian and Didian lav7, who
have thrown out of the window all the physic for the
State, "
"Catachresis," furthermore, covers a broader range of metaphors.

The "misuse" of related words, from Aristotle's

^ ^Cicero:
Letters
stedt, 225 and 233,

to Atticus,

I, trans, E. 0. Win-

^^Cicero:

to Atticus,

I, 137,

Letters
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definition, enhances the striking comparisons in metaphors
that at times border on conceit.

In a letter to Atticus,

Cicero tells his friend to "notch that day" as the beginning
of his year of office,'°

He refers to Pompey as "that blood-

sucker of the treasury," and to unpleasant news in a letter
as a "thunderbolt"; and in implying political apathy states
to Atticus, "You, in spite of a political bent, have avoided
wearing any special yoke."'*

These unusual relationships of

words are common in later prose writers, and are copiously
supplied in Howell's prose,
"Allegory" appears frequently in Cicero's prose,
and its use is extensive in medieval and Renaissance prose,
Cicero, borrowing Aristotle's definition, defines "allegory"
as a "continuous stream of metaphors," or, in other words,
an extended metaphor,

"Allegory" in this sense, for example,

is illustrated wlien Cicero uses diseased-tree imagery to describe the dangerous control Pompey has over his jury, and
the ultimate exposure of his evil ways:
Pompey exerted his influence energetically: and the
jury were a rotten lot, , , , Other trials are hanging
over his head: he is not out of the wood yet. You
will say: 'How, then, do you take it?' Quite coolly,
upon my word, and I congratulate myself thereon. The
State, my dear Pomponius, has lost not only its sap
and blood, but even all its old colour and outward
semblance.'^

^^ Cicero:

Letters

to Atticus,

I, 373,

"^^Cicero:

Letters

to Atticus,

I, 61, 289 and 287,

''^Cicero:

Letters

to Atticus,

I, 327.
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A similar draining image is an extended metaphor when
Cicero states that his rejection of certain enactments by
Appius is suggestive of altering a doctor's prescription to
save the land whose blood has been drained:
It is as if a doctor, when a patient has been placed
under the care of another, should be angry with his
successor for changing his prescription. So Appius,
having starved the province, let blood, and tried every
lowering treatment, hands it to me drained of life and
cannot bear to see it being fed up by m e . "
In each of the examples above, the metaphorical implication
is continuous in a number of sentences.

The extent of the

"allegory" in prose and poetry, of course, varies.

In

poetry the extended metaphor may continue for many verses.
Vergil (Publius Vergilius Maro) (70-19 B.C.) makes recurrent
use of the extended metaphor in his epic poem. The

Aeneid

(ca. 19 B.C.), as in Book VI to enhance the breadth of evil
and the consequences of sin.

His description of Tisiphone

guarding the gates of Tartarus in the underworld is an example in which the horrid sentry is stationed by three huge
walls, surrounded by a river of flames.'**

She wears a

"bloody robe" and holds a whip in her right hand, and in her
left hand brandishes snakes.'^
73

Cicero:

''^The

Letters

Aeneid:

Lind (Bloomington:
"r/ie Aeneid,

The description continues

to Atticus,

An Epic

I, 415-16.

Poem of Rome,

trans. L. R.

Indiana Univ. Press, 1962), p, 119,
p, 119.
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for a number of verses, extending the metaphorical
implication of sin and its requisite punishment.

Ovid

(Publius Ovidius Naso) (43 B.C.-A.D. 18), in his

Metamor-

phoses

(ca. A.D. 1 ) , in turn, furnishes the reader examples

of "allegory."

The berry tree in the tale of Pyramus and

Thisbe in Book IV serves as an illustration.

After Pyramus

has slain himself, assuming that his lover Thisbe has been
slaughtered in the woods, "The leaves that were upon the
tree besprincled with his blood / Were died blacke. / The
roote also bestained as it stoode, a deep dark purple colour
straight upon the Berries cast."'^^ When Thisbe takes her
life, upon discovering her deceased lover, she prays that
the tree will bear black fruit, symbolizing their ironic
deaths; and, consequently, Ovid states that "When the
fruit is thoroughly ripe, the Berrie is bespect / With colour
tending to a blacke. "^"^

The extended metaphor of "allegory"

can be broader than these passages indicate, continuing
for entire books of long poems and prose.

In the Renaissance,

for example, Edmund Spenser (ca. 1552-1599) makes his red
cross knight symbolic of holiness throughout Book I of The
Faerie

Queene

(Books I-III, 1590; Books IV-VI, 1596; Cantos

of Mutibilitie,

1609); and in the seventeenth century, John

Bunyan (1628-1688) has Christian represent the sinner in quest

'^^Ovid's

Metamorphoses,

John Frederick Nims (New York:
I'^Ovid's

Metamorphoses,

trans. Arthur Golding, ed.

Macmillan, 1965), pp. 90, 91.
p. 91.
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of salvation in Part I of his prose work. The
Progress

Pilgrim's

(1678).

The comparisons of analogy
and simile (similitudo/omoesis),

{comparatio/analogia)

furthermore, are stylistic

devices characteristic of Cicero's prose, that generally
come under the classification of tropes.''^ Analogy,
Quintilian states, "Used for amplification . . . seeks to
rise from the less to the greater, since by raising what
is below it must necessarily exalt that which is above"
(Institutio.

Vlll.iv.^)

.'^^

The rise from the less to the

greater is evident when Cicero equates the sensitive ear
of a musician with the introspection of one's behavior:
The sensitive ear of a musician can detect the slightest
fault in a piece of music. Similarly, if we want to be
astute and perceptive critics of what is wrong, we shall
often learn a great deal by studying minutiae. From
/ a glance of the eyes , from the knitting or relaxing of
the brows, from an air of sadness or gaiety, from
laughter, speech or silence, from the raising or lowering of the voice and so on, we may easily discover the
propriety or otherwise of our actions.^^
Cicero's comparisons are at times between man and beast, as in
the following man-bee relationship exemplifying brotherhood:

^^See Sonnino, pp. 44 and 171.
^^Sonnino, p. 44
^^On Moral Obligation,

p. 91.
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In the case of bees the making of hives is the result
rather than the cause of their swarming together.
Similarly men are by nature gregarious, but to a far
greater degree, and so apply their minds to the problems of thinking and acting together.'*
The distinction between analogy and simile is close, for
one might also classify the passages above as extended similes.

According to Quintilian, some similes "are for inser-

tion among our arguments to help our proof while others
, . . make our pictures yet more vivid. . . . Anything that
is selected for the purpose of illuminating something else
must itself be clearer than that which it is to illustrate"
(Institutio.

Vlll.

Hi.12)

.^^

Simile may be identified, fur-

thermore, by its use of the words "like" or "as" to form a
comparison, and its restriction, frequently, to one or two
sentences.

This form of simile is common in Cicero's prose,

and that of other prose writers to be discussed.

His com-

parisons coordinated V7ith the words "like" and "as" in the
following passage concerning a disrupted trial are trademarks for other sequential relationships in his prose:
The challenging of the jury took place amidst an
uproar, since the prosecutor, like a good censor, rejected all the knaves, and the defendant, like a kindhearted trainer of gladiators, set aside all the respectable people, . . . The few honest folk among
them, that he had not managed to remove in his selection, sat as woe-begone as fish out of water, sadly

'*(?« Moral

Obligation,

'^Sonnino, p, 171.

pp. 94-95,
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upset and bemoaning their contact with infamy. 8 3
Similes of this type are also found in Seneca's prose, and,
for that matter, so are a number of the tropes discussed in
this section.

Cicero's metaphorical usage is perhaps more

abundant, but this is an aspect of style that draws some relationship between the two writers.
Proverbs (proverbium/parimia)

have been classified

as topes, and, likewise, are found in the writings of Cicero
and Seneca,'**

A standard definition of the proverb is a

"celebrated or well-knov7n saying . , , common to everyone,
commended equally for its antiquity and its wisdom,""

This

definition suffices as an introduction to the proverb, as
the finer distinctions of its counterparts are clarified in
a later section.

Cicero's proverbs are either stated di-

rectly, or implied in a proverbial sequence.

In speaking of

morality, for instance, Cicero directly refers to an old
proverb of the peasants:
For it was among peasants that that time-honoured
proverb derived its origin: 'You could play la moure
with him in the dark,' they say, when they want to pay
tribute to a man's honesty and integrity. If this
means anything, it means that no action can be advantageous if it is not fitting; whether anyone can prove
"Ctcerc?:

Letters

to Atticus,

I, 51 and 53.

'**See Sonnino, p. 151,
"Sonnino, p. 151, This quotation is from the Epitome troporum ac schematwn et grammaticorutn
et rhetorum (Antwerp, 1566), 13f, by Joannes Susenbrotus.
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it against you or not is irrelevant. 86
At other times, as in his following comment on freedom and
the law, the sense of Cicero's statements is proverbial and
forms a sequence:
Liberty shows its teeth more when violated than when
maintained. Let us accept, then, the rule that it is
better to govern by love than by fear, for it is one
that may be applied over a wide field, as it is not
merely relevant to safety, but to power and wealth as
well. Adherence to this rule, then, will ensure easy
success in both public and private life; for those
who inspire fear in others inevitably have reason to
fear their reaction."
The metaphorical aspect of Cicero's proverbs exists in the
anim.al image of liberty, and governing by love "over a V7ide
field," in the latter passage,

Cicero uses this figurative

language strategically in giving advice to his reader.
Proverbs are especially apparent in On Moral Obligation,

but

are included periodically in Cicero's other prose as well.
In the prose of later ages they are extensively used in
medieval sermons, and many prose works of the seventeenth
century,
The Attic attack upon Cicero and his followers occurred during his lifetime and was, as Jose Guillen suggests,
encouraged by the publication of De

Orator:

" 0 « Moral

Obligation,

p, 164.

"6)n Moral

Obligation,

p, 107.
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La ocasion que tomaron para lanzarse contra Ciceron
fue la publicacion de su De Oratore.
Ciceron exige en
estos libros al orador una serie de conocimientos tal
que hasta entonces nadie habia sonado siquiera pudiera
juntarse en un hombre: el derecho, la filosofia, la
historia, la poesia, el arte, el ejercicio constante
de la declamacion y de la escritura. Y por colofon
del orador, exige que sea artista consumado de la palabra: correccion, claridad, elegancia, imagen del lenguaje, ritmo de la frase, figuras de pensamiento y de
palabra. No olvida ni el gesto, ni el tono, ni la
voz, "
Cicero's requirements for oratory, especially "elegancia,
imagen del lenguaje" and "ritmo de la frase," were opposed
by the Atticist,

The Attic stylistic emphasis was a revers-

al of the elegance of Cicero, Isocrates and the Suphists;
the Attic style is defined by Highet as follows:
were curt, often molty in rhythm.

"Clauses

Connectives V7ere dropped,

balance avoided; the thought content became denser; where
Cicero built up his paragraphs to a crescendo of crashing
sound, the writers of the early empire ignored harmony, cultivating epigrammatic brilliance and preferring paradox to
climax,""

Jebb furthers this analysis by suggesting that

the Attic emphasis on Stoic philosophy, as opposed to the
Sophistic following of the Asians, enhanced its opposition
to oratory, being more "technical and, in its highest phase,
scientific," than the Sophistry of Asianism,'°
""Ciceron y el genuine aticismo," Arbor,
113 (1955), 437,
"Highet, p, 323,
"Jebb, II, 439,

31, No.
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Following D'Alton's comments on Stoicism, the influence of Stoic philosophy is of importance in the antiCiceronian movement as its milder manner toned down the
elegance of the Asian orators, placing the calm expression
of the philosopher in opposition to the rant of the orator:
"Again, mainly under Stoic influence, arose the contrast between the quiet, even, almost conversational flow of the
philosopher's discourse, and the grand impetuous manner of
the orator, whose aim is to rouse the emotions of his audience,"'*

The moral philosophy of the Stoics was aimed at

happiness, but unlike the Epicureans, according to Stumpf,
their interest was in wisdom rather than pleasure:

"the

Stoics sought happiness through wisdom, a wisdom by which to
control what lay within human power and to accept with dignified resignation what had to be,"'^

The Stoic universe

was one of order in which nature was the guiding principle
where there was, in the words of Moses Hadas, "no distinction among men:

noble or commoner, Hellene or barbarian,"''

and their rational concept of God was that of a "substance
existing not in some single location but in all of nature.
'*D'Alton, pp, 69-70.
'^Stumpf, p, 121,
9 3

The Stoic

Philosophy

of

Seneca,

Moses Hadas (1958; rpt, Gloucester, Mass.:
1965), p, 21.

trans, and Intro,,

Peter Smith,
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in all things.""*
The Stoic influence on style was introduced in the
schools of declamation during the Augustan Age, their purpose being, as Croll states, "to train their pupils in the
practice of the genus

verbis

agitantis.

humile—de

re hominis

magis

quam de

Their pretention was realism; their pro-

gram the cultivation of all the means of individual expression at the expense of conventional beauty."''
humile

The genus

is characterized by its origin in philosophy and is

closest to the plain style which is "marked by an unconstrained conversational tone.""

Concerning its idiom,

Croll says it "is that of conversation or is adapted from it,
in order that it may flow into and fill up all the nooks and
crannies of reality and reproduce its exact image to
9 i»

Stumpf, p, 12 2.

""'Attic Prose' in the Seventeenth Century," in
Style,

Rhetoric,

and Rhythm:

Essays

by Morris

W. Croll,

ed.

J, Max Patrick, et al. (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton Univ.
Press, 1966), p. 92. Originally published in SP, 18 (1921),
79-12 8. Morris Croll's essays are standard in the study of
seventeenth-century prose style. The editors' contributions
to the collected essays are of value in pointing out the
weaknesses as well as the merits of Croll's work, and should
be considered when comparing Croll's theories on style to
those of other scholars. George Williamson's The Senecan
Amble, referred to in a previous note, is more recent and
next in importance for the study of seventeenth-century
prose style, Jonas A, Barish's Ben Jonson and the Language
of Prose Comedy (196 0; rpt, Cambridge: Harvard Univ, Press,
1967) is of value as a supplement to Croll and Williamson.
" G , L, Hendrickson, "The Origin and Meaning of the
Ancient Characters of Style," American

26, No, 101 (1905), 269,

Journal

of

Philology,
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attentive observation,""

Brevity, one of the chief as-

pects of Attic style, Croll identifies with Aristotle's
Rhetoric,
ness,"

in addition to clearness and fitness or appropriateIn his essay, "The Baroque Style in Prose," Croll

speaks of two divisions of brevity of the anti-Ciceronian
style as the curt style or stile

coupe and the loose style,

the latter having loose conjunctions, greater length of members, irregular syntax and avoidance of formality; and the
former, short members, asymmetry of members, illogical order
and omission of syntactic ties, which is closer to the colloquial aspect of Seneca's "pointed" style,"
In Seneca's style, and later that of the historian
Tacitus (ca. A,D, 56—A.D. 120), the deviation from the
rounded Ciceronian sentence is evident.

Although Seneca's

style, at times, contains the qualities of both the loose
and curt styles described by Croll, his curt or "pointed"
style makes a more direct contrast to the symmetrical rhythm
of Cicero's grand style.

The opening of Seneca's essay on a

wise man will serve as an introductory example of the Attic
trend toward the plain style:

"Croll, p. 61,
"Croll, p. 85,
"See Croll, pp, 207-33,

"The Baroque Style in

Prose" was originally published in Studies
in English
Philology
in Honor of Frederick
Klaeber,
ed. Kemp Malone and

Martin B. Ruud (Minneapolis: Univ. of Minnesota Press,
1929), pp. 427-56. See also Williamson, p, 60.
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There is no condition of life that excludes a wise
man from discharging his duty. If his fortune be good,
he tempers it; if bad, he masters it; if he has an
estate, he will exercise his virtue in plenty; if none,
in poverty; if he cannot do it in his country, he will
do it in banishment; if he has no command, he will do
the office of common soldier.*°°
Antithesis, an aspect of Cicero's balanced style, is again
of importance, but in Seneca's writing the antithesis is
more abrupt.

He frequently omits conjunctions and breaks

his opposing clauses with semicolons, along with the antithetical movement back and forth of good and bad, of plenty
and poverty, suggesting a jolting, "pointed" effect.

The

paralleling effect of the word "if," in turn, begins each
clause with a sharp sound, qualifying, usually, the word
"fortune," although it should be kept in mind, at the same
time, that parallelism is a balancing feature of Cicero's
style.

Parallelisms and statements in a series, similar to

the fashion of Cicero and Seneca, carry forward to the seventeenth century, an aspect especially evident in Howell's
writing.

These elements at times produce a blemish in How-

ell's style, however, as he exaggerates his parallelisms and
series by stringing them along for two or more pages; but
Seneca has more control over the length of his sentences in
his essays and letters, and even in longer parallelisms than
the one last quoted he breaks up the cataloguing effect by
*"!r?ie Morals

of

Seneca:

A Selection

trans, and ed. Walter Clode (London:
p, 7.

of

His

Prose,

Walter Scott, 18 88),
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varying the members of the clauses.
The periodic sense is greatly reduced in Seneca's
style.

Notice how the first sentence of his essay on wisdom

immediately begins with the subject stated clearly and
briefly, followed by paralleled, or repeated
phora)

(repetitio/ayia-

sentences introduced with the word "it":

Wisdom is a right understanding, a faculty of discerning good from evil, what is to be chosen and what rejected; a judgment grounded upon the value of things,
and not the common opinion of them. It sets a watch
over our words and deeds, and makes us invincible by
either good or evil fortune. It has for its objects
things past and things to come, things transitory and
things eternal. It examines all the circumstances of
time, and the nature and operation of the mind.*°*
The series of abrupt clauses in the first sentence is suggestive of little sentences or statements in a row.

Antithesis

is again indicated by one subject opposing another, good opposed to evil, past opposed to future, transitory opposed to
eternal, etc.

The rational nature of Stoicism echoes in the

brevity of members in each of the clauses, and getting to the
point in the beginning of the passage.

The style is concise

and clear, refraining from the suspenseful climactic growth
of the longer periodic sentences.

Asymmetry in Seneca's

style appears in different forms.

In the following passage

from his essay "On the Manner of Giving Counsel," for

^^^The

Morals

of

Seneca,

p. 6.

Repetitio

same word repeated at the beginning of sentences.
nino, p. 161.

is the

See Son-
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example, he places opposing aphorisms or proverbial statements in a series:
There are some precepts that serve in common both
to the rich and poor, but they are too general; as
cure your avarice and the work is done. It is one
thing not to desire money, and another thing not to
understand how to use it. In the choice of the persons we have to do withal, we should see that they
be worth our while. He that gives sober advice to
a witty droll must look to have everything turned
into ridicule.-^^^
This is another aspect of Senecan style which strongly
influenced seventeenth-century writers.

Antithetical

aphorism, according to Croll, "is an eminently characteristic feature of the stile

coupe because this style is

always tending toward aphorism, or pensee,
form."^^^

as its ideal

The same is true of metaphors antithetically

opposing one another frequently appearing in the form
of analogy; the following passage on pride taken from
Seneca's Letter VII is an example:
No one should feel pride in anything that is not his
own. We praise a vine if it loads its branches with
fruit and bends its very props to the ground with the
weight it carries: would any one prefer the famous
vine that had gold grapes and leaves hanging on it?
Fruitfulness is the vine's peculiar virtue. So, too,
in a man praise is due only to what is his very own.
Suppose he has a beautiful home and a handsome collection of servants, a lot of land under cultivation
and a lot of money out at interest; not one of these
things can be said to be in him — they are just around

102y;jg Morale

of

lO^croll, p. 214.

Seneca,

p. 35.
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him. Praise in him what can neither be given nor
snatched away, what is peculiarly a man's. *°'*
Personal pride is discussed in this passage through the related medium of the fruit-bearing vine and the unique qualities of man's mind, the metaphorically opposing subjects
again allowing for asymmetry.
loose members.

Seneca's sentences now have

It appears that the sentences and clauses

have no "predetermined plan," as Croll phrases it, "or they
violate it at will; their progression adapts itself to the
movements of a mind discovering truth as it goes, thinking
while it writes,"*°'

This is an example of the conversa-

tional style that stands out during the seventeenth century.
It is a calm and philosophical style having a light and
simple quality.

Seneca, as Frank Ivan Merchant states,

"wishes his letters to be unlabored and easy like familiar
conversation.

Painstaking polish he does not regard as a

manly ornament."^ ° ^
The opening passage of the follov7ing letter to
Lucilius (XLVI), again representative of the loose style,
examplifies the serenity of Seneca's sentences in which his
thoughts are recorded casually as they come to him, as he
^^ '^Seneca:

Letters

from

a Stoic,

trans, and Intro.

Robin Campbell (Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England:
Books, 1969), p. 88.

Penguin

*"Croll, p. 221.
* ""Seneca the Philosopher and His Theory of Style,"
American

Journal

of Philology,

26, No. 101 (1905), 52.
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easefully relates his joy over a book he received from hii
friend:
The book you promised me has come, I was intending
to read it at my convenience and I opened it on arrival
without meaning to do any more than just get an idea
of its contents. The next thing I knew the book itself
had charmed me into a deeper reading of it there and
then. How lucid its style is you may gather from the
fact that I found the work light reading, although a
first glance might well convey the impression that the
writer was someone like Livy or Epicurus, its bulk
being rather unlike you or me! It was so enjoyable,
though, that I found myself held and drawn on until I
ended up having read it right through to the end without a break. All the time the sunshine was inviting me
out, hunger prompting me to eat, the weather threatening to break, but I gulped it all down in one sitting.*^'
The simplicity of language and brevity of clauses and sentences in the passage are of Stoic influence.

Seneca's con-

trol of ornamentation, suggested by his solitary book metaphor charming him "into deeper reading," furthers the Stoic
aspect which demands the simple style becoming to a philosopher.

This style. Merchant states, is "not involved or com-

plicated, whether in arrangement of words or in complexity
of parts; and while it may have ornament, it must not have
excess of ornament."*"
Amble or Canterbury,^^
in his Characteristicks

Seneca's "amble," or "the common

as the Earl of Shaftesbury phrased it
of Men, Manners,

Times

(1711), is

not "more tiresom to a good Rider, than this See-saw

^^"^Seneca:

Letters

*°'Merchant, p, 54,

from

a Stoic,

p. 89,
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[referring to Ciceronian-type balance and symmetry] of
Essay-Writers

is to an able Reader," and is representative

of Seneca's antithetical movement V7hich induces asymmetry,*^'
Although poetical balance was common ground for the ancients,
Seneca's style suggests a movement away from the elegance of
expression in prose to the plain style of conversation, at
one time nervously jogging, and at another shifting thoughts
in easy patterns as one thinks.**°
My reference to Seneca's metaphors recalls some of
the tropes found in Cicero's prose.

Both writers, as I sug-

gested earlier, stand on more equal ground, as far as the
metaphorical element of their prose is concerned.

A further

indication of this similarity is apparent in Seneca's use of
simile and allegory.

In the Morals,

for instance, he uses

simile to compare man's irrationality with the instinct of
sheep parading in unison, and the feeble state of a fallen
army :
Let us not, therefore, follow like sheep, but rather
govern ourselves by reason than by other men's fashions. It fares with us in human 3.ife as in a routed
army—one stumbles first, and then another falls upon
him; and so they follow, one upon the neck of another,
until the whole field comes to be but one heap of
^^^Characteristicks
of Men, Manners, Times, 2nd ed,
(London, 1714), III, 25. The more elaborate references to
publishers and printers in the earlier texts will be withheld to conserve space. Publication information, however,
will appear in bibliographical reference to source.
Poetic

**°See Charles Sears Baldv^in, Ancient
Rhetoric
(New York: Macmillan, 1924), pp, 1-2.
N

and
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miscarriages. And the mischief is, that we perish
by other men's examples.***
The "like" and "as" sequence, echoing Cicero's similes,
draws a comparison between opposites, and is familiar in
Seneca's prose.

In addition to simile, Cicero uses allegory,

demonstrated in the following passage, in which he illustrates the value of man's charisma, as opposed to ornament
or artificiality, by extending the metaphor of the natural
spirit of an untamed beast:
Could anything be more stupid than to praise a
person for something that is not his? Or more crazy
than admiring things which in a single moment can be
transferred to another? It is not a golden bit that
makes one horse superior to others. Sending a lion
into the arena with his mane gilded, tired by the
handling he has been given in the process of being
forced to submit to this embellishment, is a very
different thing from sending in a wild one with his
spirit unbroken. Bold in attack, as nature meant
him to be, in all his unkempt beauty, a beast whose
glory it is that none can look on him without fear,
he stands higher in people's eyes than the other,
docile, gold-leaf coated creature.**^
Aside from a degree of rhythmical variation, the simile and
allegorical sequences of these passages are suggestive of
Cicero's tropes.

The relationship is of interest as it is

an area of style signifying the influence of both writers in
Howell's prose.
The conversational ease of the plain style, also an
***r;ie Morals
^ ^^Seneca:

of
Letters

Seneca,
from

p, 2.
a Stoic,

p. 88,
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aspect of the writings of Lysias (ca. 458—380 B.C.) as
well as Seneca, although the latter is the outstanding
figure, was also evident in the later works of Tacitus,**'
In his earlier prose, especially the Dialogue

on

Oratory

(ca, A,D. 75), Tacitus' style was closely modeled on Cicero's long balanced sentences; but in Tacitus' later
ries,
Annals,

Histo-

covering the years A.D. 6 9 through A.D. 96, and the
covering A.D. 14 through A.D. 68, his style closer

to Seneca's brevity is evident.

In these later works Taci-

tus, similar to Seneca, uses the curt and loose styles, the
major deviation being in his occasional gravity or heaviness
of brief clauses at times resulting in obscurity.

The style

of each writer, however, as Williamson points out, should be
basically considered as anti-Ciceronian or Senecan:

"While

there is evidence for saying that gravity and obscurity were
more commonly associated vith Tacitus, and point and ingenuity with Seneca, these qualities are not very certain differentiae for writers who were celebrated for their succinctness.

It is well to remember such differentiae, but it is

more historical to accept the general identity of the two
styles as anti-Ciceronian or fundamentally Senecan in character,"****

The curt aspect of Tacitus' style can be seen in

**'For a discussion on the style of Lysias see J. A.
K. Thomson's section on the plain style in Classical
Influences on English
Prose (London: George Allen 8 Unwin, 1956),
pp. 113-20,
1 1 '•t.7,'

Williamson, pp. 12 6-27.
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the following passage taken from the Histories

in which the

sentences he uses to describe Vespasian and Mucianus are divided by a number of semicolons and commas, giving his
clauses the abrupt sequences that are characteristic of
Senecan style:
Vespasian was an energetic soldier; he could march
at the head of his army, choose the place for his camp,
and bring by night and day his skill, or, if the occasion required, his personal courage to oppose the foe.
His food was such as chance offered; his dress and appearance hardly distinguished him from the common soldier; in short, but for his avarice, he was equal to
the generals of old. Mucianus, on the contrary, was
eminent for his magnificence, for his wealth, and for
a greatness that transcended in all respects the condition of a subject; readier of speech than the other,
he thoroughly understood the arrangement and direction
of civil business.**^
The sense of Tacitus' clauses is antithetical in contrasting
the two soldiers.

His language is simple and suggestive of

conversational ease, similar to Seneca's, offering a series
of clauses representative of a succession of thoughts.

This

later style of Tacitus, as opposed to his earlier Ciceronian
tendencies, Atkins suggests, "is sinewy, terse, piquant and
picturesque, precisely that more direct and novel form of
expression which according to the Dialogue,

the new age

required,"* *'

**'!rhe Complete

Works

of

Tacitus,

Church, ed. Moses Hadas (New York:
pp. 478-79,
**'Atkins, II, 191,

trans. Alfred John

Modern Library, 1942),
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In a passage describing the atmosphere of Britain,
Tacitus' contrast between day and night, light and dark, is
another example of antithesis, his style suggestive of the
loose sentence with longer flowing clauses:
Their sky is obscured by continual rain and cloud.
Severity of cold is unknown. The days exceed in length
those of our part of the world; the nights are bright,
and in the extreme north so short that between sunlight
and dawn you can perceive but a slight distinction.
It is said that, if there are no clouds in the way,
the splendour of the sun can be seen throughout the
niglit, and that he does not rise and set, but only
crosses the heavens. The truth is, that the low shadow
thrown from the flat extremities of the earth's surface
does not raise the darkness to any height, and the
night thus fails to reach the sky and stars.**'
This description, in the stylistic vein of Seneca's loose
sentences in the passage on the book, suggests light and
dark imagery, which in the metaphorical sense is complementary of the Senecan style.

The conversational ease is evi-

dent in the variation of members in the clauses and sentences, the passage beginning with two short sentences, for
example, and ending with a longer one.

The scene described

is picturesque but, in the Stoic manner, modestly to the
point.

It is this Attic, plain style which opposes the

Ciceronian style of rounded periods through to the seventeenth century, aside from a temporary recession during the
Middle Ages in which poetry was the chief genre and Ciceronian elegance, V7hen prose was the medium, found a haven in
1 1 7The

Complete

Works of Tacitus,

p. 684.
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church sermons and other ecclesiastical works.
During the Middle Ages the influence of the antiCiceronian style diminished as scholasticism placed an emphasis on religion, which in turn, to a large extent, found
its medium of spiritual communication in poetry.
Waning of the Middle

Ages,

In The

for example, J. Huizinga says,

"If the medieval mind wants to know the nature or the reason
of a thing, it neither looks into it, to analyse its structure, nor behind it, to inquire into its origin, but looks
up to heaven, where it shines as an idea.

Whether the ques-

tion involved is political, social or moral, the first step
taken is always to reduce it to its universal principle."**'
On the one hand, the emphasis during this period, unlike the
later age of science during the seventeenth century, was on
the spiritual and ideal, which the imaginative nature of
poetry would enhance; but on the other hand, the Middle Ages,
especially beginning in the thirteenth century, was also an
age of prose, largely exemplified in preaching, as G. R.
Owst suggests in discussing realism in the medieval sermon
in Literature
^^^The

City, N.Y.:

and pulpit
Waning

in Medieval
of

the

Middle

England.^^^
Ages

Many

(1949; rpt. Garden

Doubleday, 1954), p. 214.

**'Owst borrows this thought from the follov7ing
statement made by Professor Charles H. Haskins concerning
the dominance of preaching during the thirteenth century:
"But while not an age of poetry, the thirteenth century was
an age of preaching, and in the scarcity of other sources
the enormous mass of sermons which has come down to us from
that period is well worthy of examination for the light it
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stylistic characteristics of seventeenth-century prose can
be found in medieval sermons, and some comment on their influence in the Ciceronian and Senecan controversy is in
)

1

order.

For that matter a study of the origin and develop-

ment of the sermon in general reveals the profound influence
it had on many genres in literary history.

The following

statement by W. Eraser Mitchell, whose concentration is on
the seventeenth-century sermon, perhaps further indicates
the strategic position the pulpit had in the development of
prose and theoretical prose style:

"The sermon, therefore,

may be regarded not only as itself providing a species of
prose, but as a kind of index of what men were likely to attempt or applaud in contemporary literature.

The theory of

prose style, as we noted at the outset, if it is to be understood properly, demands an examination of the taste and
influence of the pulpit;"*^'
Although aspects of the Senecan style are evident
in medieval sermons, Cicero was the chief model.

Cicero's

influence, and that of Isocrates as well, however, as Mitchell brings to the reader's attention, was mostly mechanical.

throws upon the University of Paris and its life." Sec
"The University of Paris in the Sermons of the Thirteenth
Century," The American

Historical

Review,

10, No. 1 (1904),

2-3, For Owst's discussion see Literature
and Pulpit
in
Medieval England (1933; rpt. New York: Barnes 8 Noble,
1966), p, 23.
^^^English
Pulpit
Oratory from Andrewes to
Tillotson
(1932; rpt. New York: Russell 8 Russell, 1962), p. 382,
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stressing balance similar to Cicero's well-rounded sentences
and clauses :
While the medieval sermon does not at first sight
bear a marked resemblance to the classical oratory as
it was adapted by the Fathers to the needs of the
pulpit, though it stands in no obvious relation to
Isocratean or Ciceronian prose, but seems rather a detached expression of the religious consciousness of
the newly formed nationalities, there is a fundamental
relationship on what may be termed the more mechanistic side, and the rhythms and patterns discoverable
when the longer periods of Isocrates or Cicero are
subjected to analysis not only resemble but are actually identical with those employed by medieval
churchmen,* ^ *
The rhythmical aspect of Cicero's prose is identifiable in
numerous medieval sermons, altnough its appearance is not
always clear as there was a variation of styles competing
for mastery in the pulpit during the Middle Ages.
earlier work. Preaching

in Medieval

England,

In an

Owst speaks of

the competition between three rival styles of the medieval
sermon,*^^

The first he calls a "genius of exposition,"

treating scripture in a "straightforward and simple fashion,"*^'

This style of sermon became at times what Owst

calls a "rambling catechetical address" that was "common and
dull."*^**

It was characteristic of many thirteenth-century

*^*Mitchell, p, 59.
*^^See Preaching

York:

in Medieval

England

(1926; rpt. New

Russell 8 Russell, 1965), pp. 309-14.
*^'Owst, Preaching

in

Medieval

England,

pp. 309-10.

*^'*Owst, Preaching

in

Medieval

England,

p. 312.
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sermons, intended for instruction more than the entertainment apparent in later medieval sermons.

The homily, de-

fined in William Flint Thrall and Addison Hibbard's A Handhook to Literature

as emphasizing moral attitudes rather

than conclusions based on scripture or other church doctrine,
was its frequent medium of communication.^^^

The second

style Owst refers to is that of the University schools,
which emphasized a style fashionable to its congregation
more than scriptural subject matter; and this style, similar
to the "expository" style, was also frequently dull, resulting from its strict adherence to form and exaggeration of
scriptural readings to please the audience.^^^

The char-

acteristic features of Owst's third and last sermon style
are the anecdote, fable and entertaining legend and marvel. ^^"^
The third style, which I shall return to shortly, is important as an initiator of the sermon as a form of entertainment.
The anecdote, for example, appears frequently in seventeenthcentury prose, and helped to make way for humor in prose, at
times apparent in Howell's work.^^^

^^^Owst, Preaching

in Medieval

Before I begin to

England,

pp. 311, 312.

See also William Flint Thrall, Addison Hibbard and Hugh Holman,
A Handbook to Literature
(19 36; rpt. New York: Odyssey Press,
1960), p. 225.
^^^Owst, Preaching

in Medieval

England,

p. 312.

^27ov7st, Preaching

in

England,

p. 313.

Medieval

l2 0Thrall and Hibbard define the anecdote as "a
short narrative detailing particulars of an interesting
EPISODE or event. In careful usage the term most frequently.
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comment further on this aspect of the medieval sermon, however, I shall again consider the appearance of schemes, the
organization of words in a sentence, and tropes, the modification of word usage beyond its literal meaning, as defined
earlier, in medieval sermons, a feature which in turn was a
substantial influence on seventeenth-century prose.*^'
Mitchell's previous comment on the retention of
the long Ciceronian sentence and the balance of clauses in
the medieval sermon, and Owst's first two classifications of
sermons stressing religious instruction and a fashionable
style, are largely concerned with rhetoric and the rhythmical sound of address, a primary aspect of Cicero's oratory.
The arrangement of words in a sentence for sound effect, or
schemes, in medieval sermons, as well as other prose works
of the period, is an outgrowth of ancient oratory, but
begins to adhere more to stylistic classifications which
later obtain standard definitions in Renaissance books on
style.

The following sentence from an anonymous sermon pos-

sibly written during the later fourteenth century
refers to a narrated incident in the life of an important
person and should lay claim to an element of truth." See /.
Handbook to Literature,
pp. 20-21. The "element of truth"
in anecdotes will vary, however, as many of them in medieval
sermons, for example, deal with the supernatural, and Howell's are at times exaggerated.
per
the
and
the

*^'Although there is not a definition of schemes
se in Thrall and Hibbard, their discussion of rhythm and
Purist movement is related to the subject. See Thrall
Hibbard, pp. 416-17 and pp. 388-90. For a definition of
trope see p. 496.
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illustrates the figures of word-schemes as defined earlier
by Croll, and is representative of Cicero's rhythmical
equality of members in clauses, similar examples of which
may be found frequently in sermons of the thirteenth and
fourteenth centuries:
Good men cind wymmen, cure Lorder God Ihesu by is
prophete commaundethe all Cristen pepull to vndirstonde and to knowe is lawe, by pe wiche lawe all pat
shall come to hevene muste nedis be saued, and by no
nopur veye; for Criste hum-selfe seys in pe gospell,
who-so beleuep in is lawe and wurchep peraftur, he
shall be saued, butt forsothe he pat will not beleue
shall be dampned.*"
Isocolon in this sentence is fairly constant with the
shorter clauses in the beginning, middle and end, "Good men
and wymmen," "and by no nopur veye" and "he shall be saued,"
creating a balance with the longer clauses.

Parison, spe-

cifically dissonance, is evident in the repetition of the
"a" sound in the words "lawe," "saued" and "shall," and
paromoion in the alliterative sound of the phrases "no
nopur," "hym-selfe seys" and the general repetition of the
beginning "s" sounds as in the phrase "shall be saued."
Similarity of sounds at the end of words (homoioteleuton) is
apparent in the "the" ending of "commaundethe" and "forsothe," and the double "1" in "all," "shall" and "gospell,"
^^^Middle English Sermons, ed. Woodburn 0. Ross,
Early English Text Society, No. 209 (London: Oxford Univ.
Press, 1940), p. 12. In quotations from medieval literature,
the letters "p" and "6" will be designated by Greek "p" and
German "B," respectively, unless capitalization demands
otherwise.
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striking a harmony with the repetitive "lawe,"

The symmetry

of the sentence is again remindful of Cicero, and is a major
trend in medieval sermons.
Aside from the mechanical rhythm of Cicero's prose,
to use Mitchell's term once again, that was a recurring
model for medieval sermons, the use of tropes was securing
itself as a habitual means of metaphorical expression.

Many

tropes, based on the definitions of Quintilian and Cicero,
were classified during the Renaissance, Peacham's The
of Eloquence

Garden

(1577) presenting the most detailed listing of

tropes and schemes, later followed by Day's classifications
in his English

Secretary

(1586).

Consequently, a momentary

violation of historical chronology is in order to consider
some of the more outstanding tropes, as defined by Peacham,
that appear in medieval sermons, indicating this stylistic
feature as a stepping stone to similar metaphorical usage in
the Renaissance.
Peacham's standard definition of a trope is "an
artificial alteration of a word, or a sentence, from the
proper and natural signification to another not proper, but
yet nigh, and likely."*'*

Included in his classifications

*'*!r/2e Garden of Eloquence,
Intro. William G. Crane
(1593; facsimile rpt. Gainesville, Fla.: Scholars Facsimiles 8 Reprints, 1954), p, 1. This is the second and most
complete edition of Peacham's work. See also A Handbook to
Sixteenth-Century
Rhetoric
for a modern listing of sixteenthcentury rhetorical terms. The similarity between the trope
and metaphor, for Peacham, is apparent in his definition of
metaphora:
an "artificial translation of one word, from the
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of tropes are definitions of the tropes referred to by
Cicero in the Orator,

Peacham defines "metonymy"

(metonimia)

as "a form of speech, whereby the orator putteth one thing
for another, which by nature are nigh knit together."*'^

In

a later fourteenth-century sermon, for example, a reference
is made to the bread of God's mouth which represents the
spirit and knowledge of God that the devout should feed upon:
"So pat God will pat we aske pe brede of Goddes mowthe to
fede with cure sowles as opur brede fedep cure bodie, for we
haue nede iche day to pis maner of brede."*'' The improper
use of words, or "catachresis," is defined by Peacham as "a
forme of speech whereby the speaker or writer wanting a
proper word, borroweth the next or the likest to the thing
that he would signifie." *' ** This trope is illustrated in
one sermon when the lion is referred to as the king of
beasts:

"Be pis lion, pat is kynge of all beestes, I vndur-

stond pe kynge of all kyngges, God hym-selfe";*" and in another sermon "catachresis" is again evident when the speaker

proper signification, to another not proper, but yet nigh
and like." See Peacham, p. 3,
*'^Peacham, p, 19.
^^^Middle

English

Sermons,

p, 52,

The exact dates

of the sermons quoted from this source are uncertain, although most of them were written sometime during the late
fourteenth and early fifteenth centuries.
*"*Peacham, p. 16.
^^^Middle

English

Sermons,

p. 126,
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refuses to climb the bliss of heaven:

"I will make pe war-

raunte pat I ne my wiff ne my children ne noon pat longethe
to me shall cleme pe blisse of heven ne will not haue adoo
with pe."*"

Peacham borrows Cicero's definition of alle-

gory (allegoria)

by classifying it as a figure of speech

"which expresseth one thing in words, and another in sense,"
and should be considered, as in the past, an extended metaphor:

"In a Metaphor there is a translation of one word

only, in an Allegorie of many, and for that cause an Allegorie is called a continued Metaphor."*"

Allegorical pas-

sages abound in medieval sermons, and are forerunners of the
later famous allegories.

Many of the anecdotes in medieval

sermons have various types of allegorical representations.
People and inanimate objects symbolizing the spiritual, and
vice versa, are one type.

An anecdote of a hermit, not an

uncommon character is medieval anecdotes, and a knight is an
example in which the hermit represents every Christian, the
knight is symbolic of Christ and a giant represents the
devil.*"

The hermit's wisdom guides the knight who is

without heavenly powers once he enters the world, and he ultimately defeats the giant who has imprisoned many servants

^^^Middle

English

Sermons,

p. 175.

* "Peacham, p. 25.
*"This information is taken from a marginal paraphrase the editor uses to clarify the subject matter of the
sermon.

See Middle

English

Sermons,

p. 38.
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of the knight's father.

The allegory is enhanced by the

knight's coat of arms, consisting of a black bier representing Christ's suffering on the cross; a white lily, suggestive of his body; and five red roses symbolizing the wounds
of Christ:
armys?

"But what bare he [the Christ-knight] in his

A beere of blake, pe wiche was bittur penaunce pat

he suffred on pe Rode Tre; a lilie of whyte, pat was is ov/ne
preciouse bodye in all is bittur penaunce; v roses of rede,
pe wiche were pe v princypall woundes in ys bodye,"*"

The

characteristic extended metaphor in this trope, for example,
is the continuous appearance of the knight, V7ho not only
represents Christ, but the inevitable defeat of the devil as
well.

The Christ metaphor continues for many lines rather

than being briefly implied in a few words.

In another

sermon allegory is clearly identifiable in a one-footed
animal; the animal representing man, his foot, love.***°
Each of the five toes of the animal's foot, in turn, is suggestive of ways in which to please and communicate with God:
"Pe first tooe is often tyme to penke on God,

The second

too ys oft tyme to speke and tell of hym to opur men.
pride too ys gladdely to here speke of God,
to flee pinges pat God hatep.

^ ^^Middle

English

****'See Middle

The iiij too ys

The v too ys for to do pinges

Sermons,

English

The

p. 38.

Sermons,

p. 77
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pat shuld plese God,"****

Similar to the Christ-knight,

the foot metaphor is an extension that continues the idea of
man's love for Christ for a number of lines, and examples of
this type are native in medieval sermons.

The extended

metaphor in allegory also takes the form of simile, evident
in the following passage from a sermon cautioning man to
avoid covetousness:
For riches is likkened to cheynes. For pou seest
well, and cheynes be aboute a man necke and holden
streyt and sore, but i?)iff pei be sone broken he must
nedis die. So and a man be bondon with pe cheynes of
couetise, pat is to sey to kepe is good harde and not
departe with pe poure men ne fulfill pe vij dedis of
mercy, I sey pat same cheyne of couetyse shall slee
hym and brynge hym. vn-to pe pyne of hell
with-ovjten
ende.***^
The allegorical representation is in the simile of the coveted man's riches wrapped about him like chains, suggestive
of his insatiable desire for wealth, and his greed to hoard
it all for himself; but the result of covetousness is that
man will inevitably destroy himself through his own selfish
yearnings, "pat same cheyne of couetyse shall slee hym."
»

k

The use of allegory continues well into the seventeenth century with James Howell contributing his Dodona's

Grove

(1640), a political allegory in which trees and other forms
of vegetation represent England and various European

^^^Middle

English

Sermons,

p. 77,

^^^Middle

English

Sermons,

p, 213.
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countries, helping to carry on the tradition.
Hyperbole (Dementiens/hyperbole)

is a trope in ac-

cordance with allegorical representations, especially when
miracles are recounted in medieval sermons.***' Exaggeration
is the outstanding feature of hyperbole, and it is classified by Peacham as "a sentence or saying surmounting the
truth onely for the cause of increasing or deminishing, not
with purpose to deceive by speaking untruly, but V7ith desire
to amplifie the greatness or smallness of things by the exceeding similitude," * **** An example of this form of exaggeration appears in the account of a mother who accidentally
leaves her little son in the chapel of St, Clement when it
is engulfed by a huge flood.

When she returns to the chapel

one year later, however, thinking that her son has perished
and searching for his body, she finds him peacefully sleeping as she had left him, unmolested by the raging flood:
"Pan whan she com to Seynt Clementes tombe and had mad hure
preyours, she loked beside and see hure sonne slepynge per
as she lefte hym.

She wened pat he had ben dede and sett

honde on hym and fonde hym hole and sownd."***'

Briefer but

numerous examples of tropes in medieval sermons can be found
in "synecdoche" (subintellectio/synecdoohe)

^ "antonom^asia"

*'*'Sonnino, p. 68.
***** Peacham, p. 31.
^ **^Middle English

Sermons,

p. 7.
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(pronominatio/antonomasia)
onomatopoeia)

.^^^

and "onomatopoeia"

(nominatio/

"Synecdoche," according to Peacham, "is a

forme of speech by which the Orator signifieth more or less
by a word, which the proper signification doth not express:
and it is by putting the whole for the part, or the part for
the whole."***' In the statement, for example, "when pe
angell shall blowe afore God pat all pe world shall rise,"
the phrase "all pe world shall rise" makes the whole, the
world, representative of a part, the people of the v7orld.*'*'
"Synecdoche" is again apparent in the phrase "and ben pus
muche to sey on Englissh tongue:

'Wake fte and preye,'"***'

The "Englissh tongue" is the part, in the singular, representing the vernacular English language as a whole, making
the contrast to the whole for the part aspect of "synecdoche"
as defined by Peacham.

Periodically in medieval sermons God

will be referred to as "Fadere of heven," "Fadur eternall"
and "Fadur celestiall," illustrating "antonomasia," in Peacham' s definition, "a naming or changing of a name, , , , The
orator for a proper name putteth another, as some name of
dignity, office, profession, science or trade."*"' The last
*'*'Sonnino, pp. 172, 149 and 132.
***'Peacham, p. 17.
^ ** ^Middle

English

Sermons,

p, 113.

^ '*^Middle

English

Sermons,

p. 47.

^^^Middle

English

Sermons,

pp, 213 and 220,

also Peacham, p. 22.

See
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classification of a trope I shall discuss, although Peacham
lists many others, is "onomatopoeia,"" or the sound effect of
words.

Peacham describes this trope as "a forme of speech

whereby the Orator or speaker maketh and faineth a name to
some thing, imitating the sound or voyce of that it signifieth."*'*

Even though "onomatopoeia" may be more applicable

to poetry of the medieval period, it does occur in sermons
from time to time.

The words "grisly," "howle" and "jangel-

ers," for example, are all representative of sounds suggestive of the words' meanings.*'^

The course sound of "grisly"

may suggest one's unpleasant attitude, appearance or experience; for example, in one sermon God's helping hand is
joyful to the devout but "ful dredefull and grisly" to sinners.*''

In another sermon the unenlightened person knows

"no more per-of pan can pe howle of musik," the letters "o"
and "w" indicative of the bellowing sound of the word
"howle," and the hollow quality of the uninformed mind,*'**
In addition to liars and flatterers, furthermore, are "jangelers, pat sowys discorde amonge neyiSbors," the musical
sound of "jangelers" suggestive of one's endless bell ringing for attention, or, in other words, exhibitionism.*"
*'*Peacham, p. 14.
^^^Middle English

Sermons, pp. 317 and 194.

^ ^ ^Middle English

Sermons, p, 317,

^^^Middle English

Sermons, p, 194,

^^^Middle

Sermons,

English

p, 194.
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Peacham's tropes, as the few definitions appear in this
section, including those described by Cicero, are only a
small number of those appearing in The Garden of

Eloquence,

but they are perhaps the more prominent ones found in medieval sermons.

The progressive use of tropes as a means of

metaphorical expression is illustrated with greater freedom
and variety during the Renaissance, but its earlier appearance, nevertheless, was clearly illustrated in the medieval
sermons,
At this time I shall recall once again Owst's discussion of the three rival styles of the medieval sermon:
the "genius of exposition," the University schools and the
style characterized by the anecdote, fable and entertaining
legend and marvel, the last of which now deserves some comment.

Although all three styles, in varying degrees, were

an influence on seventeenth-century prose, it is the third
style that especially begins to point the way toward Howell's familiar style.

As Owst suggests, the third style, to

an extent, introduced the sermon as a form of entertainment
during the early thirteenth century, and its progress is evident in the use of tropes, notably allegory, in the late
fourteenth and early fifteenth century sermons.

The third

style gave the sermon, Owst states, "that bright familiarity
and raciness which once developed would be capable of holding the attention of the masses,"*"
1 56

Owst, Preaching

in

Medieval

This style of sermon
England,

p, 313,
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is more relaxed with its accounts of miracles, recurring
anecdotes (at times humorous) and fables.*"

Owst's discus-

sion of the common or homely aspect of fourteenth-century
sermons is compatible to the third style, as he indicates
the wide range of interest the sermon had for the congregation as a whole.*''
A miracle occurs in ••a sermon, for example, in which
a Christian clerk, about to receive the Sacrament on Easter
day, is murdered by his sworn Jewish brother and the brother's followers.*"

As the Jews are removing the clerk's

organs he shines brightly and blinds the Jews.

The Sacra-

ment continues as the clerk transforms into a child, and
tells Christians who have gathered in the area, of the
murder and the Jew's attempt to violate the Sacrament.

The

child then resumes his former appearance as the clerk and is
healed, resulting in the conversion of many Jews.

This type

of narrative in medieval sermons is imaginative and dramatic.
* "Thrall and Hibbard's definition of a miracle play
as a non-Scriptural account "based upon the legend of some
saint or upon a miracle performed by some saint or sacred
object (such as the sacramental bread)," may in turn serve
as a definition for the miracle in the medieval sermon. The
fable they define as "a brief TALE, either in prose or VERSE,
told to point a moral. The characters are most frequently
animals, but they need not be so restricted since people and
inanimate objects as well are sometimes the central figures,"
See A Handbook

to

literature,

pp, 289-90, 196-97,

respectively,
*"Owst, Preaching

in Medieval

England,

pp, 22-40,

* "This account is paraphrased from the editors marginal notation. The sermon is in Latin. See Middle
English
Sermons, pp. 63-65,
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and exemplifies the movement away from strict reading of
scripture in the pulpit.
The appearance of humor in medieval sermons is another example of this stylistic transition to a less rigid
form.

In spite of the thought that the tone of medieval

sermons was consistently serious, humor is at times employed,
further clarifying Owst's third style of sermon as a form of
entertainment.

For instance, in an anecdote involving a

traveling angel and hermit, as the two peregrinates pass a
carrion the hermit holds his nose to avoid the odor and the
angel does not:
wildernes.

"So vppon a dey pe herymytt romed in pe

And pe angell com vn-to hym, and as pei vente

to-pepur pei com to a place per-as careyn lay, and all
stynkand.

Pis ermytt anon for pe stynche of pis foule

careyn held is noyse, but pe angell did not so."**°

When

they later encounter a young man the angel, this time, holds
his nose and the hermit does not.

In answer to the hermit's

questioning of the angel's contradictory behavior of enduring the stench of the carrion, but holding his nose in the
presence of the young man, the angel answers, "Pou heldest
pi hoyse for pe stynche of Bendur fowle careyn, and pis man
pat we mett was in dedely synne and pat stynkep a pousaundfold more a-fore God and is angels pan dothe pis fowle
careyn a-fore pe.""*
^^^Middle

Although the subject of this anecdote

English

^^^Middle\Engli8h

Sermons^

p. 156

Sermons,

p. 157.
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is serious, that one should avoid "dedely synne," the incongruous gesture of the angel holding his nose like a
common man of the street to signify evil, in accordance with
the hermit's similar gesture, presents a humorous situation.
In another anecdote a Jew falls into a deep pit on his Sabbath.

Even though a terrible stench is emitted from the pit,

the Jew refuses the helping hand of a passer-by and dies as
a result of the overwhelming odor:

"And pe lewe seid naye

[refusing assistance from the passer-by], for cause pat itt
was is Sabooth day:

'Per-fore pou shalt not traveyll with

me, ne I will not traveyll V7ith pe. ' And so pis man lete pe
lewe lie still.

So with-in a lytill while for stynke of pis

pitt pe lewe died pere,"*'^

According to a marginal note on

this anecdote the lesson is that one should not delay repentance like the Jew,*'' The humorous element in this account
is the Jew's stubbornness and the absurd manner in which he
died as a result.

The ridicule of a non-Christian is also a

likely aspect of humor which the Christian medieval congregation possibly considered in a lighter vein.

The humorous

anecdote, it will be seen, is continued in a number of Howell's writings, expressed more jovially, and it is of interest, furthermore, that early stages of this type of humor
appearing in medieval sermons is a predecessor of the

^^ ^Middle

English

Sermons,

p. 159.

^^ ^Middle

English

Sermons,

p. 159.
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humorous character sketches found in eighteenth-century
periodicals such as The Tatler

and The Spectator,

The

hermit, previously mentioned, may be representative of the
character-type in medieval sermons.

Owst, in turn, gives

the character in homilies a significant place in the rise of
literary realism.

The homilist, according to Owst, became

an initiator of the commonplace in literature, which is in
accordance with the plain style of prose in the homilist's
feuniliar references to everyday life :
It was neither poet nor dramatist, neither novelist
nor chronicler, who first condescended to take notice
of these things [everyday scenes and characters] with
a view to including them in his own compositions, there
to be preserved as vivid reflections of current life.
Before ever the day of such literary realism and humanism had dawned, it was the homilist who first stooped
to raise them from the level of the dusty commonplace
and set them on high amid the wider concerns of the
human mind. *'**
Owst is especially fond of the accounts of the tramp in the
homily series, Jacob's

Well

(ca. 1425), which he describes

as "the most brilliant little sketches of the tramp in
literature."*"
Fable, as a final aspect of Owst's third style of
medieval sermon, is important "in the story of the education

**'*Owst, Literature

and Pulpit

in Medieval

England,

"'Owst, tfitevature

and Pulpit

in Medieval

England,

p. 46.
p. 32.
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of the masses," to use Owst's words.*"

Animals in medi-

eval sermons are usually symbolic, as the wolf and dragon at
times represent the devil,*'' In one sermon, for example, a
lion, representing God, on discovering that her cub has been
dead for three days, roars loudly and revives the cub, which
is symbolic of man receiving the Sacrament.*'' Of further
interest is that references to animals in medieval sermons
also instruct the audience in the nature of animals, their
appearances and physical actions, aside from offering religious insight.

Jungle anim.als are comnionly used in these ac-

counts, which Owst suggests must have had a great impact on
the medieval congregations:

"Stories of the deadly struggles

of the jungle must have brought to ancient sermon-audiences
something of that childish excitement which the modern
rustic still feels when the travelling menagerie enters his
village, or, better still, when a thrill is evoked in the
popular mind by vivid reminiscences of big-game hunting."*"
This degree of excitement is evident in the following account involving a life and death spectacle between a snake,
representing the devil, and an elephant, representing man's

*"Owst, Literature

and Pulpit

in Medieval

England,

p. 196,
*"See Middle

^^ ^Middle

English

English

**^'Owst, Literature
pp. 197-98,

Sermons,

Sermons,

pp. 181 and 183.

p. 126.

and Pulpit

in Medieval

England,
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soul. The stealthy nature of the snake is clear when he
begins to play with the elephant, then suddenly strikes him
in the eye, causing his death:
Pe neddur is fowle and maliciouse, and pe elephaunte
is stronge, fayre, and no pinge grevous. Pe neddyr,
as pis clerke sey, will com and make hym for to pleye
with pe elephaunte, and anon he pleys with pe neddure,
for he penkep non ewill. But at pe last pis malicious
worme, pe neddyr, styngep pe elephaunte in pe eye as
pei pley to-gepur, with is tayll. And so sodenly pe
eddur distrovip pe elephaunte.*"
The incident symbolically reveals the stealthy working of
evil, but it also presents a dramatic example of the methods
animals use in their struggle for survival, which was likely
entertaining for the church audience.

Animals are also fre-

quently described in the form of simile and analogy.

A man

who lies, for instance, is likened to a mad dog in a lengthy
section of a sermon, for the dog runs wildly, "euermore
withe an opon mowthe and is tounge waverynge owte of is
mowthe.

And pe cause per-of, of is wodenes, is a venemous

worme pat liep vndur is tounge."*'*

An eagle representing

pride in another sermon is analogous to the proud man, as
they both are in quest of great heights.*'^

These stories

of animals symbolically equated with the spirit and experiences from everyday life, as the medieval church member knew
^^^Middle English
^'^ ^Middle
^''^Middle

English
English

Sermons,
Sermons,
Sermons,

p. 218.
p. 194.
pp. 262-63.
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them, helped to bring the language of prose down to a familiar level that could be appreciated by the majority of
listeners; and as Owst has pointed out, its value was lasting in entertainment as well as instruction.
Before leaving the medieval sermon a brief comment
should be made on proverbs, which occupy a large portion of
Howell's prose,*"

The following statement Owst makes on

the triviality of many proverbs in medieval sermons, although
they are of value, reminds one of Howell's bent toward the
trivial, which at times for the reader is somniferous:
Indeed, so trivial are they [proverbial phrases] that
one is left amazed that the preacher should deign to
recognize and repeat them in the sacred discourse.
For that very reason, however, we must be grateful to
him. For they reveal, sometimes with almost startling
effect, the unchanging psychology of our race, the
eternal sameness of conversational topic, the similarity of outlook and the similarity of impression, even
an identity of phrase throughout the centuries, ' **
* "Definitions for the proverb and its counterparts
appear in A Handbook

to Literature

as follows:

proverb:

"A

sentence or phrase which briefly and strikingly expresses
some recognized truth or shrewd observation about practical
life and which has been preserved by oral tradition, though
it may be preserved and transmitted in written literature as
well" (p. 3 85); adage:
"A proverb or wise saying made familiar by long use" (p. 4); cliche:
"Any expression so
often used that its freshness and clearness have worn off"
(pp, 90-91); aphorism:
"A concise statement of a principle
or precept given in pointed words" (p. 29); maxim:
"A short,
concise statement, usually drawn from experience and inculcating some practical advice" (p. 276). See Joseph Jacobs'
discussion of the maxim and aphorism in his Introduction to
Baltasar Gracian's The Art of Worldly Wisdom (London and New
York: Macmillan, 1892), pp. xxvi-xlv.
*"*Owst, Literature

p. 45.

and Pulpit

in Medieval

England,
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It is not Owst's contention that all proverbs in medieval
sermons are trite; but for the many that became hackneyed,
they, nevertheless, were influential in the growing trend
toward the plain and conversational style of prose.*"

Prov-

erbs and proverbial statements appear continuously in medieval sermons, and when they become trite and repetitious,
they can at times induce monotony.

This problem is likely

to appear more often in earlier sermons of the thirteenth
century, but as time progresses to the late fourteenth century, there is more indication of stylistic maturity in medieval sermons.

In some sermon passages of the later period,

for instance, repetition of trite phrases is partially overcome by making a section one extended proverbial thought,
something like an extended metaphor.

Consider the repeti-

tion of the three proverbial "For" phrases, in almost complete succession, in the "following passage stressing the
thought of man's decayed will and the love he should feel in
his heart for God:
For in pe wicked will is all pe rote of synne, Perfore Seynt Austyn, "i?)iff pou do a good dede, but pou
penke on pe blis of heven in pin herte for pi dede pat
pou shewys owteward, els it is nowBthe pat pou doeste."
For but iiiff pin entente be to do well, els it is
nowiSthe, for els pou hast nopur loue ne lykynge to do
well. For per is no prophite ne fruyte in pe dede fiiff
so be pat loue wante in pe herte.*"
*"See Owst, Literature
land,

and Pulpit

p, 45.
176

Middle

English

Sermons,

p, 201.

in Medieval

Eng-
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The thought of man*s "wicked will" is balanced by the St.
Augustine quotation on man's heart and good deeds, which introduces the remaining two proverbial statements, the second
being mostly an implied continuance of theme, referring to
the love that man should have for God,

This concept extends

throughout the passage, and, in addition to Augustine's comment, softens the abrupt sequence of the "For" sentences,
the first and last possibly illustrating a form of the trite
proverb Owst mentioned.

The stylistic continuation of prov-

erbs and proverbial series will be evident in later references to Howell's works, with the additional classifications
of the brcinching forms of proverbs as aphorisms and familiar
sayings, or as Howell refers to them in his Proverbs

(1659),

''old Sayed-Sawes."*"
The tendency toward the plain style in prose during
the Middle Ages is exemplified in the mystical writings of
Richard Rolle (ca. 1300—1349), hermit of Hampole.
medieval section of A Literary

History

In the

of England Albert C.

Baugh describes mysticism as one's "solitary contemplation
to enter into direct communion with God or to attain spiritual union with God," the will seeming "temporarily in abeyance," and the individual, "in a state of complete though

*^'See Howell's reference to "Sayed'Sawes" in his

dedication to Lord Mountague in Proverbs,
S Adages (London, 1659).
/

Or Old Sayed Sawes
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receptive passivity."

In Rolle's recordings of his mys-

tical communications with God, Baugh states, "English mysticism finds its first formal expression."*"

The subject of

religion, again, as in the sermons, indicates the profound
influence the pulpit and religious contemplation had on the
progress of English prose,
are Inoendium

Amoris

Rolle's greater mystical works

and Emendatio

Vitae,

the former prob-

ably written during his middle years, and the latter near
His Form of Living

the end of his life.*"

(ca, 1349), how-

ever, an epistle on mystical contemplation of God, Baugh describes as "the most orderly and mature exposition of his
[Rolle's] views,"*'*

In this work, addressed to Margaret,

an anchoress, can be found examples of Rolle's plain prose
style, which, unlike some of his longer balanced sentences
in other passages, suggests an anti-Ciceronian element.

In

the following passage, for example, Rolle uses simple language and brief sentences to illustrate the contrast between
the active and contemplative lives of man:
Twa lyves par er pat Cristen men lyfes, Ane es called
actyvve lyfe; for it es in mare bodili warke. Another,
contemplatyve lyfe; for it es in mare swetnes gastely.
*"Kemp Malone and Albert C, Baugh, The Middle
A Literary

History

of

England,

ed, (1948; rpt. New York:

*"See Baugh, p. 228.
*'*Baugh, p. 228.

ed, Albert C. Baugh, 2nd

Appleton, 1967), p, 225.

*"Baugh, p. 227.

Ages,
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Actife lyfe es mykel owteward, and in mare travel,
and in mare peryle for pe temptacions pat er in pe
worlde. Contempltyfe lyfe es mykel inwarde; and forpi
it es lastandar and sykerar, restfuller, delitabiler,
luflyer, and mare medeful.*'^
The purpose of Rolle's Form of Living,

as discussed by

George Philip Krapp, is mainly expositional, a tract of instruction intended for easy communication, which is enhanced
by his plain style.*"

Rolle, "from the point of view of

ingenuity of technic," Krapp states, "is without question
the most effective writer of prose in the fourteenth century,
though it cannot be said that he accomplished much in the
development of a practicable art of prose style."*'** At
times, however, Rolle's style also has a roundness that reminds one of Cicero, with emphasis being placed on emotional
expression which would complement the religious nature of
his work.

As Krapp suggests, it makes one feel "that

Rolle's written style is merely a transference of the impassioned expression of the orator to the more permanent record
of the manuscript page."*"

Notice, for example, the peri-

odic sense auid balance of clauses in Rolle's description of
the love that binds man to Christ:
^^^English Writings
of Richard Rolle,
ed. Hope Emily
Allen (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1931), p. 117.
*"See The Rise of English
Oxford Univ. Press, 1915), p. 28.
^•'»Krapp, p. 29.
*''Krapp, p. 28.

Literary

Prose

(New York:
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Inseparabel es pi lufe, when al pi hert and pi thoght
and pi myght es swa haly, swa enterely, and swa perfytely festend, sett, and stabled in Jhesu Cryste, pat
pi thoght comes never of hym, never departyd fra hym,
outaken slepyng; and als sone als pou wackens, pi hert
es on hym, sayand Ave Maria or Gloria
tibi
Domine or
Pater noster
or Miserere
mei Deus if pou have bene

temped in pi slepe, or thynkand on his lufe and his
lovyng, als pou dyd wakand; when pou may na tyme forgete hym, what sa pou dose or says, pan es pi lufe
inseparabel.* "
The plain and grand styles in Rolle's prose are alternating
poles, with his plain and simple language echoic of Seneca,
and his longer rounded periods and emphatic sensitivity illustrative of Ciceronianism, once again suggesting the rise
of the old dispute between the Asian and Attic schools of
prose.
In the prose of John Wycliffe (ca, 1328 — 1384) can
be found a style which adheres more consistently to the
plain and simple mode.

His theme, to use Krapp's words, is

that "of the necessity of simplicity and sincerity," for
rhetoric is not needed by the preacher.*"

Krapp describes

Wycliffe's concern for the simplicity of prose style in
stating that "the preacher must speak plainly at all times,
and even follov7 Christ's boldness of style when necessary,"*"
For Wycliffe, ornaments of style obscure the understanding
of the thought, as, to continue Krapp's statement, "the
^^^English

Writings

* "Krapp, p, 39,
1 6 e

Krapp, p, 39.

of

Richard

Rolle,

p. 105,
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hearer, perceiving the author's intentness on his meter,
pays more heed to the sensible signs of the thought than to
those things for which the signs stand."*"
tences in Wycliffe's tract. Of Faith,

The short sen-

Hope and Charity

(ca.

1380), indicate the plainness of his style which is consistent in his other tracts:
Bvt sip philosopheres seyn pat contraries han oon
lore, feip and hope techen vs to knowe contraries of
hem. ffeip hap in fidelite contrarie to him, and hope
hap desperacion as his contrarie, and as feip is
ground of alle opur vertues, so in-fidelite is ground
of alle opur synnes. and herfor seip crist pat god
schal reproue pe worlde first of pis synne, for it
groundip alle opere.*'°
Wycliffe's sentences suggest the plain Senecan style which
comes closest to spoken language.

His style is similar,

once again using Croll's categories, to that of a writer who
records his thoughts as they come to him, more in the loose
than curt style.

This is not to say, however, that Wycliffe

precluded verse forms in his writing, as he felt poetry had
its proper place, but his demand, quoting Krapp, was that
prose should "be addressed primarily to man's reasonable
understanding."*'^
An interest in prose, though of a lesser degree than
1 asK r a p p , p . 4 1 .

"'The English

Works of Wyclif,

ed. F. D, Matthew,

Series 74 o f t h e Early E n g l i s h T e x t Society (London:
Paul, T r e n c h , T r u b n e r , 1 8 8 0 ) , p . 3 5 0 .
M 1 K r a p p , p . 42

Kegan
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in the sermons, was evident in the works of some medieval
poets.

On the one hand, the medieval interest in poetry is

exemplified by Geoffrey Chaucer (ca. 1340--1400) in the Canterbury

Tales

(1387-1400) and William Langland (ca. 1332 —

ca. 1400) in Piers

Plowman,

authors of the two greatest Eng-

lish poetical works of the period, and the verse of the
"Pearl Poet" (ca. 1370) and John Gower (ca. 1330 — 1408) in
Confessio

Amantis

(13 90).*'^

Complementary to Owst's ear-

lier suggestion that the medieval period was also an age of
prose, on the other hand, is Krapp's thought that the writers of the Middle Ages began to use prose gradually, violating the established custom of verse as the only accredited
form of literary expression.*''

Although Chaucer's prose,

for example, is of minor interest, he was not neglectful of
the genre.
career:
phiae

He produced four prose works during his writing

a translation of Boethius' De Consolatione

(ca. 1380—1385); a translation, A Treatise

Astrolabe

solatione

on

the

(1391), including the preface addressed to his son

Louis; and in The Canterbury
Parson's

Philoso-

Tale,

Tales,

The Tale

of Melibeus

and

Baugh states that Chaucer's prose in De Con-

Philosophiae

"and in the Astrolabe,

prose tales included in the Canterbury

Tales

and in the
as well, is

^'^ Spiers Plowman is divided into three texts and
periods as follows: A-text (1362-1363); B-text (1376-1377);
C-text (1393-1398).
193

Krapp, p. 3.
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formless and undistinguished."*"*

There are aspects of

(3iaucer's prose, however, that imply the budding once again
of the plain style in prose, which hints of the greater intensity it reaches during the Renaissance.
Aside from his translations of Boethius and A Treatise

on the Astrolabe,

the former which Krapp describes as

highly Latinized "crudity and awkwardness," Chaucer's Tale

of Melibeus and Parson's

Tale are "idiomatically expressed

in a simple, straightforward, and unmannered style."*"
preface to A Treatise

on the Astrolabe

His

is of more interest,

however, as Chaucer emphasizes the importance of simplicity
in prose.

In speaking to his little son Louis, to whom the

preface is addressed, Chaucer states, "wol I shewe the under
full light reules and naked wordes in Englissh, for Latyn ne
canst thou yit but small, my litel sone,"*"

He apologizes

for his "rude endityng" and "superfluite of wordes" because
"the first cause is for that curious enditying and hard sentence is ful hevy at onys for such a child to lerne.

And

the secunde cause is this, that sothly me seemith better to
writen unto a child twyes a god sentence, than he forgete it
onys."*"

Chaucer furthermore disclaims himself as author

*"*Baugh, p. 255.
"'See Krapp, pp. 5 and 8, respectively.
*"r?ie Complete Works of Geoffrey
Chaucer,
Robinson (Boston: Houghton, 1933), p. 641.
19 7 The

Complete

Works of Geoffrey

Chaucer,

ed. F. N.
p. 642.
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of the work, being "but a lewd compilator of the labour of
olde astrologiens, and have it translatid in myn Englissh
oonly for thy doctrine.
envie."*"

And with this swerd shal I sleen

The significance of this brief preface, as Krapp

points out, lies in the similarity to the simplicity and
humor found in Chaucer's verse.*"

Simplicity is of further

importance in this passage, however, as Chaucer's apology is
to some extent instructive, which was for him a turn in the
opposite direction, his aim usually being to please rather
than instruct and edify his readers,

The preface is not

sufficiently detailed to be considered a statement of Chaucer's opinion of what prose style should be, and, as Krapp
later suggests, "Chaucer's perfunctory use of prose shows on
the one hand how little interested he was in the complexities of the life of his day from the point of view of direct
exposition, or of persuasion, and it shows on the other hand
how little impressed he was with the possibilities of prose
as an art of fine writing";^" but his concern for simplicity is a step in the direction of the plain style which some
of his contemporaries and writers in the following century
were also taking.
Although William Langland, in the mode of Chaucer,

"'The Complete
"'Krapp, p. 10.
200

Krapp, p. 10.

Works of Geoffrey

Chaucer,

p. 642.

o
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is remembered as a writer of verse, the plainness of his
language is significant for its influence upon the later
call for natural language in prose,

Krapp discusses Lang-

land's fondness for creating unusual compound names, such as
Piers' wife. Dame Work-when-time-is, and his daughter, Doright-so-or-thy-dame-shall-thee-beat, which, according to
Krapp, the modern reader may consider as outlandish expressions, but it is this usage which in part speaks for the
natural quality of his language.^'*

In speaking of Lang-

leuid's plainness Krapp states, "Plainness of speech is inherent in his mode of thought, and if plainness becomes vulgarity, Langland feels no necessity for apologizing, as
Chaucer does when he defends his broad style on the artistic
grounds that the manner must be appropriate to the matter."^°^
The rise of the Senecan style, as in the past, was
slow at the dawn of the Renaissance, but gradually made its
appearance as time progressed.

The elegance of oratory, how-

ever, was still primary, or to borrow a phrase later used by
Sir Francis Bacon (1561-1626) in his Advancement

of

Learning

(1605), writers were still hunting "more after words than
matter."^"

The Age of Science was yet to be born, when

^"Krapp, p. 17.
^"Krapp, pp. 16-17.
^^^The Works of Francis Bacon (185 9; facsimile rpt,
Stuttgart-Bad Cannstatt: Friedrich Frommann Verlag Gunther
Holzboog, 1963), III, 283. This work is a facsimile of the
1859 edition of Bacon's works edited by James Spedding,
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"the weight of matter," continuing Bacon's judgment,
"worth of subject, soundness of argument, life of invention,
or depth of judgment,"

would bring out the experimental

nature of man and lead him to new avenues of invention,
exemplified, in part, by the growing acceptance of the
plain style in prose during the seventeenth-century. ^^'^
Cicero was supported by Petrarch (1304-1374) in Latin literature during the fourteenth century, and this was, on the one
hand, a pacesetter for the new science in stressing the
humanistic value of reading non-Christian authors; but on
the other hand, Petrarch's admiration for the grand orator
suggested that Cicero was still the ancient model of eloquence
to be followed, and pulpit oratory aided in carrying on this
tradition of prose style.

^^^The

Works

of

Francis

Bacon,

111,283.

Chapter III

Ciceronianism and Senecanism during the
Renaissance:

The Stylistic Controversy

into Howell's Age

In 1345 Patrarch discovered a crumbling manuscript
of Cicero's personal letters in the cathedral library of
Verona, which he copied out in his own hand.

Petrarch was

moved by this correspondence to the extent that he addressed
an imaginary letter to Cicero with the news of his discovery,
and began an intensive study of Cicero's changing character,
as Highet states, "the character which through Petrarch
became one of the forces that formed the Renaissance ideal
of humanism."*

Petrarch's following of Cicero is of major

interest as he was instrumental in breaking the medieval tradition of avoiding Latin literature written by pagans and,
in Clark's words, "discarding the medieval ideals of humility and submission."^

His devotion to Cicero helped to re-

establish the popularity of secular prose, and further
secure the ornate balanced style of the famous Roman orator.

*Highet, p. 83.
'Clark, p. 130,
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which, as I indicated in the previous chapter, was becoming
commonplace in the pulpit.

The secular trend in prose, in

turn, encouraged the plain and familiar figures later found
in seventeenth-century prose, although the elegance of Ciceronianism, especially rhythmical schemes, remained fairly
constant during the Renaissance.
Senecanism was not isolated from Ciceronianism, but
evolved as a complement to the round style, striking a balance between the plain and elegant emphasis of each style.
The Renaissance writer's desire for clear communication and
freedom of thought, Krapp suggests, was complemented by
their blending of styles, although in a number of instances
one style or the other was emphasized.'

It was the aim of

many writers during the period to provide a style for communication acceptable on all levels of thought.

Krapp fur-

thers this notion by stating that whether the writer was a
Ciceronian or a Senecan, "at bottom the real question was
how men could live together and coimnune with each other in
social concord without the sacrificing of too much of personal liberty on the part of the individual, or on the other
hand, without the inconsiderate exploitation of individuality at the expense of social harmony."**

This freedom of ex-

pression, for example, stands out in the ornate quality of

'Krapp, p. 274,
**Krapp, p. 150.
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the influence of pulpit oratory in the secular prose of Sir
Thomas More (1478-1535).

When More determined to be a

writer in English as well as Latin, his source of material '
was, to quote R. W. Chambers, "in the living tradition of
the English pulpit, and in the large body of devotional vernacular literature dating from the Fourteenth Century and
early Fifteenth."'

In reference to the literary needs of

the sixteenth century. Chambers positions More strategically
in his time:
More brings English eloquence from the cloister where
it had taken refuge, and applies it to the needs of
Sixteenth-Century England. Thereby he deserves the
title which Mackintosh gave him long ago, of restorer
of political eloquence. He knows all the tricks. He
couples synonyms together when it suits his purpose;
but he does not do it with the maddening persistency
which Berners, or Elyot, or Hall, or even Fisher displays : a persistency which had become a real danger
to English style. In the same way More uses balanced
sentences, and sometimes even with cross alliteration;
the most characteristic cadences .of Lyly's Euphues are
anticipated.'
More's prose, largely symmetrical, with a control of the
degree of medievalism found in a work such as Le Morte

d'Ar-

thur (1469 or 1470) by Sir Thomas Malory (ca. 1410—1471),
can be thought of as a steppingstone continuing a number of

'On the Continuity
of English Prose from Alfred
to
More and His School (1932; rpt. London: Oxford Univ. Press,
1950), p. cxxiv.
'Chambers, pp. clv-clvi.
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Ciceronian traits into the Renaissance. '
More's use of synonyms, isocolon and alliteration
is a stylistic characteristic of seventeenth-century prose
writers; the latter two aspects appear frequently in Howell's works. These three qualities of style are accountable
in More's Richard

III

(ca. 1516, pub. 1557), for example,

whenwhen he describes one Sir Richard Ratclif "as a man y
had ben long secret whim Lord Chamberlen, hauing experience
of y world 6 Shrewde wit, short 6 rude in speche, rough 8
boustiouse of behauiour, bold in mischief, as far from pitie
as from al fere of god."'

More's terms "short S rude" and

"rough 8 boustiouse" are examples of his use of synonyms,
which at times form longer series.

His alliteration is con-

sistent in the "b" and "f" repetitions and varies in series
length in other sections of the work.
isocolon appear in Richard

III,

Numerous examples of

The following passage is an

example in which King Richard awaits his subjects' recognition of his authority.

The clauses have almost equal mem-

bers, although it is the sound more than the number of members that determines isocolon:
At these wordes y people began to whisper among themselfe secretly, that the voyce was neyther loude nor
'Chambers, p. cxxxviii, for comment on Malory's
medievalism.
*The Complete Works of St, Thomas More, ed. Richard
S. Sylvester (New Haven, Conn., and London: Yale Univ.
Press, 1963), II, 57.
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distincke, but as it were the sounds of a swarme of
bees, tyl at the last in the nether ende of the hal, a
bushement of the dukes seruantes and Nashefeldes and
other longing to the protectour, with some prentises
£md laddes that thrust into the hal amonge the prese,
began sodainelye at mennes backes to crye owte as lowde
as their throtes would gyue: king Rycharde kinge Rycharde, and threwe vp their cappes in token of ioye.'
The rhythmical equality of members in these clauses is consistent throughout the passage, the balance of which was
similarly identified in the medieval sermon and Cicero's
prose. With the continuance of prose in the vein of More's
rounded style on the one hand, and the suggestion of the
plain, simple style on the other, as in the works of Langland and Rolle, the opposition between the Ciceronian and
Senecan styles grew more stringently into the Renaissance,
Texts on rhetoric and style were soon to appear, such as
Wilson's The Arte
Eloquence,

of Rhetorique

and Peacham's The Garden

of

previously introduced, and helped to pave the way

for the plain style of writing which found its greatest adherents in the seventeenth century.
The emphasis on the Ciceronian style in prose
during the sixteenth century, in addition to the influence
of More and his followers, can also be attributed to Ciceronian Latin which was taught in grammar schools and universities.

Certain traits of Cicero's style, such as balanced

clauses, parallelisms, at times antithesis, long periodic

^The Complete

Works of St,

Thomas More,

II, 76.
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sentences, and Latinized sentence structure and words,
were imitated, although imperfectly, by Renaissance writers.
Examples of this style abound in literature during the
period.

The Boke

Named The Gouernour

(1351), translated

from the work of Baldassare Castiglione (1478-1529) by Sir
Thomas Elyot (ca. 1490—1546), contains characteristics of
both medieval and Renaissance prose, but Elyot's long balanced sentences, found in the following example offering the
analogy between the education of a child and the cultivation
of a plant, especially contribute to the elegance of the
grand style:
To the entent that I wyll declare howe suche personages may be prepared, I will use the police of a wyse
and counnynge gardener: who purposynge to haue in his
gardeine a fyne and preciouse herbe, that shulde be to
hym and all other repairynge therto, excellently comodiouse or pleasant, he will first serche throughout
his gardeyne where he can finde the most melowe and
fertile erth: and therin wil he put the sede of the
herbe to growe and be norisshed: and in most diligent
wise attende that no weede be suffred to growe or
aproche nyghe unto it: and to the entent it may thrive
the faster, as soon as the fourme of an herbe ones appereth, he will set a vessell of water by hit, in suche
wyse that it may continually distille on the rote swete
droppes; and as it spryngeth in stalke, under sette it
with some thyng that it breake nat, and alway kepe it
cleane from weedes,**'
Renaissance writers using Cicero as a model at times had a

^^The

Boke

Named The Gouernour,

Deuised

by

Sir

Thomas Elyot,
Knight,
ed. Henry Herbert Stephen Croft, Burt
Franklin: Research and Source Works Series No. 165, Essays
in History, Economics 6 Social Science No. 14 (New York:
Burt Franklin, 19G7), I, 28.
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tendency to write longer periodic sentences in a series;
the Elyot passage is a mild example of the length of a sentence found in such series, which was an exaggeration of
their greind master who balanced his prose with short and
long sentences.

Nevertheless, Elyot's prose comes closest

to Cicero's in its symmetry and Latinized construction.

His

clauses for the most part are rhythmically balanced, and such
phrases as "nyghe unto it," "thrive the faster" and "that it
breake not" are suggestive of Latin structure and are poetical. In other parts of The Gouernour,

however, Elyot's

choice of words is at times awkward, as in "adminiculation"
and "pronostications," but his style is mostly the disciplined manner of Cicero.

Concerning Elyot's prose structure

C, S. Lewis states, "The important thing is that Elyot is
aware of prose as an art.
happen, they are built.

His sentences do not simply

He keeps a firm hold of his con-

struction, he is nearly always lucid, and his rhythm is generally sound."**
The Ciceronian style is also evident in the writings of Roger Ascham (1515-1568), whom Lewis describes as "a
rigid humanist" and a Ciceronian "adherent to the doctrine
of Imitation."*^

Ascham, tutor to Queen Elizabeth, based

^^English Literature
in the Sixteenth
Century Excluding Drama, vol. Ill of The Oxford History
of
English
Ifiterature,
ed. Bonamy Dobree, Norman David and F. P. Wilson
(1944; rpt. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1954), p. 276.
12 Lewis,

p. 2 81.
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his system of education on the translation of Cicero's
works.

In The Schoolmaster

(1570) Ascham advises the stu-

dent to "read daily unto him some booke of Tullie.

, , . And

for translating, use you your selfe every second or thyrd
day to chose out some Epistles ad Atticum,

some notable

common place out of his Orations, or some other part of
Tullie."*' Along with More, and later Richard Hooker (ca.
1554—1600), Ascham is a representative Ciceronian of the
sixteenth century.

His balanced clauses are at times disci-

plined to the point of excessiveness.

In his description of

quick wit and manners of style in The Schoolmaster,

for ex-

ample, the members of his clauses are almost numerically
balanced, and his combination of antithesis and alliteration
enhances the symm.etry of his sentence:
Also, for maners and life, quicke wittes ccmmonlie be,
in desire, newfangle, in purpose, unconstant, light to
promise any thing, readie to forget every thing: both
benefite and injurie: and therby neither fast to
friend, nor fearefull to foe: inquisitive of every
trifle, not secret in greatest affaires: bolde, with
any person: busie, in every matter: sothing, soch as
be present: nipping any that is absent: of nature
also, alwaies, flattering their betters, envying their
equals, despising their inferiors: and by quicknes of
witte, verie quicke and readie, to like none so well
as them selves.***
This degree of balance, or isocolon, is also found in Hooker's prose style, although in Of the Lawes of

Ecclesiasticall

^^The Schoolmaster,
ed. John E. B. Mayor (1570; facsimile rpt. New York: AMS Press, 1967), pp, 92-93,
* **T^e Schoolmaster,

pp, 12-13.
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Folitie

(1594), for example, it reaches finer dimensions

than in Ascham's prose.

It is Lewis' opinion that Hooker's

style is, "for its purpose, perhaps the most perfect in
English.

In general it is far removed from the colloquial,

yet it does not strike one as a decorated style."^^

Hooker's

symmetry is similar to Cicero's balance of long and short
clauses.

Lewis refers to the balance of Hooker's Latinized

sentences, evident in the rhythmical effect created by
Hooker's alteration of the lengths of clauses and his two
sentences in the following discussion of natural law:^^
Now that law which, as it is laid up in the bosom
of God, they call Eternal, receiveth according unto
the different kinds of things which are subject unto
different and sundry kinds of names. That part
of it which ordereth natural agents we call usually
Nature's law; that which Angels do clearly behold
and without any swerving observe is a law Celestial
and heavenly; the law of Reason, that which bindeth
creatures reasonable in this world, and with which
by reason they may most plainly perceive themselves
bound; that which bindeth them, and is not known but
by special revelation from God, Divine law; Human
law, that which out of the law either of reason or
of God men probably gathering to be expedient, they
make it a law
[I.lll.i].77
The parallelism of the "that which" clauses helps to make
the periodic sense of the passage consistent throughout.

l^Lewis, p. 462.
l^See Lewis, p. 462.
^'^The Works of That Learned and Judicious
Divine,
Mr. Richard Hooker:
With an Account of His Life and Death
by Isaac Walton, ed. Rev. John Keble, 6th ed. (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1874), I, p. 205.
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The balance of long and short clauses brings out the poetry
of Hooker's style, which was earlier noted in the elegance
of Cicero's prose.

He retains the poetic effect of Latin

syntax by placing adjectives after nouns, for example, "a
law Celestial and heavenly" and "creatures reasonable."

Al-

though Hooker employs the longer periodic sentence, his two
great passions are order and dignity, as Krapp states, and
"are the principles which govern his feeling for the structure of the sentence as well as for the structure of the
whole,"*' The cadence of the rounded Ciceronian period was,
of course, employed by many of Hooker's predecessors during
the sixteenth century, notably in the pulpit; the style of
John Fisher (1459-1535) in A Spirituall

Consolation

(ca,

1578) is an example, but Hooker's discipline and control
make him a later master in his school,*'

It is necessary to

emphasize again, however, that suggestions of the plain
style can at times be found in these authors, Lyly's

Euphues.

The Anatomy of Wyt (1578) being a case in point, having
characteristics of both schools.

The rise of the plain

*'Krapp, p. 146.
*'Fisher wrote A Spirituall

Consolation

sometime

during his imprisonment in the Tower from April 16, 1534,
until his execution of June 22, 1535, The approximate posthumous date of its publication is 157 8, as recorded on the
title page in A Spirituall
Consolation,
vol. 11 of
English
Heousant Literature
1558-1640,
ed. D. M. Rogers (Yorkshire,

Eng,: Scolar Press, 1969), John E. B, Mayor's edition of
Fisher's English works was published by the Early English
Text Society in 1876,
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style was gradual and can be found in varying forms in the
body of sixteenth-century prose, regardless of which ancients the authors were attempting to imitate.
A comment on Lyly's Euphuistic style, in the words
of Tucker Brooke and Matthias A. Shaaber, is remindful of a
number of aspects earlier noted in the medieval sermon:
"Modern analysts have sifted out its [Euphuistic style] various constituents:

mock natural history, classical mythology,

fable and anecdote, alliteration, antithesis, and the like."^'
With the possible exception of classical mythology, the
other stylistic elements are to be found in most sermons of
the Middle Ages.

Unnatural natural history, for example,

which I did not cover in the medieval sermon, is apparent in
references to fictitious animals or the fabulous traits of
toads and elephants, for example, and antithesis is at times
evident in symmetrical form.

Lyly's Euphuism continues

these techniques of style and is of additional interest as
it possesses both Ciceronian and Senecan characteristics.
Williamson states that "Lyly's style is made to look two
ways, toward both schematic and pointed prose."^*

The Cice-

ronian, or "schematic," tendencies in Lyly's Euphuistic
style are especially apparent in the effect of sound.

Croll

declares that sound is the outstanding feature of Euphuism:
^^The Renaissance
of England, p. 453.

(1500-1600),

**Williamson, p. 3S,

in A Literary

History
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"The essential feature of the style - to repeat - is a vocal,
or oral, pattern, and all its other characteristics, such
as the use of antithesis, and the constant use of simile,
are only means by which the Euphuist effects his various
devices of sound design."^^

Even though antithesis is

commonly identifiable as an aspect of the Senecan style,
Croll defines it as "purely a 'scheme,'" that brings out the
sounds of words,2^

The degree of Ciceronian or Senecan

tendencies in Lyly's style is not my concern in this discussion as the authority of both Croll and Williamson on the
subject is definitive.

The traits of the two schools I find

evident in Lyly's style, however, will perhaps indicate that
a'itransition is continuing toward the plain style in prose,
even though brevity and antithesis are also aspects of
Cicero's style.

This interaction of styles is not unusual.

The following passage from Euphues, for instance, one of
many examples in the work, consists of three sentences
suggestive of the Ciceronian and Senecan styles:
The Parthians
to cause their youthe to loath the
alluringe traines of womens wyles and deceiptful
entisementes, had most curiously carued in their
houses a younge man blinde, beside whome was adioyned
a woman so exquisite, that in some mennes judgement
Pigmalions
Image was not halfe so excellent, hauing one
hande in hys pocket as notinge their thefte, and holding a

England,

^^Euphuea:
The Anatomy of Wit and Euphues and His
Intro., p. xvi.

England,

^^Euphuea:
The Anatomy of Wit and Euphues and His
Intro., p. xvii.
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knyfe in the other hande to cutte hys throate: If
the sight of such vglye shapes caused a loathinge of
the like sinnes, then my good Euphues consider their
plight, and beware of thyne owne perill. Thou art
heere in Naples a younge soiourner, I an olde senior,
thou a straunger, I a Citizen, thou secure doubtinge
no mishappe, I sorrowfull dreadinge thy misfortune,
Heere mayste thou see that which I sighe to see,
dronken sottes wallowinge in euery house, in euery
chamber, yea, in euery channell, heere maiste thou beholde that whiche I cannot wythout blushinge beholde,
nor wythoute blubbering vtter, those whose bellies bee
their Gods, who offer their goodes as sacrifice to
theyre guttes: who sleepe wyth meate in their mouthes,
wyth sinne in their hearts, and wyth shame in their
houses.^**
The first long sentence is periodic, in the Ciceronian vein,
climactically leading to the final thought that innocent
youth should be wary of the sins of Naples,

Isocolon is

consistent in this sentence, and its syntax is similar to
Latin with adjectives following nouns, as in "man blinde"
and "women so exquisite."

Parison is recurrent, an example

being the "o" and "u" vowel sounds in "curiously," "houses"
and "younge."

Paromoion appears in the alliterative sound

of "womens wyles," "blinde, besides," and the "h" sound in
"hauing one hande in hys" and the "s" sound in "sight of
such vglye shapes."

Homoioteleuton is indicated in the "th"

sound of "youthe to loath," and the "d" sound of, again,
"blinde, besides."

These aspects appear in variation

throughout the entire passage, the alliterative "b" sounds
of "blushinge beholde," "blubbering" and "bellies bee"
^'^The Complete Works of John Lyly, ed. R. Warwick
Bond (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1902), I, 188.
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standing out in the last sentence.

Simple word repetition

of "thou" and "euery" also appears in the last sentence.
The stems of "chamber" and "channell," and "bellies" and
"bee" in the last sentence are examples of "polyptoton,"
defined by Croll as "the repetition of the same stem two or
more times within the same clause or sentence, each time
with a different inflectional ending,"^^

Examples of sound

are consistent in the passage, perhaps verifying Croll's
position that antithesis, as in the last two sentences, is
primary as a means of sound effect, which would complement
Cicero's elegance in prose.

The abruptness of the antithesis

in the second sentence, however as opposed to the isocolon
of the first, is more suggestive of the stile
seventeenth century.

coupe of the

The second sentence is brief and each

clause is short and abruptly in opposition to the other, as
far as the distinctive positions of the characters are concerned, although a degree of balance is maintained in the
quality of members in each clause.

The third sentence

reaches a medium between the two previous ones with its moderate length and clauses of varying members, from the single
"yea" and longer "in euery house" to the more extended clauses
in the sentence.

The antithesis of the contrasting views

of the speaker in the last sentence is not abrupt, but, as
in the loose style, presented as one thinks, again to

England,

^^Euphuee:
The Anatomy of Wit and Euphues and His
Intro., p. xvi.
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echo Croll, with thoughts occurring at various intervals as
they come to the speaker.

Proverbial sequences, previously

illustrated in the medieval sermon, follow this trend.

For

example, Euphues' companion begins a sentence with a series
of proverbs:

"The fine christall is sooner crazed then the

harde marble, the greenest Beeche burneth faster then the
dryest Oke, the fairest silke is soonest soyled, and the
sweetest wine tourneth to the sharpest vinegar," and the
series continues with four more proverbs and a concluding
proverbial statement.^' These proverbs are similar to the
type found in Howell's prose.

The proverbial series, and

other forms of series, is not unusual in Howell's writings,
and secular and domestic subjects, such as Lyly's "christall," "silke," "wine" and "vinegar" predominate in Howell's
prose, as well as a good portion of English prose during the
middle and late Renaissance.
style in Lyly's Euphues,

The indication of the Senecan

suggested by these latter examples,

is significant as another step in the rise of the plain
style.

His antithesis, furthermore, at times exemplifies

this style in its variation of clause members, and shows,
according to Jonas A. Barish, "the contradictory nature of
experience" to make "use of this more general logicality to
express the composite nature of experience."^^
26 The

Complete

Works of John Lyly,

I, 189

*'"The Prose Style of John Lyly," ELH, 23, No. 1
(1956), 27.
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Lyly, of course, is only one of many Renaissance
writers who at times revealed the mode of the antiCiceronians.

For some authors of the period stylistic

classification became dominant as a means to guide writers
in perfecting their prose style, resulting in the publication of a number of style and rhetoric texts.

Although

Cicero was the model for many of these works, the call for
/ brevity and the attempt to further classify figures and
tropes, at times intended for the plainer style found in familiar letters and essays, implies transitional progress for
the anti-Ciceronians.

This trend had no sudden upsurge

during the early Renaissance, but the writing of Desiderius
Erasmus (ca. 1466—1536), to name one major author who
helped to initiate change, was instrumental as a challenge
to the Ciceronians, and an impetus to set anti-Ciceronianism
in greater motion.

Erasmus' Cioeronianus

(1528) was inspi-

rational for the anti-Ciceronians during the sixteenth century.

In the Cioeronianus

Erasmus criticized not Cicero but

the followers of Cicero, to echo Clark's suggestion, who attempted the impossible task of imitating their master's
style which was too personal to duplicate.*'

Charles Sears

Baldwin speaks of Erasmus as exposing the dreamlike folly of
the Ciceronians:

"Further Erasmus makes his Ciceronian

admit that the cult is illusory, a dream which according to

21 See

Clark, p. 135.
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its own adepts has never quite come true,"^^
In addition to the work of Erasmus and his
medieval predecessors, Rolle, Wycliffe and Langland, the
opposition to Ciceronianism was partially enhanced by a
number of texts on style and rhetoric published during
the period.

Wilson's The Arte

of Rhetorique,

for example,

is "the most complete treatment of rhetoric in English,"
according to William G, Crane, "and the only one that goes
much beyond compilation and close paraphrase of earlier
works, "3(? Sister Miriam Joseph classifies Wilson as a
"traditionalist," one who holds "that the topics of
invention belong to both logic and rhetoric,"^?' On the
one hand. The Arte
emphasizing inventio,
division.

of Rhetorique

is a Ciceronian work

borrowing from Cicero's five-part

Wilson designates the other four qualities of

rhetoric as "Disposition of the Same [Invention of matter],"
"Elocution," "memorie" and "utteraunce";^2 but on the other
hand, he furthers the Senecan as well as the Ciceronian
interest by stressing the importance

of brevity and

plain speech, an aspect of Cicero's prose at times

^^Renaissance
Literary
Theory and Practice,
ed.
Donald Lemen Clark (New York: Columbia Univ, Press, 1939),
p. 49.
30Crane's Introduction to The Garden of

Eloquence,

p. 7.
^'^Shakespeare *s Use of the Arts of Language (1947:
rpt. New York and London: Hafner, 1966), p, 23.
^^Wileon'e Arte of Rhetorique,
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1909), p. 6.

1560,

ed. G.H. Mair

9
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overlooked by his later followers.

In his section on nar-

ration Wilson says that "we should be short in telling the
matter as it lieth, the best is to speake no more then
needes wee must," and he continues, "to make our matter
plaine, that all may understand it, the best were first and
formost to tell every thing in order so much as is needful,
observing both the time, the place, the maner of doing, and
the circumstances thereunto belonging.""

In a later sec-

tion he goes into more detail, describing plainness in language, and warns the reader against the evils of "ynkehorne"
terms which are a hindrance to communication.^'*

Wilson's

discussion of tropes and metaphors, furthermore, used accordingly to enrich one's language, is a stylistic aspect
carried on in the later work of Peacham and Day, and was
likely used as a guide to metaphorical usage by many
seventeenth-century writers.
Following Wilson's work a number of texts on style
and rhetoric were published in a fairly close succession.
Peacham's The Garden of Eloquence,

previously consulted as

a guide to tropes in medieval sermons, is mostly a dictionary of rhetorical and grammatical terms.

Peacham is espe-

cially remembered for his listing and defining of rhetorical
terms and description of tropes, schemes and figures.

"Vtlaon'a Arte

of Rhetorique,

p. 106.

"'l/tZeon'e Arte

of Rhetorique,

pp. 163-64

The

.o
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Garden of Eloquence

is a writer's guide, according to Crane,

containing "the most extensive and accurate treatment of
figures obtainable in English.""

Sister Miriam Joseph clas-

fiifies Peacham as a figurist who treats mostly elocution

and

rejects the other four traditional parts of classical rhetoric."

A figure, which Peacham describes as a trope or a

"Schemate," defined earlier, is "a forme of words, oration,
or sentence, made new by art, differing from the vulgar
maner and custome of writing or speaking."^^
influence in The Garden of Eloquence
The Arte of Rhetorique,

The Ciceronian

is strong, as it is in

but Peacham's careful classification

of stylistic devices, as discussed by Crane, with more than
two hundred figures described and illustrated, suggests the
importance of clear expression that would likely suit the
taste of both Ciceronian and Senecan writers.'®
Angel Day, also classified by Sister Miriam Joseph
as a figurist, follows Peacham's trend in his English

Secre-

tary in that he has a section on the use of figures, tropes
and schemes; and his work is of additional value for two
reasons:

similar to The Garden of Eloquence

it is simple,

an aspect that Robert 0. Evans stresses in stating that its

^^The Garden of Eloquence,

pp. 9-10.

"sister Miriam Joseph, p. 17.
*^The Garden of Eloquence,

p. 1.

"jPhe Garden of Eloquence,

pp. 9-10.
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popularity "may be accounted for by the fact that it is at
once the'most systematic and simplest of the rhetorical
analysis of figures";3^ and the second reason is its longest section on the different styles of letter-writing,
which is especially of Howellean relevance.

Day defines

the three principal points of good letter-writing as "aptnes
of words and sentences, repeating that they be neat and
choiselie picked, and orderly handled:

next, Breuity of

speech, according in matter and circumstance fitlie to be
framed:

lastly, Comlines in deliuerance, concerning the

person and cause, whereupon the direction is grounded,"**^
Day offers numerous examples of letters for different
occasions to which letter-writers could quickly refer as a
guide. The stylistic direction is again toward a more
systematic type of language for faster and clearer communication, s'implicity being a dominant aspect of The English
Secretary,

which, although of Ciceronian interest, was

especially common ground for the plain style defended by the
Senecans.

Similar to The English

Secretary

is a treatise

on letter-writing by John Hoskyns (1566-1638), Directions
Speech and Style,

written about 1600,

for

Hoskyns, according

to Sister Miriam Joseph, was a Ramist, who opposed the

^^The English Secretary, Intro. Robert 0, Evans
(1599; facsimile rpt. Gainesville, Fla.: Scholars' Facsimiles
and Reprints, 1967), p. ix.
**^The ^nglieh Secretary,

p. 2.
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traditionalists by emphasing logic and denying invention
and disposition.'•^

His work in turn considers aspects of

good epistolary style.

Williamson says, "As a rhetoric re-

lated to the letter," Hoskyns' Directions,
Secretary,

"like Days'

English

taught a more familiar form of discourse than

that of oration."•• 2
Another figurist, George Puttenham (ca, 1529-1590),
although he is more concerned about poetry than prose, is of
greater importance than Day in that he defended the use of
figurative language between the plain and elegant styles of
writing.

In his Arte

of English

Poesie

(1594) Puttenham

suggests a mean of figurative language that writers and
speakers should attain:
Bvt as it hath bene always reputed a great fault
to vse figuratiue speaches foolishly and indiscretly,
so .it is esteemed no lesse an imperfection in mass
vtterance, to haue none vse of figure at all, specially
in our writing and speaches publike, making them but
as our ordinary talke, then which nothing can be more
vnsauourie and farre from all ciuilitie.^^
Puttenham's theory of style in respect to oratory and poetry,
in Samuel Wilbur Howell's words, is that he "acknowledges
ordinary conversation to be a step below the level that
oratory must achieve, whereas oratory is a step below the

**^Sister Miriam Joseph, p, 26,
*»2see Williamson's note in The Senecan

Amble,

p, 94.

^^Arte of English
Poesie,
ed. Edward Arber, vol IV
of English Reprints (1589; facsimile rpt. New York: AMS Press,
1966, p. 151.

9
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level that poetry must achieve. "'*^ Even though ordinary
conversation is Puttenham's lowest level of communication,
it is of interest that he includes it in the scale of figurative language with oratory and poetry, giving it a designated place in the classification of style.

Puttenham's con-

cern for figurative language in simple conversation has more
bearing as an influence on later writers when one considers
the tropes and metaphors used by seventeenth-century authors
who wrote in the plain style.
The great sixteenth-century prose writers, such as
More, Ascham, and Hooker, and the stylist Wilson and his
followers, for the most part used Cicero as their model,
instructing writers to develop their skills according to
Cicero's high, middle, and low styles; but my emphasis has
been upon their references to ordinary speech or "naturalness"
which felt its growing pains in the late sixteenth century,
and blossomed in the next century.

In the writings of

Francis Bacon and Lancelot Andrewes (1555-1626), the AntiCiceronian movement is evident, especially in the

stile

coupe; the plain style, in varying degrees, can be found
in the writings of John Donne (ca, 1572-1631), Sir Thomas
Browne (1605-1682), Izaak Walton (1593-1683), and Bishop
Hall (1574-1656), the "English Seneca," to name a few,**^

^^Logic and Rhetoric
in England,
1500-1700
(Princeton, N.J.: Princeton Univ. Press, 1956), p. 327.
**5sir» Henry Wotton (1568-1639) first referred to
Bishop Hall as "our spiritual Seneca" in a letter to Dr.
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The movement toward the plain style in prose during
the seventeenth century was encouraged by the rise of science, which had a continual growth in the Renaissance, and
the decline of medieval scholastic thought that stemmed in
part from the Summa Theologioa
Aquinas (1225-1274).

(1266-127 3) of St. Thomas

Scholasticism, defined by Leonard W.

Cowie as "a Christian philosophy to give the diverse activi' ties of nature and man a pattern which exhibited the fundamental truths of (Hiristianity," was challenged by the advance of scientific objectivity.**^

The scholastics' ideal

of reason leaning toward faith alone was impaired, for example, by the scientific queries of Nicholaus Copernicus
(1473-1543), who theorized the rotation of the earth around
the sun; cind later in The Advancement

of Learning

Francis

Bacon, whose attempt at discouraging the medieval notion of
natural science as a "forbidden knowledge," as Basil Willey
states, "to keep science pure from religion," suggested the
rational attitude of science apart from the rationalism of

Samuel Collins, Provost of King's College. See Logan
Pearsall Smith, The Life and Letters
of Sir Henry Wotton
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1907), II, 370. Thomas Fuller
(1608-1661) later modified Wotton's label for Kail to "our
English Seneca": "He [Bishop Hall] may be said to have died
with his pen in his hand, whose writing and living expired
together. He was commonly called our English Seneca for the
pureness, plainness and fulness of his style." See The Worthies of England, ed. John Freeman (London: George Allen 8
Unwin, 1952), p. 320.
^^Seventeenth^Century
Ungar, 1964), p. 79.

Europe

(New York:

Frederick
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faith in scholasticism.'•'^
It was especially during the late sixteenth century
and first half of the seventeenth century, the age of Howell,
that scientific progress began to reach.great proportions.
According to Stumpf's chronology of scientific discovery,
this was the age when Hans Lippershey (d. 1619) and Zacharias
Janssen (ca. 1575-1632) invented the telescope (1608), and
Galilei Galileo (1564-1642) later enhanced its effectiveness
by discovering the moons around Jupiter (1609-1610); William
Harvey identified the circulation of blood, described in
the Exercitatio
animalibus

anatomipa

de motu cordis

et sanguinis

in

(1628); and Evangelista Torricelli (1608-1647),

Galileo's pupil, discovered the principle of the barometer
(1643),'*^

Philosophy in turn became more scientific.

The

"necessity of method," for instance, based on intuition
and deduction, or reasoning from the general to the specific,
was illustrated by Rene' Descartes (1596-1650) in the
on Method (1637).**5

Discourse

Bacon, furthermore, anticipated modern

scientific thought in stressing reason from the specific to
the general through his inductive method, discussed in the
Novum Organum (1620); and Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679), using
mathematical application as a guide, conclusively derived

^'^The Seventeenth
Century Background (19 35; rpt.
Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday, 1953), pp. 37, 38.
'•^See Stumpf, p. 229.
*»9Stumpf, pp. 249-61.
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his mechanical view of human thought and theory of the
social contract, as presented in the Leviathan

(1651).^"

The ratiocinative trend of this age is apparent in
prose style, in which the brevity of Seneca's asymmetrical
sentences was becoming an accepted form.of clear expression.
Although the elegance of Cicero's long, rhythmical sentences
remained fairly constant during the late Renaissance, evidenced in many of Howell's works, interm.ingled with the high
style of numerous writers were the familiar expressions and
figurative phrases, as previously illustrated in Cicero's
letters, and loose sentences stressing conversational ease.
Consequently, what the reader finds in much seventeenthcentury prose, especially, is a combination of styles:

the

rhythm fluctuates between high Ciceronian periodic sentences,
with some exceptions that I shall discuss, and Seneca's
loose sentences; and the language is more commonplace, suggestive of Cicero's middle style, and Seneca's plain style.
The extreme form of the plain style, as I discussed
in the section on Seneca's style, is the stile

coupe

or curt

style, most representative of the scientific emphasis of
prose in the seventeenth century.

Bacon and Hall, for ex-

ample, and John Tillotson (1630-1694) in the pulpit, are at
times the scientists of prose style; and greater restrictions of concreteness and mathematical expertise are found

so Stumpf, pp. 232-47

Pifi"
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in the writings of Hobbes and Thomas Sprat (1635-1713).
The varying plain styles between Hobbes and Sprat, for instance, and the anti-Ciceronians, such as Donne and Browne,
spring from their philosophies.

Speaking of the philosophic

attitudes of the prose scientists and tjie anti-Ciceronians,
Richard Foster Jones states:
In both "reality" is emphasized, but with the scientists the term generally means a material reality,
while the Anti-Ciceronians used it to refer much more
widely to rationalistic explanations of human experience. Though in both "things" are preferred to
"words," the experimental philosophers had concrete
objects in mind, while the others were thinking of
intellectual or moral conceptions. Indeed, as has
been said, both attitudes had their origin in that
element in the Renaissance which turned from reliance
on the authority of the ancients and their unsatisfying philosophy to a rationalistic examination of
actual experience.'*
The anti-Ciceronians rational morality evolves into the
seventeenth century out of the writings of Marc-Antoine
Muret (1526-1585), Justus Lipsius (1547-1606), Michel de
Montaigne (1553-1592) and Francis Bacon.

These writers, ac-

cording to Croll, were instrumental in strengthening the
foundation of the plain style:
Muret, Lipsius, Montaigne, and Bacon, though the period
of their collective activity covers three quarters of a
'*"Science and English Prose Style in the Third
Quarter of the Seventeenth Century," in The Seventeenth Century, ed. Francis R, Johnson, et al. (Palo Alto, Cal.:
Stanford Univ. Press, 1951), p. 106. Originally appeared in
PMLA, 45 (1930), 977-1009.
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century, belong to a single generation in the development of Renaissance culture, the generation in which
modern rationalism definitely declared itself as the
doctrine of the future, and the new, the Anti-Ciceronian,
form of prose style assumed its place in the world of
letters.^^
The prose styles of Lipsius, Montaigne fend Bacon, especially,
divide Anti-Ciceronian prose style, or generally the Attic,
into three categories:

The hopping style of Lipsius, and

his stoic tendencis; the "Libertine" style of Montaigne,
closely related to the loose style; and the "prose of 'politicians,'" as quoted from Croll, influenced by the writings
of Tacitus, characteristic of Bacon's stile

coupe.^"^

A

fourth tendency is the "prose of imaginative conceit," 'or
what Croll refers to as the "baroque style," a subject reserved for a later discussion.

These three categories

generally account for much of the plain-style prose of the
late Renaissance, as some selections from the prose of these
representative writers indicate.
Although concentrated attention is not commonly
given to Muret in discussions of the Anti-Ciceronian movement, Croll refers to him as its "pioneer," and points out
that he was innovative in stressing individualism in style

^2"Attic Prose: Lipsius, Montaigne, Bacon," in
Style,
Rhetoric,
and Rhythm, p. 200. Originally appeared in
Schelling
Anniversary
Papers by His Former Students
(New York
Century,'192 3), pp. 117-50.
^^Croll, pp. 200, 201. See also Williamson's
discuL'.sion of Lipsius' hof^ping style in The Senecan
Amble,
pp. 121-49.
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on the one hand; and on the other, a political philosophy,
representative of Bacon's prose; and he was an admirer of
Aristotle's Rhetoric,

implying for Muret and his followers,

in Croll's words, an "effort to divorce prose-writing from
the customs of epideictic oratory and w^d it to philosophy
and science.""*

The brevity and occasional asymmetry of the

clauses in the following passage, for example, from a letter
concerning Lipsius, in Latin, Muret wrote to S. P. Cornelius
Valerus, suggests an emphatic movement toward the plain
style; Ciceronianism at times illustrative of Muret's style,
but Muret's freedom of form or individualism, finding its
way apart from the elegance and discipline of the grand
orator:
Redit ad te Lipsius tuus, 6 redit magno meo dolore.
ita enim me deuinxit fibi, praestantia ingenij 8 doctrinae, integritate morum, suauitate sermonis ac con< suetudinis suae, ut, eo discendente, a memetipso mihi
auelli uiderer. . . . si libedit periculum facere,^
quaeso te, si qui hue ueniet, quos tu eos mihi potissimum comendandos putes. Nam eadem opera 6 ego mihi
uidebor efficere, ut ipsi quoq; eo nomine aliquid se
tibi aliquando debere fateantur. Vale.
Muret's slightly interrupted sequence of five membered
clauses in the first part of the quotation echoes Cicero's
isocolon, but the closing section of the letter is more
"^Croll, p. 200. For Croll's discussion of the innovations of Muret see "Muret and the History of 'Attic
Prose,'" in Style,
Rhetoric,
and Rhythm, pp. 139-40. Originally appeared in PMLA, 39 (1924), 254-309.
55 ao

Ciuis

Romani Epistolae

(Paris, 1580), pp. 53-54.
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asymmetrical, with its abrupt semicolons breaking the writer's clauses as different thoughts come to him.

Muret's

style is an influence upon the varying degrees of the plain
style of later writers; he initiates a mild form of the conversational ease of the loose style, and, in addition,
offers a somewhat jolting pace, anticipating the "nervous
style," to use Don Cameron Allen's phrase, which he may have
borrowed from Croll, of some later anti-Ciceronians, "consonant with doubt, with speculation, and with utility," as the
scientific minds of the new age would have it."
The trend toward the stile
in the prose style of Lipsius.

coupe advances further
Croll's comment on Lipsius'

adherence to Senecan style, from an essay written in French,
stresses Lipsius' use of ellipsis (defectio/ellipsis)

^ omis-

sion of words in a sentence, frequently at colon and semicolon stops, and antithesis:^'
Son [Lipsius'] style montre I'union de ces deux qualit€s; il est expressif, nerveux, elliptique et precis,
mais comme dans S^neque, la phrase est nettement esquissee, les ellipses se comprennent facilement, et les
"pointes" sont rendues claires par la forme sous laquelle elles se presentent; si, par exemple, il y a
antithese dans la pensee, cette, cette antithese se retrouve aussi dans 1'expression. L'influence de Tacite
se remarque dans certaines locutions, mais, dans 1*ensemble, son style imite clairement celui de S^neque. '
""Style and Certitude," ELH, 15, No. 3 (1948), 173.
"See Sonnino, p. 66.
""Juste Lipse et le mouvement anticic^ronien "k la
fin du XVIe et au d^but du XVIIe siecle," in Style,
Rhetoric,

1*H
The rhythmical figures of antithesis and ellipsis, Croll
mentions, are characteristic of the "pointed" prose style of
Seneca and Tacitus, and embody Lipsius' prose, as illustrated in the following passage from his Two
stanoie

Bookes

of

Con-

(1584):

Lift vp thine eyes and looke about with mee (for it
grieueth me not to stand long vpon this poynt) and be, holde the alterations of all humaine affaires: and
the swelling and swaging of them as of the sea: Arise
thou: fal thou: rule thou: obey thou: hide thou
thy head: lift thou vp thine and let this wheel of
changeable things run round, so long as this round
world remayneth. Haue you Germanes in time past bene
fierce? Be ye now milder than most people of Europe,
Haue you Brittaines bene vnciuill heretofore? Now
exceed you the Egyptians and people of (b) Sybaris
in
delights 8 riches. Hath Greece once flourished? Now
let her be afflicted. Hath Italy
swayed the scepter?
Now let her be in subjection.^^
Lipsius' use of antithesis, on the one hand, is both Ciceronian and Senecan, especially accountable of antithesis in
the "Senecan amble," with his concluding question and answer
*

*

I

series establishing a rhythmical counterbalance characteristic of both schools;'" but his ellipses, on the other hand,
indicated by the abrupt stops of clauses divided by colons,
are Senecan.

Lipsius' series come in spurts:

"Arise thou:

and Rhythm, pp. 28-29. Originally appeared in Revue
seizi^me
siecle,
2 (July 1914), 200-242.

du

" T w o Bookes of Constancie
Written in Latin by
luetus Lipsius,
trans. Sir John Stradling, ed. Rudolf Kirk
(New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers Univ. Press, 1939), pp.
110-11.
"Williamson, p. 148.
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fal thou:

rule thou:

obey thou:

hide thou thy head,"

creating the "pointed" effect of Seneca's prose; and this
passage, furthermore, may in part represent Lipsius' "hopping style," to use Williamson's label, which at times exceeds Seneca's "pointedness":
of a hopping style:

"Discontinuity is the essence

it includes the lack of connectives,

the broken effect, the abruptness, the quickness, the lack
of coherence in order."'*

Coordinating conjunctions and

other connectives are lacking in Lipsius' passage.

Even

though there is an equality of members in some clauses,
their abrupt insertion creates a discontinuity, as Lipsius'
thoughts "hop," if you will, from one statement to another.
This recording of thoughts in variable sequences recalls the
Stoic emphasis upon simplicity in writing, conducive to the
natural quality of the plain style.

"It should be observed,"

Williamson states, "that although simplicity replaces correctness in the Stoic scheme, it preserves the reference to
everyday speech; simplicity is the essence not only of that
speech but of the plain style itself."'^

This Stoic sim-

plicity is evident in metaphorical expressions, as well as
figures of sound in Lipsius' prose, as one finds less elaboration of extended metaphors, and more condensed imaginative
comparisons:

"All things run into this fatall whirlepoole

'^Williamson, p. 148.
'^Williamson, p. 137.
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of ebbing and flowing:

And some things in this world are

long lasting, but not euerlasting."^3
The preservation of "everyday speech" is carried on
in the prose of Montaigne, stressing the vernacular language,
with loosely connected sentences. In his Roundabout
Thackeray states that the Essays
Howell's Familiar

Letters

Papers,

(15 80) of Montaigne and

are his "bedside books. "^** "If

I wake at night," he says, "I have one or other of them to
prattle me to sleep again.

They talk about themselves for-

ever, and don't weary me,"^^
of the Essays

It is likely that many readers

would be in agreement with Thackeray, as

Montaigne's discussions on the nature of man, with his religion,
politics, wars and philosophy, touch us all in one way or
another.

They are, as Erich Auerbach suggests, discussions of

"the humaine condition

with all its burdens, pitfalls, and

problems, with all its essential insecurity, with all the
creatural bonds which confine it,"^^

Montaigne's

Essays

are remembered for the truthful descriptions he gives of
man's thinking in his struggle for existence.

The jealousy,

anger, cheer, and sorrow Montaigne speaks of are convincing

^^Lipsius, p. 110.
^*»Thackeray, p. 6.
^^Thackeray, p, 6.
^^Mimesis, trans, Willard Trask (Garden City,
New York: Doubleday, 1957), p. 272.
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because his personal, conversational style keeps him in
close contact with his readers.

His work is almost a self-

analysis, or as Donald M. Frame states, a "self portrait"
that "communicates the flavor of the man,"^^
Croll suggests that the loose connections of Montaigne's vernacular prose may be called the "Libertine,"
although the distinction between the loose and "Libertine"
is slight.^^

The "Libertine," according to Williamson's

description, is parallel to Jacobean prose style in that
"it oscillates between the antithetic nervousness of Seneca,
who groups ideas in vibrant oppositions, and the periodic
amplitude of Cicero, who displays them in large patterns;
that it combines the two manners and injects sharp sentences
into moving perorations."^^

Montaigne's prose style is at

times a hybrid of the styles of Cicero and Seneca, but his
vernacular, his conversational style, stands out in the
loosely connected members of his sentences, especially in
the Essays;

and his disunity, as Imbrie Buffum states, high-

lights his style:
First of all, the essays are composed like illfitting marquetry--a piece here, a piece there, with
little regard for smoothness or symmetry. And the

^"^The Complete Works of Montaigne,
trans. Donald M
Frame (1948; rpt. Stanford, Cal.: Stanford Univ, Press,
1957), p. vi.
fifiCroll, p. 219.
^^williamson, p. 149.
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added bits, even when they do not fit very well,
somehow increase the value of what v/as already there
Disorder and complexity only add to the subtle
fascination.^°
Robert D. Cottrell has suggested that Montaigne's

Essays

have their degree of obscurity, especially in the longer
passages:

"Dans ces longs passages le discours s'enchevetre

comme I'idee elle-meme, le lien devient si capricieux ou
subtil qu'il faut relire et parfois demeurer dans I'embarras
ou dans une certaine obscurity,"'*

In part, this thought is

justifiable as Montaigne does have a tendency to wander from
time to time; however, what one can find in his sentences is
that "chaque mot a un sens plein."^^

Although Montaigne's

sentences are frequently long, loosely beginning with the
conclusion, so to speak, and then discussing the subject in
a number of lightly connected clauses, he writes his
thoughts, recalling Croll, in plain language as they come to
him in a series,

Montaigne, and later Bacon, Croll states,

"are the first writers in the vernacular languages who
employ a style which renders the process of thought and portrays the picturesque actuality of life with equal effect

''^Studies
in the Baroque from Montaigne to
(New Haven, Conn,: Yale Univ. Press, 1957), p. 5.

Rotrou

^*"Le Style anticic^ronien dans I'oeuvre de Montaigne et de Sponde," Romanic Review,
59 (1968), 20.
'*Floyd Gray, Le Style
rie Nizet, 1958), p. 41.

de Montaigne

(Paris: Librai-
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and constantly relatts the one to the other."^'
Montaigne's conversational style in the following
passage from an essaV, in which he discusses the merit of
pleasure and the inelvitability of pain, illustrates his

r
casual manner, in spite of slight variation in Donald M.
Frame's translation ifrom the original French:
Pleasure is one lof the chief est kinds of profit.
I
have suffered rheumes, gowty defluxions, relaxations,
pantings of the heart, megreimes and other such like
accidents, to gi'ow old in me, and die their naturall
death; all whici: have left me, when I half enured and
framed my selfe to foster them. They are better conjured by curtesie, then by bragging or threats. We
must gently obey and endure the lawes of our
condition:
We are subject to grow aged, to become weake and to
fall sicke, in spite of all physicke. It is the first
lesson the Mexicans give their children; When they come
out of their mother's wombes, they thus salute them:
My childe,
thou art come into the world to
suffer;
Ih
Therefore
suffer
and hold thy peace [Ill.xiii].""
The subject of pleasure, followed by contrasting comments on
pain, is loosely presented directly at the beginning of the
passage.

Montaigne s clauses and sentences are comfortably

inconsistent in his casually shifting remarks on the effects
of pain, from one e|:ample to the next, as conversation
alters its directioi, unpredictably, according to the speaker's variable thougits.

Although Montaigne uses colons and

semicolons, and a disunity is apparent, his clauses are not
choppy or "hopping, ' but rather blithely timed, so the
'"Croll, p.'^184. "''"""
""^The Complete

i-

Works of Montaigne,

pp. 351-52
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subject lightly shifts from one sequence to the next, at
times linked by the coordinators "and" and "when."

Similar

coordination appears in a selection from Montaigne's comments on wisdom and health:
. , . even Stoike Philosophic dareth to affirme, that
if Heracletus
and Pherecydes
could have changed their
wisdome with health, and by that meanes, the one to
have rid himselfe of the dropsie, and the other of the
lowsie-evill, which so sore tormented them, they would
surely have done it: whereby they also yeeld so much
more honor unto wisdome, by comparing and counterpeizing the same unto health, than they do in this other
proposition of theirs, where they say, that if Circes
had presented Ulisses
with two kinds of drinke, the one
to turne a wiseman into a foole, the other to change a
foole into a wiseman, he would rather have accepted
that of folly, than have been pleased, that Circes
should transforme his humane shape into beasts [II,
••n 75

The words "and," "which" and "whereby" are common examples
of coordinators in the loose sentences of Montaigne, and
other prose writers of the period.^'

The subject of wisdom,

contrasted with health, is consistent from its introduction
at the beginning of the long sentence, to its concluding
statement on beasts.

The subject, as in the previous essay

quotation, is first presented and then discussed in a series
of clauses, opposing the direction of Cicero's suspenseful
periodic sentences.

The length of Montaigne's sentence on

wisdom and health, in turn, is not a distinguishing feature
75 The

Complete

Works of Montaigne,

p. 183.

"See Croll's comments on coordinators used in antiCiceroniem prose, p. 223.
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of Ciceronian prose, as many anti-Ciceronian writers adopted
the long sentence; but by intermingling them with short sentences, on the other hand, Montaigne adheres to Cicero's
stylistic practice of balancing long and short sentences.
Montaigne's use of metaphorical expression, furthermore, is
reduced, as in the solitary statement, "lowsie-evill," of
the passage above, suggestive of the ill effects of a spreading disease.

The brief metaphor, as in the writings of Lip-

sius, is a characteristic feature of anti-Ciceronian prose;
it is another aspect of the simplicity of conversation, influenced by Stoicism, the relaxed tone of which Montaigne
conveys in his Essays,

and which later secures a place in

seventeenth-century prose.
Bacon's prose style follows two directions:
early period. The Advancement

of Learning

and the

his

Essays

from 1597 to 1612, for example, are representative of the
curt style, or stile

coupe;

the remaining Essays

from 1612 to 1625 and the Novum Organum,

and in his later works, such as

his style becomes loose, recalling the conversational ease
of Montaigne.

Bacon, as the scientist in his early prose,

is an extreme anti-Ciceronian.

His pointed sentences at

times exceed the succinct lines of Seneca and characterize
the terse clauses of Tacitus; as Croll states, "Bacon's influence, like his own prose style, can best be explained in
terms of his admiration and imitation of Tacitus."''
^'Croll, p. 194.

In his
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early period Bacon condemns the followers of Seneca, as
well as Cicero, in reference to Williamson's suggestion, for
he defined them both as placing words above matter.^' In
The Advancement

of Learning,

referring once again to Bacon's

comment on words and matter. Bacon's plea for clear communication is illustrative in his description of the first distemper of learning:
Here therefore [is] the first distemper of learning,
when men study words and not matter: whereof though I
have represented an example of late times, yet it hath
been and will be secundum majus et minus in all time.
And how is it possible but this should have an operation to discredit learning, even with vulgar capacities
when they see learned men's works like the first letter
of a patent or limned book; which though it hath large
flourishes, yet it is but a letter? It seems to me
that Pygmalion's frenzy is a good emblem or portraiture
of this vanity: for words are but the image of matter;
and except they have life of reason and invention, to
fall in love with them is all one as to fall in love
with a picture."
Bacon is opposed, in other words, to the high elegance of
Ciceronianism:

long, balanced periodic sentences, elaborate

extended metaphors, and the numerous other aspects of highly
figurative language, that carry one away, so to speak, in a
"Pygmalion frenzy."

Bacon's concern for concreteness rather

than exhibitionism is later echoed in the first letter of
Howell's Epistolae

Ho-Elianae,

discussed in Chapter IV, in

which Howell condemns those who exaggerate figurative
^'Williamson, p. 153.
^^The Worke of Franois

Bacon,

III, 284.
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language and rhythm in their letter-writing.

The brevity

of the essay, furthermore, as one finds in Montaigne and especially in Bacon, is at times characteristic of Howell's
letters. The influence of these essayists is apparent when
one notices that many of Howell's Familiar

Letters

are pre-

sented as essays.
Bacon's early essays have many stylistic features
of the anti-Ciceronians, the most recurring being antithesis,
aphorism and a general nervous pace resulting from asymmetry
of clauses divided by colon and semicolon stops.

In his

essay, "Of Revenge," for example. Bacon's clauses abruptly
move one way and then the other, in spurts, as in the following passage:
Revenge is a kind of wild justice; which the more
man's nature runs to, the more ought law weed it out.
For as for the first wrong, it doth but offend the law;
but the revenge of that wrong putteth the law out of
office. Certainly, in taking revenge, a man is but
even with his enemy; but in passing it over, he is superior; for it is a prince's part to pardon, . . .
Public revenges are for the most part fortunate; as
that for the death of Caesar; for the death of Pertinax; for the death of Henry the Third of France; and
many more. But in private revenges it is not so. Nay
rather, vindictive persons live the life of witches;
who, as they are mischievous, so end they infortunate
[IV].'°
Although coordinating conjunctions are not always omitted
between Bacon's clauses, as in the "but" and "for" sequences,
the ones he selects are abrupt and repetitious, enhancing
"rfie Works of Francis

Bacon,

VI, 284-85.
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both antithesis, as the subjects alter back and forth, and
the parallelism of introductory words in clauses.

His apho-

rism, pointed proverbial statements, as in Seneca's prose,
is antithetical.

In Bacon's first sentence of the quotation

above, for example, the sense is aphoristic, with the contrasting subjects of revenge and law.

The clauses are

pointed statements on each subject, one succeeding the other.
Bacon's aphoristic sequences are commonly linked with the
coordinator "for," at times indicative of Howell's proverbs,
and continue in a series, but he does not exaggerate the
succession, as one may find in Lyly's prose.

Bacon uses

shorter sentences, further sharpening his pointedness, but
his prose, at the same time, is not devoid of the long sentence. His metaphors are conservative, in opposition to the
gremd style of the Ciceronians:

"the more ought law weed it

[revenge] out," and his subject is presented briefly without
delay.

This is Bacon's way of delivering the "matter" of

the business at hand, so the reader will have an instant and
clear idea of how revenge affects one's attitude.

In

Bacon's prose, Jacob Zeitlin states, "Bacon exposes the
springs and pulleys in order that his disciple may learn to
manipulate men for his private advantage."'^

The jolting

rhythm of Bacon's clauses may be thought of as the changing
pictures on a movie screen; the subject is consistent, but

^^Seventeenth
don (New York:

Century Essays:

From Bacon to

Claren-

Charles Scribner's Sons, 1926), p. xvii.
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the altering images projected on the screen display it
rapidly in varied forms.

His clauses are, for the most part,

asymmetrical in the stile

coupe,

but symmetry is also appar-

ent. "This impulse to symmetry results," in Brian Vicker's
words, "(despite Croll and Williamson) in a countless number
of balances, and of antithesis where in addition to the opposition in the sense an exact correspondence in words is
directly maintained."'^

Symmetry in Bacon's early prose is

evident in different degrees.
above from The Advancement

In both of the quotations

of Learning

and the Essays,

one

finds some equality of members in clauses, and a balancing
effect resulting from parallelism, but Bacon does not habitually practice the isocolon of the Ciceronians, and the rhythmical balance, especially in his early prose, tends to
wander.
The rhythmical movement of Bacon's later prose is
relaxed, and his style suggests the conversational ease of
Montaigne.

In his essay, "Of Vicissitude of Things," for ex-

ample, the coordinator "and" maintains a consistent linkage
throughout most of the sentence:
When the religion formerly received is rent by discords; and when the holiness of the professors of religion is decayed and full of scandal; and withal the
times be stupid, ignorant, and barbarous; you may
doubt the springing up of a new sect; if then also

^^Franois Baoon and Renaissance
at the Univ. Press, 1968), p. 134.

Prose

(Cambridge:
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there should arise any extravagant and strange spirit
to make himself another thereof [LVIII],®^
The pointed effect is diminished by Bacon's use of a long
sentence, more consistent coordinating conjunctions, especially "and," in a series unifying clauses loosely to their
subj-ect, and a more even balance of clauses, uninterrupted
by abrupt phrases.

Although Bacon's later Essays

have asym-

metry, they are, as Karl R, Wallace comments, "far from
being concise, pointed, and antithetical; copious in illustration, they are discursive rather than compact."'**

In his

later prose. Bacon's thoughts no longer nervously jump from
one clause to another, but rather linger throughout his sentences, as his discourse passes from one segment to the next.
83

The Works of Francis

Bacon,

VI, 514.

^^Francis
Bacon on Communication
and
Rhetoric
(Chapel Hill: Univ. of North Carolina Press, 1943), p. 153.
The words "discords," "scandal" and "barbarous" in the passage from Bacon's essay are suggestive of the absoluteparticiple, according to Croll's definition, allowing for a
symmetrical interruption at the ends of clauses; hence, the
antithetical idea is begun but suddently stopped by the terminal member in the clauses, and a new antithesis begins in
the succeeding clauses. This is another example of loose
style asymmetry (see Croll, p, 220). The following passage
from "Of Vicissitude of Things," in which Bacon uses the
words "feather," "break," "over-power" and "over-flow as absolute participles, is perhaps a clearer example of terminating clauses with verbal adjectives:
So was it in the decay of the Roman empire; and likewise in the empire of Almaigne, after Charles the
Great, every bird taking a feather; and were not unlike
to befal to Spain, if it should break. The great accessions and unions of kingdoms do likewise stir up^
wars: for when a state grows to an over-power, it is
like a great flood, that will be sure to over-flow iThe
Works of Francis
Bacon, VI, 515],
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Both of Bacon's styles are anti-Ciceronian, but his curt
style is of primary interest, stressing the sharpness of expression that was to characterize much of the speech and
writing of the Commonwealth era.
Lipsius, Montaigne and Bacon set the pace for antiCiceronianism into the seventeenth century, but the stylistic techniques of the plain style appear in the prose of
other writers as well.

The movement was broad, including

writers from both England and the Continent, the latter exemplified in the prose of Lipsius, a Lowlander, and Montaigne in France.

The Spanish influence, furthermore,

should not go unnoticed, as the curt style, an aspect of the
Spanish stilo

culto,

had found its place in the prose of

writers such as Don Francisco Quevedo y Villegas (1580-1645)
and Baltasar Gracian (ca. 1601—1658); and the baroque quality of tropes, a discussion reserved.for Howell's baroque
tendencies, emerged in the writing, especially poetry, of
Luis de Gongora de Argote (1561-1627),
Quevedo's devotion to Lipsius, as Croll points out,
was constant in Quevedo's adherence to Stoicism and the emphatic brevity of Senecanism:
Quevedo's discipleship was complete, for he adopted
not only Lipsius' philosophy but also his literary
style and his devotion to the masters of Silver-Age
Latinity. "Mi Seneca, mi Lucano, mi Luvenali," he exclaims, in a kind of rapture. It was a literary program which gained peculiar plausibility in Spain from
the fact that Seneca and Lucan had been natives of
that country. The somber dignity of the Spanish
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character was believed to be as friendly to Stoic
ideals of conduct as the Spanish love of "emphasis"
was to the significant rhetoric of the first century."
The abruptness of Quevedo's clauses, as in Lipsius' prose,
is suggestive of the broken sequences of thought in conversation.

His statements are usually to the point, but at

times a series of clauses is extended in long sentences.
Quevedo's rhythmical form, in the Stoic manner, is simple in
his recording of varied-membered clauses as the words come
to him.

A passage from his satirical work, "Carta de un

cornudo a otro, intitulada el siglo del cuerno" (ca. 1635),
reminds one of the asymmetry of Lipsius' prose:
Gracias a Dios, que nos ha dejado ver tiempo en que
es calidad; y estoy sentido y aun avergonzado de parte
de los que lo son, por haber sabido que vuesa merced
euida escondiendose, como afrentado de serlo. No me
esponto que agora es vuesa merced cornicantano, como
misacantano, y realmente se hallara atajado; aunque se
librara con los besamanos y el ofrecerse: vuesa merced
se hara a las armas, como todos, y se comera las manos
tras ello. "
Some of Quevedo's clauses are followed by the conjunction
"and," a trait of the loose style, but his use of the colon
and semicolon for sharp statements recalls the Lipsian "hop,"
the "emphasis" from one thought to the next.
unique rhythm of the stilo

culto;

This is the

"It is," Joseph Jacobs

ts Croll, p. 176.

^^Obras satiricas
y festivas.
Preface and notes by
Jos€ M. Salaverria (Madrid: Espana-Calpe, 1937), p. 114.
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comments, "precisely in the curtness of the sentences that
the peculiarity of the ctilo

culto

consists.""

A portion

of Gracian's essay, "Regocnise Unlucky Days," from Jacobs'
translation of the Art

of

Wordly

Wisdom (1647), further il-

lustrates the jolting rhythm of the stilo

culto:

They exist: nothing goes well on them; even though
the game may be changed the ill-luck remains. Two
tries should be enough to tell if one is in luck today
or not. Everything is in process of change, even the
mind, and no one is always wise: chance has something
to say, even how to write a good letter. All perfection turns on the time; even beauty has its hours."
Gracian's abrupt clauses and short sentences continue an alternating rhythm throughout the essay.

His statements

sharply bounce from one thought to another, offering varied
reasons why one should recognize the inevitability of unlucky days.

Gracian's clauses are as thoughts flashed on

the page, and the sequence as a whole projects clear examples that readily enable the reader to grasp the subject
of discussion.

The stilo

culto,

as in the stile

coupe,

speaks out in opposition to the elegance of Cicero's grand
style, and especially the exaggeration of this style.

The

anti-Ciceronian movement in the seventeenth century is a departure from the elaboration of Ciceronianism, and the tendency, borrowing from Wilson's earlier comments, is to make

"r/ie Art of Wordly Wisdom, trans. Joseph Jacobs
(London:

Macmillan, 1892), p. xxi.
88

The Art of Worldly

Wisdom, p. 8 1 .
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matter plain with brevity of statement, elimination of the
evils of obscurity, as the nonstandard "ynkehorne" terms,
and a general control of figurative language for direct
communication.
The rise of the plain style in English prose during
the ^arly seventeenth century, in addition to Bacon's works,
is seen in the prose of Andrewes, Donne and Wotton.

These

three writers, in this succession, illustrate the antiCiceronian transition of Howell's age, and particularly the
changing trend from the curt to the loose style, which has
itfj limelight in the Commonwealth era.

Bacon and Andrewes

are two of the most representative writers of this style
during the early seventeenth century.

Andrewes' antithesis

is sharp, and he uses his coordinating conjunctions sparingly. His rhythm, a term some readers may question in attempting to measure his clauses, is an abrupt jerking movement from one statement to another, frequently introduced
and interspersed with questions, as in the following passage
from "Of the Nativity":
I add yet farther; what flesh? The flesh of an
infant. What, Verbum infans,
the Word an infant? The
Word, and not be able to speak a word? How evil
agreeth this! This He put up. How born, how entertained? In a stately palace, cradle of ivory, robes
of estate? [VI.John 10.35]."

^^The Works of Lancelot
Andrewes, Sometime Bishop of
Hnohester,
ed. John Henry Parker, I (1854; rpt. New York:
AMS Press, 1967), 92.
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Andrewes asks a question, then antithetically approaches
it from a different point of view.

His abruptly altered

courses, indicated by the "Nay," for example, in the second
sentence, appear frequently in his sermons, as they do in
Howell's prose.

Short, snapping clauses, usually uncoordi-

nated, are scattered throughout Andrewes' sermons, and the
primary punctuation is the semicolon.

His curt style is

further enhanced by brief sentences, characteristically in
groups, and of uneven members.
is out of place in his sermons.

Isocolon, for the most part,
An additional example from

Sermon XIII.Gen.14.18 is indicative of Andrewes' curtness,
and also his tendency to figuratively repeat words, until
they emerge from a simple statement to an extended metaphor,
calling Cicero to mind, "glory" and "high," in this instance,
representing God's spender:
First, glory we wish to God. "On high" stands in
the midst, you may either cast it to the first word
glory—"glory on high" and then the point, that is
"high glory"; or with the point after glory, and cast
"on high" to God. A third variety, but easily reconciled if we take in both; "glory on high to God on
high." One "on high" may serve for the reason why we
wish glory to God; for God being Altissimus,
"the Most
High" as Melchizedek first styled Him, and glory being
the altitude or highest pitch we can fly or perform,
by good reason we wish Him That is highest the highest
thing we have. "

^^The Works of Lancelot

Andrewes,

p. 220. The anti-

thetical positions of the words "high" and "glory," and
"this" in the concluding portion of the previous quotation,
is called commutatio/antimetabole,
and is another form of
repetition. See Sonnino, p. 42.
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This passage is the beginning of a long sequence, in which
Andrewes continues to repeat the words "glory" and "high"
for five more paragraphs.

His repetition, on the one hand,

is an extreme of Ciceronianism, dramatizing the glory of
God; but on the other hand, his presentation is consistently the stile

coupe,

Andrewes and Bacon are the cham-

pions of this style, with their abrupt and vivid statements
in> a series, but the rhythm becomes milder in Donne and
Wotton, and the ambling rhythm of the loose style begins to
tone down the vigor of the stile

coupe,

Donne's prose style, according to Mitchell, is terse
and vivid, ^^

"His usual sentence," Mitchell states, "is

brief; although in course of time he learned to combine a
number of brief sentences into a vast, cumulative paragraph
by means of a repeated connective, such as 'that,'"^^ Joan
Webber, furthermore, states that Donne's sentences "are more
often loose than curt,"

characteristic of a changing trend

in his sermon style:^ ^
The curt period is more characteristic of Donne's
early, than of his later sermon style. As the wit
becomes less obvious, the paradoxes less pronounced,
as he grows older and his faith grows stronger, so
the harmonies of period and paragraph more and more

^^Mitchell, p. 190.
^^Mitchell, p. 190.
^^Contrary Music:
The Prose Style of John Donne
(Madison, Wisconsin.: Univ. of Wisconsin Press, 196 3), p, 30.
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override the brevities of the curt style, which remain
9 i»
as contrast and variation with the loose period.*'"
Both curt and loose styles are evident in Donne's prose, but
his maturing style favors loose-membered sentences.

Donne's

Sermon IV.i serves as an example of the emerging loose style
in his prose:
Wee are all conceived in close Prison; in our Mothers
wombes, we are close Prisoners all; when we are borne,
we are born but to the liberty of the house; Prisoners
still, though within larger walls; and then all our
life is but a going out to the place of Execution, to
death. Now was there ever any man seen to sleep in
the Cart, between New-gate, and Tyborne? between the
Prison, and the place of Execution, does any man sleep?
And we sleep all the way; from the womb to the grave we
are never thoroughly awake; but passe on with such
dreames, and imaginations as these, I may live as well,
as another, and why should I dye, rather than another?
but awake, and tell me, says this Text, Quis homo? who
is that other that thou talkest of? What man is he
that liveth,
and shall not see
death?^^
The beginning sentence of the passage is suggestive of the
curt style, having uneven and brief-membered clauses, divided by semicolons, and, for the most past, lacking coordinating conjunctions.

The remainder of the passage, however,

ambulates with longer clauses connected by the conjunctions
"and" and "but."

Donne presents questions, indicative of

Andrewes, but they are not as abrupt.

His tone is quiet

"•Webber, p. 57.
^^John Donne: Selected
Prose Chosen by Evelyn Simpson, ed. Helen Gardner and Timothy Healy (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1967), p. 184.
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compared to Andrewes'.

Donne's curtness, however, as

Webber reminds her readers, can be found on any page of his
sermons, but the appearance of his loose style is in the direction of his successors in the later seventeenth century."
In either case, the focus of Donne's alternating styles is
on anti-Ciceronianism, also at times revealed in his poetry."
Wotton, whom Croll refers to as one of the founders
of modern prose style," helps to root anti-Ciceronianism
deeper into the seventeenth century.

In his prose Wotton

uses what Croll calls an "exploded period," omission of syntactic connectives between clauses."

This technique, Croll

states, takes the roundness out of the Ciceronian period,
its effect suggestive of the stile

coupe.

In a letter to

Lord Bacon, for example, in which he describes Kepler's use
of a reflecting instrument, or shadow-graph for tracing
images, Wotton's almost total avoidance of connectors between clauses suggests an exploding effect, with clauses
that seem to hang in midair:
He [Kepler] hath a little black tent (of what stuffe
is not much importing) which he can suddenly set up
where he will in a field, and it is convertible (like
a wind-mill) to all quarters at pleasure, capable of
"Webber, p. 56.
'^See John Murphy, "The Young Donne and the Senecan
Amble," BRMMLA, 23, No. 4 (1969), 163-67.
"Croll, p. 184.
"Croll, p. 209.
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t^.l

not much more then one man, as I conceive, and perhaps
at no great ease; exactly close and dark, save at one
hole, about an inch and a half in the Diameter^ to
which he applies a long perspective-trunke, with the
convexe glasse fitted to the said hole, and the concave
taken out at the other end, which extendeth to about
the middle of this erected Tent, through which the
visible radiations of all the objects without are
intromitted, falling upon the paper, which is accomodated to receive them, and so he traceth them with
his Pen in their natural appearance.^°°

The rhythm of Wotton's clauses is analogous to the movement
of a flat stone when it is scaled across a body of water.
His clauses, like the sailing stone, glide rather evenly,
momentarily stopped at brief intervals by uncoordinated
pauses, punctuation including the comma as well as the
semicolon.

The "explosion" is in the repetitive effect of

the broken chain of clauses,

Wotton's clauses, at times

bordering on isocolon, recall Cicero's balanced members,
but Wotton's avoidance of connectors, a disregard of direction at the intersection, if you will, impairs the
roundness of the sentence.

The transitional interest of

Wotton's prose style is in his Ciceronian and Anti-Ciceronian
tendencies:

long, occasionally even-membered sentences on

the one hand, and abrupt, uncoordinated clauses on the
other.

The varying styles of Andrewes, Donne and Wotton,

the curt, loose and semiloose, it can be seen, point to
the conversational quality of the plain style that characterizes much prose in the decades to follow.

^^^Seventeenth-Century
English
Prose,
(New York: Alfred A. knopf, 1967), p. 421.

ed. David Novarr
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The brevity and simplicity of everyday conversation,
which slowly evolved in early Renaissance prose, became a
chief mode of discourse in the seventeenth century, and is
particularly evident in the English prose of the Commonwealth
era. James Howell, although a minor seventeenth-century
writer, is important as a representative of the rivalry in
prose style from the elaborate Ciceronian style to the plain
Senecan "amble," in that he has characteristics of both
schools. His proclivity, however, is toward the plain, familiar style of common speech, examples of which are found
throughout most of his fifty works, and especially in his
Epistolae

Ho-Elianae,

The stylistic trend in prose during

Howell's time, the nascent age of science, was toward the
correctness of the Neoclassicist,

Howell's Commonwealth

speech appears in a number of stylistic forms.

It has, on

the one hand, metaphorical and colloquial expressions, aphorisms and at times brief sentences with asymmetrical rhythm;
and on the other hand, Howell's subject matter of urban
living in London and abroad offers the reader a preview of
the coffee-house scene and gossip later found in the writings
of Daniel Defoe (ca. 1659—1731), Addison and Steele.

Howell

can be classified as neither a Ciceronian nor a Senecan, but
a discussion of some aspects of his prose style should indicate his position in the continuing rivalry of the ancient
schools, and help to further mark him as a stylistic influence on eighteenth-century writers.

•

•

PART TWO

CICERONIAN AND ANTI-CICERONIAN-TENDENCIES IN THE
COMMONWEALTH INTERREGNUM ERA:

THE STRUCTURE

AND LANGUAGE OF HOWELL'S PROSE

Chapter IV

Ciceronian and Senecan Aspects of Howell's Prose:
Rhythm and Plain Style Patterns

The anti-Ciceronian temper is freely expressed in
English prose of the seventeenth century and is, in many instances, a principal feature of prose written during the
Commonwealth Interregnum era (1642-1660).

The plain style

of this period is self-revealing on diverse levels; for example, in the directness and clarity of expression influenced by the rise of science, the broken rhythm of conversation and the familiarity of colloquial language.

The

stylistic attitude is one of brevity, and the succinct quality of Seneca's prose secures its place as a medium of communication.

Ciceronianism, at the same time, survives, but

the grand style, notably the extreme of Ciceronianism, is
less pronounced, and the plain-style trend recalls Cicero's
middle and low styles.

The tone of prose is more relaxed.

The nervous rhythm of the curt style is detectable, but the
emphasis is on the conversational ease of the loose style,
and the reduction of figurative vagueness in the plain style.
What one finds from stylistic analysis of prose of
the Commonwealth Interregnum era is that the stylistic habits
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of prose, writers vary between Ciceronian and Anti-Ciceronian
techniques, a tendency of authors previously discussed, that
is traceable throughout the Renaissance,

The budding plain

style, however, is in the open, and the changing trend is
characteristic of the prose of this period,
James Howell's stylistic position is, to some
extent, representative of the emerging plain style,
Howell's proclivity aims at Seneca, but his prose style
is not characteristic of the plain style found in some
writers of his age and later.

The height of the plain

style distantly removed from Howell's ground, is found
in the work of Hobbes and Sprat, and a comment on their
extreme platform, before turning to Howell's rhythm per

se,

facilitates the measuring of Howell's style.
Hobbes signals the need for the plain style in
the Leviathan

(1651).

Clarity of expression in the first

part of Chapter IV is his theme, and he follows Bacon's avenue by placing the distinct meaning of words far above their
theatrical garb, as in the strong figurative language of
high Ciceronianism that shines more than it tells.

Hobbes's

"keen interest in clarity and definition," A.C. Howell comments, "led him to deplore the use of words which had vague
referents," and "his powerful influence, this modern critic
adds, "sounded the deathknell of the ornate style."^

Hobbes

^"Ree et Verba:
Words and Things," in
Seventeenth
Century Prose, ed. Stanley E. Fish (New York: Oxford Univ.
Press, 1971), pp. 191 and 192. Originally appeared in ELH,
,»

. ^ «

^

n. ^

Si
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states the four major abuses of speech as the inconstancy
of the signification of words, the use of metaphors, "words,
when they [men] declare that to be their will, which is not"
and men's use of words "to grieve one another."^
language for Hobbes was in the concrete word.

The only

The vagueness

of metaphorical comparisons, for example, even though a
basic of communication, was an evil in Hobbes's world, and
was to be used sparingly.

Wolfgang Von Leyden describes

Hobbes's rigid standard for clarity of expression as follows:
. . . he [Hobbes] regarded the imposition of names
upon objects as arbitrary, and accordingly, following
the example of the mathematicians, considered all definitions as stipulative, that is, dependent on human
decision. For him, then, though the meaning of a word
is the thing it names, there is no necessary
relation
between a word and its meaning, nor, strictly speaking,
a true or false definition of a term. In the absence
of real meanings of words, truth on his view must be
purely linguistic, that is word-bound; it must lie in
the logical connection between words in sentences.^
The emphasis on clarity in writing receives attention, fur-

thermore, in Sprat's History

of the Royal Society

dating from the year following Howell's death.

(1667),
Sprat, simi-

larly, is in the den of Hobbes when he speaks of the absurd

Press, 1971), pp. 191 and 192.
13, No. 2 (1946), 131-42.

Originally appeared in ELH,

^The English Works of Thomas Hohbes of
Malmesbury,
ed. Sir William Molesworth, Bart. (1839; rpt. Germany: Scientia Verlag Aalen, 1966), III, 20.
^Seventeenth-Century
£ Noble, 1968), p. 40.

Metaphysics

(New York:

Barnes
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overabundance of words, especially metaphors, which had
become, for many writers, a stylistic practice of the time:
Who can behold, without indignation, how many mists
and uncertainties, these specious Tropes and Figures
have brought on our Knowledge? How many rewards, which
are due to more profitable, and difficult Arts, have
been still snatch'd away by the easie vanity of fine
speaking?
For now I am warm'd with this just Anger, I
cannot withhold my self, from betraying the shallowness
of all these seeming Mysteries; upon which, we
Writers,
and Speakers,
look so bigg. And, in few words, I dare
say; that of all the Studies of men, nothing may be
sooner obtain'd, than this vicious abundance of Phrase,
this trick of Metaphors,
this volubility of Tongue,
which makes so great a noise in the World,**
Hobbes auid Sprat are the prosaic scientists of their age,
and their anti-Ciceronian plea for the rigidity of expression was extreme but effective, although the movement toward
the plain style had been long in coming.

Howell and his con-

temporary Jonson, although they are of different literary
camps, were earlier promoters of succinctness and clarity in
prose, for instance; but their Ciceronian, their classical
background, was deeply rooted in their styles, and to restrict metaphorical usage to the extent that Hobbes and
Sprat implied would be inappropriate for Jonson and Howell,
in whose writings "flourish" at times played a significant
role.
The plain style tendency is especially noteworthy in

**History of the Royal Society,
ed. Jackson I. Cope
and Harold Whitmore Jones (1958; rpt. St. Louis: Washington
Univ. Studies, 1959), p. 112.
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the pulpit during Howell's later years, and, Jones reminds
the reader, after 1660:
Prior to the restoration of Charles II, especially
in the third and fourth decades of the century, the
predominating style of preaching was characterized by
affectations, fanciful conceits, metaphors, similes,
plays upon words, antitheses, paradoxes, and the pedantic display of Greek and Latin quotations. After 1660
the scientific ideal of style—plainness, directness,
clearness—steadily gained ascendency over the older
manner of expression,'
The figurative elegance of sermons and other ecclesiastical
works of the early seventeenth century was carried over from
the high Ciceronianism of the sixteenth century, but, as

\

Jones indicates, the attitude toned down during the Restoration. The exaggeration of extended metaphor, for example,
was losing its effectiveness as a striking literary comparison. The following analogy of impatience and the discon-

tented man, from The Rule and Exercises

of Holy Dying (1651)

of Jeremy Taylor (1613-1667), is the type of elaborate comparison, notably found in Anglican writings, as in Andrewes'
sermons, attacked by Hobbes and Sprat:
For so I have seen the rays of the sun or moon dash
upon a brazen vessel, whose lips kissed the face of
. those waters that loged within its bosom; but being
turned back, and sent off with its smooth pretences or
rougher waftings, it wandered about the room, and beat
upon the roof, and still doubled its heat and motion.
'"The Attack on Pulpit Eloquence in the Restoration:
An Episode in the Development of the Neo-Classical Standard
for Prose," in The Seventeenth
Century,
pp. 112-13. Originally appeared in JEGP, 30 (1931), 188-217.
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So is a sickness and a sorrow, entertained by an unquiet and a discontented man, turned back either with
anger or with excuses; but then the pain passes from
the stomach to the liver, and from the liver to the
heart, and from the heart to the head, and from feeling to consideration, from thence to sorrow, and at
last ends in impatients and useless murmur; and all
the way the man was impotent and weak, but the sickness was doubled, and grew imperious and tyrannical
over the soul and body.'
The literary scientists of the age might say, "Instead of
comparing and contrasting kisses, moons and waters with sickness and sorrow to define the effects of impatients, why not
simply say that impatients is severe discontent?"

Taylor's

language is stunning, but required far too many words, allowing for his long sentences, that the champions of the plain
style felt were vague.

Speaking of Taylor's elaborate

images, Mitchell states:

"Many of them are so lengthy and

artificial that they fail to convey any sense of illustration, and the mind has forgotten the original thread of the
discourse until it is caught up, often a little clumsily, in
the second half of the simile,"'
The appearance of bright metaphorical comparisons
requiring long sentences is limited or eliminated, however,
in the writing of other seventeenth-century clergymen.

Two

examples of the opposing style, the first from Bishop Hall's
Heaven upon Earth,

and Characters

^The Rule and Exercises
Longmans, Green, 1940), p. 70.
'Mitchell, p. 251.

of Vertues

and Vices

of Holy Dying (London:

(1608)
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and the second from Tillotson's Sermon XI, ii, "Piety and
Virtue encourag'd by their future Reward" (ca. 1700), illustrate the engendering of the Senecan influence during Howell's lifetime, and its continuance in the plain style following the Restoration:
The distrustfull and doubting semi-Christian dares
not die, because he knowes not, whether he shall be,
or be miserable, or not be at all. The resolved Christian dares, and would die", because he knowes he shall
be happy; and looking merrily towards heaven (the
place of his rest) can unfainedly say, I desire to be
dissolved: I see thee, my home, I see thee, (a sweet
and glorious home, after a weary pilgrimage) I see
thee; and now after many lingring hopes, I aspire to
thee.•
When we come to die, we can call nothing our own
but the Good Works which by the Grace of God we have
been enabled to do in this Life. These will stick by
us, and bear us company into the other World, when we
shall be stript of all other things, and forc'd to part
from them, whether we will or no. Our Riches and our
Honours, our Sensual Pleasures and Delights will,call
take their leave of us, when we leave this World; nay,
many times they do not accompany us so far as the Grave,
but leave us very unkindly and unseasonably, when we
have the greatest need and use of them.'
Bishop Hall, "the English Seneca," and Tillotson are perhaps
the prime seventeenth-century authors using the Senecan and
plain styles.

The language on both of the passages above is

^Heaven upon Earth, and Characters
of Vertues and
Vices, ed. Rudolf Kirk, Rutgers Studies in English, No. 6
(New Brunswick, N.J.: Rutgers Univ. Press, 1948), p. 114.
^Sixteen Sermons Preached on Several Subjects
and
Oooasione.
Published
by Ralph Barker (London: Printed for
Ri. Chriswell at the Rose and Crown in St. Paul's Churchyard,
1700), II, 315-16.
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plain and to the point.

Sentences and their clauses are

brief, and figurative expression is minimized.

There is a

difference between the two writers, however, that calls one's
attention more directly to Howell's style.

Hall's style is

more conversational than Tillotson's, as is Howell's, in his
use of coordinating conjunctions, an aspect of the loose
style, more unevenly membered clauses than those of Tillotson,
and repetition of phrase, one of Howell's outstanding stylistic qualities.

Hall, to use Audrey Chew's phrase, took

"the middle-of-the-road," restricting the extremes of the
Ciceronian and plain styles :^°
He [Hall] talked about prose style in the same terms
he used for fine clothes: he felt that excess ornament and elaboration were wicked. Just as Seneca did,
he objected to a style which was either, at one extreme,
unnecessarily rough or, at the other, elaborately and
artificially smooth; but he preferred roughness to
"elegancy without soundness," insisting that the proper
standard of judgment for prose style as for anything
else was its usefulness.^^
The simplicity and relaxed quality of Hall's style once
again calls Stoicism to mind.

Hall, as Philip A. Smith

states, was "the most thoroughgoing of seventeenth-century
Neo-Stoics."^2

Hall's stylistic attitude was the cautious

lO"Joseph Hall and Neo-Stoicism," PMLA, 65, No. 6
(1950), p. 1134.
^^Chew, p. 1132.
12"Bishop Hall, 'Our English Seneca,'" PMLA, 63,
No. 4, pt. 1 (1948), p. 1198.
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"middle-of-the-road" approach, if you will; he abstained as
much as possible from elaboration, on the one hand, and dry
plainness, on the other, and disciplined the two styles to
produce what he considered a more communicative means of expression.

As for the plain style in the pulpit, Tillotson

receives 1:he laurels.

Moderation and plainness are constant

companions of his style.

Mitchell notes that "it was Tillot-

son who finally secured once and for all the triumph of the
plain style in preaching, and so was largely instrumental in
diffusing a taste for plainness and perspicuity in prose in
general."*' For the sake of analogy, even though Hall and
Tillotson are not equated with the Puritans, a distinction
of styles can be made between Anglican and Puritan sermons.
The variation in the styles of Andrewes and Taylor at one extreme, and Hall and Tillotson at the other, suggests the
stylistic difference between the Anglican and Puritan writings in general.

One may„ classify the broad poles as Angli-

can, adhering to the elegance of Cicero's grand style, and
Puritan, adopting the organizational imbalance of Seneca,
and practicing the moderation of Stoicism, both aspects accompanied by the influence of scientific clarity.

Perry

Miller adequately sums up the variation of styles in the
pulpit:

*'Mitchell, p. 337.
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. . , the Anglican sermon is much more an oration,
much closer to classical and patristic eloquence,
while the Puritan work is mechanically and rigidly
divided into sections and subheads, and appears on the
printed page more like a lawyer's brief than a work of
art. The Anglican sermon is constructed on a symphonic scheme of progressively widening vision; it
moves from point to point by verbal analysis, weaving
larger and larger embroideries about the words of the
text. The Puritan sermon quotes the text and "opens"
it as briefly as possible, expounding circumstances
and context, explaining its grammatical meanings, reducing its tropes and schemata to prose, and setting
forth its logical implications; the sermon then proclaims in a flat, indicative sentence the "doctrine"
contained in the text or logically deduced from it,
and proceeds to the first reason or proof. ^ **
The distinction between these opposing styles is significant,
as somewhere in their variants lies the prose style of James
Howell, in which the tide of the plain style rises but never
quite covers the water line of Ciceronianism.
In researching Howell's works one finds that almost
all the criticism is on the Familiar

Letters.

With the ex-

ception of Joseph Jacobs and the late William Harvey Vann,
and two dissertations by Edward Dewayne Cleveland and Graham
Cunningham Wilson, there is brief mention of Howell's other,
approximately, forty-nine works.^^

This focus presents

Howell at his best, for as his admirers indicate, most of
V7hom have been his critics, he shines in the Familiar

^**The New England

(Cambridge:

Mind:

The Seventeenth

Letters

Century

Harvard Univ. Press, 1954), -p. 332-33.

*^See "Some Useful Howell Sources, and a List of
Abbreviations" and "A List of Works Consulted" for publication information on these four sources.
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Howell is remembered as the gossipy clerk who prattles us
to sleep at night, as Thackeray says, with his humorous and
informative accounts of his adventures in London and abroad.
He is commonly referred to as the reporter of his age,
giving his readers accounts, appearing to be first-hand, of
news in the world at large, and his tone is generally conversational.

Howell's style in the Familiar

Letters,

how-

ever, reserved more specifically for another chapter, is
varied, as Jacobs initially pointed out, and recently Anne
Hulme Trautwein discusses in her thesis on Howell's epistolary style."

Although Howell is remembered for his famil-

iar expression, there are multiple effects, at times unfavorable, of the prose style in all his works, as well as the
varied style of fh^'Familiar

Letters,

that calls attention

to Howell as an important link between the Renaissance and
Neoclassical age.
Professor Vann suggested that I consider Howell as
a "transitionalist," and upon rummaging, to use a Howell
phrase, through the mazes of Howell's chatterings, I have
discovered that the label is appropriate.

This term brings

up a question that Howell readers may ask:

if Howell is a

transitionalist, a stepping stone between Renaissance and
Neoclassical prose, why, considering the pleasing acceptance
of his Familiar

Letters,

which were acclaimed in his day as

*'"An Analysis of James Howell's Epistolary Style,"
Univ. of Houston, 1971.
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well as in the years to follow, has he not received more
recognition for the bulk of his prose?

A partial answer,

aside from a number of Howellean misdemeanors such as
plagiarism and anachronistically confusing his readers, lies
in Howell's rhythm.

Analysis of the Ciceronian and Senecan

tendencies in Howell's prose brings out the best and worst
of the Cavalier.

He leans in both directions, influenced

by his classical education on the one hand, and campaigning for linguistic reform on the other.

Howell's diverse

attitudes, however, are not as problematical as the stylistic extremes he reaches in his prose, particularly evident
in some of his Ciceronian schemes, which can, not infrequently, mesmerize his readers.

Howell's position, never-

theless, as a guiding light for the developing plain style
in the seventeenth century is bright, and aside from the
linguistic evils for which he may easily be condemned, his
stride is well placed in attempting to cross the bridges from
the embellishment of the Renaissance, to the homey expression
of such prose in the late seventeenth and early eighteenth
centuries.
Criticism of Howell's prose style in the
Letters

steers a similar course.

the Familiar

Letters,

Familiar

In her introduction to

Agnes Repplier states that Howell

"writes in sentences of easy length and simple construction,
discarding for the most part those sonorous and labyrinthine
masses of words in which the scholarly writers of his day
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wrapped up their serious thoughts."*^

Maude Bingham

Hansche finds him "free from conventionality and formality.""
Howell's epistolary style is "the very embodiment of ease
and sprightliness," according to Godfrey Frank Singer."
Evert Clark Mordecai uses the adjectives "graceful and
smooth-flowing" to define Howell's style;^" and a reviewer
of the Familiar

Letters

states, "We are astonished at the

simplicity and shortness of his [Howell's] sentences."^V In
his appreciation, Vann speaks affirmatively of Howell's warm
personality in the Familiar

Letters,

and Jacobs refers to

Howell's sentences as "natural."^^

Most Epistolae

criticism

presents Howell as a champion of succinct and familiar prose,
but as far as Howell's other prose is concerned, notably
from Venn's point of view, there is little favorable comment.
The two authorities on Howell are not in total
agreement about his style in general.

Jacobs' opinion is

^''Epistolae
Ho-Elianae:
The Familiar Letters
of
James Howell, Intro. Agnes Repplier (Boston and New York:
Houghton, Mifflin, 1907), I, xx.
"r/ie Formative Period
Writers and Their Contribution
delphia: n.p., 1902), p. 7.
^^The Epistolary

Decline,

and Residuary

Novel:

Influence

of English Familiar
to the English Essay
Its

Origin,

Letter
(Phila-

Development,

(1933; rpt. New York: Rus-

sell 8 Russell, 1963), p. 18.
^^The Seventeenth
Century,
ed. Evert Clark Mordecai
(New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1929), p. xxxix.
^^The Nation,

86 (March 1908), 237.

**Jacobs, p. Ixi.
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that Howell i s modern i n a l l o f h i s p r o s e :
T

"If we open Howell

anywhere we come across sentences as short and as natural
as any in Dryden, or even in Addison" ;23 and he later
indicates that the natural style of Howell's prose, and the
Familiar

Letters,

secures it from anonymity. ^** Vann, con-

versely, in reference to John Finett, uses the adjective
"dull" to define Howell's style apart from his letters.
his note on Finetti

Philoxenis,

In

edited by Howell, Vann states,

"Had Howell deliberately chosen to recommend his own style,
he could not have done so more effectively than by presenting
in comparison this dull narrative of Finett";^^ and Cleveland,
in agreement with Vann, borrows the same word to describe
Howell's style, 2^

My findings lead me to agree with Vann's

opinion, although I would not use the term "dull" too broadly;
and Jacobs' statement of Howell's succinctness throughout
his works is appreciative, but somewhat exaggerated.

Even

though one can find short sentences in Howell's prose, much of
his writing consists of long sentences, sometimes extending for
a page or more.

A problem with "dullness" in Howell lies in

his rhythm, the word schemes of his sentences, usually the
^^Jacobs, p, Ixi.
2**Jacobs, p. Ixi.
25vann, p, 40.
^^Cleveland, p. 50.
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longer ones that to some extent echo Cicero, but frequently
exaggerate his grand style.

Howell attempts a balanced

rhythm in his sentences, complementary to his classical
education, but repetitive ramblings, among other rhythmical
ailments, at times cause him to lose his subjects and,
consequently, his readers as well, abiding by Vann's notice
of Howell's wanderings in the kingdom of dullness.
Considering Howell's prose as a whole, one should
not be misled into thinking of his style exclusively as AntiCiceronian, for which he has received most acclaim.

The

brevity of Seneca is indicative of Howell's epistolary
style and interspersed in his other prose, but Howell
apparently, did not consider himself primarily a letterwriter, and surely not a poet; as a professional writer,
instead, he considered himself a historian, and this is the
way he wanted to be remembered,^^

A glance at Howell's

bibliography indicates his historical concentration.
Preheminence

and Pedigree

Of The Late Revolutions
Deplorable
man Diet,

History

of Parlement,
in Naples,

of the Latter

works in Divers

An Exact

Historic

The Wonderful

and Most

Times of the Jews,

Historicall

The

Discourses

A Ger-

and others

are writings stylistically drawing another perspective of
Howell.
From the available Howell scholarship to date, with

2 7see comment on inscription for Howell's burial
roonument in conclusion to Chapter I, See also G,C. Wilson's
chapter on Howell as a historian, pp. 63, 87,
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the exception of the most recent scholarship, one may inaccurately conclude that Howell was basically a letter-writer
and an arch anti-Ciceronian.

The misunderstanding is similar

to thinking of Milton singularly as a poet, when his bookshelves sagged from the weight of his prose.
iar Letters,

Howell's

Famil-

to further the analogy, are encompassed by his

other works of diverse genres, although history is a predominating theme.

Metaphorically, the prime example of Howell's

anti-Ciceronianism, his brief epistolary style, stands in
the center of the ring, in the Familiar

Letters,

but an out-

ward expansion to the bulk of his prose reveals a leaning
more toward Cicero.^'

In spite of the fact that short sen-

tences and curt clauses are found in Howell's prose, his
rhythm is generally Ciceronian,

The term "generally" must

be emphasized, however, for Howell's Ciceronianism is not
disciplined.

His schemes of balance and repetition are to

some extent Ciceronian, but unfortunately he at times gets
carried away, as he does with his figurative language, and
falls victim to membership in the overly enthusiastic Ciceronian scriblerus that the anti-Ciceronians attacked.
Howell uses the periodic sentence, but also, somewhat confusing the issue of Ciceronianism, the sense of his

*'Howell attempts Senecan brevity, the curt and
loose styles, in the Familiar
Letters,
but he is heavily inclined toward Ciceronian schemes of balance and repetition.
See Trautwein, pp. 42-59.
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sentences is frequently loose. ^'

He begins with his sub-

ject, and then rambles on about it in numerous succeeding
clauses. This tendency, however, and others that I shall
point out are illustrative in securing Howell as a transitionalist, for aspects of both Cicero and Seneca exist in
his sentences.

Consequently, classifying Howell's rhythm

precisely is a problem, since he is fixed between two different worlds.

George Saintsbury, referring to the rhythm

of Howell's cuid Walton's prose, among others, describes the
rhythmical floundering of writers in a transitional period:
But we should notice in Clarendon, as in his contemporaries, Walton and Howell . . . as in Owen Felltham
and other forerunners of the plain style; as we shall
notice still more in the generation (born in or about
1630) who followed them, that we are losing something,
though it may be difficult to define that something in
terms which will be generally admitted. It is not
rhythm as such, for—although we may come to the loss
even of that—prose without rhythm is scarcely prose
at all. But it. is rhythm which reduces itself to its
lowest terms, rhythm which does not indeed hamper or ^
impair the meaning by positive ugliness of sound, which
even supplies it with a convenient vehicle of fairly
harmonious expression, but which neither adds to it, as
the greatest masters of the ornate style do, indefinite
^'Trautwein refers to this combination of styles in
the Familiar Letters
as a "modified loose style," which, I
have found, is recurrent throughout Howell's works. Trautwein' s analysis of Howell's epistolary style, either resulting from her own investigation or perhaps suggestions from
her colleagues, prompts her to regard Howell as a "transitionalist." Our close stylistic bearings in papers written
about the same time, however, are purely coincidental. Our
paths in the same direction, nevertheless, are complimentary
to Professor Vann and all others concerned who have seen
Howell as a transitionalist, and this further strengthens
the thesis in both graduate studies of Howell's style. See
Trautwein, p. 59.
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and splendid bonuses of sheer musical delight, nor
even sets it, as they and others less great attempt
to do, and often succeed in doing, to a less lavish
and abounding but still additional accomplishment of
prose melody. Balance and antithesis positively
assist comprehension . . . so balance and antithesis
are admitted. But we discern few other devices of
art."
An examination of Howell's rhythm, in part, complements
Saintsbury's mention of the rather bland effects of rhythm
reduced to its lowest terms.

Howell's prose is rhythmical,

but his hybridity of styles and exaggeration of them, in
some cases, does neither Cicero nor Seneca justice.
Howell's rhythm remains fairly consistent throughout most of his prose.

His long sentences are almost always

present, with some exceptions.

Sentence length, of course,

as I have indicated, is not alone a determining variable in
classifying rhythm, for both loose and periodic sentences
are at times quite long in seventeenth-century prose, and
curt clauses may multiply in long sentences.

Sentence

length, however, is of interest in light of diverse rhythmical aspects found in Howell's prose.
Howell's style did not prominently change for the
approximate twenty-five years of his writing career.

This

may have been a result of his mature beginning as a writer
at about forty-six years of age.

Howell's stylistic direc-

tion, nevertheless, is toward improvement.

"i4 History

Vann states that

of Prose Rhythm (1912; rpt. Bloomington:

Indiana Univ. Press, 1965), p. 215.
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A Discours of Dunkirk

(1664), for example, is the "more

logical and orderly method" of Howell's later tracts.'* Improved style is also apparent in Howell's later works. The
Vision;

The History

of the Jews,

allowing for the degree of

authenticity in translation; A Discourse
Farley of Beasts;

and The Precedency

of the Empire; The

of Kings. ^^ The chang-

ing trend in one area is seen in a rhythmical comparison of
schemes in sentences from Howell's early and late periods.
In the instance of long sentences, full quotations are necessary to illustrate the breadth of Howell's sentences, one of
the aspects responsible for the tiring effect of his prose.
The first passage is from Dodona's

Grove (1640), in which

Howell describes the character of Itelia, an allegorical representation of Holland as a grove of willow trees:
Amongst others which did Emancipat themselves from
their obedience to Elaiana i^[ppaih], Itelia
was the
chiefe, who by erecting her GROVE of WILLOWES to a republicke, and drawing after her five and more of the
neighbouring Groves into one body politicke, in lieu
Of the Olive, tooke the Orenge to governe her, yet
farre from the degree of Soveraigne power, but rather
to serve her in a high martiall way: And to beare up
against the Orenge, the Olive did luckily light upon a
notable Ligurian Thorne who made the willowes to feel
his Prickles
in many places, and twixt the Orenge and
'^Vann, p. 49.
'^As a reminder to the reader, short titles are used
for Howell's works within the text to conserve space. Dates
of first editions following titles will be used only for
singular emphasis in distinguishing between early, middle
and later Howell publications. See "A Comment on Some
Useful Howell Sources, and a List of Abbreviations" at the
beginning of this dissertation.
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Thorne sundry brave encounters, and cunning travers
of warre happened.^^
This sentence, for the most part, is loose, having unequally
membered clauses, use of the coordinating conjunctions "and"
and "but," used with some moderation, and the theme of the
sentence, the emancipation of Holland from Spain, stated in
the beginning, and then discussed in a series of succeeding
clauses.

This example is suggestive of Seneca, and when con-

trolled, is comfortable Howell reading.

Unfortunately, how-

ever, Howell gets into trouble by expanding his ideas with
repetitious statements, frequently in the form of what
begins to be parallelism, a Ciceronian scheme of balance,
but, after constant use of the same word or phrase, becomes
extreme repetition, lengthening his sentences to absurd proportions.

Notice the effect of the repeated "that" clauses

in a quotation from the same section of Dodona's

Grove:

But now mee thinkes I spie againe a Sunne
wainscot

fac'd

Satyre

rush out of Elaiana,

burnt

swelling

^^All succeeding quotations from Howell's works,
unless otherwise indicated, will be followed by page numbers
within parentheses or brackets. If the short title is not
referred to in introductory statements to quotations, the
abbreviated title will precede the page numbers within enclosures; reference to The Parly of Beasts,
for example, reads
(PB, p. 47). The "p's" for pages, however, are omitted in^
word and proverb lists in the appendices for the condensation
of bibliographic material. The second parts of Dodona's
Grove and Revolutions
in Naples are designated accordingly
in the text; parts one and two are indicated when short
titles appear. See "A Comment on Some Useful Howell Sources,
and a List of Abbreviations" and "A List of Works Consulted"
for publication information on Howell's works.
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with spleene and revenge and bursting out into these
vociferations; That Itelia
is the nearest neighbour to
Hell of any place upon earth, because seated lowest,
and so is thought to conferre sometimes with infernall
spirits: That She is a double Vsurpresse, in detaining not only Elaiana from her right, but the very fish
of Sea also from their habitation; That she lives upon
others idlenesse; That her state is patch'd up of depredations ; That she is the rendevous of all schismatickes; that is one wanted a religion, he might have his
choice there; That God and nature never intended her
for a mansion to rationall creatures, she destitut of
the most necessary things that conduce to maintaine
them; That she burns up her earth before the day of
judgment; That whereas her willowes
were usd to bee of
a pliable and humble nature, they are degenerated
lately to Trees of a rougher bulke, yea into stubborne
poplars;
so that if occasion were offered, the Oke and
the Vine would find it a harder taske to suppresse them;
That in her negotiations with Druina [England] and Ampelona [France] she hath turnd entreating
to treating:
That she hath beene the Incendiary directly or collaterally of all the combustions that have happened this
side the line, ever since her revolt from the Olive;
That she is a forge of false Coynes, whereby she hath
damnified Elaiana as much as any other way, by importing counterfait stamps: that shee hath rare inventions
to export Gold and Silver, to raise or depresse their
rates, and abase the allay; That she hath reaches
beyond lEVVE, or GENOWAY in new ways of Usury, in
Bankes, Lotteries,
and Lombards, in bargaining
and bartering,
for shee will make the Fox tayle pay for the
whole skinne; That she marr's her neighbours Markets
abroad, underselling them in their owne commodities;
That shee is growne extraordinary witty in devising new
tortures, by fire and water, as she made tryall lately
upon Druinians in Baymona: In fine that She is a nest
of Water Ratts, a mount of Pismires, the Caterpiller
Cankar and Cobwebbs that infects the Olive and hinders
his future growth, the vermine that corrodes his mines
[pp. 26-27].
Even though Howell's subject of Holland's religious, political and economic biases is, from the Cavaliers' point of
view, of historical interest, his repetition in presenting
the charges lessens the impact of his statements.

This cum-

bersome habit is one of Howell's chief stylistic eyesores,
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and is not unusual in his prose; it is even found in his last
work. The Precedency

of Kings

(1664), and is at times re-

duced to cataloguing, a rather common occurrence in his
historically oriented works, as Lustra
and Londinopolis,

Ludovici^

S,P,Q.V

In discussing the advantages that London

has over other cities of the world, in The Precedency

of

Kings,

Howell shifts from sentences within his paragraph to twenty
catalogued items, all beginning with the word "for," the
complete listings of which I shall edit:
The City of London hath divers other advantages not
only of Paris^ but of any other City of Europe take
them all together; which for a more methodical proceeding we will particularize as they are found in
my Londinopolis;
which being so proper to this Paragraph, I thought fit to insert here, and being well
considered, it will be found that London need not
vail to any City under the Sun,
1.

For conveniency of Situation, and salubrity
of Air.
10, For solidity and richness of Native Commodities.
15. For a cheerful and wholesome green circumjacent Soyle.
20, For the number of Humane Souls,

[p, 86],

In a preceding section of the same work another form of
Howell's repetition appears in his restating of the word
"Forest" in the clauses of two shorter sentences:

tty. tty.

Now,
that
King
over

a Forest is a Franchise of so Princely a tenure,
according to the Laws of England none but the
himself can have a Forest\
if he chance to pass one
to a subject, tis no more Forest,
but a Frank
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Chase, A Forest hath peculiar Laws of her own to
take cognizance of, and punish all Trespasses; A Forest
hath her Court of Attachments, or Swainmote-Court
wh'^re
matters are as legally pleadable as at
Westminster-Hall
[p. 72].
I have selected these last two quotations from The

Precedency

of Kings to suggest that repeating phrases, an aspect of Howell's style noted by Vann, was habitual with Howell throughout his writing career, and this accounts at least partially
for the villainy of boredom in his sentences, especially the
longer ones, as in the example from Dodona's

Grove, l*^

Howell's extreme repetition is an exaggerated form
of Ciceronian repetitio

found in Renaissance prose.

Howell's

intention was apparently to balance his sentences to some
extent, but it seems that he marked no boundaries, and lost
himself in the process of long paralleling.

The reader soon

discovers, in his travels with Howell, that the king's clerk
must have his say, and in so doing, squeezes in every possible detail covering his subject.

This assumes some of the

reasoning for Howell's repetition, as his statements amount
to accumulated examples for his discussions.

This stylistic

blemish, however, does not so predominate that one cannot
recognize merit in some of Howell's long sentences, especially in his later works.

One finds in The Parly

of

Beasts

(1660), for example, that Howell's long sentences are sometimes more relaxed, his clauses bordering on the scheme of
'"Vann, p. 13.
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isocolon, coordinating conjunctions are spaced, and paralleling elements used sparingly.

Consider this long sentence

in which Pererius, the wandering prince in the land of Morphandra, descendant of Circe, speaks of the joys of the celestial world beyond Morphandra's realm:
These joys, as they are beyond expression,
so they
are beyond all imagination;
That vast Ocean of Felicity which the separat
Soul is capable to receive cannot
flow into her, untill those banks of earth, viz. the
oorporeall
walls of flesh be removed; Those infinit
joys which the human Soul shall be ravish'd withall in
Heaven are unmeasurable, and beyond any mathematicall
reaches; They have length without points, breadth without lines, depth without surface; They are even and uninterrupted joys, but to go about to expresse them in
their perfection were the same task, as to go about to
measure the Ocean in Cockle-shells, or compute the
nomber of the sands with peeble stones; Touching these
faint and fading plesures among the Elements,
we use
to desire them when we need them, and when we have
them, the desire
presently languisheth in the
fruition;
Moreover, we use to love earthly things most when we
want them, and lesse when we have them; The daintiest
meats and drinks nauseat after fulness; Carnall delights cause sadnes after the enjoyment; All plesures
breed not onely a satiety but a disgust, and the contentment terminates with the act: 'Tis otherwise with
Celestial things, they are most lov'd when they are
enjoy'd, and most coveted when they are had; They are
always full of what is desir'd, and the desire still
lasteth, but it is a co-ordinat desire of complacency
and continuance, not an appetit after more, because
they are perfect of themselfs; Yet ther is still a
Desire, and a Satiety, but the one finds no want, nor
can the other breed a surfet; The higher the pleasure
is, the more full and intense is the fruition, and the
oftner 'tis repeted the more the appetit encreaseth;
Whence this conclusion follows, that ther can be no
proportion at all betwixt the joys of a separat
Soul,
and those of a Soul embodyed; For the least dram of
the spirituall joyes in Heaven is more than the whole
Ocean of fleshly contentments; One drop of those abstracted, those pure, permanent, and immarcescible delights is ihfinitly more sweet, than all those mix'd
and muddy streams of oorporeall and mundan plesures.
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then all those no other then Utopian delights of this
transitory world, were they all cast into a Limbeck,
and the very Elixir of them distill'd into one vessell
[pp. 149-50].
This sentence, as in the long quotation from Dodona's

Grove,

begs a period, but it does not appear until Howell masses a
succession of clauses.

There is a difference between the two

passages, however, in that The Parly

of Beasts

passage reads

smoothly, as opposed to the hammering repetition of the
"that" clauses in the Dodona's

Grove passage.

is moderated in the quotation above.

Parallelism

The repetitive idea of

infinite joy is reintroduced sparingly with the words "those"
and "They" in the beginning of the passage, and then Howell
shifts to coordinating conjunctions, again moderately, to
make transitions between his clauses.

The control of paral-

lelism and a random insertion of coordinators, in addition to
clauses that at times approach isocolon, suggest a degree of
descipline that Howell acquired as his writing career progressed; but this trend, at the same time, does not interfere
with Howell's prose as an influence on the plain style.

In

these rhythmical instances, Howell's clauses imply the roundness of Cicero's balanced style.

Howell's figurative lan-

guage, likewise, suggests Ciceronianism when he metaphorically speaks of the "muddy streams of oorporeall and mundan
plesures," and hyperbolically refers to the "Ocean of fleshly
contentments."

Although Howell's figurative language is dis-

cussed in another chapter, this note in passing may be of
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rhythmical interest, as Howell's metaphors at times possibly substitute for his repetitive statements, providing
they concretely suit his topics.

Variation is apparent, for

example, in Howell's tendency to repeat successively and
catalogue as the historian, but, to an extent, he overcame
this awkward habit in some of his later imaginative writings,
such as The Parly

of Beasts

and The Vision.

Howell's Sene-

canism, on the other hand, hinting at asymmetry, is not out
of view, as his sentence from The Parly

of Beasts

is loose,

regarding the focus of his discussion at the beginning of
the sentence, followed by complementary clauses; and his
abundance of semicolons, recalls the sudden stops between
clauses, as in conversation, found in the prose of Senecaninclined writers during and preceding Howell's age.

These

Ciceronian and Senecan inclinations within the same sentence
point to Howell as a transitionalist, with one foot in the
ancient and the other in the modern world.
Other schemes of balance and repetition, to concentrate further on rhythm, remain constant in Howell's prose,
and appear in various forms, as they have appeared in the
writing of his predecessors.

Howell's parallelism, for in-

stance, takes diverse courses in the scheme of balance, on
the one hand, and the scheme of repetition, on the other.
The balancing effect of Howell's repeated introductory
phrases is exaggerated, as I have pointed out, when he piles
them up in endless clauses, and his style is merely
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repetitive.

Paralleling balance, however, is more apparent

in Howell's reduction of repetitive introductory statements,
and the paralleling of an idea from one clause to another,
without similar introductory phrases.

In Lustra

Ludovici,

for example, Howell uses an analogous parallel in comparing
the nature of man with the orbital motion of the planets:
Moreover, to transcend the Elements, if we mark the
course of the heavenly
bodies themselfs, there are
crosse motions amongst them, they are in perpetuall
revolutions and circumgyrations, nay, there are branlongs and trepidations
amonst them, (which yet the
wisest of Philosophers held to be no other then an
harmonious sound, and sweet regular symphony,) And as
the gran Vnivers runs thus alwayes round, and carryeth all bodies after it; So Man, who is part or rather
the Epitome thereof, specially in reference to his actions, may be said to dance in a circle; For there is
not any thing now acted, but may be parallell'd, and
exemplified by some Age or other [Epistle Dedicatory,
3],
A similar parallel appears in Londinopolis,

in which Howell

correlates the order of the stars with that of cities:
. . . for as the Starres
in Heaven are distinguish'd
by degrees of magnitude, so are Cities
on the Earth;
Or, to descend lower, as there are Ships of the first,
second, and third rate;
so there are Cities,
Now among
those various wayes, which tend to convey knowledge to
the understanding 8 rectifie ones judgement. Examples,
Comparisons, and Parallels
conduce much thereunto
[p. 381].
In these parallelisms, Howell offers his readers a more disciplined balance, with his subject analogously eased from one
series of clauses to another, and not continuing in a succession of repetitive comments.

This milder balance finds a
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secure place in Howell's prose, but, unfortunately, not
•enough to relieve the dullness of his repetition, which
usually reemerges on one page or the next.
My mention of shifting ideas from one clause to
another suggests another scheme of balance quite common in
Howell's prose:

antithesis.

Howell's Ciceronianism is

fairly sound in his antithesis, contrasting ideas against
one another in sentences.

His opposing clauses in sentences

tend to follow two strains:

brief antithesis, in which ap-

proximately one to three pairs of opposing ideas are juxtaposed in clauses or sentences, and longer antithetical statements that at times fall victim to repetition.

Howell's

shorter antitheses effectively contrast the opposing attitudes he presents to his readers.

A number of Howell's
/

brief antithetical statements in the following quotations
are representative of this scheme of balance throughout his
prose:
And a spacious kingdome is like a great Indian hide,
plant your foot on one side or corner, the other will
bound up against you, tread on the middle, all parts
will lye flat iDG, I, p. 14].
To cast water into a wound instead of oyle is not the
way to cure it: or to cast oyle upon a fire instead
of water is not the way to quench it lIK, p. 10].
I find that he [Louis the Thirteenth] had more obligations to Fortune then to Nature; yet was he of a
comely middlesiz'd proportion, of a spare but cleer^
making, and though not strenuous or robust, yet active
enough, and patient of toyle ILL, p. 137].
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They [the inhabitants of Naples] are magnificent both
in Houses and Habit, they are free and full of Complement, yet though the Hall be commonly open, the Closet
is shut, though the face be unclouded (Viso
Sciolto)
and free, yet the Heart is close and reservd, [Part/z,
To the Reader, A2].
I had from you lately two Letters; the last was well
freighted with very good stuff, but the other, to deal
plainly with you, was not so: There was as much difference between them as 'twixt a Scotch Pedlar's
Pack in
Poland and the Magazine of an English Merchant in Naples:
the one being usually full of Taffaty, Silks and Sattins;
the other of Callicoes, Thread-ribbands, and such polldavy
ware. [ffpis.II,xxi],
Howell's antithesis, when brief, is usually clearly stated
and makes appropriate contrasts,

This is also sometimes an

aspect of his longer antithetical statements that suggest
the beginning of repetitive, contrasting remarks, but are
saved by Howell's sequential break:
I confesse there are some, and .they are too many, who
abuse this excellent benefit of forreigne Travell: if
they have but once saluted France, they return altogether
Frenchified;
if they have eaten their bread a while tother
side the Alpes,
they come back altogether
Italianated:
if they have cross'd the Pyrenies,
they return altogether
Spanioliz'd.
iGD^ Prome, p, 3],
For none can buy here [Florence] Lands or Houses,
but he must pay eight in the hundred to the Duke;
none can hire or build a House, but he must pay the
tenth Penny; none can marry of commence a Suit in
Law, but there is a Fee to the Duke; none can bring
as much as an Egg or Sallet to the Market, but the
Duke hath share therein. [Fp^s,I,1.xli].
At other times, unfortunately, Howell's antithesis is highly
repetitive, and he extends his contrasts, repeating transitional phrases, for many lines that may exceed a page or more. A
representative example of this extreme is seen in

Dodona's
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Grove, when Howell takes a page and a half to point out the
differences between France and Spain with a "the one" and
"the other" antithesis (pp. 11-12); and an even longer anti-

thetical sequence appears in Instructions
ell,

for Forreine

Trav-

in which Howell contrasts the life styles of the French-

man and the Spaniard, echoing Dodona's

Grove,

using again

"the one, the other" repetitive statements, for three and a
half pages (pp. 30-33).

Howell's antithesis, nevertheless,

reveals his Ciceronian inclination to balance clauses, a
practice also exemplified by his isocolon, or what closely
approaches isocolon.
As I have mentioned regarding Cicero and later
writers of his school, their isocolon is not always a consistent series of evenly membered clauses, with the same
number of words or syllables in sentences and clauses, although this mathematical perfection does at times appear.
Isocolon, perhaps, may be thought of in terms of Herbert
Read's comment on rhythm as thought rather than music."
Even though, in other words, there may be some inequality of
members in clauses, a general retention of members within
certain limits suggests the sense of isocolon, in which the
ideas stated in clauses are given, with slight variation,
some rhythmical equality.

This is a recurrent pattern of

balance in Howell's prose.

The following quotations from

^^Engliah
p. 16.

Prose

Style

(New York:

Pantheon, 1952),
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four of Howell's works indicate a familiar rhythm in his
prose. He frequently links similarly membered clauses in
groups of two or three in his sentences, although there may
be a variation between groups, as in the four- to fifteenmembered range in these sequences:
That the King though he was God's Anointed,
yet he
was mans appointed:
That he had the commanding, not
the disposing power: That he was set to rule
over,
not to over-rule
the people; That he was King by human
choice,

not by divine Charter

iTI,

in HD, /p. 61].

You writ to me lately for a Footman, and I think this
Bearer will fit you: I know he can run well, for he
hath run away twice from me, but he knew the way back
again [^pis.I.5,xiii].
A little further I might see abundance of Committeemen and others, stopping up drops of moulten lead in
lieu of French-barley broath, with a rabble of Apprentices sweeping the gutters of Hell, with brooms tusted
with Adders and Snakes, because they resorting to the
Wars, had thereby broke their Indentures with their
Masters, and their Oaths of Supremacy to their Prince
iTran, pp. 17-18],
For largeness and magnitude tis tru, that Paris hath
the advantage of an Orbitular Figure, which is most
capacious of any: But by the judgment of those Mathematicians who have taken a survay of both Cities, if
London were cast into a Circle she wold be altogether
as big as Paris LPK, p. 86],
From time to time, scanning turns up evenly membered clauses
in Howell's prose, but a close metrical analysis is not required, in accordance with Marjorie Bolton's suggestion that
prose scansion is often unnecessary, to see the rhythmical
restrictions of Howell's clauses."
^^The Anatomy of Prose
Paul, 1954), p. 57.

I have found the pattern

(London:

Routledge 6 Kegan
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of isocolon, as it appears in the quotations above, to
occur rather consistently in Howell's prose, the members in
groups, to reiterate, showing some variety.

This less rigid

trend than one finds in precise isocolon is not out of place
for Howell, since, even though some of his poems deserve
rhythmical merit, he was not the keenest of prosodists:
^^The flowers of th' Crown, that

they

may propp

each other,

And like

love

together*^

(Vote,

the Grecian's

twin

"So Princely Hospitable

live,

/

p. 9);

and Brave Mind^' ("An Elegy upon the

Late Earl of Dorset," in TT, 1. 21).'^
Howell's schemes of repetition, in addition to the
extreme repetitio,

the repetitive word at the beginning of

clauses, previously discussed, are illustrative of the classical paromion (alliteration, repeated consonants at the beginning of words, and homoioteleuton, the repetition of the
same sounds at the ends of words); polyptoton, the repetition
of word stems; and antimetabole, the repetitive positioning
of the same word at the end of one clause, and beginning of
the one directly following.

Alliteration is another one of

Howell's chief repetitive characteristics, found on almost
every page of his works.

His alliteration is usually in

groups of twos and threes, but he not infrequently repeats

'^See also Howell's Poems on several
Choice and
Various Subjects
(London, 1663), which contains all his
poetry, and a selection of five Howell poems in Rare Poems
of the Seventeenth
Century,
ed. L. Birkett Marshall (Cambridge: at the Univ. Press, 1936), pp. 118-20.

,.^''
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beginning consonants five or more times in close succession.
Georg Jiirgens, in his published dissertation. Die
Bo-Elianae,"
iar Letters

"Epistolae

categorizes Howell's alliteration in the FamiU
into three groups:

I. Worter, die in syntaktischem Parallelismus
stehen.
II.

Substantive mit ihrer naheren Bestimmung:
a. Mit ihrem Attribute.
b. Mit dem Abhangigen Genitiv.

III.

In Einzelfalien, die ich nicht weiter
unterscheide.^ ®

Exploration in Howell's prose beyond the Familiar

Letters

soon reveals that his alliteration, according to Jiirgens'
three classifications, is consistent. Jiirgens' first alliterative category is paralleled words in groups of two or
three and is displayed by Howell as follows:
. . . the tossings and tumblings of this world, but
cares and crosses, perturbations and anxieties iDG,
II, p. 21].
So I leave you to the gard and guidance iFab,
p. 171].

in HD,

. . . and shoots him 'twixt wind and water lIAB,
You must now meditate on the pile
iVia, p. 80].

and the

p. 5].

pitcher

. . . whereon you may walk most days in the year in a
Silk Stockin and Sattin-Slippers [Fpta.I.l.xxx].
. . . to prop up the power and popularity of the first
LVLG, p. 18].
••Z)tfi "Epistolae
P h i l o l o g i e , I (Marburg:

Ho-Elianae," Studien zur englischen
N. 6. Elwert'sche, 1901), 47-48.
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Most of these parallels are coordinated by the conjunction
"and," indicating a close relationship between them.

A sty-

listic note of interest is Howell's habit of spacing alliterative words, as in the concluding example above from A
Venice Looking-Glasse.

Howell's practice of springkling al-

literative words at variance throughout a long sentence reveals an aspect of Jiirgen's third categoty.

The alliterative

substantive with adjective, II. a. of Jiirgen's classifications, is also used recurrently by Howell:
. . , they are able to penetrate a breast of brasse,
to mollifie a heart hoop'd with Adamant lET, p. 2].
We well know what a ticklish
and tremendous Task
is to treat of Kings iPK, To the Reader, B2].

it

. . . his politicks speaks of sundry species of
Goverments ISPI, p. 4J.
. . . the ravell'd and thrumb'd threed of my life
IVis, p. 97].
Howell's alliterative, dependent genitives are also actively
present ((Jiirgen's category, II. b):
. . . not depending upon Pope or People . . . They
are Kings by the Grace of God iPK, p, 14],
. . . but while my Faith is fed IVis,

p. 43],

. . . this being onely Magazin of men and money IVLG,
p. 10].
. . . in regard I am a true Vassal to your Virtues
[ffpts.III.x].
Jiirgens' third classification is more general than the preceding designations and covers, in part, capitalized and
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spaced alliteratives, indicative of the last quotation
above from the Familiar

Letters,

and the common double and

triple alliterative combinations used by Howell:
. . . this Grant was but a meer preambular Proposition.
ilAB, p. 3].
, . . 'tis the polemical publique sword of the whole
kingdom lIK, p. 5] .
. . . upon these sad confusions, and calamitous condition ZLF, in HD, p. 400].

I can neither cogg, cageble,
p. 76].

nor complement LPB,

These categories classify most of Howell's alliteration.
The combinations are found in the Familiar

Letters

as well

as his other works; the repetition is native to his style.
Howell's exaggeration, it becomes clear by this
time, must occasionally emerge when repetition is present.
This is, to an extent, what Jiirgens has in mind when he
speaks of Howell's "Euphuismus":

"Zwei charakteristische

Stileigentiimlichkeiten Howells las sen in Gemeinschaft mit
einigen auffallenden Anklangen an den Euphuismus Howells
Stil als dem euphuistischen Stile verwandt erscheinen.""
Jiirgens acknowledges a comment on Howell's Euphuism made by
E. K. Chambers in a review of the Familiar

Letters

some Euphuistic flavor in Howell's alliteration."®
99 Jiirgens,

and sees
An

p. 49.

""Cleveland disagrees with Chambers and Jiirgens
about Howell's Euphuistic tendencies, but does not discuss
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extended, alliterative passage from The Vision

may touch

upon this aspect of Howell's prose:
. , . I like it well also that your praises are more
frequent than your prayers;
prayers bend God, but
prayses bind him; prayer concerns our own interest,
praise aymes principally at his glory, and they who
doth truly preform this part of piety, may be saied to
discharge the duty of an Angell upon earth [p. 69],
It does not take long for one to discover that Howell's
favorite alliterative letter is "p," I have not determined
why Howell was partial to this letter, but his exhaustive
use of it may suggest a reasoning beyond habit.

The clarifi-

cation of Howell's Euphuism begs further inquiry.

Pro's and

con's on this aspect of his style may vary, but there is
some tradition in Howell's repetition, and Chambers and Jurgens are perhaps headed in the right direction.
Some comment in passing from Howell's Ciceronian
schemes of balance and repetition to his Senecan focus on
more asymmetrical sentences should be made on the counterpart of alliteration, homoioteleuton, polyptoton and antimetabole.

Howell's homoioteleuton is not as expressive as

his alliteration, but at the same time Howell does not treat
it lightly either.

Howell's complementary balance of

his opposing point of view, I am inclined to consider the
views of Chambers and Jurgens, as Howell's rhythmical exaggeration may not be far removed from the resplendence of
Euphuism. See Cleveland, p. 85, and E. K. Chambers' review
of Jacobs' edition of the Familiar

42 (October 1892), 327-28.

Letters

in The

Academy,
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alliteration is clearly detectable in his reappearing sounds
ending words:
, , . making man's extremity his opportunity
Il.lxiiil.

\iEpis.

She mounts up to her true Country, the Country of
Eternity [^pts.IV.l].
Yet all things cooperat, and conspire as it were to
make them infortunat iDG, II, p. 118].
Commerce, inward and outward was never at that height
LTI,

in HD, p. 8 ] .

In other instances Howell coincides homoioteleuton and
polyptoton, the "ony" endings, and "sy" of stems, as in this
example from Dodona's

Grove:

As the systeme and symphony of musicke is not made
by one or two, but diversity
of strings
and notes,
so
political
harmony consists
in the correspondence
of
the greatest
Ministers
[p. 209],
Howell's polyptoton, otherwise, generally varies between two
and three words in succession:
But to put a period to this rambling preamble iDG,
II, p. 7].
. . . whose memories will stink in the Nostrils of
all Posterity iPK, p. 33].
The woman and baser sort of mechaniks threw stooles
and stones at the Bishops heads iTI,
HD, p, 16],
'Tis Conceit chiefly that gives contentment; and he
is happy who thinks
himself so in any condition

iEpis.III.v].
These examples, indicative of previous citations, also
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display parison at different levels, the sound relationship
of nouns, adjectives, etc.

This is evident in the assonance

of the repeated "a" sound in "rambling preamble," and the
"o" sound, another one of Howell's favorite repetitious letters, in "stooles and stones"; and sometimes Howell repeats
a sound, but uses different spelling, as in the repetitive
nouns, "5ea, City,

and Scot

(SIP,

p. 134). A more direct

word relationship is apparent in Howell's antimetabole,
which has been observed frequently in the Familiar

Letters;**^

but although it is not unusual in his works in general, one
finds that he spares his use of it, compared to his other
schemes of repetition.

The exchange of the same words at

the end and beginning of clauses may be considered a Ciceronicui extreme, but it sometimes implies a degree of poetic
charm in Howell's repetition:
'Twas by virtue of your Excellency's Commission
brought me by Capt. Bolea:
Bolea stepp'd forth, and
told the Duke lEpis.
T.A.xxviii'].
For Westward he hath lost Dunkirk:
Dunkirk, which
for the Terror of this part of the World
lEpis.II.
xliii],
. . . that purple

Isle,

that Isle

of Man you sent me

lEpia.Il.lxiv].
Me thought I was in Hell,
iTran, p. 5].

in Hell,

God blesse us

The Prince must choose a choice man to be he; He must
be Lectus antequam Electus
iPK, p. 195].
**Trautwein's comments on Howell's antimetabole,
p. 47.
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Howell's schemes of balance and repetition,
evidenced in the preceding citations, to some extent establish
his Ciceronian tendencies, even though he is not an artist of
rhythm. This aspect of Ciceronianism in Howell's prose is
noteworthy in presenting him as a product of his time:

Howell's

stylistic background, rhythmically, is classical, in view of
Cicero, and is native to his prose, as well as the prose of
many of his contemporaries.

The Ciceronian approach is sig-

nificant in revealing a broad area of Howell's style that
centers on elaboration in his prose, rather than the Senecan
aims of his epistles,

A comprehensive view of Howell's style,

on the one hand, suggests his attempt to shed the gild of
high Ciceronianism in the brevity of his sentences; but, on
the other hand, his adaptations of Cicero's rhythm, frequently
overwrought, distinguish a major portion of his style throughout his writing career.
In viewing Howell's style from another position, the
most recognized, he is an early practitioner of the plain style,
adhering to the Senecan fashion of the curt, loose and at
times brief sentences.

Most of the Senecan characteristics

I have discussed of authors from the ancient period to the
Renaissance can, in varying forms, be found in Howell's
prose, with the exception of a moderate use of figurative
language.

The shorter, at times asymmetrical, sentence

of Howell, embodying much of his conversational style in
the Familiar

Letters,

is predominantly what makes Howell
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unique as a prose writer.

His Ciceronian rhythms are

commonplace in seventeenth-century prose, aside from the
combined loose element in may of his sentences, but his
inclination toward the brevity and relaxed discipline of
the plain style places him on the pathway of changing
trends in prose style.

Aspects of Howell's brevity are

apparent in most of his prose, but not to the extent that
his plain-style attitude labels his prose style per

se.

A reason that scholars notice Howell's grasp of the developing Senecan style is partly a result of his comments
on the requirements of good letter-writing, which I shall
refer to before turning to a modern view of his sentence
structure.
Howell's criticism of the exhibitionism of French
letter-writers, particularly Jean Louis Guez de Balzac
(ca. 1597-1654), and Howell's consequent proclamation for the
cause of higher standards in letter-writing, became his
campaigning trademark for brevity and clarity in prose:
. , .a Letter
or Epistle
should be short-coated, and
closely couched; a Hungerlin becomes a Letter more
handsomely than a Gown: Indeed we should write as
we speak; and that's a true familiar Letter which
expresseth one's Mind, as if he were discoursing with
the Party to whom he writes, in succinct and short
terms. . . Others [the French epistolary writers]
there are among our next transmarine Neighbours Eastward, who write in their own Language, but their style
is soft and easy, that their Letters may be said to be
like Bodies of loose Flesh without Sinews, they have
neither Joints or Art nor Arteries
in them; they have a
kind of simpering and lank hectic Expressions made up of
a Bombast of Words, and finical affected Compliments only
I cannot well away with such sleazy Stuff, with such
Cobweb-compositions, where there is no Strength of
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Matter, nothing for the Reader to carry away with
him that may enlarge the Notions of his Soul [I.l.i].
Although Howell's intentions sound definite, he does not
rigidly abide by the epistolary requirements he proposes.''^
Howell's comments, however, are more applicable to the succinct quality of sentence structure in the Familiar

Letters

than they are to his prose as a whole; but this does not suggest that the Familiar

Letters

are isolated in this area,

for Senecan aspects are known in the Howell canon.

Howell's

remarks call to mind his Renaissance predecessors, Wilson,
Day and Peacham, as the writers of rhetorical handbooks.

It

is likely that Howell had read these well-known works and,
allowing for the Ciceronian and Senecan directions in portions of them, was influenced by the writers' concern for
the clarity of one's prose style,

Howell was also likely

encouraged by Jonson's comments on brevity in

Discoveries

(posthumously, 1640), which Howell may have read as part of
Jonson's notes prior to their publication:
Periods are beautiful when they are not too long;
for so they have their strength too, as in a Pike or
Javelin. As wee must take the care that our words and
sense bee clear; so, if the obscurity happen through
the Hearers, or Readers want of understanding, I am not
to answer for them; no more then for their not listning
or marking. . . . We should therefore speake what wee
can, the neerest way, so as wee keepe our gate, not
leape; for too short may as well be not let into the
"^Howell's light handling of his stylistic rules has
been ovserved in past scholarship; for example, see Cleveland, p. 88, and Trautwein, p. 38.
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memory, as too long not kept in. Whatsoever looseth
the grace, and clearenesse, converts into a Riddle;
the obscurity is mark'd but not the valew. , , . Our
style should be like a skeine of silke, to be carried,
and found by the right thred, not ravel'd, and perplex' d; then all is a knot, a heape.**^
Some of the Renaissance rhetorical guidebooks, and Jonson's
notes in Discoveries,

for example, help to further establish

Howell as a transitionalist, since they proclaim the discipline of Cicero and Quintilian, yet their calling for stylistic clarity, especially those who speak of succinct prose,
apparently have Cicero's balance of styles in mind, and also
the suggestion of a Senecan fancy for brevity.

The similar-

ity of the stylistic aims of these writers implicates Howell
as a participant in the cause for changing trends in prose
style.
The Senecan elements in Howell's prose can be approached by using the Familiar

Letters

as a fulcrum, as they

contain most, of all, of Howell's stylistic variations.****
To return again to Howell's introductory epistle in the Familiar

Letters,

he states, likely using Angel Day's episto-

lary classifications as a guide, that letters "are either
Harratory,

Objurgatory,

Consolatory,

Monitory,

or

"'Ben Jonson, ed. C. H, Herford and Percy Simpson
(1927; rpt. Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1966), VIII, 623-24
kh*Jacobs

speaks of the versatility of Howell's style
as follows: "A style that can adapt itself to such varied
requirements must be as flexible as a Toledo blade, and
among English writers is unique in the seventeenth century
(p. Ixv).
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Congratulatory,*^

and that the first "consists of

the second of Reprehensions,
last of Counsel

and Joy

the third of Comfort,

(I.l.i),'*''

Relations,
the two

Structural variations

appear with some consistency according to these classifications in the Familiar

Letters.

In Howell's other prose,

however, these distinctions are not as applicable, not that
Howell had the broad distention of his epistolary styles in
mind, although there is some relationship worth noting.
I shall begin in the middle with an example of
Howell's consolatory epistle, for the sake of a brief, intorductory contrast to Howell's Senecan habits, for this
style, as at times seen in the congratolatory style, occasionally requires the periodic sentence, for which one recalls Cicero.

In Howell's consoling words on the death of a

friend. Dr. Prichard, he begins with a note of deep sorrow,
and then climactically builds his clauses to a concluding
statement of relief:
The sad Tidings of my dear Friend Dr.
Prichard's
Death sunk deep into me; and the more I ruminate upon't,
the more I resent it: But when I contemplate the Order,
and those Adamantine Laws which Nature puts into such
strict execution thro'out this elementary World; when
I consider that up and down this frail Globe of Earth
we are but Strangers and Sojourners at best, being design 'd for an infinitely better Country; when I think
that our egress out of this life is as natural to us
as our ingress (all which he knew as much as any),
these Thoughts in a checking way turn my Melancholy to

'''For Day's classification of epistolary styles, see

^he English

Secretary,

p. 11.
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a counter-passion; they beget another spirit within
me [Il.xliv].
The periodic sentence in Howell's prose, however, is not
consistently the longer Ciceronian presentation, but rather
a series of periodic clauses within sentences, generally combined with elements of the loose style.

The following pas-

sage, dealing with the establishment of the Ship-money tax,
is representative, in which the subject is mentioned after a
series of introductory statements, followed by the beginning
of a loose passage directly stating the King's (Charles I's)
opinion on the matter:
. . . but in regard the Purse of the Crowne was
lightly ballasted, and that he [the King] had no mind
to summon the three Estates, because of some indignities he had received in former Parliaments by the
Puritan party, (a race of people averse to all Kingly
Government, unless they may pare it as they please)
his then Atturney Generall, a great cryed-up-Lawer,
put it in his Head to impose an old Tax called Shipmony upon the Subject, which the said Lawyer did warrent upon his life to be Legall, for he could produce
diverse Records how many of his Progenitors had done
the like: The King not satisfied with his single
opinion, referred it to His Learned Councell, and
they unanimously averred it to be agreeable to the
Law of the Land \.VLG, p. 3].
Howell's intermingling of styles, as I pointed out in an
earlier long quotation from Dodona's

Grove,

is characteris-

tic of his prose, but the loose style, or what borders on
the loose style, has the upper hand.

This view has a clearer

perspective when one considers Howell in his favorite profesBional role, that is, as a historian.

The narratory^letter
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in the Familiar

Letters,

for example, is of interest to

this subject, as many of these narratives are historical descriptions, in which Howell uses loose sentences:

the more

direct recording and explaining of events than one finds in
a poetic and suspenseful Ciceronian passage.

In his account

of the Duke of Buckingham's death, for instance, Howell's
sentences are frequently loose, linking the series of incidents together as they occurred:
After breakfast, the Duke going out. Col. Fryer stept
before him, and stopping him upon some business, and
Lieut. Felton being behind, made a thrust with a common
tenpenny knife over Fryer's
arm at the Duke, which
lighted so fatally, that he slit his heart in two,
leaving the knife sticking in the body. The Duke took
out the knife, and threw it away; and lying his hand
on his Sword, and drawn it half out, said. The Villain
hath kill'd me (meaning, as some think, Co. Fryer)^ for
there had been some difference 'twixt them; so, reeling
against a chimney, he fell down dead [I.5.vii].
The passage has brevity, consisting of two fairly short sentences, and a series of brief clauses in each sentence.

The

loose effect is apparent in Howell's casual linking of
clauses together with the coordinator "and" and the subordinating conjunctions "which" and "that."

Howell moderately

uses one semicolon, but a number of commas, making a smoother
transition between clauses than one finds in the abrupt accumulation of semicolons and colons in curt sentences.

The

presence of this style is usually felt in Howell's prose; if
it is not predominant in a work, it is most likely in the
background, but it prevails at one level or another.
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Quotations from two of Howell's historical works may serve
as examples of the frequency of his loose constructions:
And now that we are come so near the famous and
great Tower Palatine, or Cittadel of London; we will
try whether we can get in thither, without paying fees,
and take a view thereof as briefly as we can, it being
an ill-favoured, and tedious thing to stay there long
iLon, p. 23].
Frederick the second Emperor, the son of the aforesaid Henry, succeeded in the Kingdom of Naples and
Sicilia,
and because he was a child, and but three
years of age, Constanza-his
mother, caused him to be
Crowned King of both the Siciliesr-^nd
with him, in his
name began to govern the Kingdom, and had the enstalment of the Kingdom from Pope Innocent
the third, in
the year 1198 iParth,
"Frederick the Second of Naples,"
p. 148].
An additional note concerning Howell's loose tendencies,
which is introductory to his terse sentences, is his frequent
use of parenthetical and appositive statements, another example of Croll's loose-style analogy of one recording
thoughts as they randomly occur.

In the Tower of London

passage above, for example, Howell parenthetically inserts
the nonrestrictive statement about not paying fees to enter
the Tower; and he uses a number of appositives, offering additional information to describe his subjects, as his mention
of the Tower as a "Cittadel of London," and in the second
passage, additional reference to Frederick as a child, three
years of age.

Such insertions infiltrate Howell's sentences

and at times get out of hand, particularly when he breaks
away from his topic, as he frequently does, and falls victim
•

to the extreme of digression.

Howell's additive comments.
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however, call attention to the curt aspect of his prose,
which he adopted with some regularity.
Similar to the inconstant temper of Howell's loose
style, often merged with Ciceronian aspects, his curtness, a
term that should be used with some qualification, is not as
sharp as that of Bacon and Andrewes; his curt sentences have
neither the Lipsian "hop" not the Wotten "exploding" clauses.
Howell's terseness, on the other hand, is light, with less
emphasis on the abruptness of transition between clauses
than one finds in the prose of his predecessors.

This

aspect is of interest, further stressing the relaxed manner,
the conversational ease that his sentences at times reveal.
Aside from exclamations and interjections, an extreme being
a repeated "Oh!" for almost two pages in England's

Tears

(pp. 1-2), which dot Howell's prose, his sharp asymmetry is
moderate, as in the objui?gatory and monitory epistle styles;
an example of the former is found in Howell's rebuke of Puritan profanities and the latter, in a second quotation, in
which Howell counsels Captain Thomas B. against the evils of
swearing:
Who would have held it possible, that to fly from
Babylon, we should fall into such a Babel?
That to
Superstition, some People should be brought to belch
out such a horrid Profaneness, as to call the Temples
of God, the Tabernacles of Satan; the Lord's Supper, a
Two-penny Ordinary; to make the Communion-Table a
Manger, and the Font a Trough to water their Horses in;
to term the white decent Robe of the Presbyter, the
Whore's Smock; the Pipes thro' which nothing came but
Anthems and holy Hymns, the Devil's Bagpipes; the
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Liturgy of the Church, tho' extracted most of it out of
the Sacred Text, call'd by some another kind of Alcoran,
by others raw Porridge, by some a Piece forg'd in Hell?
[Il.l.xii].
Yet give me leave to tell you, that there is one
fraility, or rather ill-favour'd custom, that reigns
in you, which weighs much; it is a humour of Swearing
in all your discourses; and they are not slight, but
deep, far-fetch'd Oaths that you are wont to rap out,
which you see as flowers of Rhetoric
to enforce a
faith upon the hearers, who believe you never the more.
[I,5.xi].
Both passages show some variation in the abruptness of
Howell's transition between clauses.

The first quotation

is the sharper example, having few coordinating and subordinating conjunctions.

The breaks are rather clean and

sudden, and there is a degree of asymmetry, with variedlength clauses randomly connected as Howel increases his
complaints against the Puritans.

The second quotation is

milder, but also characteristic of Howell,

There is some

abruptness in his use of the semicolon and parenthetical
statement, but Howell is not as severe in his criticism
of his friend's swearing, as he is of the Puritan profanities, and his clauses do not require the jabbing effect
he gives the Puritans, indicated by his inclusion of some
coordinators.

Notably, when rebuke is present, character-

istic of his political pamphlets, Howell uses terse clauses
to press his charges, as one finds in Merurius

Hibernicus,

when he speaks of the cessation of arms in Ireland:
For the World is come now to that passe, that the
Foot must judge the Head, the very Cobler must pry
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into the Cabinat Councels of his King; nay, the Distaff e is ready ever and anon to arraigne the
Scepter!
Spinstresses are become States-women, and every peasan
turned politician; such a fond irregular humour reigns
generally of late yeeres amongst the English Nation
[pp. 2-3].
In other instances Howell uses brief, one-sentence paragraphs, although not necessarily composed of terse clauses,
which offer an additional example of his pointedness.
technique is indicated in his warning to England, in

Sent from the prime Statesmen

of Florence,

This
Advice

that other na-

tions are laughing at her inadequacy to solve her political"
strife prior to the Restoration:
They who laugh at you, think you are no better
than Mad-men, having strange Magots in your brains
bred out of the fat of so long wanton plenty, and
peace.
They who scorn and hate you, do it for your Sacriledge, your horrendous Sacreleges, the like whereof
was never committed on Earth since Christianity
had
first a hole to put her head in iLF, in HD, p. 399].
These references to Howell's terseness of expression are
representative of some abruptness in his style, but it soon
becomes clear in reading Howell's prose that he never acquires the vividness of a curt sentence.

He is, perhaps,

too long-winded for this, and not mechanically keen enough
to contain such an abrupt series of varied, inserted statements within the range of his subject.

The influence of

Bacon, and those writers practicing the curt style in prose,
most likely had some influence on Howell, evidenced by his
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inclination to be pointed from time to time, enhancing the
thought of his desire to be "short-coated" in his epistles,
and, perhaps unintentionally on Howell's part, in his other
prose as well.
Concerning Ciceronian rhythm and plain-style patterns, aside from some of his extreme repetitions, and at
times a confusing blend of styles, Howell is not far removed
from his more famous contemporaries.

Howell's style cannot

be fixed structurally, but, as Saintsbury suggested, neither
can Walton's.

Something is lost in terms of rhythm, which

in probability has something to do with writers living in a
transitional age.

Walton's use of the colon and semicolon,

with small allowance for coordination, for example, in his
description of Donne's working day, shows the tendency
toward irregularly linked clauses, the unpredictability of
thought as it issues forth sporadically, as in conversation:
Nor was his [Donne's] age only so industrious,
but in the most unsetled days of his youth, his bed
was not able to detain him beyond the hour of four in
a morning: and it was no common business that drew
him out of his chamber till past ten. All which time
was employed in study; though he took great liberty
after it; and if this seem strange, it may gain a
belief by the visible fruits of his labours: some of
which remain as testimonies of what is here written:
for he left the resultance of 1400. Authors, most of
them abridged and analyzed with his own hand; he left
also sixscore of his Sermons, all written with his
own hand; also an exact and laborious Treatise concern-

ing Self-murther,

Hooker,

called

Biathanatos.'*^

'*^The Lives of John Donne, Sir Henry Wotton,
Richard
George Herbert & Robert Sanderson,
ed. George
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As Howell said of the epistolary style, one should write
the way one speaks, and this trend of seventeenth-century
prose writers, especially in the latter half of the century,
is partly responsible for the reduction of Ciceronian rhythm
in prose. The speech of the Commonwealth, the speech of
Walton and Howell, which shall be more fully illustrated in
my discussion of Howell's language, begins to break away
from the old Ciceronian traditions of elaboration, and the
loose members of conversation become the vogue.

Structur-

ally, Howell is not a champion of new horizons, but his bent
toward the plain style gives him a modern direction.

Saintsbury, vol. CCCIII of the World's Classics (London:
Oxford Univ. Press, 1927), p. 67. John R. Cooper has the
following comments on Walton's loose style:
When we call Walton's style "loose," then we are
talking about more than its syntax. We are referring
to its characteristic tone and saying that it is casual
rather than oratorical, tentative rather than finished.
Indeed, with all its digressions, and its general use
of short syntactical units joined in a casual organization, Walton's style suggests the rhythms of conversation, or at least of speech. . . . The fundamental
units of meaning in Walton are short, as in conversation, . . . Walton's prose will, I think, give the
effect of breathlessness only when one tries to read
each exploded period as though it were a single unit of
meaning.
See The Art of the Complete Angler (Durham, N.C.: Duke
Univ. Press, 1968), pp. 119 and 121, consecutively. Walton's "exploding" effect, a characteristic of Wotton, is not
applicable to Howell's style in general, as Howell is generous with coordinators, but reference to this aspect of Walton's in The Compleat Angler (1653) will be made in discussions of Howell's language.

Chapter V

The Figurative Vein:

Howell's

Metaphorical Language

The Ciceronian strain in Howell's prose, in addition to his rhythm, is expressed in figurative language.
His metaphorical expressions, on the one hand, traditionally
adhere to figures of tropes as they have descended from the
classics.

Howell's metonymy, synecdoche, catachresis and

other figures, when not exaggerated, display his Ciceronian
influence.

The components of Howell's figures of tropes, on

the other hand, his subjects of comparison, are, in many instances, modern; and they offer another view of Howell as a
transitionalist, metaphorically stretched between the ancient and modern worlds.
Howell's tropes occupy all his works, the
Letters,

Familiar

the prime example of Howell's stylistic character-

istics, containing the most comprehensive selection of his
varied figurative expressions.

By measuring Howell on a

broad scale of tropes, his metaphorical usage is fairly even
throughout his works.

Howell uses figurative language in

his historical and political works, Londinopolis
ments of a King,

and

Instru-

for example, as well as the more imaginative
216
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prose found in Dodona's

Grove and The Parly

of Beasts.

I

have found, however, from a sampling of Howell's metaphorical expressions, which begs a meticulous survey of greater
depth, that he intensifies his figurative expressions in
letters of friendship and praise in the Familiar

Letters

worksosuch as Instructions

The

for

Forreine

Dodona's Grove and The Tru Informer,
Tru Informer

^

Travell,
The Vision

and
Vision,

and The

rate high in some of my listings and have dia-

logue in common, a genre of interest to Howell.

Also not-

able is Vann's affirmative comment on Howell's expression of
personality, and Sir Thomas Browne's influence in The

Vision.^

Definite lines, of course, cannot be affixed by my random
selection of Howell's metaphorical expressions, but the reappearance of some titles in my listings implies that his
more praiseworthy publications had a greater concentration,
and possibly a richer application, of figurative language.
Some comment on Howell's use of tropes lays the ground for
clarification of the effectiveness, and the flaws, of the
metaphorical aspects of his prose.
The tropes, metonymy and synecdoche are recurrent
in Howell's prose.

His exchange of nouns in metonymy, for

example, can be anticipated in a glance at his works:

*See Appendix A for listings of Howell's metaphorical expressions.
*See Vann, p. 34.
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This Tresury may be calld the great arterie of the
Republic {.S.P.Q.V.,
p. 38].
They [the common principles of philosophy] are bones
that Nature cannot digest Lvis, p. 13 3],
And having so many invincible castles [ships ] in
motion LIFT, p. 46].
'Twas a She-letter, for two more were emwomb'd in
her Body: she had an easy and quick deliverance of
that Twin; but besides them, she was big and pregnant
of divers sweet Pledges, and lively Evidence of your
own Love towards me, wherof I am fond as any Mother
can be of her Child [Fpis.I.3.xxvi].
Let them vomit the bloud they have suck'd into the
cinders of their burnt wealth iRN, I, p. 38].
Synecdoche, the part for the whole, or vice versa, also
makes its presence known, although it does not appear as
regularly as metonymy:
This compacted Politick body IVM, in HD, p. 346].
The Roman Eagle fix'd his talons upon the Banks of
Euphrates Eastward, on the Nile South, on the Danube
and the Rhin Northward, and flew West as far as the
British and German Seas IDE, p. 52].
Her [goose] feathers goe only now to fill the pillow
of the Crown [.DG, I, p. 54].
The Militia . . . came to above the number of eighty
thousand foot besides horse iRN, II, p. 35].
The counterpoise of rewards and punishments may be
sayed to have bin the plummetts which have made the
great clock of this commonwealth to go tru so many
ages LS.P.Q.V.,

p. 6].

Howell finds a place for the misnaming, the substitutions
for proper names, of antonomasia in his prose, but it is not
as common as metonymy, to which it is closely related:
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Andrea Roma and Ardizzore with others, all ventrous
blades, went the next day to the Church of Carmine
[RN, II, p. 22].
I could willingly pay nature her last debt and render
this small bag-full of bones to the earth whence it
first came [Vis, p, 98].
Chaos, that huge indigested lump which went to the
making of all cretures [Vis, p. 134],
To Traduce and blemish His Majesties actions [MH, p. 1],
The German Empire may be said to have shrunk from a
great Lyon into a Cat-skin [PK, p. 5],
A general metaphorical exchange of words, however, is most
frequent in Howell's works under these three classifications.
Tropes that slightly veer from the relationships
made by metonymy, synecdoche and antonomasia are the lighter
comparative aspects of hypallange, periphrasis and onomatopoeia.^

Even though the metaphorical effect of hypallange,

a syntactical irregularity, is secondary to its counterparts,
Howell's reversal of word order, nevertheless, at times enhances the vividness of his metaphorical statements, and
adds a touch of poetry and description to his phrasing.
This stylistic habit is a result of Howell's strong Latin
background, the influence of which is pervasive in his prose:
As in Itelia,
where these fanatique spirits most
swarme, not long agoe two of their greatest
Clerks
kept a mightie adoe. Whether

AARONS Ephod was of

Sea-

greene,
or Sky-colour:
and this disturb'd a while
the whole Assembly [DG, I, p, 87],
'Sonnino'a classical designation for periphrasis is
circumlocutjo/pariphrasis (p, 37),
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, , . the weight of his Body, he being a corpulent
man, brake the rope with his neck together [Lon, p. 23].
I must again step a little back [SIP,

p. 108],

Periphrasis, having a somewhat broader metaphorical implication than hypallange, is a roundabout manner of expression,
speaking in other words, and is closely related to the pun.
In the following passages the first three citations are examples of periphrasis, and the three concluding references
from the Familiar

Letters

display Howell's tendency to play

on words:
His House with many rare Pieces had felt Vulcans
[RN, II, p. 34].

fury

. . . it having been her [Venice] practice ever and
anon to sow a piece of Fox tayle to the skinne of 5,
Marks Lyon [IFT, p. 43].
I cannot well away [put up with] with such sleazy
Stuff
[Epis.l.l.il.
. . . which made the patient Philosopher
(or
pher) to break into this speech [IV.vii].

Fooloso-

. . . unless soldiers would be contented to take Cloves
and Pepper-corns
for Patacoons and Pistoles
[Il.xviii].
. . . I bought his of Capt. Phillips
[I.S.xxxii].

the Muster-master

The sound effect of words, onomatopoeia, is not unusual in
Howell's prose, although his use of this trope is not of special note, as he apparently never perfected his ability to
reproduce sounds in writing.

One finds Howell's attempts at

onomatopoeia, for example, in his reference to animals.
Apologs

or Fables

he states that the king of bees would

In
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"buzze" a fond belief onto the narrator (Fab.

in HD, p. 188),

and he speaks of the "gaggling of geese in one of his letters (^pts.IV.i).

A Venice

Looking-Glasse,

in another imi-

tation of sound, contains Howell's frequent use of the word
"murmuring":

a "murmuring against their Govenours" (p. 16);

and he speaks of privy counselors having been "mutter'd at"
(p. 16), One of Howell's favorite uses of onomatopoeia
is the compound "whirle-wind":

"King Richard

musters up

an Army worthy of a King, and rusheth into Scotland like a
whirle-wind as farre as Dondee" (BSA^ p, 8). Similar examples of onomatopoeia appear in Howell's poetry, but his
adaptation of sound in words, as in this instance for the
sake of rhyme, is sometimes unfortunate:

"Some like the

Ostrich, with their wings do flutter, / But cannot fly, or
soar above the gutter" (Vote,

p. 6),

Howell humorously calls attention to the Spanish
traveler, in Instructions

for

Forreine

Travell,

who hyper-

bolizes the wonders of the world to such an extent that he
must have his valet pull his sleeve as a sign of caution
when his descriptions get carried away (IFT,

p. 64), A

similar valet might have also been employed by Howell, for
exaggeration, one of his chief stylistic traits, is represented in his own recurrent use of hyperbole.

This trope

often appears in his expressions of affection in the
Letters,

Familiar

as in a passage from one of Howell's letters, relat-

ing his warm disposition toward Dr. Thomas Prichard of Jesus
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College, Oxford, and Howell's concern for their separation during his stay at Leyden:
For tho' you be in Oxford^ and I Leyden; albeit
you be upon an Island, and I now upon the Continent,
(tho' the lowest part of Europe) yet those swift Postilions, my Thoughts ^ find you out daily, and bring
you unto me: I behold you often in my Chamber, and
in my Bed; you eat, you drink, you sit down, and walk
with me; and my Fantasy enjoys you often in my Sleep,
when all my Senses are lock'd up, and my Soul wanders
up and down the World, sometimes thro' pleasant Fields
and Gardens, sometimes thro' odd uncouth Places, over
Mountains and broken confus'd Buildings, As my love
to you doth thus exercise his power, so I desire yours
to me may not be idle, but rouz'd up sometimes to find
me out, and summon me to attend you in Jesus College,
[I.l.viii].
Aside from instances of praise or affection in his letters,
and occasionally dedications of his works, Howell's hyperbole appears when he describes strange occurrences in countries around the world, commonly from a historical standpoint,
such as the birds of China mentioned in Londinopolis

y "of

such a wonderful bigness, that they will take up a whole Mutton
alive, up into the Air, and sometimes a man in Armor" (p. 383).
Inhabitants of countries are at times the subject of hyperbole
for Howell.

His analogy between the odds of his return to

sea and washing "white a Negro" or blanching "an Ethiop" is
stated in the Parly

of Beasts

(p. 14), Howell's exaggerations

are outstanding in some instances.

In a letter to James Crofts,

for example, Howell speaks of a fire caused by some shepherds
in the Pyrenees, raging so intensely that it subsequently
melted the gold in the mines, creating many riverlets that were
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flowing through the surrounding villages to the sea (I.l.
xxiii)*

In another letter Howell tells of a woman who gave

birth to 365 children, one for each day of the year (1.2.
xiii).

The degrees of Howell's hyperbole, suggested from

these examples, vary, but it is usually present in his works
and is a high Ciceronian sign of his desire for elaboration.
Personification is another trope Howell uses consistently.*

The giving of human characteristics to nonhuman

forms of life, or, generally, giving life to inanimate objects, is broadly represented in Howell's attempt at allegory, Dodona's

Grove,

and fable in the Parly

in which trees have human qualities,
of Beasts,

featuring talking animals.

Personification in Howell's works, otherwise, usually appears in his brief metaphorical statements:
I steer'd my cours thence through a most delicious
Country to another City that lay in the very bosome
of the Sea [WD, p. 7].
Those little gentle Hands wheron Venice makes her
bed [S.P.Q.

v.,

p. 32].

That Mountain did belch forth greater flakes of fire
then ordinary [Parth,
To the Reader, p. A4].
Ireland was made to stand upon her own leggs [GD,
"Of Great Britain," p. 67].
To shake hands with Adriana, and Bombycina also [DG,
I, p. 98].
Howell's regional concentration in his personification calls
•'The classical designation for personification is
conformatio/prosopopoeia. See Sonnino, p. 54.
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attention to some other aspects of his metaphorical language
that should be mentioned, before turning to his expansion of
metaphor in allegory.
My Appendix A consists of sample listings of Howell's metaphorical expressions, divided into six categories
slightly adapted from classifications made by Douglass Sargeant Mead.'
I

I

The six areas are images from life and nature,

commonplaces of man's daily experiences, livelihoods of the
everyday world, the phenomena of warfare, exact science and
current history.

From my selection of 740 metaphors, the

largest category is commonplaces of man's daily experiences,
with 294 entries, followed by 221 references to nature.
Livelihoods, with 117 metaphors is third.

The list pertain-

ing to science is fourth, current history fifth and warfare
metaphors last, offering the least metaphorical expressions.
My random scaling, allowing for the inclinations of metaphors toward one classification or another, and the remaining storehouse of metaphors in Howell's prose that time has
not privileged me to investigate, perhaps is of value in
that Howell's three highest categories are complementary to
the colloquial aspect of his style, for which he receives
acclaim.

His highest metaphorical categories, furthermore,

are of transitional interest, illustrative of metaphors that
have toned down the rigor of grand Ciceronianism, to the
^The Literary
Comparison in Jacobean
Haskell House, 1965), pp. 38-47.

Prose

(New York:
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<m

familiar comparison of o b j e c t s ( a n v i l s , inns and streams)
that one finds in everyday l i f e .

The s e v e n t e e n t h - c e n t u r y

mind, in accordance with Mead's discussion, delighted in the

ii

I:
\

^f|

subtlety of metaphor, apparent in many writers' fondness for
conceit, and Howell shows a degree of this influence, but
his images, as I shall point out, are not of the striking
metaphysical conceit found in Donne's compasses or transfusion of love through a flea.*

Howell's metaphorical compari-

sons, suggestive of Herbert or Edward Taylor (16447-1727),
are not subtle, but, rather, homey.

He refers to the things

of this world, using metaphor more than simile, a Jacobean
shift, Mead suggests, from the excessive use of simile
during the sixteenth century.^

Although Howell's compara-

tive objects may at times be sharply opposed, implying conceit, the message is usually clear.

Howell's figurative

language, as opposed to the boredom of his repetitive habits,

f_

is in many instances refreshing, and presents the reader
with a view of the ways and means of seventeenth-century
living.
t

The commonplace metaphors of man's daily experiences,
according to my survey, predominate in Howell's prose.

His

p'
|
}

figurative references to the routine of everyday life are
realistic, the primary aim. Mead states, of Jacobean

®Mead, p. 33.
^Mead, p. 23.

•
r
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comparison:

"When a Jacobian uses comparison, the bright

exterior expansive pattern, emd surface subtleties give way
to realism of content and compactness of expression."'

The

affairs of daily life, economic, religious, political (aside
from historical implication), etc., and scenes of human interaction and its familiar surroundings, are metaphorically
contained within many of Howell's statements.

He uses a

simile, for example, in speaking of princes and marriage:
"He came not thither like an Ambassador to treat of a Marriage, but as a Prince, to fetch home a wife" (VM, in HD, p.
365).

Objects of the home, like a broom in this instance,

also appear in Howell's similes:

"The new Viceroy, like a

new broom, swept all clean, and carried himself with that
I

dexterity and diligence" (RN, II, p. 198). His mention of
baggage, literally and metaphorically, appears so often that
it becomes an identifying symbol of his style:

"This may be

a plundering only of some outward self, or baggage of fortune" (SIP,

p. 3). Gestures are also partial to the common-

place category:

"They were sure to have them ready at their

devotion at the heaving of a finger" (P&P, in HD, p. 103);
and Howell's reference to apparel may be anticipated:

"Ther

is no place where ther is lesse Religion from the girdle
downward" (S.P.Q.V.,

p. 8). Again, Howell equates apparel

with religion to describe the geographical appearance of

•Mead, p. 35.
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England:

"She [England] look'd, me thought like the

Jesuits hat . . ., whose brimms were bfigger thne the crown,
or like a petticoat, whose fringe was longer then the body"
(WD, p. 10). Howell's allusions to money, in turn, also
arise from time to time:

"For Horace complained in his days,

that words changed as coynes did" (IFT,

p, 54): "For lang-

uages are like lawes or coines, which commonly receive some
change at every fist of Princes" (FED, To the Nobility and
Gentry of Great Britain, p. 2 3).

Howell's range of common-

place metaphors is broad, and examples of this order appear
continuously.

These metaphors, as in a number to follow,

pay tribute to the familiar quality of Howell's style, not
restricted to his Familiar

Letters,

but encountered through-

out his prose.
Images of life and nature hold a firm position in
Howell's figurative language.

He metaphorically speaks of

animals, weather, rivers and seas, foliage; in short, the
natural setting of man's environment:
To be birds of their feather

[FAB, in HD, p. 182].

So ther were great hopes of a calm, after that cold
Northern storm had so blustered, and that we should
be suddenly rid of the Scot
[TI, in HD, p. 27],
A rich magnificent City seated in the very jawes of
Neptune. [IFT, p. 42],
To bring him [the Reader] into a labyrinth or impervious darke thicket- [DG,1, p. 57],
It [the prestine Greek language] is so adulterated
by the Vulgar, as a Bed of flowers by Weeds
[Epis.

I.l.xvii].
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Howell's nature metaphors, on the one hand, are not unusual,
for they consist of traditional comparisons, such as the
foreboding symbols of dark clouds, fog and turbulent seas;
but his language, on the other hand, weakening the elaborate
bonds of high Ciceronianism, is familiar, relating casual
expressions that would normally appear in everyday conversation:

"I could willingly pay nature her last debt and render

this small bag-full of bones to the earth whence it first
came" (Vis,

p. 98); "Her goose feathers goe only now to fill

the pillow of the Crown" (DG, I, p. 54). Howell's references
to nature are notably commonplace, as in the metaphors of
the first category, and depict scenes of the articles and
manners that comprise day-to-day living.
bones" phrase from the Vision

His "bag-full of

quotation, furthermore, is

representative of his colloquial language, a subject discussed in the next chapter, which enhances his figurative
direction in the mode of the ordinary.
The constant endeavors of Howell to procure worthy
employment throughout his life may have some bearing on the
appearance of metaphors suggestive of livelihoods, such as
seafaring, farming, weaving and blacksmithing, in his works.
England's interest in seafaring is evident in Howell's frequent nautical metaphors.

He speaks, in this instance, of a

sinking ship as a disabled swan:

"She [the ship Swan'\

sprung a leak, and being ballasted with Salt, it choak'd the
Pump, so that the Swan could swim no longer" (ifpie. 1.6.xlii);
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and Howell's language is not uncommonly that of a sailor:
"'Tis a true badge of a generous nature, being once embark'd
in a business to hoise up, and spread every sail. Main, misen,
sprit and top-sail" (Epis.ii.i)

\ "The plummet of the best
(WD,

understanding is too short to fadorn the depth of them"

p. 17). Howell's farming images usually focus on working the
land:

"To plow glebes of flesh, and water them with blood"

(M,I, p. 37); "Prophesies are as seeds sown in the vast
field of time, whereof not one grain of a thousand comes to
grow up" (BSA, p. 19), The trades offer the most recurrent
figurative expressions of the livelihood category, such as
blacksmithing, weaving, and pot-mending, consecutively, in
these examples :
Politick fear, is a created forg'd Fear wrought in
another [TI. in HD, p, 51],
I have so much stuff as you of this kind (I mean matter
of Love), yet I want such a loom to work it upon; I
cannot draw it to such a curious Web [Epis.I,2.x].
Closing the leaks in the Vessel of the State, they
should cause more, that like Banbury Tinkers in lieu
of stopping one hole they should make two

[SIP,

p. 172].

Howell's numerous occupational figures likely result from
his descriptive eye, through which he observed the world
at work in his domestic and foreign travels; it is metaphorical expressions such as those found in these selections which
enrich Howell's descriptive details that frequent his works.
Figures of the three remaining categories, science,
current history and warfare, appear less frequently than the
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preceding three sections.

Howell's metaphors applicable

to these categories, however, reveal the figurative grasp he
has of the world around him.

Howell was indeed influenced

by the scientific thrust of his age.

He is inclined to

wander off in his writings on medical or cosmological tangents, speaking of cures for ailments, such as the rewarding
virtues and healing wonders of tobacco he mentions in the
Familiar Letters

(I.5.xxxii and Ill.vii), and men's physical
Lustra

relation to the planets in their orbs he discusses in
Ludovici

(p. 15). Most apparent are Howell's references to

parts of the body, with an emphasis on the heart and circulation of blood:
This Tresury may be calld the great artrie of the
Republic [S.P.Q.V.,
p. 38].
I find the arterial bloud, which is in the least ventricle thereof boyling, me thinks, within me in affection towards him, the exhalations whereof rise up,
and fill all the cells of my brain to contemplat his
goodness [Vis, p. 45].
[Vowels] that knit the bones or Consonants together
[NEG, p. 16].
Howell occasionally refers to scientific instruments in a
figurative sense:

"Such glasses [multiplying-glasses] as

Anatomists use in dissection of Bodies, which can make a
Flea look like a Cow, or a Fly as big as a Vulture"

(Epis.

n,xxxii); "I was glad that you have lighted upon so excellent a Lady, as if an astronomer by his Opticks had found
out a new Star" (Epie.l.B.xxx).

A representative figure
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from Howell's interest in the heavens appears in his paralleling of religion and the moon:

"Religion her selfe is not

exempt, but like the moone hath Eclipses, Changes and Spots"
(DG, I, p. 89). The metaphorical implication of current
history is apt to project the religious and governmental
woes of England and Europe as he sees them:
With a heart full of amazement and trembling for the
flagrant and crying sins of this forlorn Nation [lAB,
p. 13].
The main part wherof was, and is still, to hurle the
ball of discord, and hatch new opinions still 'twixt
the Protestants [P&P, in HD, p. 100].
[Italy] hath her face so often scratch'd [LF, in HD,
pp. 410-11].
Som giddy headed Puritan in reading this will presently shoot his bolt [SIP, p. 180].
Howell's figurative statements of war, in turn, usually
dwell on disorder, and the consequences of the unequal meeting of minds:
They have blown the bellows of all the Warrs [PB,
p. 10].
Certain Letters were intercepted . . . which made the
War to bleed afresh
[Epis.l.2.xv'].
[His Majesties late withdrawing his Royal protection]
hath made the English lose much ground in point of
esteeme [TI, in HD, p. 55].
Howell also uses warfare metaphors for subjects unrelated to
war per se:

"They brought in their language with the lance,

as a mark of conquest" (SIP,

p. 24); "I could muster up a
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whole squadron of authors" (PPA, p. 4). Because Howell
lived in a time of civil war in England and the Thirty Years
War in Europe, predictably he used this terminology from
time to time.

On the basis of Mead's six metaphorical cate-

gories, Howell's metaphors do not always contain the "newness" that Mead speaks of, contrasted with the exhibitionism
of the sixteenth-century figurative language; but Howell, at
the same time, has a strategic position as a transitionalist
in the altering patterns of metaphor by employing the homey,
the familiar, aspect of his figurative comparisons, especially as illustrated in the first three categories.'
Mead distinguishes between the Petrarchan and
seventeenth-century conceit, finding the latter more "realistic," as he emphasizes in his six metaphorical classifications.*"

The Petrarchan conceit. Mead states, had become

"empty of new meaning" and only "the clever manipulation of
words."**

The seventeenth-century conceit, on the other

hand, as opposed to the rhetorical conceit. Mead further
states, is "syntactically simple, superficially plain," and
is "extremely violent, new, and strange."*^

Howell's con-

ceits, or language that borders on conceit, may be classified

'Mead, p. 38.
*'Mead, p. 57.
**Mead, p. 58.
**Mead, p. 58.
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somewhere between these two designations, the middle of the
road being an intrinsic characteristic of his prose style
but the Petrarchan conceit akin to his Ciceronian habits.
Howell at times uses sharp contrasts in his figurative language, but they do not have the edge of Donne's metaphysical
poetry, or the poems of Richard Crashaw (ca. 1613—1649).
Howell's images, as in most of his figurative comparisons,
are commonplace, although, in the direction of seventeenthcentury conceit, the odd contrast of the varients is sometimes attractive:
The business [was] beaten upon the anvill of the best
brains in the land [DG, II, p. 44].
What the eye of a Batt is to the Sun in its Meridian,
the same is the most perspicacious eye of man's understanding if he look upon his Maker [PB, p. 83].
I find you have made it [heart] a cage of unclean
birds, of hatred, hypocrisie, choller and spirituall
pride [Vis, p. 7]. "
Love is like a Piece of charcole, which meeting with
the wind its contrary, makes it turne more ardent; Or
like a rapid torrent which justling against a damme
swells higher; so love meeting with opposition growes
hotter and stronger [DG, I, pp. 166-67].
For his heart was shrivelled like a leather pennypurse when he was dissected [j?pts. 1.6.xvii].
Howell's prose style, as Cleveland and Trautwein have
pointed out, does not have the tortuosity and massiveness of
the baroque.*'

His figurative comparisons, as I have stated.

*'Cleveland, p. 92, and Trautwein, p. 57
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are usually not striking, and his images do not consistently
wind throughout long passages, giving the reader a startling
view of his subjects, but aside from this, Howell is not
lost from baroque tendencies.

My intention is not to define

the term "baroque," as this may lead to bridges that cannot
be crossed, but two aspects of this style suggest the influence it had upon Howell.

According to Carl J. Friedrich,

the most urgent concern of the writers during the Baroque
Age (1610-1660) "was the depicting of human passions seen as
proliferations of supernatural powers."***

Croll, on the

other hand, refers to baroque in a broad sense, discussing
the curt and loose styles, and refers to it as the "prose of
imaginative conceit," for lack of a more descriptive phrase,*^
This definition, Friedrich's contribution, and Rene Wellek's
advice about the problem of defining the baroque are sufficient for my purpose to suggest baroque inclinations in Howell's prose, which begins with the contrasts of his conceits.**
The quotations above may qualify as representations of
Croll's broad phrase, "imaginative conceit."

The compari-

sons, even though not striking, are out of the ordinary and
imaginative:

a heart compared to a shriveled "penny-purse"

*
^'*The Age of the Baroque,
Harper 6 Row, 1952), p. 48.

1610-1660

(New York:

**Croll, p. 201.
**See Ren^ Wellek's comment on the necessity of
abandoning attempts to define the baroque, in "The Concept
of Baroque in Literary Scholarship," JAAC, 5 (1946), 92.
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and "cage of unclean birds."

Of additional interest are

Howell's metaphorical references to human passions and, from
time to time, their supernatural quality found in conceits
and analogies,
Howell's love conceit in the last series of quotations, burning like a piece of charcoal, is an example of
passion he defines metaphorically.

In other instances his

imagery, although his language is a partial hindrance in the
first passage, is supernaturally oriented:

"I see Religion

in torn ragged weeds, and with slubber'd eyes sitting upon
Weeping-Crosse, and wringing her hands" (TI,

in HD, p. 83);

"They who fear any popular Insurrection in England are like
Boys and V/omen, that are afraid of a Turnip cut like a
Death's-head with a Candle in't" (Epis.1.^.xliii).

Compari-

sons of this order, from the supernatural and passionate
standpoint, however, are more clearly illustrated in Howell's analogies, particularly recalling allegory as an extended metaphor.

It is of interest that Hovjell is the con-

cluding author discussed in the Renaissance section, "Prose:
The Baroque Glory," in A Literary

History

of England.'^'^

The

authors place Howell on a level near Pepys, Browne and
Taylor, and mention his "Celtic fancy" which "he could open
at will."*®

They refer to him as the ''dreamy Celt," in

*^/l Literary
* **i4 Literary

History
History

of
of

England,
England,

pp. 621-23
p. 621,
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reference to Dodona's

Grove,

and mention his occasionally

high standards of writing; their section on Howell concludes
with the following passage on the worldwide expansion of the
arts and sciences, hinting at a note of mysticism:
And as all other things by a kind of secret instinct
of Nature follow the motion of the Sun, so it is observed that the Arts and Sciences
which are the greatest helps to Civility, and all Morall endowments as
well as Intellectuall,
have wheel'd about and travell' d in a kind of concomitant motion with that great
Luminary of Heaven: They budded first amongst the

Brachmans and Gymnosophists

in India,

then they

blos-

som' d amongst the Chaldeans and Priests of Egypt whence
they came down the Nile,
and crossed over to Greece,
and there they may bee said to have borne ripe
fruit,
having taken such firme rooting, and making so long a
Plantation
in Athens and else where: Afterwards they
found the way to Italy,
and thence they clammer'd over
the Alpian hils to visit Germany and France, whence the
Britaines
with other North-west Nations of the lower
World fetch'd them over; and it is not improbable that
the next Flight they will make, will bee to the Savages
of the new discovered World, and so turne round, and
by this circular perambulation visit the
Levantines
' again [IFT, p, 14],
This passage is suggestive of the extended metaphor, the allegory, of classical influence.

The analogy of the arts and

sciences and the instinctive motion of life following the
sun describe the cultural movement through the countries of
the globe.

The intimation of the supernatural in the quota-

tion reminds one of Browne, whom Vann has found influential
in Howell's comment on burial in The Vision: ^^
I could be well contented that this small bottom of
clay whereon the ravell'd and thrumb'd threed of my
*'Vann, p. 34.
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life hath been wound up so long, should be turred to
earth and ashes by fire,
which is the noblest of the
Elements, rather than by letting it putrifie, and be
made a feast for ugly worms in the grave so long, and
be digested in their maws. A conceit not altogether
so extravagant as he who thought drowning to be the
gentlest way of going out of the world, when the body
by smooth waving undulations glides softly to its
last home [pp, 97-98],
Browne's discussions of death and the hereafter in
Medici (1643) were possibly known by Howell,

Religio

A passage from

Browne, for the sake of comparison, suggests the similarity
of subjects considered by the two authors, in this instance
the consequences of death:
I believe that the whole frame of a beast doth perish,
and is left in the same state after death as before it
was materialled unto life: that the Souls of men know
neither contrary nor corruption; that they subsist
beyond the body, and outlive death by the priviledge
of their proper natures, and without a Miracle; that
the Souls of the faithful, as they leave Earth, take
possession of Heaven: that those apparitions and
ghosts of departed persons are not the wandring souls
of men, but the unquiet walks of the Devils, prompting
and suggesting us unto mischief, blood, and villainy;
instilling and stealing into our hearts that the
blessed Spirits are not at rest in their graves, but
wander sollicitous of the affairs of the World, °
The baroque quality of Browne's comments is evident in what
Norman Mackenzie calls Browne's "delight in the mystique of
'mystery.'"^*

In spite of the fact that Howell never reaches

^^Religio

Huntley (New York:

Medici

and Other

Writings,

Intro, Frank L.

E, P. Dutton, 1951), p. 43.

^*"The Concept of Baroque and Its Relation to Sir
Thomas Browne's Religio

Studies

in Africa,

Medici

and Urn Burial,''

10, No, 2 (1967), 159.
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the depth of Browne's mystical explorations, the supernatural inquiry, metaphorically, is a baroque tendency in Howell's prose. ^*

His passion for Christ and the eternal is

apparent in his amalogies to his soul in relation to the
planets and the universe.

In The Parly

of Beasts,

for in-

stsmce, he speaks of his soul as an "Empresse" whose rule
creates "a most admirable harmony of all things in the whole
Universe of Man" (pp. 80-81).

In a letter to Sir Ed. B.,

Knight, Howell refers to his soul moving eastward, suggestive of the soul's motion in Donne's "Good Friday, 1613,
Riding Westward," "as all the heavenly Bodies do," but is
cautious of "the tenth Sphere" that draws his soul in a westerly direction, analogously suggesting the obstacles that
hinder the soul's progress toward salvation (I.6.xxxii).
Howell's thoughts of the supernatural, the divine, are also
aroused by the commonplaces of his everyday experiences.

An

*^Howell's contemplation of death is also of baroque
interest. In a recent study, Kathryn Anderson McEuen refers
to the inevitability-of-death motif in Howell's poetry, and
quotes the verses from "Upon my Honoured Friend and F. Mr.
Ben Johnson," in which death prevails as the Fates spin,
weave and cut the life from humanity:
Well Ben, I now perceive that all the Nine,
Though they their utmost force, shold combine.
Cannot prevail 'gainst Nights three Daughters,
but
One still must spin, one twist,
the other cut
iPoems, p. 74].
See Classical
Influence
upon the Tribe of Ben (New York:
Octagon Books, 1968), p. 39. See also Robert G. Collmer's
comments on natural and holy fear of death in "The Meditation on Death and Its Appearance in Metaphysical Poetry,"
Heophilologue,
45 (1961), 323-32.
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example of such a trend toward abstractions appears in his
musings on glass blowers at work in Venice, in which the art
elevates his thoughts:
As I stood prying into the materialls, and observ'd
the frame of their Furnaces, the transubstantiations,
the calcinings and liquefactions that are incident to
this fyerie art, my thoughts were raysed up to a
higher speculation, viz. That is such a small Furnace
fyre had vertu to convert lumps of dust and sand
crumbled together into such a transparent body as
Cristall, surely that great Universall Fyre which
shall happen at the Day of Judgment, may be its fervor
and violent ardor virrifie and turn to one masse of
Cristall the whole body of the Earth [S,P.Q.V.,
p. 39].
The power of these analogies, as I stated previously, comes
in the extended metaphor.

The subject matter, on the other

hand, implies the baroque.

Howell's one fully developed al-

legory as a genre, which I shall comment upon in another
chapter, is Dodona's

Grove,

have allegorical overtones.

though some of his other works
Attention, it might be agreed,

in the metaphorical vein of conceit and analogy, may be
given to Howell's baroque inclinations, which do not present
him as a primary model of "imaginative conceit," but surely
bring out another aspect of his prose that firmly establishes him as a representative writer of his era.
The proverb is heavily applied by Howell, although
his successful stylistic use of this trope has been questioned.

Archer Taylor, a distinguished authority on prov-

erbs, says that none of Howell's "proverbs for posterity"
have "found a place in oral or even learned tradition," and.
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Taylor continues, "it would perhaps be difficult to say just
why the vital spark is lacking, but its absence is beyond
question. "^^

F. Edward Hulme, in addition, gives Howell's

proverbs a low rating:
Howell's proverbs were, as a whole, not very judiciously selected, and he had the presumption and bad
taste to spin out of his own imagination a series of
what he called "New Sayings which may serve for Proverbs for posterity." These were very poor, and posterity has declined to have anything to do with them.^**
This criticism, marginally, is due Howell, for many of his
stylistic blemishes, repetition, awkward comparisons and
phrasing, and so on, are found in his proverbs, generously
scattered among his works.

As far as Howell's concentrated

effort in compiling proverbs is concerned, furthermore, a
chief difficulty, implied by Hulme's statement of their not
being "very judiciously selected," is Howell's lack of proverbial indexing in his Proverbs,
Adages,

later printed in Lexicon

or Old Sayed Sawes
Tetraglotton.

&

Janet E.

Heseltine more specifically refers to Howell's inattentiveness to systematized listing:
^^The

Proverb:

An Index

"Howell reprinted liberally
to

the

Proverb

(Hatboro,

Pa.: Folklore Associates, 1962), p. 157. ''New
Sayings,
which, in tract of Time, may serve for proverbs to Posterity," is the conclusion to Howell's seven sections in the
Proverbs.
The preceding six sections are composed of proverbs rendered from Camden: English proverbs rendered into
French, Italian and Spanish; the next three sections, selections of French, Italian and Spanish proverbs; and the sixth
section is British or Cambrian (Welsh) proverbs.
^'^Proverb Lore (1902; rpt. Book Tower, Detroit:
Gale Research, 1968), p. 49,
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from the collections that had preceded him; but unfortunately he had no method of arrangement, and it is almost impossible to find any given proverb without long search."^^
These objections to Howell's compiling ability are warranted,
for his listings in the Proverbs

are random; without a key

or alphabetical guide, one must explore the masses of proverbs in locating a prospective entry.

The check marks accu-

mulate against Howell in this lack of discipline, as well as
the questionable virtue of his "Sayed Sawes" as proverbs;
but Taylor's statement, that a "vital spark" is absent
"beyond question" in Howell's new sayings, does not isolate
Howell in the cold, considering the numerous first entries
to Howell in The Oxford

Dictionary

of English

Proverbs.^^

Even though Howell's proverbs, in general, at times contribute to the tiring effect of his prose as a whole, they are
also responsible for some of its versatile flavor.

^^The Oxford Dictionary
of English Proverbs,
Compiled by William George Smith, Intro. Janet E. Heseltine,
2nd ed. rev. by Sir Paul Henry (1935; rpt, Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1966), p. xxii,
^*See listings of proverbs in Appendix B. I have
consulted first references to Howell's proverbs in The
Oxford Dictionary
of English Proverbs,
to standardize to^
some degree his proverbial originality; but of course this
is a problem with Howell, as he was a notorious borrower.
The first Howell citations in the ODER, nevertheless, suggest his innovative proverbial contributions. Of Howell's
new sayings, Vann mentions the following deserving quotations: "Burn not thy fingers to snuff another man's candle";
"Giving begets love, lending doth lessen it"; "When thou
dost read a book, do not turn the leaves only, but gather
the fruit." See Vann, p. 43.
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The phrase "Sayed Sawes" is a vague label for proverbs, according to B. J. Whiting, although it implies antiquity, but he praises Howell, nevertheless, whose definition
of proverbs offers a fairly comprehensive statement of the
term.^' Howell's requirements for proverbs appear in "To
the Knovvingest Kind of Philologers" section of the

Proverbs:

Proverbs may not improperly be called the Philosophy of the Common People, or, according to
Aristotle,
the truest Reliques of old Philosophy, whereunto he
adds another remarkable Saying, That as no man is so
rich who might be able to spend equally with the Peeple,
so none is so wise as the Peeple in generall. . . . The
chief Ingredients that go to make a true Proverb, being
Sense, Shortnesse
and
Salt,
Lastly, Proverbs may be called the truest Franklins
or Freeholders of a Countrey; They have no other parent
but the peeple, being Traditionall Sayings, Precepts
and Memorandums, handed over as it were from Father to
Son, from Mother to Daughter, from Nurses to Children
time out of mind, and will be so as long as sermocination lasts among men; And though in point of Generation
they are kind of Naturall Children, and of an unknown
birth, yet are they no by-blowes or bastards, but legitimated by Prescription and long Tract of Ancestriall
Time. . , ,
Now let the squeamish Reder take this Rule along
with him, that Proverbs being Proleticall, and free familiar Country sayings do assume the Libertie to be
sometimes in plain, down-right, and homely termes, with
wanton naturall Expressions, that with their Salt some
of them carry a kind of Salacity (which are very fre-

quent in Gower, Chaucer,

Skelton,

Jo, Heywood and

others) yet they cannot be taxd of beastlines, or
bawdry,^'

^^"The Nature of the Proverb," Harvard Studies
Hotee in Philology
and Literature,
14 (1932), 292.
**See Proverbs,
Whiting, p. 294.

in Lexicon

Tetraglotton.

and

See also
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Whiting, after quoting Howell's statements as they appear
above, relays a noteworthy thought on Howell's contribution
to the proverb:

"In his various statements Howell has given

many of the characteristics of a true proverb, and we must
notice that he is one of the first to emphasize the fact
that proverbs are the property of the people and bear about
them many marks of lowly, if not vulgar, origin."^'

The fa-

miliar aspect of Howell's prose is again called to the reader's attention.

His figurative language in the proverbs, as

in much of his metaphorical expression, is commonplace, or,
as he says, they are stated in "plain, down-right, and
homely termes, with wanton naturall Expressions."

His ref-

erences to vulgarity in proverbs is perhaps an extreme of
his "naturall Expression," considering Vann's suggestion
that this may be a hindrance, "with no redeeming 'sense and
salt'"; but Howell's intention, even if he does not practice
what he preaches, as in the Familiar
a modern sense.^°

Letters,

is unusual in

His proverbs, similar to his metaphorical

expressions previously discussed, may be broken down into
varied categories for analysis, thus defining some of the
"sense and salt" of Howell's "Sayed Sawes."
The components of Howell's proverbs are complementary to his style in many respects, displaying structural

^'Whiting, p. 294.
'•Vann, p. 43.
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and figurative patterns that embody his prose.

The no-

menclature of his proverbs can be verified according to
proverbial distinctions made by Taylor, and those designated
by Thrall and Hibbard, a number of which are stylistic techniques presviously discussed in other areas.^^
Alliteration, used extensively by Howell, is recurrent in his proverbs:
more hay" (Eng Prov,
(Lett,

"Tittle-tattle, give the goose

6/1); "Marriage makes or mars man"

5 Feb. [1903],1,248).^2

posing clauses of antithesis:

Howell maintains the op"If Sins present do not

please thee. Sins past will not hurt thee" (Epis ,1 .b ,xi) ',
"He was slain that had warning, not he that took it"

(Brit

Prov, p, 3). The rhythmical aspect of the proverbs is en- .
hanced by rhyme:

"Who hath a good trade all waters may

wade" (Fr Eng, p. 23); "A thousand pounds and a bottle of
hay, is all one thing at doomsday" (Eng Prov,
is further illustrated in epigram:
the bee:

1/2), Rhyme

"The calf, the goose,

the world is ruled by these three" (16 35,

Lett,

3 Jul, [1903]); "Stand on the green, thirteen houses,
fourteen cuckolds, and never a house between" (Eng Prov^
21/1),

"Drift is as bad as unthrift" (Eng Prov,

and "A fool is fulsome"

(Eng Prov,

Howell's playing on words.

p. 6),

10/2; are instances of

Correlatives appear frequently

3lTaylor, pp. 137-50, and Thrall and Hibbard, p. 385.
32Abbreviated titles, vol nos,, etc., from The
Oxford Dictionary
of English Proverbs
are recorded as they
appear in that source. See note to Appendix B.
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in the proverbs:

"Where there is much Fancy, there is

little of Fortune; and where there' s much of Fortune, there' s
little of Fancy" (Epis,1V,ix)

:

"Where Truth erecteth her

Church, he helps Error to reare up a Chapell hard by"
(PB, p. 81). The general classification of metaphor, as
indicated in previous comments on figurative language,
applies to most of Howell's proverbs, the following example representing the group:

"A galloping horse is an

open sepulcher" (IFT^ p. 69). Two remaining categories,
aphorism and maxim, are quite common in the proverbs.
The pointed statements of aphorism at times break up the
monotony of Howell's longer sentences:
bag-pudding" (Eng Prov,

"Sweet-heart and

6/1); "Defend me, and spend me"

(^ptfi.I.l.vii); "No news, good news" (Epis,11.viii),

The

maxim is perhaps one of Howell's favorite proverbs, as
he relishes giving advice to others:

"Repent of things

committed and commit not things to be repented" (Vis,

p. 79);

"If you are resolved to marry. Choose where you love, and
resolve to love your choice" (^p^s.I.4,ix); "Though the
enemy be no bigger than an Ant, yet fear him as if he were an
Elephant" (DG,lly

p. 47), These classifications are not unique

for Howell, for most proverbs conform to the aforementioned
rhythmical and figurative patterns in one way or another.

His

constant practice of the proverbial techniques, however,
offers an additional instance of the breadth of his figurative
language, and the maintenance of his rhythmical features.
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His adherence to these aspects of style, furthermore,
strengthens his position as a writer of proverbs.
I have divided a random selection of Howell's proverbs into ten listings, of finer distinctions than those of
the metaphorical section, due to the vagueness of reference
words pertaining to the subject matter of some proverbs.

My

categories consist of animals and vegetation; countries,
cities and their inhabitants; money, commerce and thrift;
health and the human body; women, love and marriage; loyalty,
friendship and deceit; royalty, law and war; conscience, insight and fortitude; divinity, time and fate; and the devil
First Howell citings in The Oxford

and hell.

English Proverbs

Dictionary

of

appearing most often in these listings are

the animal and vegetation, and conscience lists, with thirtyone entries each, and the list pertaining to women and love
with twenty-three entries-.

This statistic recalls Howell's

emphasis on nature and the commonplace in the metaphorical
listings. The conscience section is general and not easily
classified, a partial reason for its length, but the animals
and women, marriage, etc., listings, more specifically,
again show Howell's concern for the recording of everyday
experience.
Many of the animals in Howell's proverbs are domestic, those seen in homes and on farms, with the exception of
birds, and some mention of animals that inhabit jungles and
forests.

Howell's reference to the ass, for example, can be
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anticipated:

"The asse oftentimes carries gold on his

back, yet feeds on thistles" (PB, p, 17); and birds have a
certain place in his proverbs:

"Each bird is well pleased

with his own voice" (Brit

p. 2), An example of vege-

Prov,

tation appears in the Epistle Dedicatory of The History
the Jews:

of

"For if the natural branches were not spared how

can the wild olive think to escape the fire of his displeasure?" Proverbs of countries, cities and their inhabitants
are used by Howell, consecutively,, as follows:

"Great Brit-

ain for an Island, France for a kingdom, Milan for a Duchy,
and Flanders for a Country or Earldome" (PK, p, 100);
"Venice shall continue a Virgin untill her Husband forsakes
her" (S.P.Q.V.,

p. 40); "Who dealeth with a Florentine, Must

have the use of both his Ey'n" (Epis.1.1.xli).

Howell does

not let his readers forget his concern about money:

"A fool

and his money is soon parted" (£'p'ts. I. 5.xxxvii); and commerce is likewise a subject of interest:

"Tis time to shut

up shop, when the Ware is all gone" (Lon,

p. 26). The con-

sequence of Howell's economic concentration is thrift:
wholesomest meal is at another man's cost" (Eng Prov,

"The
19/1).

The influence of science on Howell's prose is further indicated in his proverbs on health and the human body:

"He

hath as many diseases as a horse" (PB, p. 27); "I love his
little finger more than thy whole body" (Eng Prov,

15/1).

In the proverbs, as well as other areas of his prose, Howell's comments on women, love and marriage are usually
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affirmative, even though he remained a bachelor for life:
"Let Love rather than Lucre be your guide" (Fp^s. 1,4.ix) :
'/Ask my wife whether I thrive or no" (PB, p. 59), The five
remaining proverbial categories, excepting love in the preceding section, deal with abstractions, as loyalty,
conscience and the divine,
Loyalty and friendship were highly esteemed by
Howell. His high praise of kings and political officials,
his dedication of the Familiar
Some Sober Inspections

Made into

Letters

to Charles II and

Parlement

to Oliver Crom-

well, for example, and his deep regard for personal acquaintances, notably expressed in the Familiar
his sincere intentions.
in this trend:
ters" (Eng Prov,

Letters,

suggest

Many of his proverbs, in turn, are

"Be not too bold with your biggers, or bet3/2); "True blue will never stain" (Eng

Prov,

11/1); but also in this section, conversely, Howell gives
warning against the evils of deceit:

"Where distrust

entreth in at one door, friendship goes out at the other"
(DG,11. P. 31). "The King can do no wrong" (LL,

p. 13); and

"War makes the thief, and peace brings him to the gallows"
(PB, p, 117) are proverbs of law and order in the kingdom, reflecting the wars that raged during Howell's lifetime.

Con-

science, insight, and fortitude, a rather broad category, not
infrequently consists of maxims, offering advice to the reader:

"It concerns you not to be over-hasty herein, nor to

take the Ball before the Bound" (ffpte.1.4.ix); "Be witty as
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well as Wise" (PK, p. 210). The concluding sections, the
divinity and the devil categories, are separate, due to Howell's specific references to the devil and hell.
works, as a matter of fact, A Trance.

One of his

Or News from

Hell,

reminiscent of Dante, exemplifies his opposition to sin and
concern for the suffering of sinners in hell.

A great por-

tion of Howell's proverbs, furthermore, are statements on
church doctrine and the clergy, and thoughts of heaven and
hell: "I had never burnt the Church unless I had thought
the Bishop had been in't" (ffpis.Il.lxii); "One must sometimes light a candle to the Devil" (Preem,

p. 16). Aside

from divine aspects, the passing of time concerns Howell:
"It should never be said of me, that I will defer till tomorrow what I can do to-day" (Epis, 11.xvii)'^
larly, occupies his thoughts:
IV,ix).

and fate, simi-

"Fortune is not blind"

(Epis.

My selection of these proverbs, even though they

are a modest listing of Howell's output, helps to form a
clearer picture of his metaphorical expression.

Howell's

structural bent in the metaphors, to reiterate, is Ciceroniem, but his subjects are commonplace, of flowers, money
and marriage:

the domestic scene that complements the famil-

iar aspect of his style, suggestive of the plain quality of
Seneca.
A note in passing to the next chapter on Howell's
specialty, familiar expression in his prose, should be made
on a characteristic that has benefited his favorable
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notoriety:

humor.

The Familiar

Letters

contain the prime

examples of Howell's humor, but light touches are at times
present in his other works.

A reason for this is that the

work at hemd in many of his writings was of a serious nature,
dealing with history or problems in current events, and the
subjects did not call for humor.

This brings up another at-

titude of Howell that his readers might consider.

The body

of his prose suggests that Howell was not a champion of
laughter, as one may assume from some of his letters.

He

' frequently has bones to pick with the world, and he speaks
his mind in earnest.

Howell's humor, nevertheless, is memo-

rable, and an instance of this is in the proverbs:

"He that

gropes in the dark finds that he would not" (Eng Prov,
"He that riseth late must trot all day" (Span-Eng,

p. 17).

The clergy is subject to Howell's humorous attacks:
devil gets up to the belfry by the vicar's Skirts"

13/1);

"The
(Span-Eng,

p. 20); and women are subject to teasing in a light vein:
"Everyone knowes how to tame a shrew but he who hath her"
(PB, p. 61). Howell is occasionally coarse with his proverbial humor, not unusual in seventeenth-century prose, recalling Vann's notice of Howell's vulgarity.

This is perhaps

the dash of "salt" that Howell professes to use "with wanton
naturall Expressions":

"Lincolnshire, where hogs sh— soap,

and cows s h — fire" (Eng Prov,

p. 21). In another instance

Howell concludes an anecdote with a crude proverb, in which
a rustic makes the obscene gesture of waving his fist with
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his thumb between the first and second fingers, and shouting, "Lo here the Figge" (GD, "Of Germany," p. 42), a scornful retort to his fellows who victimized him into performing
unpleasentries with an ass.

This combination of humor and

vulgarity, even though it is irregular in Howell's prose, is
representative of the humorous tone of his age, and the decades to follow, scatological references made by John Dryden
(1631-1700) in Mac Flecknoe

(1682) and the occasional pro-

fanity in Restoration dramas serving as examples.

Chapter VI
The Movement Toward the Plain Style:
Howell's Commonwealth Speech

What I have labeled as Howell's Commonwealth
speech is a hybrid of styles discoverable in much prose
of the Commonwealth Interregnum era.

I have suggested

that the evolution of prose toward the plain style usually
reveals Ciceronian or Senecan leanings, the pure imitation
of one master or the other being uncalculable, although
stylistic favoritisms prevail.

In Howell's Commonwealth

speech, from one standpoint, the language is Ciceronian,
studded with Latin quotations, Latinized words and constructions, with neologistic and rare words that sometimes recall
the excessive inkhorn terms of the sixteenth century.

This

classical influence, in accordance with the structure of
his Ciceronian sentences, is germane to Howell's style
and permeates most of his works, indicating his unyielding
traditional bond with Cicero.
Howell attains his laurels, however, when he replaces
his elaborate language for that of everyday conversation,
made up of colloquial expressions that were apparently
familiar to seventeenth-century ears.

2^2

This aspect of his
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style spans the Familiar

Letters

general corpus of his prose.

but is also heavy in the
Howell's Commonwealth speech,

although indulgent of Seneca, is a cross between Ciceronian
and Senecan expression:

on the one hand, Howell uses Latinisms

and colloquialisms similar to those found in the works of
Browne, Burton and Milton; on the other hand, his language
suggests the plain familiar style of conversation found in
the prose of authors like Walton, Bunyan and Pepys,

Some

of Jonson's dramas may also be considered in this group,

A

consideration of these two areas shows another trend in
Howell's language that stylistically situates more securely
the altering patterns of his prose.
Howell's education at Hereford grammar school was
likely representative of the course of study experienced
by most male youngsters of his age.
learning to read and write Latin.

The emphasis was on

Jacobs suggests that

Howell appears to have received a sound classical training
at Hereford, which the Latinistic mode of his writing implies.^

The rigid order of linguistic study in most gram-

mar schools of the period is noted by John R. Mulder in
his reference to the study of rhetoric in the fourth form:
In the fourth form the boys also tasted the delights
of the Muses through a serious inquiry into the art of
Ovid's Metamorphoses.
The method of analysis was as
follows: Each scholar had to memorize half a dozen^
verses, then construe the passage verbatim, phrase it

^Jacobs, p. XXvi.
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•;-^

grammatically, list all the tropes and figure he could
find, give the derivations of words, and show the extent of his Latin vocabulary by finding synonyms for
them; after that he must scan each verse. So far,
the pupil had performed only half of the usual assignment. Next he must turn Ovid's passage into elegant
English prose in order to turn it back into proper
Latin, "rightly placed according to the rules of
rhetorical composition"; finally, he had to unscramble
it again into a variety of English verse.^

Howell's adequate handling of foreign languages is unquestionable, for he could speak and write seven different tongues,
one of which was English, Welsh being his native speech,^
Flurries of foreign quotations, notably French, Italian,
Spanish and Latin, appear consistently in Howell's prose,
but Latin appears to have priority over the other languages,
His Latin quotations are extensive, the most common sequence
offers a Latin quotation followed by a polite translation
into English:
Now 'tis a rule that Jactantia
aggravat
peccatum;
boasting of mischief, make's the sin the worse.
St.
Augustin
in defineing sin, saith, that it is Dictum,
factum vel concupitum contra legem aeternam, a thing
spoken, don, or wish'd against the eternal Law
[PPA,
p. 8],
Typography may be calld Arsmemoria,
&
morsoblivionis,
the art of memory, and death of Oblivion [GD, "Of
Germany," p. 15],

^The Temple of the Mind: Education and
Literary
Taste in Seventeenth-Century
England (New York: Pegasus,
1969), p. 23.
3See my comment on Howell's mastery of foreign
languages in Chapter I.
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It being a Rule . . . That Quilibet

tantum possit

in two Territorio,

imperii

Status

quantum Imperator

in

toto Imperio:
Every State of the Empire hath as much
power in his own Territory, as the Emperour hath in
the whole Empire [PK, p. 4].
Latinistic constructions in Howell's works, furthermore, are
representative of his classical training.

An essay by Mar-

garet Williamson, "Colloquial Language of the Commonwealth
and Restoration," concentrates of diverse qualities of Commonwealth cuid Restoration speech, a number of them based on
Latin graunmar.

Williamson introduces use of the infinitive

for the present participle, for example, with a quotation
from one of Howell's letters:

"there being little comfort,

God wot, to breathe English Air" (Il.xxxii). ** Other instances of the "to" construction appear as follows:
I never grud'g to venture my bloud this way [ET,
p. 8].
That Friendship is like to last long, and never to
shrink in the wetting
[Epis.Il.xiii.
I shall not need to English it [a letter] to you

[Epis.l.3.xxvl.
Howell, in turn, uses the present and past participles, similar to Bacon's constructions of the absolute participle previously mentioned, occasionally concluding clauses:

**"Colloquial Language of the Commonwealth and Restoration," The English Association,
Pamphlet No. 73 (July
1929), p. 14.
'Margaret Williamson, p. 15.
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It was one of the bravest Enterprizes, and had prov'd
such a glorious Exploit that no Story could have
parallel'd [^pts.I.2.xi].
Present danger magnanimats them, and inflames their
courage, but expectation makes it languish [DG, I,
p. 9].
The Germans were approved men for military glory, but
He las, they are now much eclipsd [GD, "Of Germany,"
p. 38].
Another aspect of colloquial language that Williamson covers,
suggestive of Latin roots, is the omission of relative pronouns from clauses, evidenced in these statements by Howell:*
They came to the point of Pusilipo and got off cleer
again [Parth,
"Philip the Fourth of Austria," p. 55].
The last week you sent me word, that you were so
cramp'd with business, that you could not put Pen to

Paper [Epis.

11,xxl.

Because I was longer a getting, there was more time
and matter went into my Generation [MH, Advertisement,
A2].
I

I

I

The elimination of pronouns may remind the reader of other
forms of stylistic omission, characteristic of the classics.
Ellipses and asyndeton serve as illustrations.' Ellipses
are particularly evident in Howell's omission of words in
letters, a practice of epistolary brevity that has become
standard in familiar correspondence:

"In the various courses

of my wandring life, I have had occasion to spend some part
^Margaret Williamson, p. 17.
'The classical designation for asyndeton is dissolutio/asyndeton. See Sonnino, p. 78.
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of my time in literal correspondences with divers" (IV.
xxvii); "I allow this of mine twenty days" (I.l.xxxiv).

A

singular example of asyndeton appears in a letter to Dr.
Thomas Prichard, in which Howell omits coordinators and is
repetitive for dramatic emphasis in the concluding section:
*^Friendship is

the great

Chain of human Society,

is

chiefest

course of Letters

one of the

links

and
of that

interChain:

you know this as well as I; therefore I pray let our Friendship, let our Love, that nationality of British
virtuous tie of Academic

Love, that

Love, be still;^strengthened (as

heretofore) and receive daily more and more Vigor" (1.2.
xvii).

Adjectives following nouns are additional indica-

tions of Howell's habitual Latinisms:
Royal of Scotland

"Moreover, the Bloud

some hundreds of yeers before was incorpo-

rated in the British"

(PK, p. 44); "he had alwaies an Archi-

buz ready cockd hard by him" (Parth,

"Philip the Fourth of

Austria," p. 49). Exclamations, as I mentioned earlier, are
a recurring stylistic feature of Howell's prose, also derived from Latin:®

"0 Immortal God! what an heroik and in-

comparable exploit was that of discovering and conquering
the West-Indies,

which counter-balanceth all the old world

were they cast into a pair of scales!" (PK, p. 160); "They
intercepted and printed his private letters to his Queen,
•See W. A. Russell, The Development

Language as Exhibited

in Latin

and in English

of the Art

of

(London: Wil-

liams 8 Norgate, 1933), pp. 38-4 0, for a discussion of the
Latin origins of exclamations.
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and hers to him, (Oh barbarous basenessel)" (VLG, p. 14).
These Latin characteristics roam freely in Howell's prose,
and partially display the range of his classical education.
His spelling and varied usage of words, in turn, is also
suggestive of his Latinistic background.
In more specific relationship to words and phrases,
Howell's Commonwealth speech resides on two different levels.
In one sense, many of his words are Latinistic, with the
heavy, rhythmical drone sounding frequently in his sentences.
The "ous," "um," arid "tor" sounds, for example, are usually
present, and his neologisms and rare expressions, at times
extraordinary, are not lightly placed in his prose.

In an-

other sense, however, Howell breaks his ties with high
Ciceronianism, and speaks the conversational language of the
man in the street.

Exhibitionism is reduced, and phrases of

ordinary conversation prevail.

One should keep in mind, at

the same time, that both aspects, the Latinism of Ciceronian
influence and the conversational, adherent to the Senecan
plain style, are characteristic of Commonwealth speech,
I have compiled a sample listing of Howell's
colloquial, rare and innovative words and expressions, which
may be handy in appraising his Latinistic and commonplace
language.9

One can see the Latin roots of many reference

words in this list from a random observation.

9See Appendix C,

Howell's
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Latinisms are, occasionally, partial to masculine sounds,
suggestive of the drumming effect of ancient Latin.

The

"gi" "J^" *^^ "^" sounds in the words "disgregated," "refulgency" and "corruscations," for example, are heavy, reminiscent of the classics:

"Her [the soul's] sight is presently

dazled and disgregated with the refulgency and corruscations
thereof" (Epie.11.1).
same effect:

The repetition of "d" sounds has the

"[Glass-making is] a rare kind of Knowledge

and Chymistry to transmute Dust and Sand . . . to such a diaphanous pellucid dainty Body" (Epis.l.l.xxix).

The begin-

nings and endings of other words contribute to Latin spellings; for instance, "amphibium" (TI,

in HD, p. 76),

"haraucane" (i?pte. Il.xi) , "hippocentaur" (Epis, 1.2.xiii)

y

"olstreperous" (/?iy, JIX, p, 17), "pharisaical" (ffpis. II.Ixvii),

"supererogation" (Epis.IV.xxxvi)
1.xliii).

and "excrescences"

(Epis.l.

Howell's readers soon discover, moreover, that he

is victimized by what contemporaneous critics might have referred to as inkhorn terms.

"Amphibolou" (ET, p. 6) is a

likely example, in which the Latin construction of the word
is emphasized.

The words in this category appear in Howell's

prose from time to time, "Ho-Elain words and expressions,"
as Harwood refers to them, and they imply Ciceronian elaboration:*^

"hypocondriacall" (VM, in HD, p. 359), "nogingles"

*°Harwood refers to the words "spriteful," "omniscious," "candent," "influxious" and "subdolous" as "Ho-Elian"
words and expressions. See "James Howell," p. 171. Howell's
elaboration in using Latin may imply the baroque regarding
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(Para, Dedication), "troboccant" (VLG, p. 208), "confarreation" (Epis.l.^.ix)

and "sollevation" (LL, p. 105). Accord-

ing to my word list, the references in this category are
either rare or innovative words used by Howell.

His innova-

tive words, most of which may be classified as neologisms,
number twenty-two, with an additional twelve references
cited by Wilson concluding the list.**

These words are not

all representative of Latin spellings, but they are of special interest in presenting one of Howell's experiments with
language.
As in my previous word lists, the listing in Appendix C is a sample.

Further research would undoubtedly un-

cover numerous other words suiting my designations.

My se-

lections, however, are sufficient to suggest the depth of
Howell's inventive mind.

Howell citations in the OED are

far and wide, either as first citations or somewhere near
the first citing of a word used by another author.

Although

his obscurity of phrase. This is a characteristic of Gongorism: the abuse or exaggeration of Latin and Greek terms.
Ernest M^rim^e refers to G6ngora's use of such words as
"copia," "caliginoso," "fragoso" and "estoraque" as Latinis-

tic obscurities.

See A History

of Spanish

trans. S. Griswold Merely (New York:
p. 230.

Literature,

Henry Holt, 1930),

**See Appendix C and Wilson's discussion of Howell's
neologisms (p. 119). Trautwein's contributions to Howell's
innovative words are: "piacle," "animallios," "recarninified," "exsicant" and "pulpiteer" (p. 66). Margaret Williamson's sole contribution for Howell is the word "purloined" (p. 24). Refer to Appendix C for definitions of
Howell's Colloquial Terms.
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Howell was an active neologizer in his day, a number of his
coined and rare expressions are no longer in use.

This fact

recalls Taylor's comment on lack of interest in Howell's
original proverbs, for the sake of comparison; but his concern for revitalizing the English language with new words,
and notably in his spelling reforms which I shall come to*
shortly, points the way toward new trends in prose complementary to the rise of the plain style.
Three of Howell's neologisms, for example, "homageable," "squander'd" and "throaty," may not be considered
out of the ordinary in modern speech:

"[The Duke of Lorain]

is homageable to the Crown of France" (ffpis,I.6.xii); "[The
Jews] now grown contemptible, and strangely squander'd up
and down the World" (Epis.l.B.xiv);

"The conclusion of this

rambling Letter shall be a Rhyme of certain hard throaty
words" (^pis.II.Ixxi).

The modernity of Howell's rare ex-

pressions is more expansive, the words "clogg'd," "hoodwincked" and "loop hole," representative of a larger group:
"The long-look'd-for Dispensation is come from Rome, but I
hear it is clogg'd with new clauses" (ffpis.1.3.xx); "To be
carried away [and] hood-wincked in that manner" (Para,

p. 9);

"Which word Popish (as som think) was scrued in of purpose
for a loop hole to let in any other innovation" (TI,

in HD,

p. US). These words and expressions deviate from Howell's
Latinistic words.

They are characteristic of words, border-

ing on slang terminology, used in everyday conversation.
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Howell's ancient and modern combination of language, Latinisms on the one hand, and colloquial expressions
on the other, is not unusual in the prose of the Commonwealth Interregnum era.

Evidence of this transitional oc-

currence, for instance, can be found on most pages of Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy

(1621).

Within a short distance

Burton, in the Latin vein, speaks of "those superintendents
of wit," "prodigious paradoxes," "a phantastical strain" and
"parasitical applauders,"*^

Contained in the same section

are commonplace words and expressions also used freely by
Howell,

Burton, for example, refers to different classes of

people as "harebrains," "giddy-headed," "bandy-legg'd,"
"crackt," "crazy," and he states that critics "puzzle themselves,"*^

Similar stylistic habits are indicated by Milton

in Areopagitica

(1644),

In the brief span of two pages, his

Latin and colloquial strains are clear.

An edge of Latin

spelling is noted in his references to the "pretious lifeblood," "Atheisticall" writings, "voluptuousnesse" and "scurrilous vehemence."***

On the same pages Milton speaks of

works being sown "up and down," one of Howell's pet expressions; a chance to "spring up" armed men;
^^The

Anatomy

of Melancholy,

Jordan-Smith (1927; rpt. New York:
pp. 94-95,
^^The Anatomy

of Melancholy,

a good book

ed. Floyd Dell and Paul

Tudor Publishing, 1938),
pp. 94-95.

^**The Works of John Milton,
ed, Frank Allen Patterson, et al,, (New York: Columbia Univ, Press, 1931), IV,
298-99.
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"treasured up" on purpose; and licensing that "crept out"
of the Inquisition.*'

The influence of the classics upon

Milton has been readily discussed.

One of many sources is

Elbert N. S. Thompson's essay, "Milton's Prose Style."**
Of special interest to my study, however, are Thompson's
comments on Milton's colloquial style; some of the quotations above illustrate his plain-style inclinations.
speaking of Milton as a pamphleteer, Thompson states:

In
"As

pamphleteer he [Milton] had at command not simply the same
literary terms but also an unlimited supply of simple, vigr
orous, home-spun phrases.

That is the most distinctive fea-

ture of his work. . . . But the most striking effects of his
prose are gained from the common, even homely, expressions,"*'
Thompson's judgment could apply to Howell's style.

The com-

parison is strategic in further defining Latinisms and colloquialisms that compose the speech of the Commonwealth.
The transitional elements in Burton and Milton present a
clearer perspective of Howell's changing trends, which were
apparently not extraordinary during his lifetime.
A concluding example of this transitional tendency
can be found in Browne's Religio

Medici,

Not distantly re-

moved from Burton and Milton, and Howell, as far as word

^^The Works of John Milton,

IV, 298-99.

^*"Milton's Prose Style," PQ, l^*. No. 1 (1935), 1-16
*'Thompson, p. 9.
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choice is concerned, Browne's Latinisms and colloquialisms
fluctuate throughout the Religio
Latinistic words are:

Medici.

Examples of his

"superstition," "altitude," "Amphib-

ium," "Anthropophagi" and "Catholican."*•

The following

references are somecof Browne's colloquial words and expressions, once again, many of which appear in Howell's prose:
"reel and stagger," "far-fetch'd," "makes a noise," "drums
in popular ears," "queasie stomachs" and "jarring a temper."**
One may observe that the classical overtones in the prose of
Burton, Milton and Browne retain their membership in the
flourishing circles of Elizabethan prosaists, and the same
may be claimed of Howell; but their amenableness to colloquial language, at the same time, veers in the direction of
anti-Ciceronianism, especially representative of Howell's
prose. They are all transitionalists in this sense.

One

may further observe that even though Latinisms compose an
aspect of Commonwealth speech, colloquial, familiar language
is a sign of the era when Oliver Cromwell and the Puritans
took political control of the land.

Exhibitionism in the

arts, the closing of the theaters for example, was toned
down in comparison to the gaiety of the Elizabethan and Jacobean periods.

It is in this vein, of the plain and familiar,

that Howell's prose style emerges.
*'Browne, pp. 3, 9, 39, 43 and 84, consecutively
^•Browne, pp. 4, 33, 59, 59, 84 and 84,
consecutively.
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Aside from the fact that Howell's reconditioning
of language did not achieve great heights, his attempts, as
Harwood suggests, support the cornerstones of the evolving
prose style of the eighteenth century:
It is characteristic of Howell that in the middle of
these elephantine experiments in language he fell
naturally upon the secret of a new, enduring, and
vitally necessary English prose style. . . . In his
way Howell did a greater thing than Browne or Donne or
Milton. He wedded literary expression to common care,
but permitted you to be negligent, in which you could
with equal ease administer counsels of perfection and
recommend a cook. It was a definite step towards the
development of a new temperament. . . . Men were afraid
of expressing their simple thoughts because there was
no way of expressing them simply. Howell made it possible to write easily and colloquially, and paved the
way to a new culture, almost a new civilisation. Both
in style and attitude, he is the forerunner of Steele
and Addison, and forged the weapon which they used.^°
Harwood's appreciative observation of Howell's contributions
to colloquial prose style is warranted, once Howell's readers excuse the oddity, now and then, of his constructions
and modified classical borrowings.

Howell's use and adjust-

ments of classical language, nevertheless, are in the pioneering mode of improving the English language.

According

to James A. H. Murray, inkhorn terms, for example, or "newfangled 'hard words,'" although rejected by many writers,
were desired by others, and books listing hard words and
their definitions were in demand.^*

Murray mentions The

^'Harwood, p. 172.
^^The Evolution
of English
Clarendon P r e s s , 1 9 0 0 ) , p. 29.

Lexicography

(Oxford:
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Table Alphabeticall

of Hard Words (1604) as a representative

source by Robert Cawdrey, and Henry Cockeran's English
tionarie

Dic-

(1623), the latter offering such "hard words" as

"abhorre," "abrupt" and "absurd," which are still in use,
and a second part explaining ordinary words in relation to
their "hard" equivalents.^^

The noteworthy implication, to

a degree, is the accepted rhetoric of inkhorn terms equated
with everyday language.

"The plain man or gentlewoman,"

Murray states, "may write a letter in his or her natural
language, and then by turning up the simple words in the
dictionary alter them into their learned equivalents."^'
This practice is of stylistic interest, as it lessens the
gap between classical and colloquial expressions.
The tempo of leveling classical and colloquial languages is felt in Howell's attempt, borrowing Harwood's
phrase, to "pave the way to a new culture."

Although Howell

uses hard words, he opposes cumbersome spelling, which he
finds a hindrance to communication.
has a section entitled "0/ divers

A New English

superfluous

Grammar

Letters in

the

English Orthography," in which Howell discusses the problem
of "superfluous letters" in English, responsible for foreigners wanting to throw away their English grammar books in "a
kind of passion and dislike" (p. 83). Similarly, in the

^^Murray, p. 29.
*'Murray, p. 29.
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advertisement concluding The Parly

of Beasts,

Howell warns

the reader of excrescent French spellings of English words,
which he believes should be replaced by the shorter Latin
forms: "It hath bin, and is still the endevor of the Author
to reform this, as also to bring those words which are derived from the Latin
than the French,
vertisement).
of the Familiar

Toung to follow her Ortography

rather

wherby divers Letters are sav'd" (PB, AdThe subject of the advertisement to Book III
Letters,

furthermore, is Howell's concern

for one to write words as they are pronounced, to reduce the
number of letters in many words:
Among other Reasons which make the English Language
of so small extent, and put strangers out of conceit
to learn it, one is. That we do not pronounce as we
write; which proceeds from divers superfluous Letters
that occur in many of our Words, which adds to the
difficulty of the Language. Therefore the Author hath
taken pains to retrench such redundant unnecessary
Letters in this Work (tho' the Printer hath not been
so careful as he should have been) as among multitudes
of other words may appear in these few, done, some,
come: Which tho' we, to whom the speech is connatural,
pronounce as monosyllables, yet when strangers come to
read them, they are apt to make them dissyllables, as
do-ne, so-me, co-me; therefore such an e is superfluous [p. 510],
Howell continues with examples of his spelling reforms favoring Latin rather than French orthography, as the sequences of
these series indicate:

"Physic, Logic, Afric, not Physique,

Logique, Afrique; Favor, Honor, Labor, not Favour, Honour,
LeU>our . . . peeple, not pe-ople, tresure, not treasure,
toung, not tongue. . . . Parlement, not Parliament, busines.
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witnes, sicknes, not business, witness, sickness; star,
war, far, not starre, warre, farre" (Epis,

p. 510). Howell

abides by many of these spelling modifications in his prose.
The omission of the final "e" in the word "divers" from the
blocked quotation above is an example.

The dropping of cer-

tain letters in words strove for and against Howell's reform
according to the spelling retained in modern usage.

The

dropping of "que" in "Physic," for instance, and the "re"
from "star," "war" and "far," are accepted modern spellings,
but "peeple," "tresure" and "toung" are nonstandard,
Howell has received some recognition for his orthographical changes that have been retained.

His spelling

contributions, twelve listed in A New English

Grammar (pp.

83-89), are cited in an essay by Percy Simpson and Mark
Hunter, "Old Spelling and Spelling Reformers," a tribute to
Howell, who receives more attention for his spelling innovations than Jonson.^**

E. H. Mensel, in addition, gives

notice to Howell's spelling habits, and speaks of his awareness of linguistic problems in his time:

"Naturally, these

linguistic labours of that remote time bear the marks of infancy as compared with the advance made since then, but they
give evidence of a lively interest in philological matters
and show a wide acquaintance with the current notions of his

^•^"Old Spelling and Spelling Reformers,"
Spelling
Society:
The Pioneer of Reformed Spelling,
No. 2 (July 1926), 35-37.

^

Simplified
1,
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day."**

The French-English

Dictionary

edited by Howell, and the Lexicon

of Randle Cotgrave,

Tetraglotton

are of addi-

tional orthographic interest, offering English words with
their French equivalents in the former, and French, Italian
and Spanish equivalents in the latter.^*

Howell's explora-

tions in the origin of the English language also reveal his
investigative spirit.

R. F. Jones notes Howell's queries in

etymology by his acknowledgment of the German ancestry of
the English language, which begins one of the prefatory
poems of the Lexicon

Tetraglotton:^^

France, Italy
and>5pain, ye sisters three
Whose Toungs are branches of the Latian tree,
To perfect your odd Number, be not shy
To take a Fourth to your society.
That high teutonick
Dialect which bold
Hengistus with his Saxons brought of old
Among the Brittains,
when by knife and sword
He first of England did create,
the Word;
Nor is't a small advantage to admitt
So Male a speech to mix with you, and knitt.
Who by her Consonants and tougher strains
Will bring more Arteries
'mong your soft veins.
For of all toungs Dutch hath most nerves and bones.
Except the Pole, who hurles his words like stones
[Lex, p. 1].

^'"James Howell as a Practical Linguist," JEGP, 2 5
(1926), 533.
^*Vera E. Smalley has a brief section on Howell's
French-English
Dictionary,
in The Sources of a Dictionary
of

the French and English

Tongues by Randle Cotgrave

(Balti-

more: Johns Hopkins Press, 1948), pp. 33-34. See also
M. M. Mathews' study of dictionaries prior to 1600, A Survey
of English Dictionaries
(Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1933),
pp. 8-21.
^''The Triumph of the English Language (1953; rpt.
Stanford, Cal.: Stanford Univ. Press, 1966), p. 262.
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These instances of Howell's pride in the English language
enhance his position as an innovator of new stylistic
achievements in prose, particularly when they are coupled
with his familiar words and expressions,
Howell's colloquial words and expressions, if the
list in Appendix C is consulted, can be classified according
to some categories devised by Margaret Williamson.^'

Most

of the references in Appendix C are colloquial terms not
foreign to twentieth-century readers.

This classification

on Williamson's labels has two headings:

metaphorical and

common phrases identical with those of the present day.

A

second classification is metaphorical and common phrases
that have undergone modification; and a third category is
obsolete phrases, which most of Howell's innovative references come under.

I shall consider another area, Jacobean

catch phrases, before turning to Williamson's classifications, as a number of Howell's phrases, metaphorical and
colloquial, are applicable to this division.
In his essay, "Some Jacobean Catch-Phrases and Some
Light on Thomas Bretnor," John Crow discusses the almanacs
and prognostications compiled by Thomas Bretnor, which appeared annually for the years 1607-1619.^'

Bretnor's

^•Margaret Williamson, pp. 7-10 and 21-24.
*'See "Some Jacobean Catch-Phrases and Some Light on
Thomas Bretnor," in Elizabethan
and Jacobean Studies
Presented to Frank Percy Wilson, ed. Herbert David and Helen
Gardner (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1959), pp. 250-78.
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almanacsj aside from other entries, contained listings
of catch phrases or common sayings, a number being of
proverbial interest, which he regarded as contemporary.
In some instances the catch phrases are the same or similar
to phrases used by Howell.

Brentnor's lists are compiled

according to "EVILL DAYS" and "GOOD DAYS,"

although these

sections are not always representative of Howell's attitude.
Most of Bretnor's catch phrases appearing in Howell's
prose, in accordance with my samplings in the metaphorical,
proverbial and colloquial appendices, are from "EVILL DAYS."
Howell's usage is occasionally a modification of Bretnor's
citings, but the similarities are apparent.

Bretnor's

catch phrases, "an afterclappe," "by weeping crosse" and
"a cooling card" are referred to by Howell as follows: " To
secure them more firmly from all afterclaps" (lAB,

p. 6 ) ;

"I see Religion in torn ragged Weeds, and with slubber'd
eyes sitting upon Weeping-Crosse, and wringing her hands"
(TI, in HD, p. 83); "But here comes a cooling-card for the
English" (BSA, p. 5). Crow lists a number of phrases in
which Bretnor used the word "crabbed,"

Howell's rendering

as, "In this crabbed difficult task you have been pleas'd
to impose upon me about Language" (^p^e.Il.iv).

"Dasht

out of countenance" is used almost identically by Howell:
"At the beginning of his speech [Secretary Naunton], . .. ,
dash'd out of countenance, and so gravell'd that he could go
no further" (Epis.S.ii).

Additional adjusted phrases appear in
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Howell's prose read:
bolt is shot" (SIP,

"far-fetch'd" (Epis.l.S.xi)^
p. 180), "my cake is dow"

xii), "hurly-burly" (Epis.1.1.xii)
ting" (Epis.11.xii).^^

"his
(Epis.l.Hi.

and "shrink in the wet-

Examples of catch phrases from "GOOD

DAYS," a category of lighter mention in Howell", are "peny
wise and pound foolish," possibly borrowed from Burton, and
"something hollow-harted":
foolish" (IFT,

"[To be] Peny-wise and Pound

p. 28); "What could be expected from him but

knotty and crooked hollowhearted dealings?" (DG, I, p. 120).
Even though Bretnor's catch phrases predate the Commonwealth
Interregnum era, Howell's language, and that of other writers during his period, which the OED references in Appendix
C indicate, suggest a partial continuance of these sayings.
Bretnor's stylistic contribution is of colloquial interest,
furthermore, as he considered his selection of catch phrases
current sayings in his day, offering additional evidence of
Howell's contemporary language.
On the basis of Margaret Williamson's classifications of colloquial language of the Commonwealth and Restoration, Howell's colloquial words and expressions can adequately exemplify her metaphorical, commonplace and obsolete
divisions.

Three of Williamson's metaphorical phrases com-

parable with those of the present day, for example, are "a

'•These citations are Bretnor's as recorded by Crow.
Similar phrases appear in Howell's works according to
sources and pagination following Bretnor citations.
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feather in one's cap," "feather one's nest" and "have by
the ears."'*
tively:

Similar expressions by Howell follow consecu-

"Like a feather in one's capp" (DE, p. 78); "For by

trampling the Miter under their feet, they hoped to have
some of the Birds plumes being plucked to Feather their own
Nests" (SIP,

p. 74); "You will have all the Princes of Chris-

tendom about your ears" (LF, in HD, p. 410). Common phrases,
or what may be called familiar phrases, of varied metaphorical implication, are found in most of Howell's prose.

The

adjectives "home-spun" and "homely" Thompson used to describe Milton's language are clearly applicable to Howell's
style. A limited number of citations will serve as illustrations, to avoid superfluity of quotations from this largest
classification, but Howell's familiar language is his trademark as a writer of familiar letters, and a practitioner of
Commonwealth speech in the majority of his prose.

A common

phrase identical with present-day usage from Williamson's
list is "to stick to," phrased in Howell's A Late
From the Citty
BD, p, 398).'^

of Florence

Letter

as "Do not stick to say" (LF, in

His familiar words and expressions are in

many instances complementary to the commonplace aspect of
his metaphorical terms.

Phrases like "bag and baggage"

(also used by Burton), "bumm-cards," "in that pickle" and

'*Margaret Williamson, p. 7.
**Margaret Williamson, p. 22.
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"play his game" are frequent:

"They were suddenly dismissed

and sent back to Ampelona with bag and baggage" (DG, I, p.
181); "Som think ther was foul play offer'd heer, because
the stock was pack'd, and full of bumm-cards" (DG, II, p. 61);
"I am sorry to have found Jack T. in that pickle"

(Epis.l.S.

xxiv); "Lewis the eleventh was a close cunning Prince, and
could well tell how to play his game" (Preem,

p. 7), The fa-

miliar words and phrases of this category are again indicated from further Appendix C selections:
HD, p. 46), "bear the brunt" (Fab,
blood" (Epis.l.S.ix)^

in

in HD, p. 197), "in cold

"dinner time" (RN, II, p. 33), "heart's

content" (^pie,I.2.xvi), "high time" (Tran,
the way" (lAB,

"baffled" (TI,

p. 2 ) , "racket" (TI,

p, 17), "pave

in HD, p. 44), "scuffle"

(PX,,p. 134), "thank my stars" (Epis.11.vii)

^ and so on.

The

list may continue, but thus far the selection of common
phrases suggests the breadth of Howell's familiar reach.
There is a slight alteration in Williamson's second
classification in that the metaphorical and common phrases of
Howell's period are modified in present usage.

For one ex-

ample, Williamson lists "take to one's heels," which Howell
alters in the sentence, "The Duke hereupon took a fair pair
of heels and fled towards Roma" (RN, II, p. 15).''

Two

other instances of light modification of metaphorical phrases
are worded:

"To supply many irons perpetually in the fire

tsMargaret Williamson, p. 9.
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[to have many irons in the fire]" (DG, I, p. 54); "He left
no stone unrolled to bring this mighty worke to passe [to
leave no stone unturned]" (DG, I, p. 114). Some of Howell's
common phrases, distanced from metaphor, that have altered
in time are: "as they tell me [as they say]"
xxxi), "hard by [close by]" (Epis.1.1.wii)y
[quack]" (Vis,

(Epis.1.1.

"quack-salver

p. 113), "spick and span-new [spick and span]"

(^pia.II.xxvi) and "up and down [here and theveV
51yiand many other sources).

.(IFT, I-p.

In spite of the fact that

these phrases have modified through the years, the colloquial relationship between Howell's time and the present is
fairly constant.

The amiable quality of phrases in both

section adapted from Williamson is indicative of a unique
charm in Howell's prose that is largely responsible for its
longevity as desired reading material.
One of Williamson's concluding categories of colloquial words and expressions is obsolete phrases, which is
mostly bespoken by my selections of Howell's innovative contributions.

"Oimee," for example, a Howell neologism, trans-

lated is the exclamation "alas!" or "ah me!"; "I not only
hear, but I understand the voice of a Man, oimee!" (PB, p.
5).

Another coinage, now obsolete, concerns the parry and

thrust of knife or swordplay, to "snik and snee":

"None

must carry a pointed knife about him; which makes the Hollander, who is us'd to Snik and Snee, to leave his Horn-sheath
and knife a Ship-board when he comes ashore"

(Epis.1.1.xli).
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"culled," "Landloper" and "sculking" are samples of colloquialisms in this section, not coined by Howell:
cull'd out the choicest wits ;in all Faculties"

"You have
(Fpte.IV,vii);

"I was a Landloper, as the Dutchman saith, a wanderer, and
subject to incertain removes" (Epis.1,2,v);
lay sculking in the Town" (RN,11.

"Many Bandito's

p. 18). The words and

phrases I have cited, in accordance with Williamson, Crow
and the OED citations in Appendix C suggest Howell's concentration on familiar expression, language that was likely the
medium for everyday conversation during the Commonwealth
Interregnum era.

This does not mean, however, that collo-

quial phrases are found in most prose of the period to the
extent of Howell's participation, for his style is unique in
this respect.

In Howell's prose, sown among the furrows of

his Ciceronian elegance, are the seeds of the plain, the
"home-spun" language of ordinary conversation.

Required

definitions for Howell's terminology, with the exception of
neologisms and some Latinisms, are not wanting,

Howell oc-

casionally tires the reader with his long sentences and
repitition, but one usually knows what he is talking about,
for the modernity of his language has evaded the decay of
three centuries.
Another facet of Howell's participation in the
movement toward the plain style, bringing him within the
circle of Jonson, Walton and Bunyan, is his attempt at
writing dialogue.

The conversational aspect of dialogue
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was obviously of interest to Howell.
with the genre were The Tru Informer
Parly, continued
works. The Vision

betwixt

Patricius

and The Parly

His first encounters
and A Discourse

and Peregrine,
of Beasts,

or
His later

however, noted

by Vann as dialogues, conform more to the standards of
dialogue.^** Although the recording of conversation between
two speakers was a novel art during the Commonwealth
Interregnum era, partially evident in transitional irregularities responsible for a lack of verisimilitude, the
conversation of different speakers was apparent,

Eugene

R. Purpus refers to the style of dialogue during the period
1660-1725, as being in the mode of "the plain, easy and
familiar way":
,..dialogue,,, is a form of expository writing,
commonly in a plain and familiar style, presented
entirely through the conversation of two or more
persons, dramatic only to the extent of attempting
to present an impression of the talk of real people,
and aimed at the communication of information or
points of view through the interplay of arguments on
more than one side of the issue at hand,,, There
is ample demonstration of the popularity of the dialogue in the numerous and unusually consistent contemporary praise of this "plain, easy and familiar
way" of writing.^^
Although Purpus is concerned with the period beginning
toward the end of Howell's age, it is evident that the

3**Vann, pp. 34 and 45.
. .

35iiThe 'Plain, Easy, and Familiar Way': The Dialogue in English Literature, 1660-1725," ELH, 17, (1950),
pp. 53 and 55,
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Commonwealth Interregnum writers, and earlier, Ben Jonson,.
were instrumental in developing the "plain, easy and familiar"
style of dialogue.
A noteworthy feature of Jensen's dialogue in
Every Man in his

Humour (1598), Barish states, is that each

character "possesse his own idiom, and is revealed by it;
Jonson bids his creatures speak, and they tell us what
they are,"^^

Idiomatic expressions are especially apparent

in transitional statements made by Jensen's characters.
Cob, for instance, is partial to the refrains of "By gods
deynes" and "By the stockes" in his comments on the evils of
tobacco, a subject, incidentally of interest to Howell:
By gods deynes: I marie what pleasure or felicitie
they haue in taking this rogish Tabacco: it's good for
nothing but to choake a man, and fill him full of smoake,
and imbers: there were foure died out of one house last
weeke with taking of it, and two more the bell went for
yester-night, one of them (they say) will ne're scape it,
he voyded a bushell of soote yester-day, vpward and downeward. By the stockes; and there were no wiser men then
I, I'Id haue it present death, man or woman, that should
but deale with a Tabacco pipe; why, it will stifle them
all in th'end as many as vse it; it's little better then
rats bane, ^"^
Aside from the broken rhythm of conversation, which enhances
the dialogue form, Cob's introductory phrases for his two
sentences are unique to his style; they identify the speaker

^^Ben Jonson and the Language of Prose Comedy
(1960; rpt. Cambridge: Harvard Univ, Press, 1967), p. 98.
^'^Ben Jonson,

III, p. 241.
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of the dialogue as one who is critical.

The conversational

element, furthermore, in a familiar vein, is suggested by
Cob's parenthetical statement "(they say)," a phrase not
unusual in Howell's prose.

The effect is gossipy, as Cob

passes on statements of hearsay to his fellows.

The appear-

ance of transitional and parenthetical or injected statements
in Walton's dialogue is discussed by Cooper.
of conversation in The Compleat

Angler,

The rhythms

Cooper states,

are characteristic in Walton's phrases, such as "I say,"
"Believe me," and "Trust me."^®

In the following passage,

for example, the statements "Trust me" and "Believe me"
are used by Piscator:
Trust me, brother Peter^
1 find my Scholar to
be so suitable to my own humour, which is to be
free and pleasant, and civilly merry, that my resolution is to hide nothing that I know from him.
Believe me. Scholar,, this is my resolution; and so
here's to you a hearty draught, and to all that
love us, and the honest art of Angling,
and "Trust me" is transitionally repeated by Venator, "Trust
me good Master," in reply, binding the flow of conversation,^9
The speaker's references to "brother Peter," "Scholar," and
"good Master," of further dialogue interest, identify the speakers.

The sharing of transitional phrases in dialogue of

38Cooper, p. 119.
^^The Compleat Angler,
Intro, John Buchan, Vol. 430
of The World Classics (1935; rpt. London: Oxford Univ. Press.
1967) p. 86.
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this era, of course, can be repetitious; it is certainly a
flaw in Howell's dialogue, but the linking of ideas through
restatement, and the identity of a speaker through idiomatic
expression are rewarding contributions to the dialogue form.

Bunyan's Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sinners

(1666), pub-

lished at the close of Howell's life, presents another aspect
of dialogue, the question-and-answer series, that at times
is found in Howell's dialogue.

Bunyan uses this technique

in speaking of his distaste for swearing, an affliction of
one "Harry," a rogue of the village:
One thing I may not omit: There was a young man in
our town, to whom my heart before was knit more than
to any other, but he being a most wicked creature for
cursing, and swearing, and whoring, I now shook him
off, and forsook his company; but about a quarter of
a year after I had left him, I met him in a certain
lane, and asked him how he did; he, after his old
swearing and mad way, answered. He was well. But,
Harry, said I, why do you swear and curse thus? What
will become of you, if you die in this condition? He
answered me in a great chafe. What would the devil do
for company, if it were not for such as I am?**"
Another advancement in Bunyan's dialogue, not perfected by
Howell, is his brief statements in a series, as in conversation.

This is particularly evident in The Pilgrim's

Pro-

gress,

but the sophistication of dialogue in this work is

beyond Howell's capabilities.
Howell's ability to write dialogue does not measure

'*^The Works of John Bunyan, ed. George Offer, Esq.
(London: Blackie 8 Son, 1856), I, 11.

k
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evenly with the prose of Jonson, Walton and Bunyan.

As an

additional characteristic of his conversational style, however, his dialogue is in the pattern of his contemporaries.
Idiomatic expression in Howell's dialogue, for instance, is
wanting, but some simple, and perhaps unconscious, repetitive phrases at times identify speakers.

In The Vision

the

Soul, one observes, repeats the words "true" and "touching"
in various ways:

"Tis true (to answer the first part of

your answer)" (p. 5); "All that you say is true" (p. 102);
"It is too tru" (p. 114); "Touching those Affections and Passions you speak of" (p. 28); "Touching the operations" (p.
119),

Restatement, especially identifying members of the

dialogue, is apparent in The Parly
speakers use references like '^Otter,

of Beasts.
Otter,^*

Howell's
"Truly Sir" and

"Now Sir," and "Madame" when addressing their audience:
'"'Otter,

Otter!

1 conjure thee" (p. 5); "Truly, Sir, 'tis

pitty that you had not a better subject to spend your Oratory upon.

Now, Sir, concerning my former Professions^

(p.

12); "Madame, you will perform hereby the part of an AngeV
(p. 16). Howell's transition of phrases between speakers,
furthermore, enhances the conversational aspect of dialogue,
as the word "Man" is used to conclude the ass's comments,
and begin the ape's reply in this series:
Aeee.
I say the contemplation of what I said
before shold move you to becom Man
Ape.
Man! Truly Sir, I am sorry the shape I now
bear resembleth Man so much [PB, p. 47].
i-i-
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The word "Policy," moreover, is indicative of thoughts
between Pererius, the wandering adventurer of The
of Beasts,

Parly

and a fox:

Pererius.
...a Nation that may prescribe rules
of prudence and policy
to all Mankind?
Fox.

Sir, you speak of Policy [p,95].

Pererius's question calls attention to question-and-answer
statements in Howell's dialogue, but they do not form consistent series:
Pererius.
Have you a desire to be transported to
this your dainty and dear Country, and put on the
habit and habitudes of Man again?
Fox. Truly no, for here I live in a better
Country, in a better Condition,
and in better
Company, then I did in Saturnia
[PB, p, 89],
Other phrases conducive to conversation are partial to
Howell's dialogue.

The word "indeed," for instance, is

a conversational additive binding the phrase "frail vessel"
to a preceding comment:

"A frail vessel indeed" (Vis,

p. 9);

and the phrase "come, come" suggests Pererius coaxing a
boar to follow his point of view:

"Come, come shake off

those hispid staring bristles and sordid skin" (PB, p. 112).
A major problem with Howell's dialogue is that the relationship between speakers is frequently lost in long rambling
comments of one party or the other; it is the drawn-out aspect of Howell's prose that blemishes his style.

Shorter

statements and more consistent transition would improve
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Howell's dialogue, but of course with this modification, one
would not have Howell.
Howell's use of dialogue, nevertheless, is strategic, as it is an indication of his awareness of an audience.
In his familiar letters, which I shall discuss in the next
chapter, the familiarity of his expression makes his readers'
presence known; it is the companionship Pepys shares with
the readers of his diary.

His casual relation of experiences

comfortably begs their attention, as he unravels the secrets
of his daily adventures:
After dinner to St. Margaretts, where the first
time I ever heard Common Prayer in that church. I sat
with Mr. Hill in his pew—Mr. Hill that married in
Axe-yard and that was aboard us in the Hope; church
done, I went and Mr. Sheply to see W. How at Mr.
Pierces, where I stayed singing of songs and psalms an
hour or two, and were very pleasant with Mrs. Piece
and him. Thence to my Lord's, where I stayed and
talked and eat and drank with Mr. Sheply. After that
to Westminster-stairs, where I saw a fray between Mynheer Clinke (a Duchman that was at Hartlibs wedding)
and a waterman, which made good sport. After that I
got a gravesend boat, that was come up to fetch some
reed on this side of the Bridge, and so home—where I
found my wife.** ^
Pepys's scenes as well as his language are commonplace, and
the same may be said of Howell's descriptions in his familiar
letters.

The journalist's eye for detail is natural to both

authors in addition to their familiarity of expression.

'*^The Diary of Samuel Pepys,

ed, Robert Latham, Wil-

liam Matthews, et al. (Berkeley and Los Angeles:
California Press, 1970), I, 215.

Univ. of
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involving ordinary language of the street which holds the
reader's attention and makes him feel like a participant in
the discussion at hand.

This technique stands out in How-

ell's epistles, a genre requiring exclusive comment at this
time.

\

\

\

PART THREE

THE VERSATILE WELSHMAN:

HOWELL'S

DISTENDING GENRES AND STYLES

p«-<»? p*-<»? fp-<»? '

•

Chapter VII

The Epistolary Style:

Howell's

Familiar Letters

On several occasions I have asserted that the outstanding, but not most representative, feature of Howell's
prose style is the plain-style trend of conversation in his
familiar letters.
Howell's style.

Much has been said about this aspect of

In fact, with the exception of a recent

essay on Howell's scientific attitude, all Howell criticism
emphasizes the Familiar

Letters.^

borrowing the words of a Familiar

The criticism suggests,
Letters

reviewer, that

aside from his letters, Howell's prose is "virtually dead,
and were it not for the 'Familiar Letters,' Howell would be
forgotten."^

Even though this criticism seems off center",

in the perspective of the breadth of Howell's literary
output, it conveys the consensus of critical opinion.
ell's Familiar

Letters

How-

are indeed his greatest work, and

this rank is the product of his pleasing epistolary style.
A possible reason for Howell's stylistic merit in
*See Meyrick Carre, "Natural Philosophy in James
Howell," History
Today, 19 (March 1969), 197-203.
^"Howell's Letters," The Spectator,
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69 (1892), 620.
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his letters is the brevity of epistles, similar to essays,
that disciplines the writer to condense his thoughts and
make his words count, a technique unknown to Howell in many
of his other works.

Although some of Howell's letters are

long, the boundaries of epistles restrict his pen from the
endless ramblings one finds in the body of his prose.
also possible that Howell edited the Familiar
than he did his other works.
constructed the Familiar

Letters

It is
more

Theories vary on how Howell

Letters.

He employed borrowing

from other authors' ideas and statements or echoing whole
sections of his own works—the latter a "favorite practice,"
Vann calls it.'

Sections from Dodona's

appear in Instructions
gress

Upon Earth

for

Forreine

Grove,

Travell;

is inserted in S.P,Q,V.

for example,
St.

Paul's

Pro-

(pp. 172-93); and

Wilson, inr.disagreement with Vann's statement that The

His-

tory of the Jews is Howell's most important translation,
feels strongly that this is the work of another author. **
The authenticity of Howell's letters, furthermore, has been
highly questioned, and attitudes vary on the degree of Howell's originality in them.

The most recent theory of How-

ell's epistolary creativity is Verona M. Hirst's suggestion
of a "digest method," in which he added and deleted sections
*See Vann, p. 17.
'*Wil8on contends, refuting Vann, that The History

the Jews is simply Howell's reprinting of A Compendious

of

his^

tory of the Jewes Commune wealth,
a translation by the
sixteenth-century scholar, Peter Morwyng. See Wilson, p. 152.
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of letters to polish them for publication, the authenticity
of his additions being at times questionable.^

Hansche also

feels that Howell consciously wrote his letters for publication, further suggesting his inclination to edit for the
press. ^ The scaling of Howell's authenticity, however, must
be left to fresh minds, as light requires time that is
beyond the scope of my study to reach this dark corner.
What is important is that enough of Howell is present in the
Familiar

Letters,

and in most of his works for that matter,

to indicate consistent stylistic features that can be labeled "Howell," and the Familiar

Letters

offer the prime ex-

ample of his familiar expression.
Howell's five epistolary classifications—narratory,
objugatory, consolatory, monitory, and congratulatory—which
I introduced in Chapter IV, are not representative of a consistent epistolary format in the Familiar

Letters;

but devia-

tion from his own literary standards is not unusual for
Howell; long sentences and metaphorical violations contradict the norms of his "short-coated, and closely couched"
epistles.

This is an aspect ironically displayed in the

brief-membered sentences of the quotation to follow, of Balzac's letters—the epistles Howell condemned as "sleazy
Stuff":
'See "The Authenticity of James Howell's Familiar
Letters," MLR, 54 (1959), 560.
*See Hansche, p. 43.
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Men Reverend Pere,.
Je voudrois vous voir todjours, ou ne vous avoir
jamais veC Le souvenir d'un bien que vous ne sistes
que me montrer, est devenu aujourd'huy un mal, qui me
tourmente 1'esprit: II m'avertit de ma perte, en me
representant ma possession. Qu'elle fut douce, S
qu'elle fut courte cette jouince quo vous me donnastes,
quand vous partistes de ce pais! Ce font de ces journees, que les Poetes marquent avec des perles, 8 qui
meritent qu'on en celebre I'anniversaire.'
Howell's letters frequently exemplify the tripartite division of an epistle, set forth by Day in The English
tary;

Secre-

the "exordium," the introduction to alert the reader's

attention; the "narratio," the exposition of subject; and
"conclusio," the ending statements of the epistle.' An example of a letter suggestive of these three classifications,
but not of the five types of letters mentioned above, which
is not unusual for Howell, is one addressed to his friend,
Richard Altham.

The"exordium"begins with Howell's mention

of the arrival of his friend's letter, which relieved a
severe melancholy that had overtaken him:
I was plung'd in a deep Fit of melancholy, Saturn
had cast his black Influence o'er all my Intellectuals,
methought I felt my heart as a lump of dough, and
heavy as lead within my Breast; when a Letter of yours
of the 3rd of this Month was brought me, which presently begot new Spirits within me, and made such
strong Impressions upon my Intellectuals, that it
turn'd and transform'd me into another man [I.l.xxxii].

^Lettres
Choisies
du Sr.
Loiiis Billaine, 1674), p. 482.

De Balzac

(Paris:

'See Day, p. 11, and Sonnino, p. 243.

Chez
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The "narratio" continues Howell's appreciation of the newly
arrived Letter:

"That fluent and rare Mixture of Love and

Wit." In his "conclusio" the subject shifts to the beauty
of Venice, for which, Howell remarks, his friend would exchange London sites:

"did you know the rare beauty of this

Virgin City, you would quickly make love to her, and change
your Royal Exchange for the Rialto,
for a time.

and your

Gray's-Inn-Walks

Farewell, dear Child of Vertue, and Minion of

the Muses; and love still—Yours, J. H."

The "exordium,"

"narratio" and "conclusio" are not always indented in paragraph form, but the thought divisions are fairly clear.
With the exception of the narratory heading of the
five classifications of epistles, which the "narratio" of the
tripartite division speaks for to a large extent, Howell's
letters do not consistently adlnere to statements of rebuke,
consolation, counsel and congratulations, even though they
can be found.

His comments, on the other hand, are usually

gossipy, passing on information to his correspondents that
might be of interest to them, in spite of the trivia that at
times prevail.

This calls to mind the familiarity of How-

ell's language which is a note in Commonwealth speech.

His

diverse subjects of ordinary interest, frequently expressed
in the undisciplined rhythms of Senecan clauses, evolving as
a cross between the curt and loose styles in the
Letters

Familiar

more than in his other works; his personal, affec-

tionate attitude, reminiscent of Cicero's letters, as
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indicated in the last-quoted passages; and his homey references conducive to the plain-style trends of the Commonwealth, are hallmarks of Howell's stylistic achievement in
prose. The conversational emphasis of the familiar letter,
stated by Harold C. Binkley, is typical of many of Howell's
epistles:
The familiar letter, we may agree, finds its initial impulse in conversation. It is what we may call
oral; it is read as we read drama, always with the
sound of the words in our ears, and the image of personal manner and gesture before our eyes. A familiar
letter, being the means of communication between two
friends at a distance, becomes the immediate and natural substitute for conversation, and the same qualities may be observed in each. In fact, the excellence
of the true familiar letter is accurately gauged bv
the degree in which it seems to be conversational.^
Perhaps the familiarity in Howell's style was destined for
some acclaim, as the times demanded conventions from the ordinary.

In Gordon's words, "During the Civil War a brisk

and forthright prose close to common speech was the only
medium likely to win the popular ear,"^° and the same may be
said for the Commonwealth era in general.

The essays of

Montaigne and Bacon, moreover, likely influenced Howell, as
many of his familiar letters are akin to the essay genre,
William J. Dawson, for instance, speaks of Howell's letters

^"Essays and Letter-Writing," PMLA, 41 (1926), 346
4

^^See Gordon, p. 122.
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as "fair essays" and even sermons:

"Most of them, if the

opening emd closing passages were removed, would pass for
very fair essays or sermons."^*

Binkley, discussing Howell's

letters, also refers to their subjects and lyrical (personal)
nature as the type characteristic of essays:
The character of some of them [Howell's letters] is
more deliberate than we usually find in familiar intercourse. I refer for example to his series of letters on languages, or that of religions of the world.
And it was the same Howell who wrote the letter on
Wines, and those of Tobacco, the Sibyls, or Daemonology. These, one may grant, are extreme cases, but
throughout the four books there is a tone which leads
one to suspect that the author had one hand on the
pulse of the reading public, while he wrote letters to
his friends with the other. Another fact, too, connects Howell with the essay. More than one writer has
characterized the Epistolae
Ho-Elianae as "Addisonian,"
recognizing that some of them might stand quite unobtrusively among the Spectator
papers, . . . It is notable also, that certain of these letters illustrate
admirably the lyrical mood as it might be applied to
the essay, the delicate infusion o£ personality which
gives familiar charm.]^
In summation, the stylistic marks of distinction in Howell's
letters comprise conversational language, a lyrical, personal
element, and topics of discussion at times suggestive of the
familiar essay.*'

These aspects, of course, vary, but in

^^The Great English Letter-Writers,
ed. William J.
Dawson and Coningsby W. Dawson (New York and London: Harper
S Bros., 1908), I, 24-25.
**Binkley, pp. 351-52.
*'The evidence of the familiar-essay influence on
Howell's letters, according to Binkley's discussion, would
be determined by Howell's intent to publish—writing for an
audience. An example of this is his historical and geographical account in a letter to Doctor B. (II.xi).
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accordance with Binkley's view, they are characteristics
presenting Howell's letters as forerunners of eighteenthcentUry colloquial prose.
Examples of Howell's conversational, or rather,
gossipy speech abound in his letters,

Joseph J. Reilly's

labeling of Howell as a "Jacobean chatterbox . , . whose
ears were always open for gossip," is appropriate,***

Few

incidents that crossed Howell's path went unnoticed.

His

keen eye was quick to observe political events that might be
of interest, as well as incidentals of everyday living; and
he made no bones about passing the word on to his readers in
the Familiar

Letters.

His references to folksy occurrences

are especially prevalent in the letters, even when they take
place at court.

They rub shoulders with reports of such

international events as the exploding action of the Thirty
Years War raging in Europe.

The following illustrates the

juxtaposition:
For news, the Swede do notable feats in Germany;
and we hope they cutting the Emperor and Bavarian so
much work to do, and the good offices we are to expect
from Spain upon this redintegration of peace, will be
an Advantage to the Prince Palatine, and facilitate
matters for restoring him to his Country.
There is little news at our Court, but that there
fell an ill favour'd quarrel 'twixt Sir Kenelm Digby,
and Mr. Goring, Mr. Jermin, and others at St. James's,
lately, about Mrs. Baker the Maid of Honour; and Duels
were like to grow of it, but that the business was
^''See "A Jacobean Chatterbox," in Of Books and Men
(New York: Julian Messner, 1942), p. 237.
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taken up by the Lord Treasurer, my Lord of Dorset,
and others appointed by the King [I.5.xxxiii].
Howell displays his domestic concern in sharing his knowledge of the culinary arts with one Lady Cor,, by suggesting,
in a light vein, a reputable cook:
You spoke to me for a Cook who had seen the world
Abroad, and I think the Bearer hereof will fit your
Ladyship's turn. He can marinate fish, make gellies;
he is excellent for a piquant sauce, and the Haugou;
besides. Madam, he is passing good for an Ollia,
He
will tell your Ladyship, that the reverend Matron the
Olla podrida hath intellectuals and senses; Mutton,
Beef, and Bacon, are to her as the Will, Understanding,
and Memory, are to the Soul: Cabbage, Turnips, Artichocks. Potatoes, and Dates, are her five Senses, and
Pepper, the Common-sense; she must have Marrow to keep
Life in her, and some Birds to make her light; by all
means she must go adorn'd with chains of Sausages. He
is also good at larding of Meat after the Mode of
France [I.5.xxxvi].
Howell's alert observation of the London scene, in the manner
of Pepys, is broad, which, again with a touch of humor, his
mention of a huge dung pile in front of St. Paul's suggests:
Your [Mr, W. B.] last Lines to me were as delightful as the Season, they were as sweet as Flowers in
May; nay, they were far more fragrant than those fading
Vegetables, they did cast a greater suavity than the
Arabian Spices use to do in the Grand Cairo, where when
the Wind is Southward, they say the Air is as sweet as
a perfum'd Spanish Glove. The Air of this City [London]
is not so, specially in the heart of the City, in about
Paul's Church, where Horse-dung is a.yard deep; insomuch that to cleanse it would be as hard a task as it
was for Hercules to cleanse the Augean Stable, by drawing a great river thro' it, which was accounted one of
his twelve Labours [Ill.xix].
Similar examples of Howell's gossipy accounts are found with
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little difficulty throughout the Familiar

Letters.

He

speaks of Jonson's belching at a supper party (Il.xiii), for
instance, which I have referred to elsewhere.

Howell is

most pleased with the cleanliness of Amsterdam, as he relates in another letter (Il.vii), and mentions the efficiency of the cooks and dishwashers in that city, who prepare food and clean dishware in the utmost silence.

Air

pollution is one of his obsessions, indicated in the example
above, and he makes it known to his readers, as his reference to the unwholesome air of Rome displays, resulting from
the Romans' continually burning stubble off their fields to
encourage fruitful harvests (I.1.xxxviii).

These references

recall the commonplace element of Howell's metaphors, complementary to the familiar inclincation of his topics.

How-

ell's direction is "Addisonian," to follow Binkley's comment,
in his presentation of occurrences from the common man's
point of view, comprising the incidentals of daily activity,
which became prime coffee-house substance following Howell's
age.
Other topics of Howell's letters have wide appeal
to the general reader.

Binkley's earlier mention of How-

ell's letters on wines and tobacco are cases in point. Howell's description of wine and beer-drinking customs around
the world continues for almost ten pages (Il.liv).

This ac-

count, understandably, reminds Binkley of the expository
technique of essay writing, as Howell carefully describes
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the type of wine consumed by the inhabitants of different
countries, and the diverse contents and methods of brewing
the beverages, similar to the careful description found in
expository essays.

This style is also characteristic of

Howell's descriptive but lengthy accounts in his historical
works. Even in Howell's informative-type letters, however,
he does not lose his sense of humor, suggested by his irresistible urge to pun:

"But since Beer hath hopp'd

in among

us. Ale is thought to be much adulterated, and nothing so
good as Sir John Oldcastle
drink" (Il.liv).

and Smug the Smith was us'd to

Howell's comments on tobacco have been

noted by several scholars.

Good health and the proper care

of the human body are favorite subjects with Howell, and he
was concerned about the healing effects of tobacco, which,
in the following passage, he speaks of favorably:
If moderately and seasonably taken . . . [tobacco is]
good for many Things; it helps Digestion taken a while
after Meat, it makes one void Rheum, break wind, and
keeps the Body open: A Leaf or two being steeped o'ernight in a little White-wine is a Vomit that never
fails in its Operation: It is a good Companion to one
that converseth with dead Men; for if one hath been
poring long upon a Book, or is toil'd with the Pen,
and stupified with Study, it quickeneth him, and dispels those Clouds that usually o'erset the Brain. The
Smoke of it is one of the wholesomest Scents that is,
against all contagious Airs, for it o'er-masters all
other Smells, as K. James, they say, found true, when
being once a-hunting, a Shower of Rain drove him into
a Pig-sty for Shelter, where he caus'd a Pipe-full to
be taken on purpose [Ill.vii].
In an earlier letter Howell also speaks of tobacco as a
savior, when the ailing Lord of Ritland saved his own life
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by deeply inhaling the smoke from a pipe, which he was not
accustomed to, and consequently vomiting clots of blood that
Howell credits with saving the gentleman's life (I.5.xxxii).
Howell's discussions of remedies for ailments, many times
extraordinary, enhance the topical variety of his letters.
The most noteworthy of these medicines, although Howell mentions it briefly in a letter (IV.1), is Sir Kenelm Digby's
powder of sympathy he used to treat an injury Howell received in separating the participants of a sword fight.

I

shall paraphrase Digby's account of Howell's experience,
taken from Jacob's Supplement II (pp. 673-74).

In quieting

a row between two belligerents, Howell's hand was cut to the
bone when he foolishly held the blade of a sword, whose
owner pulled it free from Howell's grasp, and he then received a saber slash on top of the same hand in warding off
a blow by the other participant, intended for his adversary.
Within a short jjeriod of time the disturbance was quelled
and Howell was taken home, his hand bound up with one of his
garters.

About five days later Digby offered his assistance

to cure Howell's wound.

He placed a handful of "Powder of

Vitrial" in a basin of water, and then placed Howell's
bloody garter, which had dried by this time, in the solution,
Howell's reaction to this experiment is best described in
Digby's words:
. . . observing in the interim what Mr. Howell did,
who stood talking with a Gentleman in a corner of my
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Chamber, not regarding at all what I was doing: But
he started suddenly, as if he had found some strange
alteration in himself; I asked him what he ailed? I
know not what ailes me, but I find that I feel no more
pain, methinks that a pleasing kind of freshnesse, did
spread over my hand, which hath taken away the inflamation that tormented me before.
That evening after dinner Digby removed the garter from the
water and placed it before a fire to dry, at which time
Howell, remarkably, was troubled by a severe fever. Upon
discovering Howell's condition, Digby instantly replaced the
garter in the solution, and the patient was once again relieved:

"and at the instant I [Digby] did put again the

garter into the water:
out any pain at all.

Thereupon he found his Master with-

To be brief, there was no sense of

pain afterward; but within five or six dayes the wounds were
cicatrized, and entirely healed,"

Howell mentions this mi-

raculous powder in a letter, discussing the function of
atoms which makes it possible for the powder to heal "at a
distance, without topical applications to the place affected"
(IV,1),
poem:

Howell again refers to the powder of sympathy in a
"If none can truly yet reveal / How sympathetic Pow-

ders heal" (IV,xliv); and Pererius discusses its healing
qualities in The Parly

of Beasts

(p. 103).

Blood letting, or phlebotomy, a common treatment of
illnesses in Howell's time, was practiced on Howell during
one of his visits to Paris.

In a letter to his father he

describes the "issue" made in his cheek to drain an inflammation, which left him with a speech impediment for the rest
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of his life, and in another letter refers to his physician
William Harvey, who stopped drains in his arm made by another doctor to cure consumption (II.1).

Howell's talk of

sickness and cures ranges from praise of the "medicinal
Virtue" of the waters at Bath (I.6.xxxv) to a facetious account of a Turkish ambassador who thought the ashes on Christians' foreheads on Ash Wednesday cured madness, which Howell
relates to the "Gallants" of his own time:

"If the said Am-

bassador were here among us, he would think our modern Gallants were also all mad, or subject to be mad, because they
ashe and powder their Pericraniums all the year long" (IV,v).
Howell's mention of letters as medicine, previously illustrated in his letter to Richard Altham (I.l.xxxii), appears
in a number of instances.

These references are also charac-

teristic of the personal or lyrical, using Binkley's term,
quality of Howell's letters.

The trend recalls Cicero's em-

phasis on affection for his correspondents, although Howell
at times exceeds Cicero's expression, and his praise for his
friends becomes hyperbolic.

The healing aspect of a letter

as medicine appears in the heading of a letter Howell writes
to his brother:
Mr. Brain was o'ercast with a thick Cloud of Melancholy, I was become a Lump of I know not what, I
could scarce find any palpitation within me on the
left side, when yours of the 1st of September was
brought me; it had such a Virtue that it begat new
Motions in me, like the Loadstone, which by its attractive occult Quality moves the dull Body of Iron,
and makes it active; so dull was I then, and such a
magnetic Property your Letter had to quicken me [I.6.xvi].
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The beginning of a letter to Dr. Thomas Prichard stresses
the personal ties of the correspondents:

Friendship is the great
and intercourse
of Letters

Chain of human Society,
is one of the
chiefest

links of that Chain:
you know this as well as I;
therefore I pray let our Friendship, let our Love,
that nationality of British
Love, that virtuous tie of
Academic Love, be still strengthened (as heretofore)
and receive daily more and more Vigor [I.2.xviii].
Howell reaches an extreme, however, when his words of affection exceed the limits of friendly conversation:
Love is the Marrow of Friendship, and Letters
are the Elexir
of Love; they are the best Fuel of Affection, and ccist a sweeter Odour than any
Frankincense
can do; such an Odour, such an Aromatic Perfume your
late Letter
brought with it, preceeding from the fragrancy of those dainty Flowers of Eloquence, which I
found blossoming as it were in every Line [I.l.xvii],
Howell's interest in remedies is understandable, considering
the times in which he lived.

The plague ran rampant, and

people were troubled by numerous disorders of the body, frequently neglected or maltreated by uninformed quacks. The
subject is common in literature of the seventeenth-century;
Howell's letters contributed to the temper of his era.

This

topic is not forgotten in Howell's other works either, indicated by his comments on the healing power of parts of animals ' bodies, like the mule, fox and goat in The Parly
Beasts

of

(pp.85, 100-101, 123), and the healing capability of

trees in Dodona's

Grove^ II (p. 5).

Howell falls back on much older knowledge, though he

miJt
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may express it in new modes.

In accordance with his dis-

cussion of sickness and medicine, he is inclined to comment
on the bodily humors.

In Dodona's

Grove he speaks of the

continually warring elements that affect one's life (p. 202),
and he stages an elaborate battle between the head and other
members of the body in The Parly

of Beasts

(pp. 48-49), a

further indication of his belief that the humors are continually at odds with one another.

Howell's concern for the

humors is also freely expressed in the Familiar

Letters,

He

sees his incarcertation in the Fleet, for example, which continued for eight years, as a purging of the humors upon the
disorders he previously experienced, stated in the first
part of a correspondence to Sir L. Dives, in the Tower:
Among divers other Properties that attend a long
Captivity, one is, that it purgeth the Humours, 'specially it correcteth Choler, and attempers it with
Phlegm, which you know in Spanish is taken for Patience.
It hath also a chymical kind of quality, to
refine the dross and feculency of a corrupt Nature, as
Fire useth to purify Metals, and to destroy that terram
adamicam in them, as the Chymist calls it; for Demogorgon with his Vegetables partakes of Adam's Maleediction, as well as other Creatures, which design'd them
all for Gold and Silver at first, and 'tis Fire can
only rectify, and reduce them towards such a perfection
[Il.xiii].
On another level, not far removed from the humors, Howell
occasionally speaks of the order of the heavens, as he envisions it from a geocentric position.

Meyrick Carre points

out that Howell's cosmological references in the
Letters

are unquestionably Ptolemaic:

Familiar

"The letters assume,
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without a shadow of hesitation, the ancient cosmology.
They are witnesses to the undiminished confidence in the
medieval and renaissance vision of the universe in the central years of the seventeenth century."^'

The concepts of

meteorology, furthermore, likely interested Howell, as he at
times refers to distinct spheres of the heavenly bodies, the
sphere of the moon, for instance, maintaining a less dignified position in relation to the stars above.

Diverse mete-

ors, consisting of one of the four elements—water, air,
fire and earth—as S. K. Heninger Jr. states, "could occur
only in the corruptible portion of the universe enclosed by
the sphere of the Moon,"^®

Although Howell does not refer

to meteorology per se in the following passage, suggestive
of the expository essay, his divisions of the moon and stars
as purification stations for man's ascending soul is clear
indication of his ancient concept of the universe:
. . . not only the Sphere of the Moon is peopled with
Selenites
or Lunary Men, but that likewise every Star
in Heaven is a peculiar World of itself, which is coloniz'd and replenish'd with Astrean Inhabitants, as the
Earth, Sea, and Air are with Elementary, the Body of
the Sun not excepted, who hath also his Solar Creatures,
and they are accounted the most sublime, the most pure,
and perfectest of all, having more matter than form in
them: The Solar have more form than matter; the Selenites,
with other Astrean Inhabitants, are of a mix'd
nature, and the nearer they approach the Body of the
*'"Natural Philosophy in James Howell," p. 200.
^^A Handbook of Renaissance
Meteorology:^
ticular
Reference
to Elizabethan
and Jacobean
(Durham, N.C.: Duke Univ. Press, 1960), p. 5,

With ParLiterature
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Sun, the more pure and spiritual they are: Were it
so, there were some grounds for his speculation who
thought that human Souls, be they never to pious and
pure, ascend not immediately after the dissolution
from the corrupt mass of flesh before the glorious
presence of God, presently to behold the
Beatifical
Vision, but first into the Body of the Moon, or some
other Star, according to their degrees of goodness,
and actuate some Bodies there of a purer composition;
when they are refined there, they ascent to some higher
Star, and so to some higher than that, til at last by
these degrees they be made capable to behold the Lustre
of that glorious Majesty, in whose sight no impurity
can stand [Ill.ix].
Howell's belief in witches also adheres to views of old
times.

He tells Sir Edward Spencer, "I say, that he who

denies there are such busy Spirits, and such poor passive
Creatures upon whom they work, which commonly are call'd
Witches; I say again, that he who denies there are such
Spirits, shews that he himself hath a Spirit of Contradiction in him, opposing the current and consentient Opinion
of all Antiquity" (III.xxiii).

Howell continues his remarks

with a historical account of witches, namely, the Witch of
Endor and Joan of Arc.

The strange encounter of Lieutenant

Jaquette with a demon prostitute appears in an earlier
letter to Thomas Bowyer.

Lieutenant Jaquette, Howell re-

lates, a night guard in Lions, caroused with a prostitute
after indulging heavily at a merchant's house one evening.
A previous comment the Lieutenant made, "I find myself so
hot, that if I meet with the Devil's Dam to-night, I should
not forbear using of her" (I.l.xliv), holds true when he
and two of his companions who had joined the entertainment.
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vanish as the witch-prostitute whistles three times at the
conclusion of their engagement.

The next morning the two

companions were found dead under a city wall, and Jaquette
was discovered a short distance away, with enough life remaining to narrate his tale of woe, after which he died.
Howell's belief in witches, of course, was not unusual
during his age, as the existence of these spirits was accepted by many people, James I and Sir Thomas Browne included in the group.
Howell was a great teller of anecdotes and tales,
the most numerous exaunples appearing in the Familiar
although they inhabit his works in general.

Letters,

His light sense

of humor is evident in many of his brief accounts of stories
he passes on to his readers.

An example is Howell's rela-

tion of a disruption between Socrates and his wife.

After

scolding Socrates, Howell: says, his wife "whipp'd up into
an upper loft" and emptied a chamber pot on his head, at
which time the philosopher, or "Foolosopher" Howell puns,
states, "I thought after so much thunder we should have rain"
(IV.vii).

Howell's anecdotes are sometimes exaggerated, but

a light tone is apparent, as in his explanation of the earthquakes around Vesuvius, resulting from a huge giant forced
by the gods beneath the great volcano, who turns from side
to side every humdred years, and has a coughing spell that
makes him "belch out fire in a hideous manner" (Il.xxvi).
Other anecdotes are of historical interest, like Howell's
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account of Sir Walter Ralegh's Guiana expedition and of
Count Gondomar's accusation against Ralegh's questionable
participation in the affair.

Howell describes Gondomar's

presence before James and his reaction to Ralegh as follows:
"Count Gondamar the Spanish

Ambassador speaks high language;

and sending lately to desire Audience of his Majesty, he
said he had but one word to tell him:

his Majesty wondering

what might be delivered in one word, when he came before him,
he said only. Pirates,
(I.l.iv).

Pirates,

Pirates,

and so departed"

Howell's interest in current events and history

is illustrative of sections in many letters that may exceed
the brevity suid components of anecdotes.

His account of the

Inquisition in a correspondence to Lord Mohun (I.5.xlii) and
the assassination of Buckingham (I.5.vii) are instances, and
his much-noted description of young Prince Charles's courtship of the Infanta in her garden is another, in a letter to
Thomas Porter:
Not long since the Prince, understanding that the
Infanta was used to go some mornings to the Casade
Campo, a Summer-house the King hath on t'other side
the River, to gather May-dew, he rose betimes and went
thither, taking your Brother with him; they were let
into the House, and into the Garden, but the Infanta
was in the Orchard: and there being a high partitionwall between, and the door doubly bolted, the Prince
got on the top of the wall, and sprung down a great
height, and so made towards her; but she spying him
first of all the rest, gave a shriek, and ran back:
the old Marquis that was then her Guardian came towards
the Prince, and fell on his knees, conjuring His Highness to retire, in regard he hazarded his Head if he
admitted any to her company; so the door was open'd,
and he came out under that wall over which he got in
[I.3.xviii].
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Whether Howell was an eyewitness of this incident cannot be
determined, even though he was a member of the Prince's
party in Spain.

His descriptive acuteness, nevertheless,

even if incorporating another person's account, prevails
without question, as it does in his comments on the plague:
"The Plague begins to rage mightily" (1.1.x); '^Edinburgh,

1

hear, is fallen into a relapse of the Plague; the last they
had rag'd so violently, that the fortieth Man or Woman lives
not of those that dwelt there four years since, but it is
all peopled with new faces" (Il.lxxvi),

His reference to a

plague in a less serious vein, indicative of wonderful yarns
that Howell is apt to spin, is his adaptation of the Pied
Piper of Hamelin tale (I.6.xlix) from Burton, which also appears in The German Diet

(pp. 34-35),

Howell's letters, in Wesley Trimpi's words, reflect
the attitudes of Seneca's epistles.^' The brevity of Howell's sentences is most representative of the Familiar

Let-

ters which, with their homey expressions as well, display
what Thompson calls a "vivid and racy fashion" of epistolary
style.*' As I have stated previously, these stylistic aspects are found in variance in much of Howell's prose, but
the Familiar

Letters

reveal most or all of Howell's stylistic

*^See Ben Jonson's
Poems:
A Study of the Plain
(Stanford, Cal.: Stanford Univ, Press, 1962), p, 66,
Conn.:

i

"See Literary
Bypaths of the Renaissance
Yale Univ. Press, 1924), p. 116.

Style

(New Haven,
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traits in one volume and, from t h e standpoint of language,
deserve a r e s e r v e d p l a c e on t h e bookshelf supporting
Howell's works.

Chapter VIII

The Imaginative and Informative Styles:
The Scope of Howell's Creativity

I have pointed out that Howell thought of himself
mainly as a historian, and the historical emphasis, notably
from the political standpoint in much of his prose, is a
clear indication of his professional direction as a writer.
Note that of the quantity of Howell's published works,
thirty-two out of fifty selections can be classified historical, and eighteen works of this group are political pamphlets.

The imaginative and informative aspects of Howell's

prose, consequently, excepting diverse areas of the
Letters,

Familiar

are concerned for the most part with history, al-

though the degree and effectiveness of each aspect vary.
Howell's attempts at imaginative writing, aside from poems
and translations, are salient in the category of allegory
and dream literature; and his informative style is representative of more literal recordings of historical events
and his position on political controversies of the time than
accounts in his imaginative works.

Howell's concentration

on these genres contributes to the rising vogue of historical
literature during the seventeenth century, and his
308
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imaginative handling of history is complementary to the
speech of the Commonwealth, presenting concepts of a respectable rank in a form appreciated by the casual reader.
My earlier discussion of classical allegory focused
on the comparison of extended metaphor.

Allegory, of course,

is known in the much broader sense of entire works with symbolic figures representing the trials and tribulations of
man's experiences in life, staged in a series of metaphorical actions.

In literature of the Elizabethan age Spenser's

allegorical figures in The Faerie

Queene are acclaimed ex-

amples of symbolic types representing philosophical attitudes and behavior of human beings.

The Red Cross Knight

symbolic of Holiness, Una as Truth and Duessa as Falsehood
are allegorical examples in Book I.
tury Bunyan's cast in The Pilgrim's

In the seventeenth cenProgress

serves a simi-

lar purpose, representing human attitudes of salvation, illustrative of Christian's quest for salvation, for example,
obstructed by Mr. Worldly-Wiseman, the members of Vanity
Fair and the Giant Despair in Doubting Castle.

The allegory

of the late Renaissance is an extension of medieval allegory,
examples of which I pointed out in medieval sermons, but the
former initiate higher literary standards.

For the sake of

definition, even though interpretation is wide, Joshua McClennen's two designations of allegory based on concepts of
Renaissance rhetoricians may suffice for the present purpose:
"(1) Allegory is any figure extended beyond a single word in
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which the words imply more than they state:

(2) In its

restricted sense allegory signifies action with a systematic
double meaning."*

The extension of metaphor, on the one

hand, as I discussed in the chapter on Howell's figurative
language, is common, in Howell's prose, particularly where
analogy is indicated.

The "double meaning" of allegory, on

the other hand, suggestive of a systematic presentation of
allegorical figures is apparent, with some degree of effectiveness, in both parts of Dodona's
Fables,

A Trance-and

The Parly

the exception of The Parly

Grove,

of Beasts,

of Beasts,

Apologs,

or

These works, with

may be termed politi-

cal allegories, another feature of Howell's many-faceted
style.
Dodona's

Grove,

Howell's first publication in

1640, was highly popular in England and was translated into
French the following year.^
cism of Dodona's

The small body of extant criti-

Grove varies pro and con, but mention of

the work;',s title is not unusual in scholarly discussions of
seventeenth-century allegory.

Vann cites the work^s narra-

tive quality, which Howell often "enlivens" with individual
comments.'

In The Cambridge

History

of English

Literature,

^On the Meaning and Function of Allegory
in the
English Renaissance,
Univ. of Michigan Contributions in
Modern Philology, No. 6 (Ann Arbor: Univ. of Michigan Press,
1947), p. 3.
*Jacobs, pp. Iv-lvi.
•Vann, p. 14.
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dodona'8

Grove

is described as "an allegorical gallery of

characters conveying, under the thin veil of the names of
trees or of designations derived from them, the political
sympathies of antipathies of the writers."**

Roberta Flor-

ence Brinkley states that some of the leading European
events from 1603 to 1640 are offered in Howell's allegory.'
According to Jacobs, in this work Howell "displays his historical and political knowledge in a somewhat heavy fable,
which has the Biblical excunple of Jonatham, but does not contain the same clearness, simplicity, and directness."'
Cleveland, who has a long annotation of Dodona's

Grove

in

his bibliography, refers to the work as "an extremely wooden
allegory by present standards."^

The subject of Howell's al-

legory is the political condition of Europe and England in
the decades prior to the Civil War.

This is a partial prob-

lem for modern readers, for Howell's political allegory
deals with events of his own time, and symbolic relationships of incidents and public figures are not always apparent to twentieth-century eyes.

This is not Howell's fault,

however, since political allegory may be timely only for the

^The Cambridge

History

of English

Literature,

VII,

227.

^Arthurian
more:

Legend in the Seventeenth-Century

Johns Hopkins Press, 1932), pp. 176-77.
*Jacobs, p. Iv.
'Cleveland, p. 25.

See also pp. 178-81.

(Balti-
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author's generation, as Michael Murrin suggests in The
of AlUgory:

Veil

"The trouble with political allegory is that

it soon loses its effectiveness.

The hidden secret of 1590

may need no concealment and may have become irrelevant by
1620 and certainly by 1960.

The more contemporary a poet

makes his political allegory, the less interesting it becomes for succeeding generations."' Another problem is the
allegorical form, which, Vann states, "becomes tiresome to a
modern reader";' and Cleveland's objection is that the allegory is poor:

"The action portrayed is almost exclusively

human action; the trees, mere static symbols, have no life
of their own."^' These criticisms are warranted.

The

reader soon discovers that Howell's trees in Dodona's
are surely trees.

Grove

The symbolic relationships are dry, with

references to trees only by their names, lacking figurative
description of their physical makeup in relation to the character of a country or person they are supposed to represent.
Borrowing Cleveland's phrase once again, the critic can
judge Howell's trees to be "wooden":
•

That the time was when Elaiana [Spain, whose symbol ig
the olive] did containe and content her selfe within
the circumference of her own boundaries, without any
^The Veil of Allegory:
Some Notes toward
of Allegorical
Rhetoric
in the English Renaissance
Univ. of Chicago Press, 1969), p. 118.
•Vann, p. 14.
*•Cleveland, p. 173.

a Theory
(Chicago:
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further encroachments, but of late yeares she hath
shot up, and spread her branches
farre and neare into
all parts of the habitable earth, whereby shee is
growne up to so monstrous and giant-like a proportion,
that she is become formidable to all her neighbours
[p. 15].
Dodona's Grove grew dumb, not a leaf wagg'd, all was
hush'd in a dull silence, the whole wood being wrap'd
up in a dark caliginous clowd interwoven up and down
with a kind of ruddy exhalation, which waving among
the slumbering Trees made their tops as stupid as their
trunks [DG, II, p. 1],
Howell's allegorical descriptions, nevertheless, were apparently effective for seventeenth-century readers if the success of his first publication is indicative.

Even though

the restrictive symbols of trees in the allegory are likely
to bore present-day readers, they may have had special connotation for Howell's contemporaries,

Howell, for one, was

fond of trees, particularly in groves, as the frontispiece
to Jacobs' notes on the Familiar

Letters

indicates, depict-

ing Howell leaning against La tree in an oak grove and musing,
as the branches and leaves of the oaks wave about him,
Howell's descriptions of countries in

Dodona's

Grove are designated by "Characters" as chapters.

This is

not, however, to be equated with the discipline of character
sketches, as one finds in the characters of Sir Thomas Overbury (1581-1613), and the Microcosmographie
Earle (ca. 1601—1665).

(1628) of John

This is a form of writing at times

implied by Howell, as the description of trees in his allegory suggests, and some characterization of people in the
Familiar

Letters—the

Duke of Buckingham cutting "a Caper or
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two" (I.S.vii), for example—but the vivid condensation and
structure that this art form requires were never perfected
by Howell.**

The introductory countries Howell speaks of,

and their vegetative counterparts, are England (Druina), represented by the oak; France (Ampelona), whose symbol is the
vine; Spain (Elaiana), the bearer of the olive; and Holland
(Itelia), a grove of willows,*^

The kings of these coun-

tries, in turn, are designated by their accorded foliage;
for exaunple, the "royall oke," "the Vine," "the mighty olive"
and the emperor of trees, the "Imperial Cedar."

Other coun-

tries and their allegorical stage names are as follows:
Scotland (Gardenia), Wales (Monticolia), Ireland (Lurana),
Germany (Rhenusium), Italy (Bombycina), Rome (Petropolis)
and Venice (Adriana).*'
Howell allegorically appraises different countries
by their vegetative values accordingly,

Spain's governing

policies, for instance, are like the oil she produces:
Oyle will hardly or never (unlesse it be well
beaten) mingle and incorporate with any other liquid
thing: so they, wheresoever they come, doe very hardly
agree, and sympathize with any other Nation. Oyle
hath a dilating quality, that by soft insensible
**Gwendolen Murphy's discussion of the grammatical
components of a character sketch, involving satire, conceit
and epigram, in A Cabinet of Characters
(London: Humphrey
Milford, 1929), p. viii.
**This information was obtained from Vann, p. 14,
The Cambridge History
of English Literature,
VII, 227, and
Cleveland, p. 178.
*'Cleveland, p. 178.
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degrees it spreads and still gaines upon the body
where it fals, so they by politicke close wayes use
to eat into, and incroach upon their neighbours, or
more properly for this subject they are like the Tartarian plant Boraneth,
which growing up to the visible
forme of a LAMBE, insensibly eats up all the grasse
round about it [p. 17].
Holland's plants are "of a nature patient and industrious
and more inclinable to a democraticall government" (p. 26);
and Wales, Howell's homeland, is inhabited by "a race of
resolute stout

Trees

. . , much valuing the antiquitie of

their growth" (p. 47). Howell's topics of interest include
his comments on the effects of papal strength in England and
Europe (pp. 81-98).

Events of the Thirty Years War frequent

Howell's historical works, and Dodona's

Grove is no excep-

tion. Howell refers to Prince Altapinus's (Frederick the
Elector Palatine's) marriage to Princess Elizabeth, for example, which was to draw an alliance between Germany and
England through a Protestant marriage but was unsuccessful,
as Howell forebodes:
The nuptialls of Prince Altapinus
were consummated and
when the conjugall knot was tying, the Princely Bride
was observd to bee possessd with a sudden apprehension
and eruptions of joy, which as the iron degree of fate
would have it, turnd after into many pangs, God wot,
of anguish and sorrow [p. 102].*"*
Howell's first mention of the Spanish match appears in Dodona's Grove,

Prince Rocalino (Charles) described by Howell as

*'*C. V. Wedgwood's comments on this political marriage, in The Thirty Years War (1938; rpt. Garden City, N.Y.:
Doubleday, 1961), p. 54.
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a lover yearning for his Lady Flora (Infanta):
From Ampelona's
Court Rocalino
flew upon the wings
of love towards Elaiana,
and it was in the beginning of
that season, that the Lady Flora useth to cloath our
Grandame Earth, with a new livery diapred with various
flowers, and chequerd with all delightfull objects; a
season that was us 'd to bee no lesse proper,
than propitious
to lovers
[p. 12 3],
The second part of Dodona's

Grove,

a work, according to Vann,

of inferior quality compared with its predecessor, a frequent characteristic of sequels, also has sections of historical interest, the most noteworthy being the trial and
execution of Thomas Wentworth, Earl of Strafford, for his attempt to incite religious war in Ireland.^^

Part of Howell's

description of the Strafford affair describes the day of execution, during which Strafford, whom Howell refers to as
"Rhodaphill," is taken from the Tower to the block:
The next day he [Strafford] was brought to the
block, whither he march'd more like a Generall then a
condemn'd prisoner, he had an extraordinary strong
gard appointed to preserve him from the fury of the
peeple, and being told of it, he said since he must
die 'twa indifferent to him, whether one or many dispatch 'd him.
But a royall command was sent that the fatall
instrument should not be carried before him, and that
the Executioner should not stile him Traytor [DG, II,
pp. 87-88],
Howell's historical and political references in both parts

l^G. M. Trevelyan's account of the Strafford affair,
in England under the Stuarts
(1904; rpt. New York: Barnes 6
Noble, 1965), pp. 184-202.
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of Dodona's Grove are worthy of merit as long as the allegory is not distracting from the seriousness of the events.
Dodona's Grove will never be thought of on an equal level
with an allegory like The Pilgrim's

Progress,

but Howell's

experiment in this field of imaginative writing has its
place, particularly in his attempt to present figuratively
historical events and contemporary political incidents as he
sees them.
Further allegorical explorations appear in Howell's
Vann speaks of the Apologs,

political pamphlets.

or

Fables

as a picture of political disturbances "under allegorical
guise."*' Howell's fables, Vann further states, "are well
worked out; the amalogies are cleverly suggested, and they
afford refreshing variety from the average political pamphlet of the day."*'

The work consists of five fables, or

parables, each followed by a moral stating the value of the
preceding comments.

In the first fable, "The Parlement of

Stars," the stars of the lower order make immoderate complaints to the Moon (the Queene), a session which concludes
with reference to the King's (Apollo's) withdrawal from Par"those mongrel small vulgar stars,

liament:
the Galaxia

(the milkie way in Heaven)

which make up

gather in a tumultu-

ous disorderly manner about the body of Apollo,

and commit

*'Vann, p. 18.
*'Vann, p. 18. See also Cleveland's discussion of
the allegorical symbols in the Apologs,
pp. 182-83.
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juany strange insolencies, which caused Apollo
phosphorus the Morning-Star

(taking young

with him) to retire himself, and

in just indignation to withdraw his Light

from the Synod"

(p. 176). Strafford is once again an object of concern for
Howell in "the Great Councell of Birds," in which the Cormorants and Harpies demand the execution of Strafford (the
Griffon):

"nothing could satisfie them, but the

Griffons

head, which was therefore chopt off, and offered up as a
sacrifice to make them leave their chattering, and to appease
their fury for the time" (p. 178). The expulsion and incarceration of the Pies (Bishops) is next discussed by Howell,
which later echoes in the conclusion of his moral:

"when

they bar the Holy Church of her Rights, 8 of that Reverence
which is due to her chief Prosessors, it is the most compendious way to bring all things to confusion, and consequently
to an inevitable ruine, or som fatal Change" (p. 185). "The
Parlement of Flowers" concentrates on a meeting governed by
the Rose and Lily (King and Queen).

One of their chief wor-

ries is the thistle (Scotland) that was too meddling amongst
them, and the request is that the King should part with his
militia (prickles) "and transmit his strength that way to be
disposed of by them" (p. 187). Cleveland points out that in
"The Assembly of Architects" Howell portrays human figures
in symbolic action; the only indication of this in the i4pologe.^*

The allegorical overtone is apparent in the workers'
*'Cleveland, p. 183.
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(Masons') attempt to adjust the "mixt Pillars"
the palace of the state (pp. 190-91).

supporting

The symbolic action

in "The Insurrection of the Winds," Cleveland comments, is
superior to the other fables.*'

The winds from all points

of the compass, the west wind, Scotland and Ireland, for example, revolt against Eolus:

"so these North and Western

gusts, as one wave useth to drive on another, made all the
winds in the compasse, both collaterall
rise up and rebell against Eolus"

and cardinall

to

(p. 194). The insurrection

of the winds was so powerful, Howell states, that it "batter'd down Church and Chapel windowes (and I fear the walls
and steeples will next to wrack.)

It was so violent, that

it overturn'd all stone Tables that stood East-ward," and "it
blew away all the decent Vests and Ornaments of the Church"
(p. 195). In the Apologs

Howell is more adept as an alle-

gorist, even though his symbols are occasionally wanting in
figurative enrichment.

The concision of pamphlet writing

apparently restricted Howell, as in his epistles, to describing his topics more vividly within a short space.

This

trend, furthermore, finds some success in his pamphlets; A
Winter Dreame and A Trance:

Or, Newes from Hell

are examples

of dream literature.
"The vision work," to quote Manfred Weidhorn, "was
sometimes taken out of the realm of pure literature and used

*•Cleveland, p. 183.
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as invective or polemic in contemporary political quarrels."*' Howell's publications, in turn, representative of
dream or vision literature are his political pamphlets, A
. Winter Dreame and A Trance,

and his dialogue. The

the latter a nonpolitical work.

In A Trance,

Vision,

Vann comments,

Howell adopts the "quasi^allegorical form," which is another
attempt at writing allegory, "not without a gain in vividness."**

In a dream, the author is escorted by a spirit to

a council of the demons in hell:
It fortun'd very lately that I was in a Trance, a
strange kind of Extasie surpriz'd me on a sudden, which
lasted a good while; during the time, me thought I was
transported to the remotest place, and of the greatest
distance that possibly could be from Heaven; me thought
I was in Hell, in Hell, God blesse us, among the
Devils, and damned Spirits [p. 5].
Megara, the youngest of "three ghastly daughters of Night"
who expell flames from their mouths, and have "bunches of
Snakes with their tails rooted in their sculls . . . dangling
and waving about their heads like dischevelld hair" (pp. 5-6),
describes the demons' inciting of disruptions on earth.

The

Thirty Years War is mentioned, as are also certain disturbances in England.

They take credit for Strafford's part in

the rebellion in Ireland, and the course of strategic engagements, such as Marston More and Leycester.
^^Dreams in Seventeenth-Century
in English Literature, 57 (The Hague:
**Vann, p. 28.

Megara tells the

Literature,
Studies
Mouton, 1970), 77.
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author that their interference was brought about through
the pulpit and the press, the most advantageous human faculty they manipulated being spiritual pride, "your Majesties
old acquaintance," she states, "which we have infused into
the mind of every Mecanique and Countrey Swaine" (p. 10).
The concluding sections of the work involve Megara's description of punishments for the Roundheads, who are tortured, in
two instances, in "fiery tubs made Pulpit like," and "brasse
hoopes glowing with fire" (p. 15). Howell's narrator in A
Trance is the Dantesque traveler who returns from the dead
to teach the word of redemption to his fellow man.

The

author concludes, noting Abraham's request, "that some body
might be sent from the dead to informe and reclaime his
Brothers upon earth, because the words of a deadman would
gaine more credit with them then any other" (p. 19).
The dream is again an imaginative vehicle in A
Winter Dreame.

The author, in a dream, visits Amsterdam,

Germany, Venice, Spain, France and England.

His description

of disorders in these regions culminates with the unrest in
England, where "Winter
eyes"

. . . hath too many teares

in

his

(p. 16). In each location a spokesman informs the

dreamer of his homeland's condition; for example, a mariner
in Amsterdam, a nun in Naples and a Bishop in England.

Dis-

loyalty toward the King of England is elaborately displayed
by an extended analogy of a battle between different members
of the body, leaving the "whole Body in a high burning Feaver
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ot Frenzy" (p. 12). The root of most of the trouble lies
with the Scots, one of Howell's favorite targets, "a Northern Nation that brought these cataracts of mischief:

upon

us" (p. 13). The work ends with a discussion of dreams:
divine, diabolical, natural and human, under the last of
which the author places his own dream, since the visions relate to the actions of the day past (p. 18).
A longer imaginative prose work in the vein of
dream relation, whose subject is in a different direction
from political allegoty, is The Vision,

according to Vann

the "fullest expression" of Howell's personality, "next in
importance after the Letters."^^

Howell's emphasis on meta-

physics in this work, Vann suggests, implies, unusually for
Howell, a degree of despair, likely resulting from his
thoughts of dying in prison.^'

The Vision,

as I stated pre-

viously, is a dialogue between the soul and the body.

How-

ell's metaphysical comments are long and, in many instances,
as Vann asserts, "uninteresting."*"*

Howell's personal com-

ments within these discussions, however, are revealing, and
the dramatic nature of the speakers at times illustrates a
notable touch of creativity on Howell's part, as the Soul's
opening comments indicate:

**Vann, p. 34.
*'See Vann, p. 34.
*''Vann, p. 34.
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0 Me! how much reason have I to rue the time that ever
1 was cloistered up among those walls of clay; What
cause have I to repent that ever I was thrown into that
dungeon, that corrupt mass of flesh? For when I first
entered, I bore the image of my Creatour in some lustre,
but since that time, 'tis scarce discernable in me, in
regard of those foul leprous spots and taintures which
I have contacted from those frail corporeal organs,
which have so pitifully disfigured and transformed me,
that I cannot be called the same Thing I was at first,
the Character of my Creatour being almost quite lost in
me [pp. 1-2].
Howell, occasionally reminiscent of Browne, speaks in earI

t

nest of the strengths and weaknesses of his faith:
While my faith is fed, I do not love to have my Reson
famished, I do not love to be worded to death by such
tautological S rambling insipid confused stuff that
some Enthusiasists use to evaporate wherein it is as
difficult to find any coherence in point of matter or
methodical contexture, as it is to make a rope of that
sand whereby they prate.
My feet 'tis true, go too often astray to the bypaths of vanity, but they come back again to the right
track, as one going on a journey, and hearing by the
way a pack of hounds, he goes and follows the sport a
while, and then returns to his road [pp. 43-44].
Howell's interior passions, especially laughter, he confesses, "have too great a dominion" in him (p. 46). Mirth,
he states, "too suddenly dilates [his] spirits, and makes
them break out in violent fits of laughter" (p. 46). Howell
describes this action, recounted elaborately in The Parly
Beasts

of

(pp. 22-23), by pointing out the reactions of the

body to laughter.

The detail humorously distracts from some

degree of seriousness of his subject, but his proverbial conclusion is memorable:
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This Passion disguiseth me too often, 8 betrays my
folly, though one, apologizing for this Passion, faith,
that laughter doth not as much discover a man to be a
fool, but that there is a fool in his companie, which
causeth him to laugh. There is so much prodigalitie
in me, that I think I shall never be covetous, I shall
never be condemned for a rich man, nor be so simple,
as to roast meat for others, while I starve my self
[pp. 47-48].
The imaginative aspect of the dialogue between the soul and
body, the reader soon discovers, is marred from time to time
by the speakers' long comments and Howell's light handling
of concrete and abstract comparisons, excepting the two examples above.

The work, nevertheless, is one of Howell's

noteworthy experiments in imaginative prose.
The Parly

of Beasts

may be considered Howell's

final attempt at writing allegory.^^

Historical and politi-

cal references are made, but Howell's emphasis is on man's
cruelty, an expression in part, in Cleveland's words, of Howell's "'medieval' pessimism and misanthropy,"^^

The main

figure is Pererius, a prince, who travels to the island of
Morphandra, a creature like Circe in the Odyssey,

and tries

to convince men whom Morphandra transformed into various animals but has for the time being restored to their speech and
reason to return to their human forms, which he has the
power to effect.

Each of the eleven animals Pererius

**''Vann does not refer to The Parly of Beasts as an
allegory, but Cleveland describes its form as "quasiallegorical" (p. 203),
26 Cleveland,

p. 203,
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confronts is representative of a different country, with
the exception of the last speaker, a bee, one of a group of
nuns, prior to transformation, from a monastery.

The ani-

mals discuss the maladies of the human race as they are observed in their respective countries, and they refuse Pererius' offer to regain their humanity, finding their lives in
the animal kingdom more compatible than is possible in the
corrupt world of human beings.

The exception again is the

bee; here arises a note of optimism, for she, last but not
least, accepts humanity.
Pererius first confronts an otter, once a Dutch
(Amstelian) mariner, who refuses humanity so he will not
'have to breathe the "foggy cobwebb'd air" of his country (p.
10) and bear the dangers of the sea as a mariner.^'

An ass,

in the past a French (Artonian) peasant, finds fault with
religious discontent and the European wars and defends his
"braying" by giving a detailed description of man's laughter, from the changing of.:complexi6n.iand facial expression
to the irregular respiration and bodily gyrations (pp. 2223).

The account of an ape, formerly a preacher in England

(Theriona), is largely a retelling of the punishments for
Roundheads in hell related in A Trance.

The hind, a former

Venetian (Marcopolitan) beauty, rejects the human world
where women are held "little better than Slaves"

(p. 55) and

*'See Cleveland's comments on these animals, pp.
203-204.
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are used "as Spice-bags, which when the spices are taken
out are thrown away into som mouldy corner" (p. 60). Society's disrespect for the medical profession turns away a mule,
once a doctor in Spain (Tumontia); and a fox, before an Italian (Saturnian) merchant from Naples (Regulia), is appalled
by man's conscience, covetousness and jealousy.. Pererius
then digresses momentarily from the general discourse to discuss a subject mentioned by Howell in other works, Digby's
powder of sympathy (pp. 103-107), and next hears a boar, who
used to be a German (Aetonian) count, scowl at the savagery
of man.

A similar scolding is railed by a wolf, in his

human form a Swedish (Cuprinian) mercenary.

A goat is per-

haps the least aggressive of speakers, discussing man's
reason, but this temperance is probably a result of its
being a native of Wales (Orosia), Howell's birthplace.

The

goat is a contrast to the "Soland-Goo.se," once a Scot (Carboncian), who speaks of Scotland as a land tarnished by
plague, witches and slavery.

A bee, spokesman for a hive

of bees, which was transformed from a monastery of nuns for
their rejection of the secluded monastic life, is the only
animal that finally accepts transformation back to its human
form, to contemplate the divine through reason, an experience unknown to animals.

Cleveland credits Howell for his

optimistic conclusion to The Parly

of Beasts,

after his long

commentary on human flaws, which saves his misanthropy from
"unqualified animalitarianism," and makes the work "the best
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piece of 'fiction' that Howell attempted."^'
Aside from the dream aspect of A Winter

Dreame and

A Trance, a remaining political pamphlet, England's
may be included in the imaginative group.

Teares,

In this work

Howell presents England as a weeping mother, complaining of
the disruption of civil war caused by her children (Englishmen).

The wailing introduction is overly dramatic, but How-

ell's subject matter is of historical interest.

The sad

narrator speaks of other countries laughing at England, a
great power, faced with the confusion of internal strife.
She then speaks of earlier conflicts that England, not without suffering, has overcome:
bowells!

"how my Barons

did teare my

What an Ocean of bloud the two Roses

cost mee be-

fore they were conjoined" (p. 7). Howell's figurative language, furthermore, enhances the dramatic nature of historical incidents:

"I have bin of my cloud abroad in diverse

places, J watered the Holy Land with much of it" (p. 8); and
Bogland mentions her sons sying "in a bed of honour" (p. 8).
The narrator sees the abuse of religion as one of the chief
evils of the English people:

"To beat Religion into the

braines with a poleax, is to make a Moloch of the

Messias"

(p. 10). Concerning the government, Howell's theme is temperate control from all positions:
I desire my high Councell to consider, that the
royall Prerogative is like the Sea, which, as Navigators
*'Cleveland, p. 204.
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observe, what it loseth at one time or in one place,
gets alwaies in some other; I desire my deare King to
consider, that the priviledge of Parlement, the Laws
and liberties of the Subject, is the firmest support
of his Crown, that his great Councell is the truest
glasse wherin he may discerne his peoples love, and
His own happiness [p. 14],
The imaginative presentation of England's

Teares,

not far

removed from other works of the imaginative group, is not of
the order that tempts one to label Howell an imaginative
writer; but his endeavor to use figurative description, especially in the broad allegorical framework, for the relating of historical events, marks his work as a stepping stone
to later imaginative recountings of history, as indicated in
satirical works cuid historical novels of the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries.
The informative aspect of Howell's prose style
through literal renderings of historical and political events
exclusive of extended symbols as in his imaginative works is
adequately displayed in a number of his pamphlets and books.
A distinction must be made, however, to determine the degree
of Howell's capabilities as a historian.

A standard source

on historical writing is James Westfall Thompson's A
of Historical

Writing,

History

but, unfortunately for my study, the

author does not mention Howell as a historian.*'

Thompson's

avoidance of Howell, nevertheless, is not out of the ordinary when considering Howell's plagiarism and inaccuracies

*'i4 History

of Historical

millan, 1942), vol. I.

Writing

(New York: Mac-
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of times and places.

In this respect the word "historian,"

as Wilson suggests, loses touch with Howell:
It seemed reasonable to his contemporaries that
Charles II should have appointed him [Howell] Historiographer Royal after the Restoration. None of this
work, however, has much value for the modern historian.
Most of his histories are accounts of European events,
and since they are compilations of more authoritative
sources, they are forgotten. What he has to say of
his own island has proved largely worthless, principally because he is so notoriously inaccurate on the
question of dates and identifications. We cannot then
be very much concerned with what Howell had to say
specifically of historical events in his histories.
The quality of his history has been judged by time and
the verdict seems to be that he is not an historian."
What I refer to as Howell's informative style, on the one
hcuid, precludes the accuracy of standard textual recording
of historical events, and focuses on the relating of past
incidents that answers the vogue of the time, which to an
extent, to quote Wilson once again, was the mode of storytelling:
In his [Howell's] histories as in his other writings
he illustrates the problems with which contemporary
writers were dealing, and he is representative of the
kind of historian who was most read by the audience
of the day. It is James Howell rather than Herbert
of Cherbury or John Selden who represented the popular
idea of what an historian should be. In spite of the
great contributions of Comines, Machiavelli, Guichardini, Bodin, Bacon, and others, the public still held
the story-teller in great affection.
This aspeOt o^ Howell's style has been illustrated in his
"Wilson, pp. 86-87.
'*Wilson, p. 87.
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allegories, when he refers to incidents, such as past wars
and the projected Spanish match.

The aura of the story-

teller is evident in other works, for example, his adventurous account of the riots led by Massaniello in An Exact
torie

Of The Late

Revolutions

Jerusalem in The History

in Naples,

of the

Jews.

His-

and the siege of
Howell's informative

style, on the other hand, shows touches of scholarly investigation, as in Some Sober

Inspections

into

Parlement

which,

Vann states, "Gives evidence of careful research, if not of
wholly impartial investigation."^^
This work, dedicated to Cromwell, is a history of
Parliament, "the longest of Howell's political works and the
one most deserving of study as an historical treatise."^^
The form is once again dialogue, between Philanglus and PolyeUider. Howell's account of the origin of Parliament is detailed, culminating in his thesis, distrust of the common
people in government affairs, as his reference to Cromwell's
dissolution of Parliament suggests in the dedication:
My Lord,
Among the multitud of mighty Achievments
which
your Highnes hath performed so much to the astonishment of Mankind, The Dissolving
of the Isite-long
Parlement may well deserve to be rank'd in the nomber; For
therby your Highnes Hercules-like^
may be said to have
quell'd a Monster with many heads; such a Monster that
was like to gourmandize, and devour the whole Nation
[A2-A3].
32Vann, p. 39.
3 3Vann, p. 39.
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Howell documents occasionally, his long quotation of the
original Commission founding Parliament being an example
(pp. 17-18), and this gives his work a scholarly appearance
and tone of authority.

His recounting of incidents influ-

encing the rise of Parliament includes the Norman Conquest;
the authority of kings, among them the great "Prince

Howell

call'd Howell Dha (the good King Howell)" (p. 24), of obvious delight to the Welshman; the Magna Charta and the Privy
Council; the Strafford disruption; and details from the
Civil War, the Battle of Edgehill, for example, in which the
Parlieunentary army had some advantages over the King's
troops:
The Parlements Army had the advantage of the Kings
in point of Infantry who wer very good Fire-locks, most
of them having bin traind up in London, and so left
their Wares to follow the Warrs,
They had also the advantage of the King, in point of armes, for scarce
three parts of four were armed in his Army: But for
Cavalry, the Royallists had the greater advantage [p.
1321.
In the concluding sections of his work, Howell makes accusations against Parliament for taking advantage of their power
to distribute money:

"They lighted on no less then twenty

several wayes to get mony above board" (p. 143), and he
lists, to mention four methods, the free loans, the

"Irish

adventures for sale of Lands," the weekly meal and a number
of assessments for armies at home and abroad (pp. 142-43).
In addition Howell mentions the ship Santa

Clara,

moored at

Southampton for repairs, for which allocated funds were never
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used. Howell's final plea, to rid England of an expedient
Parliament, is to place authority in the hands of one person,
whose rule will not be tampered with by the commoners:
Therefore I ascribe to his judgment who holds that
the firmest and most compendious way of Government is
when the supremacy resides in one person,
whom the
people ought to trust by an indispensable necessity,
for their own advantage, in steering the great Vessell
of the Common-wealth, with the advice of a select Councell.
, , . It is requisit also that this single person
should be attended with a visible standing veteran Army
to be pay'd well and punish'd well if ther be cause,
to awe as well as to secure the peeple. It being the
gretest solaecism that can be in Goverument to depend
meerly upon the affections of the peeple,
for ther is
not such a wavering windy thing, not such an humorsom
and cros-graind animall in the World as the Common
peeple [p. 182].
A condensed version of Howell's history of Parliament appears in his pamphlet The Preheminence

and Pedigree

of

Parle-

ment, what Vann calls "an admirable little treatise," in
which the King retains the highest authority of the land:'**
"The king is as the Sun, the Nobles the fixed Starres, the
Itinerant Judges and other Officers (that goe upon Messages
'twixt both Houses) to the Planets; the Clergy, to the Element of fire; the Commons, to the solid Body of Earth, and
the rest of the Elements" (p. 3),
Descriptions of countries and their kingdoms are
numerous in Howell's historical works,

A German Diet,

for

instance, concerns descriptions, pro and con, of European

3 if

Vann, p. 20.
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countries made by German princes at an assembly.

Howell's

narrators on characteristics of Germany, opening the discussions, speak of the fruitful wines, for example, and cartloads of eggs and catfish "thrust into Vienna everday" (p.
18) and the "very remarkable" German chastity (p. 21).
German tales, on the other hand, are not so praiseworthy, as
a prince says of the Pied Piper of Hamelin tale (pp. 34-35);
and the German's thirst for liquor is gluttonous (pp. 37-38).
Examples of regional descriptions of this order embody the
work, the comments against countries, unfortunately, at
times marring the positive features, as a speaker denouncing
the cormorants of France suggests:

"'tis incredible what

multitudes of gown'd cormorants ther are in France,

as Advo-

cates, Proctors, Scribes, Clerks, Solliciters, who prey upon
the poor Client, and suck his vital spirits, they are call'd
the souris

de Palais,

the mice of the Court, and the Judges

the ratts,

they are as thick as gnats, and able to corrupt

ten worlds" (p. 58). A history iri a similar vein, descriptive of countries and their rulers, is Parthenopeia,

"a

rather dull chronicle" in Vann's estimation, a history of
Naples from 1526 to 1654, with some emphasis on Massaniello's
participation in the revolutions, recounted in
in Naples.^^

Londinopolis,

Revolutions

adapted from A Survey

(1598) by John Stow (ca. 1525—1575), is a lengthy

"Vann, p. 38.

of

London
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description of the growth of London, including comments on
its twenty-six wards, the river Thames, the London Bridge,
the Tower and its prisoners, and the schools of London, to
name a few.

Howell's Parallel, Vann notes, between London

and other cities of the world (pp. 381-407), is the only
original part of the work, comparing aspects, such as fresh
air, for which Amsterdam "is so far inferior to London, that
her Inhabitants may be said to draw in Frogs, in lieu of
free Air, the country being all marsh and moorish about Her"
(p. 389); and clean water, which London has more of than
Paris (p. 391). Howell apparently considered his borrowing
as a necessary part of historical writing, suggested by his
defense of the practice in his advertisement:
Historians and Antiquaries,
may well be compared to
Architects,
who in rearing up a Fabrick, although the
Idea, and design of the work, with the site, the contrivement of rooms, the contignation of parts and Symmetry, be wholly in themselves; yet in point of Substance,
they fetch their Materials
from else where; so
the Historian
and Antiquary,
though the method, the
style, and compilement be his, yet he hath his matter
from others, either from Manuscripts, or printed Records, except these modern passages that are Synchronical with himself [b].
Howell's last published volume. The Precedency
Kings,

of

complementary to his position as Historiographer

Royal, is a historical work on the reign of kings in cafferent countries, in comparison with the kings of England.
Once again Vann gives Howell credit for "considerable i ^search," in part suggested by his works-consulted list at

>•'•••'/
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the beginning of the volume."

Howell discusses the monar-

chies of England, France and Spain, and concludes with a
discourse on ambassadors, according to Vann, more interesting than the precedency, as it contains more of Howell's
personality.'^

Howell's waves of statistical data are dis-

tinctive in this work.

He refers, for example, to the

"Dishes and Diet" at court, and lists the salaries of officials of the King's household.

A portion of the list reads:

The Lord Steward of the Household, who hath allowed
him evry day besides his Fee . . . 32 dishes.
The Treasurer
of the Household 32 dishes; and besides
his table he hath a Fee of . . . 1231. 14 s. 4 d.
The Controuler,
besides thirty two dishes a day, hath
a Fee of . . . 1671. 17 s. 4 d. [p. 52].
He also lists the seventy-seven royal forests (pp. 72-73)
that help to mark the authority of the English King, and
concludes:
Now, if one shold make the Perambalation
of all
France and Spain, he will not find half the number of
Forests in both Kingdoms, And whether this be not a
notable advantage to the King of Great Britain
in point
of Honour, let any unpassionat and sober-minded -man
determine [p. 37].
Howell's discourse on ambassadors takes another direction,
offering numerous proverbs and personal comments on the

"Vann, p. 49.
"Vann, p. 50.
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conduct of ambassadors.

In one instance Howell suggest

that the ambassador adopt a bold sense of humor, a disposition that had become part of Howell's code of good
fellowship:
As it is a principal quality in an Ambassador to
be serious, abstruse, and reservd in the discharge of
his Function; so it is a mighty advantage for him to
be Witty as well as Wise; to be facetious, and play
the Drol sometimes; for the Italian says, Non e saffio
chi non s^a effer pazzo.
He is not wise who knows not
how to play the Fool sometimes [p, 210],
My mention of Howell's giving advice brings up the subject
of conduct literature. Instructions

for

Forreine

Travell,

the most representative of this genre, and also of antiquarian value for information about the conduct of the
seventeenth-century traveler,
Howell's travels took him to many of the major
cities in Europe, and his experiences as a young man traveling in foreign countries were cherished by him.
tions

for

Forreine

Travell,

His

Instruc-

having, Vann notes, "much charm

of style," is an account of Howell's travels as a youth through
Holland, France, Spain, Italy and Geneva,A^ • Howell's name
appears from time to time in books on seventeenth-century
travel, as his advice to students and others contemplating
travel was detailed and sound; an example is'his suggestion
that novice travelers in France stay at French academies, to

. 38Vann, p. 17.
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quote Clare Howard:

"When the influence of France over the

ideals of a gentleman was well established, James Howell
wrote his Instructions

for

Forreine

Travell,

and in this

book for the first time the traveller is advised to stay at
one of the French academies—or riding schools, as they
really were.""

Howell refers to travel, or "Peregrination,"

as a "moving Academy,

or the true Peripatetique

Schoole"\

and the eye of the beholder as the principal recorder of
events:

"one Eye-witnesse

ricular"

(p. 13). The life of a traveler, Howell emphasizes,

is spent in "Reading,

is

of more validity

in Meditation,

than ten Au-

or in Discours"

(p. 25),

makingfcommunicationof primary importance, particularly the
learning of foreign languages.

The traveler's caution in

spending money is of deep concern to Howell, as his warning
of thievery in Spain indicates:
. . . nor would I advise him [the traveler] to carry
about him any more money than is absolutly necessary
to defray his expences, for some in this particular
have beene Peny-wise
and Pound-foolish,
who in hopes
of some small benefit in the rates, have left their
principall, exposing their Persons and Purses, to
dayly hazard, and inviting (as it were) unto them
danger for their Companion, and feare for their bedfellow
[p. 28].
In a long comparison-and-contrast relation, Howell points
^^English Travellers
of the Renaissance
(New York:
John Lane, 1914), p. 118. See also comments on Howell's
travels in E. S. Bates's Touring in 1600 (New York: Burt
Franklin, 1911), pp. 26 and 315; and John Walter Stoye's
Snglish Travellers
Abroad, 1604-1667 (1952; rpt. New York:
Octagon, 1968), pp. 250, 374-76.
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out the differences between the Frenchman and the Spaniard
(pp. 30-33) and in a later section, concerning language, facetiously mentions the distinction of nationalities in Paradise": '.'There was a Spanish
Spanish,

Italian,

and French,

Doctor,

who had a fancy that

were spoken in Paradise,

God Almighty commanded in Spanish,

the Tempter perswaded

Italian,

French"

and Adam begged

pardon'in

that
in

(p. 39). Howell's

primary advice to the traveler is that he observe the finer
fruits of travel< as an education, rather than journey'for
economic gain or other pleasurable conquests, so he will not
end as "Jonas in the Whales belly" who "travelled
saw little"

much,

but

(p. 67).

The measuring of Howell's imaginative and informative styles varies in his historical and political works,
but each category has a difinite place.

His historically

oriented prose likely met some success in pleasing middleclass readers, one of their favorite topics, according to
Louis B. Wright, being history:

"But middle-class readers

especially came to regard history as the perfect literature,
for it was safe, entertaining, instructive, and useful; and
not even the grimmest Puritan, who might condemn most other
forms of literature, could gainsay its value.""' Howell's
historical accuracy does not compare with contemporaneous
historians such as Edward Ludlow (1617-1692), Thomas Fuller
'*^Middle-Class
Culture in Elizabethan
England (1935;
rpt. Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell Univ. Press, 1965), p. 301.
t'
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(1608-1661), Anthony a Wood (1632-1695) and the greatest
historian of the period, Edward Hyde, Earl of Clarendon
(1608-1674); but Howell's accounts of historical events, in
a descriptive manner endemic to his style, guarantee his
tenure among historians of his age.***
Because of the voluminousness of Howell's publications, later analysis may still describe his stylistic characteristics beyond those suggested by the present study.
What emerges, however, from my comments on Ciceronianism,
Senecanism and plain-style tendencies in the Commonwealth
era is a description of a writer whose prose style is a composite of styles that had been passed on, with some modifications, for generations.. Like other writers before him,
Howell was a transitionalist in his own lifetime, in some
instances displaying Ciceronian sentence structure and elaborate figurative language and in other instances, charming
his readers with the chatter of conversation, a unique characteristic that will probably remain his anti-Ciceronian
trait.

His familiar language is a notable sign of Common-

wealth speech, pointing toward vogues of the eighteenth
century.
Howell, from the fame of his Familiar

Letters,

may

be remembered, to quote Gilbert Coleridge, as "the biggest

*'*For a discussion of these seventeenth-century
historians, see James W. Thompson, pp. 632-39.

M
L
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scribbler of his age";**^ and one's awareness of the body of
Howell's works, furthermore, reveals a writer of great proportions, whose style is varied to suit the needs of his
genres.

From this perspective Howell is beyond the gossipy,

"priggish little Clerk of King Charles' Council."**' He is
more the Cavalier, whose swashbuckling manner is projected
.in his prose, at times flourishing with poetic expressions,
at times informative and serious, and sometimes humorous,
'» .. * »

even to the point of foolishness; and here lies the chief
asset of Howell's style:

the presence of his individualized

personality in all his prose.

We may forget what Howell is

talking about, states Professor Vann, "but never who is talking."**

Howell's manner, as he stated in The Vision,

is

"prodigalitie" (p. 48); his expression is free, and for
those times that he exceeds the bounds of what his readers
define as proper, we might excuse him, keeping the adage in
mind, "A little nonsense now and then is relished by the
best of men."**'

i,-*••>. - t>'i

"^Coleridge, "The Letters of James Howell," p. 369.
'''Thackeray, Roundabout

Papers,

pp. 6-7.

'*'*Vann, p. 69.
"'This is an anonymous quotation taken from Leonard
Louis Levinson's Bartlett's
Unfamiliar
Quotations
(Chicago:
Cowles Book Co., 1971), p. 205.
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.A. A Sampling of Howell's Metaphorical Expressions,
B. A Sampling of Howell's Proverbs,
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A Sampling of Howell's C o l l o q u i a l , Rare and Innovative
Words and^Expressions: D e f i n i t i o n s and Textual
Selections,

Appendix A
A Sampling of Howell's Metaphorical Expressions

Reference words in the following list are in
alphabetical order, and are divided into six categories
adapted from Douglass Sargeant Mead's classifications in
The Literary

Comparison

in Jacobean

Prose

(New York:

Haskell House, 1965), pp. 38-47. Reference words should
be read in sentences where slash marks appear. Slash marks
also divide multiple reference words at the beginning of
sentences. This system is an adaptation of Sir Paul Harvey's alphabetical arrangement in The Oxford Dictionary
of
English Proverbs,
comm. William George Smith, intro. Janet
E. Heseltine, 2nd ed., rev. Sir Paul Harvey (1935: rpt.
Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1966). Reference words followed
by an asterisk are those frequently appearing in Howell's
writings. A solid line in place of a reference word, as in
a bibliography, indicates repetition of the preceding word.
Cross references are used. Brackets are my own, but parentheses, aside from those used in citing Howell's works, are
Howell's. Aside from abbreviated titles of works and cross
referenced word, italics have been omitted to eliminate
superfluity of italicized words. A sample listing of
Howell's similes concludes each section,- with the exception
of the phenomena of warfare.

I**'.-'-: ;-
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Images From Life and Nature
Armes. See Bosom,
Bag-full.

See Debt,

"

•

Barren. We are not here so / of Intelligence.
398)

(LF, in HD,

'."Belch.* That Mountain, did / forth greater flakes of fire
then ordinary. (Parth,
To the Reader, A4)
Belching.
She is more subject to / out flakes of Fire.
C^pis.I.l.xvii)
>

.

'

•••

•

•

Billows. [The Emperour of the Universe] puts bounds to the
raging / of the great Ocean. (PK, 5)
. Birds', ,Tb'be /. of their feiather, . (FaZ?, in HD, 182)
Blood/venome, The / that's sought after here, shall not be
mingled with guale, much lesse with anie / at all,
;

(lAB,

2) ; -, V - • '•' -

'

Bones, They [the common principles of philosophy] are /
».
that Nature cannot diegest, (Vis, 133)
Bosom/armes, This Wonder of Citties is seated in the / or
betwixt the / and aestuaries of the Adriatic Sea.
(S,P,Q.V,,

Bowels,

32)

•

See Plow,

Branch, The business briefly doth / it self into two
Articles, (PPi4, 3)
Buzze/sting. The King of Bees tells me sometimes, when
humming up'' and down my leaves, he would / this fond
belief unto me, how it added much to his Majestie,
that Nature gives him no /. (Fab, in HD, 27)
Calm/storm. So ther were great hopes of a / , after that
cold Northern / had so blustered, and that we should
be suddenly rid of the Scot. (TI, in HD, 27).
Cataracts.* It was a Northern Nation that brought these /
of mischief upon us, (WD, 13)

-4 •
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Showers.

See

Cat-Skin.
; Center.

Shrunk.

See

See Sea.

Claws. You escap'd the / of the Inquisition

(Epis,11,Ixvi)

Cloud,* How your Prelates are fallen under so darke a / ,
(P<SP, in HD, 10 7)
Mists.

See

''\ C l o u d / S u n n e - s h i n e ,
Out o f t h e t a l l b l a c k e / , which now
O r e s e t s t h i s poore I s l a n d , I hope t h e r e w i l l b r e a k e a
"
g l o u r i o u s / o f p e a c e and f i r m e h a p p i n e s s ,
(Preem,
Dedication)
Clouds,*

See

Wraps,

Clouds/rotten, Though he be now 0're-set with these unlucky
' .;, / ., engendred of the vapours of distempered brains, and
;,
the / hearts of many of his own meniall servants,
(P&P, in HD, 104-105)
Clowd,* Never did Prince rise with a greater lustre in
Englands hemisphere, , . , and Set in a darker V ,
(BSA,

10)

Clowds.* There were certain / issuing from the vapors of
diverse discontented braines. (BSA, 13)
Cobwebb'd.*

A foggy / air.

(PB, 10)

Cobweb-compositions. I cannot well away with such sleasy
Stuff, with such / .
(Epis,I.l.i)
Cobweb-learning.

Knowledge is but / . (Epis.l,^

,ix)

Cobwebs,* There is no. Court or judicature so cleane, but
some / may gather in it (TI, in HD, 39)
. Cobwebs, To consult of meanes how to sweepe away
those / that hang in the Courts of justice, and to
make the Lawes run in their right Channell, (ET, 15)
Cockpit.

The / of Christendome.

(IFT,^ 60) .

Creep, How such a multitude of Greeke words could / into
the Welsh language, (IFT, 55)

•

•>

;. c
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Qualified persons, whose charge is to have a
"speciall care that the Plague / not into the Cittie.
(S.P.Q.V.,

18)

Cretures. Words may be said to be the meer / of the Mind.
(Lex, To the Tru Philologer, 2)
Cut. See Wing.
Daughter.

See

Topbranch,

Debt/bag-full. I could willingly pay nature her last / and
render this small / of bones to the earth whence it
.-..•V first came, (Vis,
98)
Deflower'd. The King spying her one Day refreshing herself
under an Arber, fell enamour'd with her, and never
left till he had / her, (£'pt^s. I. 3.xxxii)
Eagle.* I behold Nations revolted from Caesar, which makes
the Imperiall / so thinn of Feathers, and almost stark
'^y\'^ naked. (GD, "Of Germany," 32)
_______•" The Roman / fix'd his talons upon the Banks of
Euphrates Eastward, on the Nile South, on the Danube
and the Rhin Northward, and flew West as far as the
British and German Seas. (DE, 52)
See
Eagle-eyed.

Plumes.

, • >

So was h e e i n w a r d l y / .
•

,

t

.

.

•

•

.

•

,

.

.

(DG, I ,

64)

• . • . . - • „ • • » • •

• . , - • ' •

Eagles, The Empire now may be sayed to have an / feather
only in his Capp, (DE, 53)
;V
.
Eagles/fly. Me-thinks you imp this dull body, with / feathers
to / upwards,. , (Vis, 134) - ./-^
Earthquake,
(DG, I,

This struck an / into all hearts for the present.
lOl)

Earth-quake. This struck an / in the Dukes brest,
"Philip the Fourth of Austria," 59)

(Parth,

Ebb/tide. But the / of it [the plague] was more swift than
the /. (Epis.
1,1.xxiv)
Ebbings/flowings, We must have perpetuall / and / of mirth
and melancholy. (IFT, 24)

lk<^.
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Embleme,. The bleating tone of the Sheep, which is the /
of Innocence. (NEG, 18)
Feather/nests. For by trampling the Miter under their feet
they hoped to have some of the Birds plumes being
plucked to / their own / , (SIP, 74)
Feathers, They take more pride in / then their armes,
(GD, "Of Germany," 38)
Feathers/pillow, Her [goose] / goe only now to fill the /
. of the Crown, (DG, J, 54)
Fence/gripes/tallons, Such liberties that / and secure
him eternally from the / and / of Tyranny. (VM, in
HD, 345)

Yet they were but as / in her Cap. (DD, 14)

Fethers.

(GD, "Of Germany,"

Field, Fit to march in a / of Whores.
38)

Flower.* [I] lost the / of my best children in these wofull
broyles. (ET, 14)
^

*

•'•.

__, He defeated the / of their Cavalry, and gave them
a smart blow, (TI, in HD, 68-69).
<•1.*

i

•

.

-

••

>
•

Flowers/trampled. When all the / o f his Crowne are like
to be plucked off and / under foot, (MH, 24)
Flowings,

See Ebbings.

Fluttered/wings,
(BSA,

"»V

Victory / a long While with doubtful / ,

10)

Fly,* The English made the Scots a bridge of gold to /
over, (BSA, 7)
_.

[Protestants] were forced to / over to England,

(MH, 15)
.

See

Eagles.

Flying/foot. The / squadron of two thousand / did recover
le fosse del Grano. (RN,11, 85)
Fog.

[To] cast a / also ore his intellectualls.

Foggy vapours.

One issuing out of the / of sin,

(DG,II,
(Vis,

22)
70)
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Foot.* The English / would not fight.

(TI,

in HD,2^)

Flying.

See

Froth/venome. To vent their / and / against Church and
State. (TI, in HD, 56)
'• Frowns. The air is full of / ,

(DG,11,

2B3)

Fuel/marrow, [To] hath bin alwaies esteemed the best / of
affection, and the very / of friendship, (Fab, in
HD, 182)

Gnash.

See Teeth.

See Viper.

Gnaw'd,

Gnawing, I o f t e n
(PB, 90)
\

Goose.

\

.'•-''"

./'
found w i t h i n me a / worm [ c o n s c i e n c e ] ,

[ I r e l a n d ] a good f a t

Gravelled/quick sands.
brain.
(IFT,
31)
Gripes.

See

/ to pluck.

(DD, 17)

[To b e ] / upon t h e / o f h i s own

Fence,

*

Harbour/roost. And not to / , or let / in my bosom the
least malignant thought. (VM, in HD, 360)
•

'•<

•

Hatcht.*

Committees were first / in Hell.

(Trans,

5)

Head, See Hole.
,,.
, ,, :
Hill of Ants, See Hive of Bees.
' Hive of Bees/Hill of Ants.
a / , (Lon, 399)

London may be called a / , or
<

Hole/head,
Since C h r i s t i a n i t y had f i r s t
in,
(LF, i n HD, 399)

a / t o put h e r

/

>

Horizon. You are still within the / of my love,
I.l.ix)
Hovers.
(SIP,

(Epis,

There is a kind of hazard that / over our heads.
2)

Jawes.* People planted as it were under the Sea, out of
whose / they force an habitation. (IFT, 60)
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ijaws.* A rich magnificent City seated in the verv / of
Neptune. (IFT, 42)
^
Labyrinth/thicket. To bring him [the Reader] into a / ,
or impervious darke / . (DG,1, 57)
Lilly/Rose. It being, as matters stand in your Countrey,
more safe to speake under the / then the / . (P<SP^
in HD, 93)
Low ebb.* The house of Austria was at a / .
"Philip The Fourth of Austria," 41)

(Parth,

Low ebbe.* After so long captivity which hath) brought me
to such a / , and put me so far behind in the course
of my poor fortunes. (VM, in HD, 362)
.

'

,

•

•

' ' Lyon. See

^

••

Shrunk.

Magot. This / had done working in the braines of the
foolish people. (LP, A5)
Marrow. See Fuel.
''

(IFT,

He hath sucked the pure / of true Religion.
^16)

Mists. See

Tempest.

Mists/Cloud. We shall walk no more in / , tho' some give
out yet that our Prince shall embrace a / for Juno.
(Epia*!.3.xxvi)

Mole-hill.

See

Mountain.

Motheaten. [To] peruse many mouldred and / Records.
Advertisement)
Mountain/mole-hill.
(SIP,

Nests.

Pusillanimous fear makes a / of a / .

102)

See

Feather.

Noise. This kept a foul / beyond Sea.

(TI,

in HD, 45)

Ocean. What an / of bloud the two Roses cost me.
Pedigree.
Pillow.

(Lon,

(ET, 7)

See Try.

See

Plow/bowels*

Feathere.
They / the very / of the Deep.

(IFT,

61)
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?!f.Plumes/Eagle. The Popes Temporal Dominions most of them
were taken from the Roman / . (PK, 4)

^,'i<

Posie. She [Venice] was at first nothing else but a kind
of / made up of dainty green hillocks. (WD, 7)
M^^f': r

Soul,

See

^MSif Precipiate.

See

Wolvish.

fej;E- Pry/pedigree. He who will / into the / of the English
01fu:'/,
language. (NEG, To the Reader)
''.fS

'

•

piil^S Puffed/streams. In others life is / out by violence, and
fmyri'so it commonly . . . / away in blood. (Vis, 9 8)

m

Puffs. Such popular / have blown often in Poland, Naples
and other places. (IK, 6)

^vlfe

#,

• V

Quicksands.*

See

Whirlwind.

Quick sands.

See

Gravelled.

Ray.
'

•

You be a / o f D i v i n i t i e .

Roost.

,

Rose.
•

< ' .

'

|-:

'•

•

See
See

(Vis,

9)

Harbour.
Lilly,

-

Rotten.

See

Clouds.

Sea.* They have a long time put a / of separation twixt
King and Queen. (TI, in HD, 84)
Sea/sum/center. [Your Creator] who is the source and
wide / , who is the / and / of all happiness. (Vis,
Seeds. The / of disobedience. (VLG, 4)

68)

Shower/skip. Prayer causeth the first / of rain, but Praise
brings down the second; the one fructifieth the Earth,
th'other makes the Hills to / . (Fpte.II.lxvii)
=^

Showers.*

See

Stormes.

Showers/cataracts. His blasts brought with them (God wot)
divers / of blood, and whole / of calamities. (Para, 19)

,

Shrunk/Lyon/Cat-skin. [The German Empire] may be said to
have / from a great / into a / . (FK, S)
Skip. See Shower.

•'.
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Snarle. R is the Dogs letter, and seems to / in the sound.
(NEG, 30)

Soul/posie. The sighing /sends up various notes unto
heaven: It is a / made up divers flowers. (TI, in
HD, 58)

Sting. See

Buzze.

Stone. He left no / unrolld to bring this mighty worke
to passe, (DG,1, 114)
Stone/twinkling.
Stoned.
.Storm,*

He fell / dead in the / of an eye.

(LP, A6)

See Worded,
See Calm,

Stormes/showers, [The Civil War] , . . broke out into many
/ and / of bloud. (SIP, 129)
Puffed,

Streams.

See

Stubble.

The Presse also did contribute much / .

(TI,

in

HD, 49)

Sum.

See Sea.

Sunne-shine,

'
See

Cloud,

Swarmes.

France / with men,

Tallons,

See

(IFT,

46)

Fence,

Teeth. The Scots in far greater numbers shewed their /
only, (BSA, 4)
Teeth/gnash. This fruit tax did put the peeples / so on
edge, that it made them / against the Government. (WD, 6)
Tempest/mists. My Lord Stafford being gone, we hop'd fair
weather wold follow. (He who was the cause of the /
[as they pretended] being thrown over-board) but unluckie / of jealousie grew thicker and thicker.
(TI,
in HD, 35)
Tempests. [Black clouds] , . . broke out afterwards into
such fearfull / of blood. (MH, 10)
Thicket.

See

Labyrinth,
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Thorn. I pray be pleased to pull this / out of my thoughts.
(LF, in HD, 3SQ)
Tide,

^

See Ebb.

Topbranch/daughter. [Italian] may be calld the / or eldest
/ of the Latin. (Lex, To the Tru Philologer, 5)
Torrent. And so let in so huge a / of mischiefs to rush
(lAB,

upon us.

1)

Trampled.* Those ancient and sacred flowers of the English
j^. Diadem are / under foot, (P&P, in HD, 94)
Flowers.

. * See

(DG,1,

Tree. A good Wife is a / of life,
Turbulences,
Twinkling,

In regard of such / of spirit.

.

See
See

(SS,

in HD, 2 36)

Stone,

See

.•-

Venome,

180)

'

'

^

'

Blood.
Froth.

Viper/gnaw'd, I made mythridat of that / , which me thought
had / so long upon my Conscience, (Vis, 77)
Whirlwind/quicksands, The French have a / in their brains,
they have / in their breasts, (GD, "Of France," 60)
Windy,

What / frothy stuff came from these fanatick

brains,

(TI,

in HD, ^9)

Wing/cut. My soul took / again, and / her way through that
foggy condens'd aire. (WD, 5)
.
Wings, It was a great Error in the last two Kings to suffer
this Town to spread her / so wide. (SIP, 36)
_

.

See

Fluttered,

Wolvish/precipiate, They would not worry one another in
that / belluine manner else, they would not / themselves
else into such a mixt mungrell War, (ET, 11)
Womb. The glorious Sun was not com out of the / of the
vermilian morn, (RN,1, 37)
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Worded/stoned. If a man were to be / to death, or / to
death by words, (Lex, To the Tru Philologer, 3)
Wraps/Clouds, He / his Scholars here an d there in / of
Ambiguities, (PK, 7)

Commonplaces of Man's Daily Experiences
r.

Aime/cleere/point,
(lAB,

The / of this Paper is to / the / ,

1)

Ark/tabernacle/temple, [I came into the world to be a]
kind of / to carry you to the port of Bliss, to be a
• / for you, nay, to be a / for the Holy Ghost to dwell
in, (Vis, 13)
Ashes,

I rake the / of antiquity.

(DG,1,

29)

Baggage.* This may be a plundering only of some outward
self, or / of fortune.
(SIP,3)
Baggage/Tweed, Our dear Brethren have truss'd up their / ,
and put the / 'twixt us and them once again.
(Epis,Il.lxxvi)
Bar, The dredfull / of divine justice in the other world.
(LP,

11)

Barren, One who useth to / up more then he can broch,
(GD, "Of Germany," 37)
Beam. I, being a / of immortality, am diffused through that
,. little World of yours to quicken and heat all parts.
(Vis,

17)

Beaten road.

See

By-path,

Bed. Those little gentle Hands wheron Venice makes her / .
(S.P.Q.V.,

Beggerly.
Bellies.

32)

Yet this q is so / a letter (NEG, 30)
The Candiotts are always lyers, ill beasts and

slow / .

(S.P.Q,

V,,

32)

m^ •
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Bespotted. And n e v e r was t h e r a poor p e o p l e so / .
HD, 46)
Bladder.

(TI

in

See Lump,

Blinded. His i n f o r t u n a t d e s t i n y / him s o , and so s t o p ' d
his ears.
(RN,1, 51)
Boiling. Who h a t h n o t such / s p i r i t s as o t h e r s .
HD, 237)
Bottom,

(SS,

in

See Woun 'd,

Bottome,

See

Twisted,

i

"

See Wind up.

Bottomless.

A /pit or gulph of debt,

(DG,1,

180)

Boyling,* How many variations of Crochets and Opinions must
then the braines of so many millions of men be subject
unto? (GD, To the Reader, A2)
,

_

»

______ The Rabble of the people / with heat cryed out,
(Parth,
"Philip The Fourth of Austria," 55)
Bowell,* Out of whose / sprung the first Christian Emperour
that ever was, (ET, 3)
Boxes, He is not accounted essentially wise, who openeth
all the / o f his breast to any. (IFT, 42)
See

Keys,

Brain.* [The Gran Senior of all knowledge] beats his / how
to prescribe certain Rules conducing thereunto. (PK, 6)
Break,

See

Rise,

Breathd. This Remonstrance . . . / nothing but a base kind
of malice. (VLG, 7)
By-path/beaten road. [You must be] cautious how you go awry
into any / from the / . (Vis, 95)
Carriage.
_.

The inward man is known by the outward / .

The true / of things.

Carried.

13)

Yet this crosse has / with it a greater weight.

(VM, in HD, 362)

(Jhariot.

(BSA,

(l^is, 69)

See

Vehiculum,

35H
Choaked. What might preserve their Harbour from being /
up with shelfs of sand. (SIP, 35)
Chop.*

[He] hath learn't to / Logick.

Chopp.* You / Logique with him too
Cinders.

See

(IFT,

farr.

16)
(LF, in HD, 405)

Vomit.

Clay/thread. This small bottom of / whereon the ravell'd
and thumb'd / of my life hath been wound up so long.
(Vis,

97)
)
I

See Aime,

Cleere.
Clock.

See Plummetts,

Closet.

'•

To enter into the private / of your thoughts,
r

<

(LP,

'

You should have made it [heart] a / for your
Creator to reside in, (Vis, 7)

9)

. '

Club,' If the common Law fail'd, / law should knock him
down, (TI, in HD, 31)
Colours. In displaying the Truth, and putting her forth
1..- •'
in her own / . (VM, in HD, 367-68)
t is the Royal Prerogative of Love not to be
. It
in'd to
to that
that small
small local
local /
/ which
which circumscrib(
"confin'd
circumscribes
the Body. (Fp-^s. 1,1. viii)
Coop/corner. Yet to confine them [charitable Christians]
to one clime, and / them up in one / of the Earth.
(Vis,

Corner.

68)

See Coop.

Crack'd. Which their / brains would fain devise.
in HD, 12)
Crotchet.

They call every / of the brain.

Crying sinne.

The / of murther.

(DG,1,

(TI,

(TI,

in HD, 11)

179)

Dance. They do but / in a circle all this while, for the
government will turn at last to the same point it
was before. (LF, in HD, 401)

»•
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Dark. And there be / whispers.

(ffpis,1.4,xiii)

Dead. They had patch'd up a kind of Remonstrance, which
was voted in the / of night, (VLG, 7)
•. "Tis strange, I say, that the Law shold be a /
"letter to him who is the Life of the Law. (TI, in
HD, 64)

(Parth,

Deaf. The people lent a / ear to his speech.
"Philip The Fourth of Austria," 55)

Deck/Ornaments/jewels/furniture/face. Whereas the other
Nations do / , trim up, and imbellish Religion with
the rarest / , and richest / and / they can find, to
set a good / upon Her. (Vis, 6 7)
Dirt. Good Lord, what a deal of / was thrown into the
Bishops faces by every rural petty Clerk. (SIP, 74)
Doctrines.

What / they put into their mouthes.

(TI,

in

HD, 16)
*

Dominion.

See

•

•

Touching.

It [Life] is thrust out at the postern / . (Vis,

Door.

9 8)

See Draw,

Draine.
Drained.

They still / moneys.

(DD, 15)

• Draw/draine. Labour to / and / out of them all they
possibly know. (IFT, 12)
See Father'd,

. Drop'd.
'Drown'd.

Having / himself in the liquor of the grape.

(DG,11,

Drowns.
Drunk.

^.

50)

When e cometh before a it / the a.

(NEG, 8)

The whole sum had bin / up in paying the English.

Dungeon, I came into the world to be a domocile not a /
for you. (Vis, 13)
Dungeons, To redeem from the / of so long obscuritie,
(Lea/'Cambrian Proverbs," A2)
Ear.

A most pious and fortunat Lady, who began to give /
and credit to him. (GD, "Of Hungary," 25)

' •
Ears.
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[They] pick up their / when any thing is spoken,

(TI,

in HD, 12)

__. You will have all the Princes of Christendom
^about your / , (LF, in HD, 410)
See Rake,

Embers.

Embordered. The English may be said to be Dutch / with
many other Languages. (NEG, To the Reader)
Eyes.

For the Majesty of Gods anointed, useth to dart
such fulgent piercing beams, that dazle the / of disloyalty, and strikes her stark blind at last. (P&P,
in HD, 105)
.,,
^ . . .. ,

;•

•

«

________

Whereon the / of all Christendom were so greedily

fix'd,
Face,

(VM, in HD, 367)

See Deck,

Famish. See Feed,

.'< •-•• -? "

Famished. I do not love to have my Reson / , (Vis, 4 3)
Father, They presume to / all their doctrines. (TI, in
HD, 49)

Father'd/drop'd, Som things are / upon me which never / from
my quill. (VM, in HD, 361)
Feast, By letting it [cadaver] putrifie, and be made a
/ for ugly worms in the grave so long, (Vis, 97)
Feast/tickle/starve/food, Others to / the understanding, and
/ the outward ear (with essaies and flourishes of rhetoricke) would quite / the soule of her true / , (ET, 10)
Feed/famish,
(ET,

Feet.

Some to / zeal, would / the understanding.

10)

To lye succumbent at faiths / .
.

Fiery.

(Vis,

93)

See Run.
The / Tryal.

(VM, in HD, 342)

Fill. They did intimidat and / the peoples hearts with
fears. (TI, in HD, 50)

•.J
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Finger. They were sure to have them ready at their devotion,
at the heaving of a / . (P&P, in HD, 10 3)
See Spark.

Fire.

, .-

, r. •

Flesh. What cause have I to repent that ever I was thrown
into that dungeon, that corrupt mass of / ? (Vis,
1)
Food.

See

Furniture,

Feast.
Deck,

See

Fury. His House with many rare Pieces had felt Vulcans / .
(RN,11,

34)

Gates, A Christian should not stand always knocking and
begging at the / of heaven, (Vis,
70)
Girdle. Ther is no place where ther is lesse Religion
from the / downward. (S,P,Q.V,,
8)
Glasse. His great Councell is the truest / Wherin he may
discerne his peoples love, (ET, 14)
Graffs, [To] set in them [Seminaries of Learning] / of our
own choice. (PB, 38)
Grew/hungry.

They / so / for money,

(SIP,

14 3-44)

Gridiron. [A Royal House]• tis but the handle of a / which
that great structure resembles. (PK,
1)
Guide, I like it very well, that you make the Conscience
your / . (Vis,
78)
Gulph, I am fallen into such a / of matter, that one
thought calls upon another how I shall out again,
II, 65)

(DG,

Gush'd. I believe their noses would have / out with blood
for discovery of the true murtherers, (lAB, 8)
Gushed.

I believe they would have / out afresh into blood.

(MH, 11)

Hand. The / of Heaven doth visibly stirre therein.
HD, 39 8)

(LF,

Harp. Some censure him to have screwed up the strings of
the / too high, (MH, 8)
Heart strings.

By breaking my very / .

(^2*, 2)

in

Ii i
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Heartstrings.

See

Torture.

Heat/height. [The Spanish match] which was then in the /
and / of agitation, (VM, in HD, 36 7)
I

;

I

Heels, The Duke hereupon t o o k a f a i r p a i r o f / and f l e d
towards Roma.
(i?;\^.,II, 15)

Height.

See Heat.

High road.

' '

('»

To come into the Kings / again,

(LF, in HD, 40 7)

Housd, Madam, I see your body is fairly / , but I find
that your soul is far better housd than your Body,
(Vis, Dedication)
(Trans,

Hugg'd, And / in their own conceits,
Hungry,

9)

See Grew.

Inch, For an / to take an ell,

(TI,

in HD, 17)

Instrument/tune. I have not read of any Political / so
often out of•/ , (Parth,
"To the Reader," A2)
Intangle/marr,
(LF,

It will / , and quite / the business,

in HD, 405)

Iron mace.
(DG,1,

He protected being arrested, by the / of fate,
114)

Iron-teeth, Some mouldred away, and eaten by the / of
Time. (IFT, 70)
Itch, Unlesse this strange / of forreigne Travell be cured
in us, (GD, "Of Germany," 7)
Jewels.

See Deck.

Juggled. See Tumbled.
Key.* It [courtesie] is the / that opens the breast, and
unlocks the heart of any one. (IFT, 29)
...

. Tis the / of the Kingdome,

(IK,

6)

Key-cold. Charitie would grow / . (Vis, 26)
Keys. Twas to Him [the French King] she [Dunkirk] opened
her gates, and . . . gave up her / , (DD, 11)
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Keys/Boxes, Familiar Letters are the / of the Mind, they
open all the / of one's Breast,
(Epis,11.Ixx)
Kindle, Nor did the Pulpit only help to / this fire,
(TI,

in HD, 49)

'/Kindled, They were / with such high disdain and fury.
(RN,1,

36)

King. I stand more in fear of my self that of the devil,
or death who is the / of fears. (Vis, 55)
Knock. To / heads together (P&P, in HD, 103)
a

knotted.

When all the power of Europe was / against her.

(S,P.Q.V.,

208)

Labyrinth. What might extricate Her out of this / of
Distractions. (LF, in HD, 400)
Lamps.

Ravish.

See

Legg. They cannot make a / to the one but they must pull
off their hats to the other, (GD, To the Reader, A2)
Leggs. Ireland was made to stand upon her own / .
"Of Great Britain," 67)
Letter, H may be called the / of life,

(GD,

(NEG, 22)

Looking-glass, Experience, which is the great / of Wisedome,
and Policy, (SIP, 7)
Lump,* Chaos, that huge indigested / which went to the
making of all cretures, (Vis, 134)
Lump/bladder. When I take you all in a / , 1 find you
nought else but a / puffed up with ayrie passions.
(Vis,

8)
Intangle.

Marr,

See

Maze.

He leads them into a / of confusions.

(Vis,

95)

Mechanicall/tip-toe. I cannot tell how many Rurall, and
subordinate Committees of mean / men, who stood higher
a / in conventing Lords and Knights before them.
(SIP,
101)
Melting.

I felt my heart / within me.

(WD, S)
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Milpost/ninepence. And many of them hereby bring a / to a
thwittle, and a noble to lesse then /. (GD "Of
France," 61)
Miror. Letters are the Ideas and truest / of the Mind.
(IFT,

27)

Naiies. To bite his / at it.

(DG,11,

123)

Nayles. He blew on his / while K. Edward lived.
Milpost,

Ninepence.

See

Oil.

Vinegar.

See

Ornaments.

(BSA, 5)

See Deck.

Packing up. I see Religion / , and preparing to leave this
Island quite. (TI, in HD, 8 3)
Paths. They [feet] were made you to walk in^:the / o f
'Pietie and Vertue. (Vis, 7)
Peeling. This / of the Peasan hath so dejected him.
in HD, 352)
Pigmies Skin.
Pitch,

See

Shrunk.

What a high / of power , , , Spain hath,

Plaine road.

(VM,

(RN,11,

Proem)

While they go on still in the / of Reason.

(P&P, in HD, 145)

Play. [A rebellion] it may be said to be but an old /
newly revived. (TI, in HD, 36)
Plummetts/clock. The counterpoise of rewards and punishments
may be sayed to have bin the / which have made the great
/ of this commonwealth to go tru so many ages.
(S.P,Q,V,,
6)
Plung'd. Consider what despair our souls are / in.
185)
Point.

(S,P.Q.V.,

See Aime.

Pots. Where so many / , (so many braines I meane) are a
boyling, ther must needs be a great deal of froth.
(TI, in HD, 32-33)
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Poure. While the Starrs / different influxes upon us,
(PB,

80)

Prying. Nor must you be too presumptuous by / into the
Power. (Vis, 9 3)
Puddled cranies/roomes. The / of my brain are not / clean
enough to entertain such, (WD, 17)
•puff'd.*

They are monstrously / up with pride,

Puzzle.* And so / the proceedings of matters,
-

See

(VLG, 19)
(SIP,

36)

Tamper.

Quill. My conscience guided my / ,

(VM, in HD, 370)

Rag, Your body is but a / of rottennesse,

(LP, 10)

Rags. I wish my soul no other felicity, when she hath
., shaken off these / of Flesh,
(Epis,1.S.vii)
Raign, A Midsummer Moon . . . did / amongst the English.
(TI,

in HD,

hS)

Rake/embers. To / up the / of these old affections.
in HD, 406)

(LF,

Ranck, This monstrous City, which is composed of nothing
else but corporations, which smell / of little
Republiques or Hanses. (SIP, 36)
Ravi sh/lamps, There is not any mundane object doth delight
and / me so much, as to contemplate those glorious /
of Heven in a clear night, (Vis, 42)
Reasons,

See

Vehiculum.

Reigned. Impatience and rashness, intemperance, self-conceit,
and hatred have / in me, (Vis, 46)
Ring. The Pulpits up and down London did / of this by
brainsick Lecturers, (TI, in HD, 48)
Ringleaders.

One of the chief / of them,

(VLG, 19)

Rise/break. At other times you have ugly discontentments
/ up, which / out at last into acts of disobedience,
rebellion, and fury. (TI, in HD, 10)
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Road. You have used them [feet] to run the / of all
licentiousness. (Vis, 7)
Roomes.

See Puddled

cranies.

Rpttenhearted. It hath bin observ'd that this people hath
"" '"\ • ,, .bih/a long time / towards the splendor of the Court.
• '^^'^ ' (VLG, 17)
.-«

, ,.;>,^, Run/feet. The first instance shall be the verse that should
w iil) >j -precede all Prayers and Praises, which I have made to
/ upon English / as smoothly and as faithfully as I
' could. (Vis, 81)
<» t.

Rust. 'To furbish up as it were from the / of time,
"Cambrian Proverbs," A2)

(Lex,

Screw. The Catalans / him up almost to as high conditions,
(MH, 23)

Scrue.

[Let them] / up their witts.

(LF, in HD, 401)

Seals. See
Shallow-brained.
Seasoned. [The] soberest Persons of this place who are well
/ in the World. (LF, in HD, 400)
Shadow/tread. Death may lie in wait for you in your / as
you / it. (Vis, 80)
Shake. To / hands with Adriana, and Bombycina also.
1,

Shaken,

(DG,

98)

His Majestie had / off all jealousies.

(TI,

in

HD, 20)

Shaking, I am now upon point of / hands with Italy.
I.l.xlii)

(Epis,

Shallow-brained/seals. Some / Scismaticks doe throw into
the same / with Popery, (MH, 8)
Shrunk/Pigmies Skin. When Rome / to a / . (Parth, To the
Reader, A)
Shuffl'd. Acquit your selfs of your duty for fear a peace
be / up. (PB, 39)
Shuffle/Trump. Let not one government last long, but / the
Cards so that a new / may be turned up often. (PB, 39;
Slides.

See

Slippery,

Slippery/slides. A proverb is a very / thing, and soon /
out of the Memory. (Lex, "Proverbs," To the Knowmgest
Kind of Philologers)
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Spark/fire. That this Tumult from a small / shold com to
be so huge a / . (Parth,
To the Reader, A3)
Sparkles. I Receiv'd those / of Piety you pleas'd to send
me in a manuscript.
(Epis.11,Ixvii)
If there be any / of humane compassion glowing
in thy bosom. (ET, 2)
Spils/swallowes. She / the bloud of the guiltlesse oftentimes, and / bribes by gobbets. (GD, "Of France," 57)
Spirit. Yet som ill / stept still in, between his Grace,
and the abused Subject. (TI, in HD, 6 3)
Sprung. A strange race of peeple / up among ourselfs.
(WD, 14)

Staff. He might be said to have given a / to beat himself.
(TI,

Starve.

in HD, 28)

See

Feast.

Stool. And bring in their bawdy / of Repentance.
, HD, 78)

(TI,

in

Stretcht/swallowed. [We have] / the priviledge of the
Commons so wide, that it hath quite / the Royal
Prerogative. (PB, 37)
String.

They would / the rainbow.

(Vis,

114)

Suck. By them [words] we / in all knowledg.
Tru Philologer, 2)
Suck'd.

See Vomit.

(Lex,

"

To the
*

Suck'd/wrung. A Law which we have not learnt, received or
read, but that which we have / , drawn forth, and /
out of Nature her self. (lAB, 4)
Sunk.

This discourse / somwhat deep into the Kings brest.
(Parth,
"Philip The Fourth of Austria," 5 8)

Sweep'd.
(SS,

Swallow.*
Swallowed.

[The Plague] which / away such a world of peeple.
in HD, 2 38)

He might / up both parties.
See

Stretcht.

(S.P.Q.V.,

179)
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« Swallowes.

See

•5Vj|i_l,,l.
,>•,«

f^r

Spils.

Tabernacle.
The e x t e r i o r p a r t s of t h i s poor / of f l e s h
[human b o d y ] .
(WD, 1)
See

Ark.

Tables. When the / are turn'd.
•f, r

•{•:•:

(^pts.1.2 .ix)

Tamper/Puzzle. To / first with their intellectualls and /
the brain with new doubts. (Vis, 95)
Teares. Winter here hath too many / in his eyes.
Temple. See Ark.

(WD, 16)

Thread.* See Clay.
• ' >

: , ! " • • - • . '

Thread/thrumbs. Thus have we drawn at length the History
of Venice in the smallest / we could and freest from /
(S.P.Q.V.,

198)

Threed.* But to resume the / of my discourse a little before. (GD, "Of France," 59)
Thrumbs. [There is no Speech] that is the freest from
Apostrophes which may be called the / of a lauiguage.
(Lex, To the Tru Philologer, 5)
See
Tickle.

Thread.

See^Feaet.

Tip-toe.

See

Mechanicall.

Torture/heartstrings. 'Tis the main thing they drive at,
to / his brain, and tear his very / . (VLG, 12)
Touching [*] the necessity and utilitie of Embassies.
(PPA, 4)

Touching/dominion. / my interior Passions, I confess, they
have too great a / in me. (Vis, 46)
Track. They must know the very / that our Saviour went
to Hell. (Vis, 114)
Tread.

See Shadow.

Treasur'd up^
Trump.

See

To be safely / in my Breast, (^pis.I.l.xvii)
Shuffle.

(Trunks. They [vowels] were but so many dead / . (NEG, 16)
if]'-'
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Tuggd/Iron teeth, A Temple which hath above a thousand
yeers / with the fury of the Elements, and the / of
Time. (SIP, 179)
Tumbled*/juggled. They / him up and down to sundry places,
till they / him at last to that small H e , (VLG, 12)
Tune,
• ; •

•

Tweed.

Instrument,

See
-

••

• /

See Baggage*

^

.,.,

•

;-_

, :

''
..."

-

•

. f

Twisted/bottome, Thus have we / this great business upon
a small / . (DD, 21)
Vehiculum/Chariot/Reasons. The Tongue [is] the / , the / ,
which conveyeth and carrieth the notions of the Mind
to / Palace, (IFT, 59)
Vinegar/Oil, The union twixt Scotland and England may be
sayed to be a mixture of / .with / . (SIP, 71)
Vomit/suck'd/cinders. Let them / the bloud thay have / into
,, the / of their burnt wealth. (RN,1, 38)
Wedding.

[Parliament] / as it were the quarrell.

(MH, 12)

Weeds/Weeping-Crosse. I see Rieligion in torn ragged / ,
and with slubber'd eyes sitting upon / , and wringing
her hands. (TI, in HD, 83)
Weeping-Crosse.

See Weeds,

Wheel'd. All Morall endowments as well as Intellectuall,
have / about, (IFT, 14)
Wheels, He will presently set all / a-going to meditate
an universal Peace, (^PI5,I.6,liii)
Whip, That Penitential / which Charles the Fifth used, and
left all besmeard with his own Blood. (PK, 169)
(DG,1,

Windows,

The outward / of his Soule.

64)

Wind up.

You may / your wits as high as you can.

(LF, in

HD, 409)

Wind up/bottome, I will take leave to / the main causes of
them upon a small / . (lAB, 7)
Worded, I' do not have to be / to death.

(Vis,

44)
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World. What a / of blood was spilt.

(PB, 70)

Woun'd/bottom. Ther was matter enough to have compil'd
a far greter volume, but I have / it upon a small /
(SIP, Dedication)
Wring. To / teares out of a stature of Marble.
Wrung.

(ET, 2)

See Suck 'd.

\ Livelihoods of The Everyday World

Anchor. To have laine at dead / .
'

(BSA,

8)

And there [Rouen] I mean to cast / a good while.
(Epis,l.l,ix)

Anchor/launch. And as far as I see, I must lie at dead /
in this Fleet a long time, unless some gentle gale
blow thence to make me / out.
(Epis.l,^.xlvii)
Anvill. The business [was] beaten upon the / of the best
brains in the land. (DG,11, 44)
.

He that strikes upon the / of his owne Braine.

(DG,1,

87)
Hammered.

See

Author. The Devill, who is the / of all malignity.
in HD, 360)
Scales.

Ballance.

See

Ballast.*

To / his purse when he will.

Bark.
Bit.

.

See

.

See

See
See

(VM,

Buoy.
Pilot.

Pilot.
Firy.

(VM, in HD, 352)

'.inin:-\
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Bitt. See

Firey.

Blinded. His infortunate destiny / him so, and so stop'd
his ears. (RN,1, 51)
Bosome. I steer'd my cours thence through a most delicious
Country to another City that lay in the very / of the
Sea. (WD, 7)
Breeds. The over frequency and commonnesse of any things,
be it never so good, / in tract of time a kind of
contempt in him, it / a fulnesse and nauseousness
in him. (ET, 5)
Breezes.

See

Launch.

Bred. [An answer] which / worse blood in the Nation than
was formerly gathered. (MH, 7)
Bridle.*
(SS,

Other Nations may be rid with a gentle small / ,
in HD, 237)

Bridle/mouth. Typography may be sayed to cast a / in Times
/ . (GD, "Of Germany," 15)
Bridle/'Scourge,
(Vis,

He is a / before; but a / after sin,

78)
r

Buoy/ballast, To serve as a / to the one, and a / to
th' other. (IFT, 68.)
Cabinet Counsels,
Castings.
Castles,

See Pry,

I am now / about for another Fortune.

(Epis,m,i)

And having so many invincible / [ships] in motion,

(IFT,

46)

Cemented,

See

Foundation,

Choak'd/swim, She [the ship Swanl sprung a Leak, and being
ballasted with Salt, it / the Pump, so that the Swan
could / no longer, (i?p^e. I. 6 .xlii)
Cimented/foundation. To have / the / of the Roman Empire
with his own bloud. (DE, 7)
Closets/fabrick. Yet I let you know that I have some / in
that / of yours,. (Vis, 18)

36 8
Compass.* All human brain being too narrow and uncertain
a / to steer the cours by. (Vis, 94)
See Winds,

Compass.
Course.
Drams.

I believe I shall steer my / .
See

(Epis,l,l,v,)

Temper'd.

Drawn/Mill. We find she [city] hath / water only for her owne
1 . (WD, 10)
Embark'd, 'Tis a true badge of a generous nature, being once
/ in a business to hoise up, and spread every sail.
Main, misen, sprit, and top-sail, (^pis.11,1,)
Engins/unhinge, [Spanish Monarchy and Cardinal] may be
sayed to be two fatall / raised up to / the World,
(Parth, To the Reader, A2)
Exhausted/melted/irons, The Tresure of Venice being much
/ , and / by reason of so many / she had in the fire.
(S.P.Q.V.,

68)

Fabrick.* I am dissused up and down throughout that / of
flesh. (Vis, 5)
Fabrick. I have by them oft admir'd the fair / of the
Universe. (Vis, 40)
Fabrick.

See Closets.

^

Fabrick/rear'd up. And what an ingenious / is lately / in
the Thames. (Lon, 39 7)
Fabrique.

See

Stones.

Fadom. The plummet of the best understanding is too short
to / the depth of them. (WD, 17)
Firey/bitt. Some people are so / mouth'd that they must
be ridd with a / as the Napolitan and French, (GD,
To the Reader, A2)
Firy/bit/Martinghal/snaffle, Some Nations are so / mouthd,
that they must be rid with a / , if not a / , but a
/ will serve others, (SIP, 7)
Fish/troubled.* They took opportunity to / in those /
waters. (TI, in HD, 18)
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Forest. He [the Ambassador] is brought , , , through a /
of main Masts on both sides, (PK, 208)
Forg'd. To intoxicate their brains with fumes of /
jealousies. (P&P, in HD, 115)
Forg'd/wrought, Politick fear, is a created / Fear / in
another. (TI, in HD, 51)
Foundation.

^V'V.

See

Cimented.

Foundation/cemented.
(PK, 2-3)

The / thereof was / with his own blood.

Foundation/sprinkled.
(PK, 3)

The first / thereof was / with blood.

Franklins/Freeholders. Proverbs may be called the truest
/ or / of a Countrey. (Lex, Proverbs,
To the knowingest
Kind of Philologers)
•

Freeholders,
Furnished,

,

•

See Franklins,

"

See Lodgd,

Furrowes, The wrinkled fore-head of Neptune being the / that
yealds them encrease, (IFT, 61)
Guild.

See

Hammerd.

Varnish,

Peace / in Hell.

(DG,i,

60)

Hammered/Anvill. A peece long / upon the / of policy,
and national Wisdome, (DG,1, 113)
Hatches, Having been so long under / in this fleet, I
should fancy, myself to be in a long voyage at Sea,

(Epis,11,xxxix)
Helm, And try if we can exalt Gold, and bring it o'er
the / in this Fleet,
(Epis.11.xxxii±)
See Scruing.

Hoise,
Inne.

'• ' . ,

This World at the best is but a huge / .

Irons.*

(IFT,

To supply many / perpetually in the fire.
•

Irons.

'•

See

•

.

Exhausted,

•'•

70)

(DG,1,

54)
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Launch.*

Anchor.

See

Launch. See Mends.
Launch/breezes. Before I / out into the maine of this
large Sea of matter and that my Sayles be filled
with the gentle / of your favourable attention, I
have something to say, (GD, Of Germany," 5)
Launch/sea. For the further that a finite Intellect doth
/ forth into the boundless and bottomless / of this
.contemplation, the more he is in danger to go astray
and loose it self, (Vis, 94)
•

League/tied, Nor shall this storm slacken a whit that
firm / of love wherein I am eternally / unto you,
(Epis.1,6,liii)
>•

>

.

, - '

•

-

•

Leakes/vessel. There were a few small / sprung in the
great / of the State, (VLG, 17)
Line. . Such a gallant Feneral, and other choice knowing
Commanders might have perform'd, if they had had /
enough,
(Epis.1.2.xi)
Lodg, Which makes me / within me certain apprehensions of
fear. (VM, in HD, 397-398)
Logd/furnishd. I never knew any whose sould was better /,
and / with more virtues and graces. (Vis, Dedication)
Loom/Web. I have so much stuff as you of this kind (I
mean matter of Love), yet I want such a / to work
it upon; I cannot draw it to such a curious / .
(^pts.I.2.x')
Martinghal.
Melted.

See

See

Firy,

Exhausted.

Mends/sits/launch. When the weather / , and the wind /
that I may / forth, I will repay you your visits.
(Epis.Il.lxiv)
Milk. He did / , England till blood came forth to defend
Normandy. (DD, 14)
Mill.

See Drawn.

Moulding.

In / the Plot.

(MH, 4)

^
; )'

:.'37i

.M^.

Mouth.

See

Bridle,

^^^"^'(5'J ^in "HI ^70)'' °^'^"^''°® "^^"^^ / ^y "th® ^ings Troops.'
Neck/Yoak. The Republic by this time would have drawn her
/ from the Roman / . (5.P.^.7., 5)
Pave. They will in time / the way.
Pawn. Though I dare / my soul.

(VLG, 18)

(MH, 14)

Pilot/Bark. You are the / that steers this frail /
[human body]. (Vis, 3)
Pilot/Ballast. [Love and Lucre] the one is the / , the
other but the / of the ship. (^pie.I.4.ix)
Plow/water. To / glebes of flesh, and / them with blood.
(RN,1,

.•

I

••:'.•.•.

37)

Pry. See Pump,
Pry/cabinet Counsels. The very Cobler must / into the / of
his King. (MH, 2)
Pump.* I have taken some paines to / out the truth of
things.

(VLG,

1)

Pump/vessel/pry. To put his hand to the / , and stop the
leaks of the great / of State, to / into, and punish
corruption and oppression. (VM, in HD, 354)
Pumping out other quaeres and cavils concerning this Article.
(Vis,

153)

Rear'd up. See

Fabrick,

Reap. Nor doth the Subject only / benefit.

(VM, in HD, 35 3)

. Wherof all Christendome did / very wholesome
fruit. (PK, 133)
Reines/trampled. They have torn in pieces the / of all
Government, / upon all Lawes of Heaven arid earth.
(VLG,

13)

Reins. When it pleaseth God to give him the / to punish
a nation. (Vie, 95)
Rudder.
Rust.
M;-'
:>^^.>:. .

See

See

Stern,
Soalee,
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Sail* I / in that bodie of yours, through good and bad
affections. (Vis, 21)
Saile. It were wisdom that both did strike / in so
dangerous a storme, to avoyd Shipwrack. (ET, 14)
Scale. In fine, a tru English Protestant is put now in
the same / with a Papist, and made Synonyma's.
(TI, in HD, ei)
S

4i

' 'Scales.* Balancing all matters in the / of his high and
spacious understanding. (DG,1, 5 3)
il..

I.,

;- l.v. .. .Scales. See Weigh,
f\. >>. Scales/balance. It is She that hath bin the chiefest in; strument to keep even the / of the great / of State
betwixt the Princes of the Western world.
(S.P,Q,V,,
208)

xr

»r

xr

Scales/rust. She is but the / of the Latin, and / of
other old tongs. (GD, "Of France," 61)
'Scourge.

Bridle,

See

Scruing/hoise.
[A P a m p h l e t e r ] / up h i s w i t h t o /
aloft.
(LL, Proem)
Sea.

See

him

Launch,

Shear, He did / England to keep it (DD, 14)
Shipwrack. To make / of their Estates by this voyage,
(^pie.I.l,iv)
Sits.. See Mends.
Snaffle,
Sprinkled.

See
See

Firy.
Foundation,

Spurre. Honor nourisheth Arts, and is the golden / of
Vertue and industry. (IFT, 74)
Steer. I will now / my discourse to the United Provinces,
(Epis.1.2.xv)
Stern/Rudder. I believe France will never be in perfect^
repose while a Spaniard sits at the / , and an Italian
steers the / .
(Epio.111.xwii)

W'-^
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Stones/fabrique. Ther were / f e t c h ' d from many Quarries
which were p i l ' d up t o compile t h i s / , (GD, To t h e
Reader, A2)
Swim.

See

Choak'd.

Temper' d/Drams, That Government is best / where a few /
of fear are blended with the People's Love. (PK, 7)
Tenterhooks.
the / .

[Let them] put all the policy they have upon
(LF, in HD, 401)
».

.

,•

Threed. To suffer the fatall / to bee spunne out to that
length for some politique respects. (DG,1, 62)
League.

Tied. See

Timber'd. A person of a small bulk, but well / both for
body and brain. (S.P.Q.V,,
170)
Trampled,

See

Reines.

Troubled.

See

Fish.

Unbridled.
(RN,1,
Unhinge.

The diabolicall fury of a tumaltuous / rabble.
132)
Engins.

See

Varnish/guild. [Sun's rays] / and / the green hony-suckled
plaines and hillocks of England. (IFT, 74)
Vessel.
Water.

See

Leakes.

See Plow.

Watered. I have bin of my bloud abroad in diverse places,
I / the Holy Land with much of it. (ET, 8)
Web.

See Loom.

Weeded. Hee [the king] / the Kingom of such as were
devoted to Elaiana. (DGj, I, 64)
Weigh/scales. Lorenzo de Medici was appointed by the
Oracle at Delphos to / all the States of Christendom,
and throwing England into the / to counterpoise France,
you know how much hee made her to weigh lesse by the
addition of Scotland. (SIP, 71)
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Wind-bound.

I remain still / in this Fleet.

(Epis,11,Ixiv)

Winds/compass. If the / be so cross, and that there be such
\ ??\'''' t "^^^^^SS, that it can take no effect, yet you
shall have wherewith to satisfy an honest mind, that you
left nothing unattempted to / it.
(Epis,11.1)
Wrought. The said example of Scotland, / wonderfully upon
the imagination of the Irish. (MH, 7)
Wrought.

Forg'd,

See

Yoak. They wold bring our necks into their / .
Yoak.

(WD, 14)

See Neck,

''•'••

The Phenomena of Warfare

Amunition.

See Luggage.

' •

Beams, These are the men, who , , . blasted the / of
nature, (WD, 15-16)
Bellows,
Blade.

They have blown the / of all the Warrs,

See

(PB, 10)

Scabbard.

Bleed. Certain Letters were intercepted , . . which made
the War to / afresh.
(Epis,1.2,xv)
Bloud,

Hee shed the / of war in peace,

(PPi4, 6)

Bowels.* The Enemy having made such firme invasions up and
down through the very / of the Kingdom, (VM, in HD)
Bowells.* Thus a fierce funestous civil War was a fomenting
in the very / of England, (SIP, 129)
Chariot/fiery wheels. To triumph in the milkwhite Ivory /
of innocency and patiences, not to be hurried away with
the / of war. (ET, 9)
I>art. The first / of War that was thrown.

(BSA,

3)
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Firey wheels.
Fire-brand.

See

Chariot.

This last / of war.

(lAB,

Foot.* The English / would not fight.

8)
(TI,

in HD, 24)

Ground. [His Majesties late withdrawing his Royal protection]
hath made the English lose much / in point of esteeme.
(TI, in HD, 55)
Heat. In the greatest / of those warres,

(TI,

in HD, 42)

Lance. They brought in their language with the / , as a
mark of conquest. (SIP, 24)

'

Luggage/amunition. The carriage of so much / and / for the
mouth, (GD, "Of Hungary," 14)
Pelt/storm. Whereas the Dutch doth / the brain with small
shot, the Englishman doth / it with whole canons and
huge carowles. (GD, "Of Germany," 37)
Pistold. Being mov'd with the barbarousnesse of the action
would have / him. (TI, in HD, 41)
Plundering.

Tis a / of the very brain,

(Fab,

in HD, 170)

Saluted. He was so / with Muskets that six of his men
drop'd down dead. (RN,11, 181)
Scabbard/blade. If Scotland did sometimes beat England with
the / , England may bee truly sayd to have beaten her
more often with the / . (BSA, 1)
Soot. If the
Chimney,
/ (which
Muskets)
(ET, 17)
Squadron.

fire be not kept within the tunnell of the
and that some be appointed to sweep down the
may bee done otherwise than by shooting up of
the whole House will be in danger of burning,

I could muster up a whole / of authors,

(PPi4, 4)

Pelt.

Storm.

See

Sword.

The Election pass'd from the Senat to the / .

(DE, 8)

Wheel of War. The / may turn, and that spoke which is now
up may down again. (Epis.l.2.xxv)
^
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Wrung. That such Royal Concessions at the period of any
intestin war were ever / so hard. (lAB, 6)

Exact Science

Arterie, This tresury may be calld the great / of the
Republic. (S.P.Q.V.,
38)
See Ligaments,

Arteries.

;,

Bladder'd. The Spaniards are / up generally with this
arrogance, (GD, "Of Spain," 21)
Blemish, To Traduce and
Blemishes.
(lAB,

'

/

His Majesties actions,

(MH, 1)

It exempts him from all sorts of publique / .
12)

So the best Region and fayrest City on earth
have their / , (GD, To the Reader, A)
See Knit,'

Bones.

.«\ ••'

.i

• : .',v.V>v -

Boyling/exhalations. I find the arterial bloud, which is
in the least ventricle thereof / , me thinks, within
me in affection towards him, the / whereof rise up,
and fill all the cells of my brain to contemplat his
goodness. (Vis, 45)
iv... • . '3
Breath.

See Organ.

Cage. I find you have made it [heart] a / of unclean birds,
of hatred, hypocrisie, choller and spirituall pride.

(Vis,

7)

Casement. I could wish they [Parlements] were a Chrystall
/ in my breast, through which the world might espye the
inward motions and palpitations of my heart,
(Preem,
11)
Cast.

See

Sinew.
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Child.

See She-letter.

—

Chrystal window, I could wish ther were a / in my breast,
through which the world might espye the inward motions
and palpitations of my heart, (VM, in HD, 358)
Coagulated. Words are nought els but aire articulated, and
/ as it were into letters and syllables. (P<SP3 in HD,
93)
•
Combustion,

Slee

Hurle.

Eclipse, A totall / of reason amongst most of them,
. HD, 78)
Eclipsed.
Embryo.

Enwomb'd.

See She-Letter,
See Boyling.

Exhalations.
Eye.

See .Fountaine.

in

(PB, 38)

We have / the glory of that Nation.

It was rather an / of a Parliament.

(TI,

(TI,

•

in HD, 20)
-v

' { •
'••'-. ,. • ,

Foul weather's/thunder. Yet is
Orb, and will, when this /
a little by / , shine more
then before. (P&P, in HD,

--

•

he [the sun] still in his own
passed, and the aire cleared
gloriously and powerfully
105)

Fountaine/Eye. They approach the body of the Sun, who is
the / of light and heat, and the glorious / of the
world. (Vis, 12 7)
Hurle/combustion. It would inevitably / the whole Countrey
into / . (SS, in HD, 238)
Knit/bones,

[Vowels] that / the / or Consonants together,

(NEG, 16)

Ligaments/Arteries, [Vowels] which may be call'd the /
or / . (NEG, 16)
Miscarriage.
things.
Organ/breath.

[To] be ascribed all miseries, and the / of
(P&P, in HD, 104)
I am but the / , you are the / .

(Vis,

3)

Pooll. Scotland might have something to complaine of . , .
and so leapt first into the / to be cured, (TI, in
HD, 39)

f: M*
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Pregnant.

Ther cannot be a more proper and / example.

(VM, in HD, 352)

(TI,

Pulse. The / of the Parliament beats yet.

in HD, 46)

Rupture, At the most unhappy / of the said Treaty,

(lAB,

9)

She-Letter/enwomb'd/Twin/Child, 'Twas a / , for two more were
/ in her Body: She had an easy and quick deliverance
of that / ; but besides them, she was big and pregnant of
divers sweet Pledges, and lively Evidence of your own
Love towards me, wherof I am fond as any Mother can be
of her / . (£'pte. I. 3.xxvi)
.

Shop.

••

.

*

[The liver] it is the source and / of bloud,

(Vis,

11)

Sinew/cast. That this Trade of mine (my chiefest / ) be not
/ into the hands of Aliens, (ET, 16)
Sinew/soul.
Soul.

See

Money is the / and / of War.

(Epis.

Il.xviii)

Sinew.

• Strugling. And were it not for this incessant / and enmity
amongst the humors for mastery. (VM, in HD, 359)
Thunder.

See Foul

weather's.

Triangle. Me thinks, I feel that small / of flesh which
beats towards the left side of my brest dialted with
excess of joy, (Vis, 171)
Twin,

See

She-Letter.

Vessel,* Then followed conception which required a well
tempered / to conserve the generative sperm, (Vis, 10)

Current History

Afoot/blazed. The work should be / before the Counsels
be / abroad. (MH, 11)
Amazement/crying sins. With a heart full of / and trembling
for the flagrant and / of this forlorn Nation.
(lAB,
13)

...

. '

^
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*

1

See Index.

Ambassador.

:

Anchors/storme. They [possessions of the Church] are the
best / to a State in a / , (WD, 9)
' Arrows,

See

Quiver.

Ball/hatch. The main part wherof was, and is still, to
hurle the / of discord, and / new opinions still
'twixt the Protestants, (P&P, in HD, 100)
Ballance.
Belly.

I put in equal / with the Laws.

I have a Pope in my / .

(SIP,

(VM, in HD, 344)

180)

* Blades. Andrea Roma and Ardizzore with others, all ventrous
/ , went the next day to the Church of Carmine. (RN,
,, ' . II, 22)
Blazed.

Afoot.

See

Body. This compacted Politick / .
Bolt,

See

Bosom.

(VM, in HD, 346)

Giddy.

See Pickling.

'v < ,

Brows/forhead. But this yeer she [Spain] bended her / , and
. . wrinkled her / more ruggedly then ever. (LL,127-28)
Cradle.

See Crown.

Crown.*

Some would give the / all, some nothing at all.

(ET,

10)

Crown/Cradle. She [Great Britain] may be said to have worn a
/ in her / . (LF, in HD, 408)
Crown/Throne. It is the Parlement that supports, and bears
up the honor of his / , and settles his / in safety.
(VM, in HD, 354)

Cryed. What base scurrilous Pamphlets were / up and down
the streets. (TI, in HD, 49)
Crying sins.
Exchequer.
165)

See

Amazement.

The peoples hearts, the Kings best / .

(LL,

380
Eyes.* Ambassadors are the emissititious / o f a Prince.
(PK, 182)

Face, ritaly] hath had her / so often scratch'd.
HD, 410-11)

(LF. in

Flew. The rabble / to Cavallero Cosine's Palace (RN,11,
• • . So Newcastle gates / open to the Scot.
24)

(TI,

34)

i^ri'HD,

Flight. And you know who took a timely / (lord Finch) to
the other side of the Sea. (TI, in HD, 27)
Flock, All amorous men, all suters, 'all servants of " '
ladies who delight in delicacies / thither, (GD, "Of
Germany," 36)
Flocking. They countenanced the / together of the promiscuous rabble from London. (P&P, in HD, 10 3) • . .
Foot. The Militia, . . . came to above the number of
eighty thousand / besides Horse. (RN,11, 36)
Footing.* The English had taken such large / in most parts
of France, (VM, in HD, 350)
.

Nor could this Bull take / in Spain,

Forhead,

See

(PPA, 9)

Brows,

Frown'd. Fortune had / now a good while upon Spain.
127-28)

(LL,

Fury, The people of that Town being transported with / ,
came to Naples, (RN,11, 33)
Giddy/bolt. Some / headed Puritan in reading this will
presently shoot his / . (SIP, 180.
Hang, It hath been alwaies an inevitable Fate which useth
to / over all popular Insurrections, (LF, in HD, 39 8)
Hatch.

See

Ball.

Index/Interpreter/Ambassador.
the / of the mind. (IFT,

Speech is the / , the / ,
59)

Instruments. Churchmen are the most perilous and pernicious
/ in a State. (S.P.Q.V.,
7)

|u^
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Interpreter.

See

Index.

Pickling/bosom, While Venice is steeping and / in Salt
water, London sports herself upon the banks of a fresh
stately River, which brings her into her / , all the
Spices of the East, (Lon, 387)
Quiver/Arrows. France is a / which Christ tied to his thigh,
whence he draws / for the subduing of Nations and
Kingdomes. (PK, 119)
Storme.

See

Anchors.

' Throne.

See

Crown.

Virgin. Venice came to last so many centuries a pure
unspotted / . (S.P.Q.V,,
8)

•SIMILES
'
Arms.

.,

Images from Life and Nature

See.

/ Badger.

Rivers.

See Fox.

Batts/birds, Jealousie among the thoughts is like /
among / , it doth mightily discompose the whole
inward man, (PB, 90)
Beare.

See Sun.

Beast. [The Province of Calauria] is like the figure of
a / with six heads, Parth,
"Calauria," 47)
Bee/Flowers, One must send sometimes light out of darkness
and, like the / , suck Honey out of bad, as out of
good / . (^pi8.I.4,xxv)
Birds.

See

Batts.

Bone. To leave the town of Dunkirk like a / twixt France
and Spain. (DD, 20)
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Branches.

See

Brew-house.

Leaves.
Clowds.

See

Burr. "'Tis probable that Germany will be sooner free of the
Swed, then England of the Scot, who will stick close
unto him like a / , that he cannot shake him off,
(VLG, 16)

Cat, Like a / he was forced to flee over the tops of the
houses to save himself, (RN,11, 33)
Cati; See Mouse.
Cats,

See Mice.
-

C.i-,-r See Mouse.

•

• ^

;. •

• -

,

V Catterpillers. Like a swarm of / they proll'd and pill'd
up and down. (BSA, 12)
r >
Cittes.

See Grounds.

^

Clowds/Brew-house, So canopied over [Foggy Air], as it
were, with thick fuliginous / , as if it were but
one great / . (PB, 10)
. ;
Cobbwebs. The air also was so foggie that me thought it
stuck like / in his Mustaches, (WD, 2)
Coot. If the Roman Eagles were not imp'd with Austrian
feathers they would be as bald as a / , (DE, 53,
Cootes, Jove's Bird, , . . had been stark naked, and as
bare as / . (Para, 10)
Coynes. For Horace complained in his days, that words
changed as / did, (IFT, 54)
Crust. [The Town of Centa] tis like a small / left of a
Christmas Loaf, (Parth,
"Philip The Fourth of Austria,"
43).
Currents. The two Generalls, Don John and Ali Bassa, meeting
like two furious / , began so terrible a fight in
midst of both the Fleets. (S,P,Q.V,,
127)
Cynique.

See

Snailes.

Dew. The evening serenes are as wholsome there, as the
. morning / . (WD, 10)

,,•»

,

.
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Dirt. The Aspersions of an Enemy use to be like the /
of Oysters, which doth rather cleanse than contaminate.
(Epis.IV.xii)
Dog. For a great Ship following one of them [Algier Ships],
, may be said to be as a Mastiff / running after a Hare.
(Epis.l,2.xi)

'Dragons. They are two white keen-pointed Rocks that lie
under Water diametrically oppos'd, and like two / defying one another.
(Epis,1,1,xxvii)
Egge, They are never satisfied either in points of faith
or the operation of nature, like him who would have
found something to shear off upon an / , (Vis, 154-55)
, Elephant,

See Mouse,

Feather. The Office of the Emperour [is] like a / in one's
capp, (DE, 78)
Feathers.
:-i

.»•

See

Goose.

Fidler-like. The Scot being / returned to his Country with
mear drink, and mony. (VLG, 6)
Fish. A general infatuation precedes the perdition of a
people; like a / that putrifieth first in the head.
(TI,

in HD, 84)

Flood. [The blood of the Jews ran] like unto a / that had
come of great showers. (HJ, 224)
Wii'
••i

Flowers/weeds. It [the prestine Greek language] is so
adulterated by the Vulgar, as a Bed of / by / ,
(Epis,
I.l.xvii)
Flowers.
Flown.

Som fires glow in me, as if they were / from hell.

(Vis,

Foot.

See Bee,
46)

See Fox.

Fox*/Badger. To use the Presbyterian as the / useth to deal
with the / , who having found out his Chamber in the
Earth, he so betrayeth it, that the Badger comes thither
no more, and so the Fox makes himself master of the
hole. (CC, 12-13)
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Fox/foot. To have made use of Scotland as the / did of the
Cats / to pull the Apple out of the Fite for his own
eating. (BSA, 19)
Fox/Horses/Monkeys. [A traveler] reported the Indian Fly,
to be as big as a / ; China birds, to be as big as
some / , and their Mice to be as big as / . (IFT, 64)
French.

See

Whirlwinds.

Froggs, [A swarm of fanatic sciolists] like / had got into
every comer, insomuch that by their croaking out of
tubs and other places, one might have easily foretold
Druina should have rain and foul weather, (DG,11, 15 7)
Fruit. [In death] som fall like mellow / , others are
plucked off. (Vis,
99)
Gales.

[spirits] they are as so many / to send me thither.

(Vis,

28)

Garden. 'Tis tru, that human brain is like a / , wherein
sundry sorts of herbs and flowers do grow. (PB, 6 8)
Gnats.

They [cormorants] are as thick as / .

(GD, 58)

Goads/thorne. The Scot may be said to have been from time
to time as / in Englands sides, or a / in her toe.
(BSA,

18)

Goose, He us'd France like Prospero Columnas / , pluck the
old feathers and the new ones will grow the faster,
(LL,

164)

Goose/feathers. For whereas formerly Lurana served as a /
for every one to plucke, her / goe only now to fill
the pillow of the Crown. (DG,1, 54)
Gorgons head.

See Sun.

Grains. [Rambling Prophecies] are like so many odd / sown
in the vast field of Time.
(Epis.111.xxii)
Grounds/Cittes. As rank excuberant / use to be more subject
. to bear weeds of all sorts, than other soyles, so rich
luxurious / are more expos'd to corrupt superfluous
humors, which use to break out into strange distempers,
and high fevers. (S.P.Q.V,,
8)
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Gum.

[Manna, a certain dew] growing very thick within a
certain space of time, becometh grainey like / ,
(Parth,
"Calauria," 57)

Hail. They let flie upon them shots as thick as 7.. (i?^3ll,
86)
Hand. The fatall cloud wherein this storm lay long engendring,
though when it began to condense first it appeer'd but as
bigg as a / , yet by degrees it did spread to such a vast
expansion, that it diffus'd it self through the whol
Region. (SIP, 129)
Hatch'd.
Hen.

See

Lie.

How often would I have gathered thee, as a / doth her
chickens under her wings. . . ? (TI, in HD, 64)

. One shall learne also not to laugh at his own
jest, as too many use to do, like a / , which cannot
:. lay an egge but she must cackle. (IFT, 69)
Horse, England was like a / , she knew not her own strength
till now, (GD, "Of Great Britain," 62)
.

While like an unruly / I run headlong to dash

out my own braines,

4)

See Fox.

Horses.
Ice.

(ET,

See

Water.

Lamb. See March.
Lapwing. The Decoyes aforesaid carryed all before them,
and comported themselves by their Orders in that hight,
as if like the / , every one had a crown on his head.
(Fab,

in HD, 184)

Leaves/Branches. Methought your Lines were as / , or rather
so many / . (^pie.II.3.vii)
Lie/hatch'd. They wold have laid to his charge his fathers
death, as arrand a / as ever was / in hell. (VLG, m)
Lion.

See March.

Lyon.

The anger of a King is like the roaring of a / .
(P&P, in HD, 106)

^ '•

' ..
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*

March/Lion/Lamb. To be like the moneth of / , which entreth
like a / , but goeth out like a / . (DG,1, 10)
Mastiffs. Don John towards the beginning of the battail,
being endanger'd by inequality of nomber, Venieri with
his own dagger bravely rescued him, like two melted
/ jarring among themselfs. (S.P,Q,V,,
128)
ft

Mice/Cats. As once the / would have hung a Bell at the /
Neck, but after consultation, could not agree who
should venture first to put it on. (DG,1, 9 8)
.Mole-hils. It is the pleasure and permission of the great
Architect of the world, in whose fight the vastest
Monarchies are but as so many / , (Vis, 102)
Monkey. [Man] who being mounted high looks like a / clad
in Scarlet. (Parth,
"Philip The Fourth of Austria,"
51)
Monkeys.

See Fox,

; ^

Monsters. Thick clouds of various shapes, which look like
/ , hovering up and down, break at last into thunder
\- and fulgurations, and so disquiet and raise a kind of
war in the Aereall Common-wealth. (TI, in HD, 10)
Mountaine. To make that cloud of jealousie which was but
of the breadth of a hand before, to appear as big as
':• a / . (TI, in HD, 29)
f i\

l'

Mouse*/Cats, [The appearance of the English in Dunkirk] was
like the / who made her Neast in the / ear. (DD, 13)
Mouse/Cat. They [Savoy and Loraine] that are so situated may
say, as the / once answered the / , who asking how she
did, made answer, I should be far better, if you were
further off. (IFT, 44)
Mouse/elephant. Making good his first stab with a second,
[a vassal] dispatchd him suddenly from off the earth,
as if a / had strangled an / . (LL , 4)
. A Wasp may sometimes do mischief to an Eagle as
a / to an / . (Fab, in HD, 182)
Partridg. A Spaniard without his Jesuit, is like a / without an Orenge. (GD, "Of Spain," 16)
Partridge.

To be as a / under a Faulcons wings.

(DG,1,

98)
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%

§Peacock.^ A Prince without gravities is said to be like a
/ without a Tayle. (DG,1, 166)
Pearles.
/ .

The tears trickling down her cheeks like so many
\WD,

-^

6)

Peeple. Ther is not such a wavering windy thing, not such
an humorsom and cross-graind animall in the World as
the Common / . (SIP, 182)
Plant. They [the Elaranians] are like the Taratrian /
Boraneth, which growing up to the visible forme of
a LAMbE, insensibly eates up all the grasse round
about it. (DG,1, 17)

.1<\

Pond. This Commotion may be sayd to be like a great /
frozen over, where if the ice break in one place it
will commonly crack all over. (Parth,. To the Reader,
A4)
'

••i-\

Poppie.

See

1^/ Quicksands.

l-.f-..-'

Rose.
See

Whirlwinds.

Ring. Venice stands, like a gold / in a Bear's Muzzle,
(^pia.I.l.xxvii)
River.* [Germany] is like a great / fluced into sundry
Channels. (IFT, 45)
River. The people in this condition were like a huge / ,
which by art extraordinary glut of Rain having
broke her ' J^anks, and risen out of her wonted bed to
ramble abroad. (Parth,
"Philip The Fourth of Austria,"
47)
Mi.

fee:
?l''^

Rivers/Arms/Trees. The Races of kings may be said to be
like great / , that stream out into divers large
Channels and / , which become great Rivers of themselfs
afterward: Or like huge / which use to stretch;; their
Branches beyond the Ocean, where being inoculated and
graffd, they make divers other Royal Trees to sprout
out of them in Forren Soyls. (PK, 38)
Rose. And though their [Monark and Minister] memory be not
like the / , and other fading flowers, which smell
sweeter after they are pluck'd; yet the report of
them shall ring in France. (LL, 187)

*»
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Rose/Poppie. The memory of some men is like the / , and
other odoriferous flowers, which cast a sweeter and
v' stronger smell after they are pluck'd: The memory
^•-^": of Others may be said to be like the / , and such
Vegetals that make a gay and specious shew while they
stand upon the stalk, but being cut and gather'd, they
have but an illfavour'd scent. (CP, To the Reader, 5)
Sea.* The royal Prerogative is like the / , which, as
Navigators observe, what it loseth at one time or in
one place, gets alwaies in some other. (ET, 14)
The Tresure and Arsenall of Venice may be sayed
to be like the / (wherein they stand) who notwithstanding the perpetuall emission of Waters, yet no
diminution is discern'd in him. (S.P.Q.V.,
19 7-9 8)
Sea/Shipp. Now, as in a working tempestuous / ther is not
a drop of water stable and quiet, but one wave struggles,
and thrusts one another forward and backward. Or as a
/ under sayl wrestleth as she makes her way with the
tumbling billowes, so France may be sayed to be overwhelm'd with an Ocean of confusion. (GD, "Of France," 58)
Sheepe. They are now become as so many silly / against our
Army. (Trans,
12)
Shipp.

See

Sea.

Skinne. [Elaiana] being like a Libbards / , here a spot,
and there a spot inhabited. (DG,1, i D
Smoak.

See

Thunder.

Snails/Tortuises/Cynique. Such slow and sluggish spirits^
may be said to bee like / or / in their shels, crawling
always about their own home, or like the / , shut up
always in a Tub. (IFT, 15)
Snake. [The war in Bohemia] brought the Swede into Germanic,
(like a colde / into ones bosome). (NEG, 88)
Snow. Yet like a ball of / tumbling down a hill, hee still
gatherd strength as he passed. (DG,1, 192)
Stars/trees. The most lucid fancies that appear unto us
in sleep, be but as / in a cloudie night, or the
branches of a / in a thick standing pool. (V^8, Proem)

':>-::A
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Sun. It is as cleer as the / that the Conquerer, first
brought this word Parlement with him, being a French
word. (SIP, 23)
Sun/wind/Gorgons head/Beare. Some of the wisest Emperours
have gone to worke with mutinous subjects by cunctation,
as the / did to take away the passengers cloake, not as the russling / , for Royall majesty like the Sun hath
her tayes also, which dazzleth the eyes of disloyality,
and dancing upon rebellion, makes it melt to nothing,
. • like a / , or a / reard up of snow. (DG,1, 215-16)
Tarantola. The common people were all as mad as if they
had bin bit by a worse thing then the / . (Parth, To
. the Reader, A2)
Thorne,

See Goads.

Thunder/smoak.
122)

To enter like / , and vanish like / .

(LL,

Torrent.* Amongst many other Barbarismes which like an impetuous / have lately rush'd in upon us, (Fab, in HD,
169)
Torrents, Piccolomini and John de Wert, enter'd and overwhelm' d Picardy like two impetuous / . (LL, 113)
Tortous. Great Britain is like a / in her shell, who is
so prodigiously armed (but for Defence only). (DD, 18)
Tortuises,

See

Snailes.

Tree. The probity of our Nation is like a great flourshing
/ , whose branches shoot every where.' (GD, "Of Germany,"
21)
Trees.*

He saw men walk like / .
y

See

Rivers.

See

Stars.

(Vis,

109)

I •»

Tygers. Her Apprentices did rise up like so many Cubs of
/ against their lawfull Prince, (PB, 38)
Viper-like, Englands unhappy divisions, ..• • / ^^ve torn
the entrailes of their own mother their dear Country.
(TI, in HD, 15)
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Vipers. The German Diets were like / , for as these destroy their Damms, so the latter Decrees of Diets destroy the former. (DE, 49)
Walnuts. [The persuing of old Parchment Records is] like the
peeling of old / . (PK, List of Civilians, Antiquaries,
and Historians)
»

Water/ice, Peace and Warr (we know) are like / and / ,
they engender one another, (lAB, 6)
Waters.

She swimms in wealth and wantones as well as she

doth in the /

,

(S,P.Q.V.,

3)

Waves. The news of this Week have been like the / of that
boisterous Sea. (Fp-is. II.xxxviii)
Weeds. As in som rank grounds / get up so fast that the
corn cannot grow, so in our German natures there is
still som obstacle or other that choakes the growth
, and tapring up of vertu. (GD, "Of Germany," 36)
r<>

See

Flowers.

Whirlwind.* Musqueteers poursued their Horse like a /
above two miles. (DG,11, 231)
Whirlwinds/quicksands/French. He hath as many / in his Brain
and / in his Brest as the / or any other Nation.
(Parth,
To the Reader, A2)
See Sun.

Wind,
Wings,

They [spirits] serve as / to carry me up to heaven.

(Vis,

Wolves.

28)

To worry one another like / in most places.

(Trans,

6)

Commonplaces of Man's Daily Experiences

Ambassador/Prince, He came not thither like an / to treat
of a marriage, but as a / , to fetch home a wife.
(VM, in HD, 36 5)

I I .

I

I
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Quiver.

Arrows.* See

Quivers.

See
See

Sheafe.

' Beard/Nails/Limb. That that Defeat to his great Master was
but like the shaving of his / , or the paring of his
/ ; but the taking of Cyprus was like the cutting off
of a / , which will never grow again,
(Epis.1.1.xxxv)
Bed, See Rug.
Beholders eye. It were as easie a thing for the / to fix
a firm shape upon a running cloud. (FED, To the
Nobility and Gentry of Great Britain, 22)
Bellowes,

Brasse,

See

Bels. Tragedie and the relations that are hourely blaz'd
abroad sound sometimes well on the one side, sometimes
on the other, like a peal of / in windy weather, (ET,
9)
Bottle, They barrell up commonly more then they can broach,
and so may be said to be like a great / with a narrow
necke, (DG,1, 32)
Boys/Women/Death's-head, They who fear any popular Insurrection in England are like / and / , that are afraid
. -. of a Turnip cut like a / with a Candle in't.
(Epis,l,
6.xliii)
Brasse/Sponge/Bellowes, In some Climes the Heaven is as / ,
in others as a dropping / ; in others as a great / ,
(IFT,

74)

Broom, The new Viceroy, like a new / , swept all clean,
and carried himself with that dexterity and diligence,
• (RN,11,

198)

Candle. It is as if one should light a / to the Sun.
21)

(IFT,

, It [Revolution of 1647] was like a / burning at
both ends. (Parth,
To the Reader, A2)
Cane. Coming with his [kingdom of Naples] Sword like a /
in his hand. (Parth,
"Philip The Fourth of Austria,

1•

3 3)

I

^^';-.-. J
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Casements. Those eyes of yours should be as crystal / ,
through which I might be hold the glorious firmament,
(Vis,

6)

Charcole/torrent. Love is like a Piece of / , which meeting
with the wind its contrary, makes it turne more ardent;
Or like a rapid / which jusling against a damme swells
higher; so love meeting with opposition growes hotter
and stronger. (DG,1, 166-67)
Charenton-Bridge-Eccho. They [travlers] make Mountains of
Mole-hils, like / , which doubles the sound nine times.
(IFT,

64)

Chess-board. This great City, I may say, is like a /
chequer'd inlaid with white and black spots.
(Epis,
Il.lxiii)
See Lawes,

Coines,

-

Coynes, For Horace complained in his dayes, that words
changes as / did, (IFT, 54)
Crust, [The Town of Centa] tis like a small / left of a
Christmas Loaf, (Parth,
"Philip The Fourth of Austria,"
43)
;; Dancing,
Dart,

See

Walking,

His Pen was like the / of Death,

Death's-head,
Decree,

See

(GD, To the Reader, A)

Boys.

As the iron / of fate would have it.

(DG,1,

10 2)

Devil. Which is as base a lie as ever the / belch'd out,
(lAB, 11)
. ',v . 'V '
? •
Diamond.

You be in me as a / set in Horn.

(Vis,

9)

Diamonds/Poison. Your Absence . .'. will prove to me like the
dust of / , which is incurable / . (Ep^s, 1.2.2.2.1)
Disconsolate Widow/Superannuated Virgin. This goodly ancient
City [Antwerp] methinks looks like a / , or rather some
/ , that hath lost her Lover.
(Epis,1,1.x±2.)
Dough/lead. Methought I felt my heart as a lump of / , and
heavy as / within/my Breast. (£:pts. I.l.xxxii)
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Drowning. A conceit not altogether so extravagant as he who
thought / to be the gentlest way of going out of the
world, when the body by sm.ooth waving undulations
glides softly to its last home. (Vis, 98)
Earth.

See

Heaven.

Fierce. Your memorie hath been like a / that hath kept the
chaff, and let out the pure grain. (Vis, 8)
Fire. I fear it will be like a / cover'd with ashes,
as long as these firey Schismaticks have any strength'
in this Island. (TI, in HD, 84)
Flax. As fit to receive our impression as / is to take
(Trans,

fire'.

Flesh.

See

7)

Nail.

Flint and Steel. And as out of the Collision of / , ther
issues forth Fire, so by confrontation, and clash of
, ' Argument, Truth comes to appear more perspicious.
:

(DD,

2)

Frame. This following Survay (. . .is like a / indented
with sundry peeces). (S.P,Q,V,,
Dedication)
Friend. There is no such treasure as a true / .
I.6.1vi)

(Epis,

Friends. Touching Books he must choose them, as hee should
do his / , Few, but Choyce ones. (IFT, 22)
Furies.

See

Savages,

Garter-like. I saw hoops of iron that were made / of hot
candent fuel. (PB, 41)
Glasse. German Chastity is like a cleer crystall / which
may be darkened by the breath onely. (GD, 21)
Hat/petticoat. She [England] look'd, me thought like the
Jesuits / . , . , whose brimms were bigger then the
crowne, or like a / , whose fringe was longer then the
body. (WD, 10)
Hatt. God send thee as much trouble as a Christians / , which
is almost in perpetuall motion, (IFT, 86)
Heaven/Earth. [Guns from Galeons and Gallies] made such a
hideous noise as if / and / wold meet, (Parth,
"Philip
The Fourth of Austria," 54)
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Heele. In making one word to tread as it were upon the
others / , and push it forward in like letters,
(IFT,
48)
Hide. A spacious kingdome is like a gread Indian / , plant
your foot on one side or corner, the other will bound
up against you, tread on the middle, all parts will
lye flat. (DG,1, 14)
House.

See

Walks,

House/eggs. The Prince, who upon every commotion of the
subject, rusheth presently into open War, is like him.
\ who sets his owne / a fire to roast his / , (DG,1, 215)
Irish Hut.

See

Smodky.

Journey. My feet 'tis true, go too often astray to the
by-paths of vanity, but they come back again to the
right track, as one going on a / , and hearing by the
way a pack of hounds, he goes and follows the sport
a while, and then returns to his road. (Vis, 44)
Key. A costly / as Dunkirk.

(DD, 6)

Lamp. In some life goes out like a / when the oil is spent,
and so takes a gentle farewell. (Vis, 98)
Lance.

Having also a mount of gold as high as a / .

Lances. The Sun shou'd dart down his rayes like / .
31)

(LL,

3)

(IFT,

Lawes/coines/Rivers. For languages are like / or / , which
commonly receive some change at every fist of Princes:
Or as flow / by insensible alluvions take in and let out
/ . the waters that feed them. (FED, To the Nobility and
. ' Gentry of Great Britain, 23)
Lead. Me thought I felt my heart like a lump of / within
me. (WD, 17)
Lead.

See Dough.

Limb.

See

Beard.

Luciferian-like. These great Zelots [are] . . . I proud
in their own conceit. (TI, in HD, 12)
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Matches . • The results of Parliament without the Royall
cons
nsent, are as / without fire. (TI, in HD, 35)
Matron-like. Religion should go array'd in a grave / habit.
(IFT, 16-17).
Monster. This huge Bugbear Danger, was like a / of many
heads. (TI, in HD, 4 8)
Nail/flesh. This man and Massaniello clung together as
/ and / for the time. (RN,11, 18)
Naiies. The cours of the world hat bin, for one Nation,
like so many / , to thrust out another, (VLG, 16)
Nails.

See Beard.

l-v

Nymphs. The women for their beauty and comliness appear
like / . (Parth,
"Calauria," 55)
Oil/Vineger. The union twixt England and Scotland was like
^, / mingled with / . (GD, To the Reader, A2)
ointment. A thankful heart is like a box of precious / ,
which keeps the smell long after the thing is spent.

(Epis,11.xxiii)
Penny-purse. For his heart was shrivelled like a leather
/when he was dissected.
(Epis.l.^.xvii)
See Hat.

Petticoat.
Pleaders.

(Vis,
Poison.

The Passions are so many / wrangling at a bar.

28)
See Diamonds.
%

Prince.

See

Ambassador.

Pulpit-like. I might spy dazling my eyes fiery glowing
tubs made / . (PB, 41)
Quiver/Arrows. The city of London is like a fair / of
keen strong / for the King to draw forth upon all
occasions. (PK, 85)
Quivers/Arrows. I had two of them [letters] lately, which
methought were like / full of barb'd / pointed with
gold, that penetrated my breast.
(Epis.111.xxv)
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Rivers.

See Lawes.

Rugg/bed. In February ther is usually Snow enough to fill
the Dikes, and like a gentle white / to cover the
plowd fields, and keep the / of the earth warm from
the inclemency of the circumambient cold air. (PK, 46)
Satyr. He lookes rather like som Silvan / then a Soverain
Prince. (VLG, 12)
Savages/furies. They found there two Women like / or /
with long dishevel'd hair in a strange posture. (RN,
II, 36)
Scarfs-like. I might see brasse hoops glowing with fire,
and they were / . (PB, 41-42)
Sheafe/arrows. By a rare co-operation and unanimity they
make but one Body Politick, (like that / of / in the
Emblem) one entire concentricall peece. (VM, in HD,
345)
Skeyn/threed. Your Debates will be like a / of ravell'd
/ . (LF, in HD, 409)
Skreens. [Savoy and Loraine] are like / tossed up and
down^and never at quiet. (IFT, 44)
Smoaky/Irish Hut. A beetle-brow'd sullen Face makes, a
Palace as / as an / .
(Epis,11.xxv)
Sons, [Meniall servants] who have proved like the / of
Serviah unto him, ingratefull monsters, (P<SP, in HD,
'
105) •
Spice-bags, Some use us as / , which when the spices are
taken out and thrown away into some mouldy corner.
(PB,

Sponge.

60)

See

Brasse.

Sponges. They [The Yeomanry] serve but as / for the King
to squeeze when he list. (Preem, 7)
Steel. Who raise them [Meditations] in you as rusty//
useth to'strike. (Vis,
22)
Stone-bridge. Your Mind is like a / over a rapid River,
which tho' the waters beneath be perpetually working,
roaring and bubling, yet the Bridge never stirs,
(Epis.IV.xxii)
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lit

Superannuated Virgin.
Themes.

See Disconsolate

Widow.

Threed.

See

Thread. [Love] quickenth the Fancy, and leads the Will as
it were by a silken / to co-operate with 'em all.
(^p-ts. I.l.xxii)
Thred. An affection to the cause is usher'd in . . . as
one wold draw a / through a needles eye. (TI, in HD,
H8)
Threed.* [Love] is drax-^ne as / through a needles eye.
1, 17)
Skeyn.

See

•

*

•

:

•

(DG,

•

Threed/thornes. Their braines
skein of thrunb'd small /
. . ;: them, and their thoughts
.hold of any thing. (Vis,

may be said to bee like a
, any thing will entangle
like a bush of / that takes
154)

Tissue. Methinks your Letter was like a piece of / richly
embroider'd with rare Flowers up and down, with curious
Representations, and Landskips.
(Epis.1.2.x)
Torrent.

See

Charcole.

Trunks. You have used them [ears] as / to receive any idle
discourses, and vain sounds. (Vis, 6)
Vinegar.

See

Oil.

Walking/dancing. It [To Treat of Kings] is as / upon the
Ridge of a high House, or / upon a Rope, where unless
one be well counterpoized, he is in danger to break
his Neck. (PK, To the Reader, B3)
Walks/house. To go an even and wary pace like one that /
upon the ridg of a / , who knowes ther are precipices
on both sides of him. (DG,11, 65)
Watch.* A kingdom was like a / if it be taken asunder to
make clean, one must be very careful, . . . in putting
the parts together again. (DG,11, 66)
. Tis as absurd to attempt the setting of peace,
as if one should go about to set a / by the gnomon of
an horizontall Diall when the Sun is in a cloud.
(IK, 11)
s'
.*»•••••
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'Twas like a / , which being put asunder, can
"never be made up again if the last pin be left out.
(SIP, 81)
Wind.

Wines.

See

Wines. These Speculations in the cells of the brain without
utterance of speech, are like rich / barell'd up without bung or vent. (Lex, To the Tru Philologer, 2)
Wines/wind, Therefore they [proverbs] must needs lose
much of their grace in the version, as the best /
take / by being poured from one vessell to another.
(Lex, "Proverbs," To the Knowingest Kind of Philologers)
Wise. He that loades himselfe with a charge of money, is
as / as he, who carried the coach-wheels upon his back,
when he might have trilled it before him all along.
(IFT, 28-29)
Women.

See Boys.

Livelihoods of The Everyday World

K

Banbury Tinkers. Closing the leaks in the Vessel of the
State, they should cause more, that like / in lieu of
stopping one hole they shold make two, (SIP, 172)
Beam. They question whether the handle of Goliath's spear
was as big as a weavers / . (Vis, 109)
Blood.
Breezes.

See

Morter.

See Say Is.
•

Buoys.

See

,

•

•

*

•

•

.

'-•

Burr.

Burr/Buoys. As much Brain as they have, is as full of scruples as a / is of prickles; which is a quality incident
to all those that have their heads lightly ballasted,
(for they are like / in a barr'd Port, weaving perpetually
up and down.
(Epis.11.xix)
Cobler. They are like the / who drunk himself into a kingdome and thought himself a King while he continued in
that humor. (Vis, 113)

p-

•i:.,
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Fabriques. It is observ'd that tall men are like / four or
five stories high, where the garrer or upper room is
worst furnished. (PB, 111)
Fagots/straw. To compile such a work, is as easie as to
make / , or to trusse up a bundle of / , (LL, Epistle
Dedicatory)
Gales.

See Say Is.

Gaily. This State is Shee, who is grown as dexterous in
ruling men as in rowing of a / , (Fab, in HD, 240)
Hair seeves. Their [travlers] Memories being herein like
/., that keep up the branne, and let go the fine
flowre. (IFT, 63)
Lees, The muddiness of my Brain , , ,, like / in a narrow
Vessel, hath been shaken at Sea. (fi^p-^s. I.l.xxvii)
Morter/blood. And as the one would have the / of the Temple
tempered with / , so the other wold beat Religion into
the brain with the poleaxe. (TI, in HD, 13)
Nail.* All those yeares this great minister sate at the
helm, as if he had struck a / in Fortunes wheele, that
shee should not turne all the while. (LL, The Proem)
Portholes. They [stars] serve themselves of those material
parts and organs of yours, that are as / to let in the
influxes which they dart from above to work upon the
• faculties. (Vis,
28)
Sayls/gales/breezes. They [Passions and Affections] are to
the soul, as / to a ship, they are also as so many /
to fill those sayls, as so many / to blow this small
Vessel of mine wherein you are embarked to the heaven
of happiness. (Vis,
25)
Scales. France and Spain were as the / of the great Balance,
which keeps it in aeqiulibrio, in an even counterpoise,
that neither side shold be traboccant, (PK, 82)
Seeds. Prophesies are as / sown in the vast field of time,
whereof not one grain of a thousand comes to grow up,
(BSA,

19)

Ship.* Being carryed away by a wild kind of Conscience
without Science, like a / without a Helm, fall" upon
dangerous quicksands. (P<5P, in HD, 99)
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Confession and sorrow without amendment (as one
"truely said) is like the pumping of a / without stopping the leaks. (Vis,
78)
_. For she [a letter] was to me as a / richly laden
"from London useth to be to our Merchants here.
(Epis.
I.l.xxix)
Shoemakers. She is subservient to another. Like the / Last,
that may bee applyable to any foot, (IFT, 16)
Silk/Webb. Some Proverbs are of so rich, and recondit a
sense, that like / wown'd up upon a small bottom,
they may be drawn out into a large / , (Lex, "Proverbs,"
to the Knowingest Kind of Philologers)
Straw,

See

Fagots.

Tempest. I am still under hold in this fatal Fleet; and
like one in a / at Sea, who hath been often near the
Shore, yet is still toss'd back by contrary Winds,

I, (Epis.
Webb,

See

111.xvi)
Silk.
. . t •

••

••

.

Womb, He compell'd him to bring out of hold his fresh re.. serves that he had under deck, to exchange place with
his wounded and wearied men upon the hatches, which
strange and inexpected supply, sprung as it were out
of the / of the Gallie to defend her mother.
(S.P.Q.V.,
r

127)

Exact Science

Anatomists/Cow/Vulture. Such glasses [multiplying-glasses]
as / use in dissection of Bodies, which can make a Flea^
look like a / , or a Fly as big as a / . (Fpie,II.xxxii)
Astronomer. I was glad that you have lighted upon so excellent a Lady, as if an / by his Opticks had found
out a new Star.
(Epis.l.S.xxx)
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Body. To mend a thing by demolishing it, is as curing
a sick / by knocking him in the head. (Fab, in HD,
Bonny-clabber.
my Body.

Me-thought my blood was like so much / within
(PB,

II)

Breasts.* Apologs are like nurses / , if they be streaked
gently you will have milk, if pres'd hard you will
wring bloud out of them, (DG,11, 16 7)
Buttermilk.
Cancer-like.
176)
Cow.

See

See

Veins.

All things went / retrograde,

(Fab,

in HD,

Anatomists.

Fire. As / breaks out of flint by concussion, so wisdome and
truth issueth out of the agitation of argument.
(DG,11,
209)
Heart. The General, like the / in the body, was seated in
the midst of the battail. (S,P,Q,V., 109)
Humours, They [the Fatall distempers] were like / stirrd in
the naturall body without evacuation, (DG,1, 190)
Loadstone. It [a letter] had such a Virtue that it begat
new Motions in me, like the / , which by its attractive
occult Quality moves the dull Body of Iron, and makes
it active.
(Epis.l.S.xvi)
Mercury. A Traveller should observe also the Political
position thereof, how some are seated like / amongst
the Planets, (IFT, 44)
Meteors,

[The Scots] Vanished away like / ,

(BSA,

7)

Moone. Religion her selfe is not exempt, but like the /
hath Eclipses, Changes and Spots. (DG,1, 89)
Naturall. The Political body may be said to be like the / ;
wherein if the blood and spirits were drawn all up into
upper parts, the supporting members below, as the legs
and thighs, cannot have that proportion of naturall heat
and vigor to quicken themselfs, the blood being all engross 'd by the parts above. (PB, 20)

• • # • ^ ^
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Planets. The Dominions of Spain are like the / in the
Heaven lying in vast uneven distances one from the
other. (IFT, 44-45)
Pulse, As the / of time did beat them,

(VM, in HD, 370)

Sphere/Star, Now to'a good houswife, her House should be
as the / to a / , (I do not mean a wandering Starr)
wherin she shold twinkle with neatnes as a Star in
its Orb, ,. (PB, 5 8)
Spirits, Atoms like so many little / glide through the
aire, and never rest till they come to their desired
home. (PB, 106)
Sphere.

Star. See

Stars.* These Nuns then, who to serve God are always
permanent in one place, like the fixed / . (St.
in S.P.Q.V.,

Paul,

184)

Sun.* In Germany Caesar fits like the / himselfe in the
Zodiac, surrounded with seven Planets. (GD, "of Germany,"
.26)
Veins/buttermilk. He was so dull in point of motion, as if
his / had bin filled with / . (WD, 2-3)
Vulture,

-1 r,

See

Anatomists.

-•.

1. V

Current History

Bug-beare. A Spaniard lookes like a / in France in his
own cut. (IFT, 28)
Caesar. His Majesty (to his deserved and neverdying glory)
comported himself like another / all the while.
(TI,
in HD, 70)
Meridian. It is as clear as the / , that this Title is due
to him as he is King of both the Sicilies. (PK, 164)
Politician.

He falls like a / to worke.

(BSA, 9)

Appendix B
A Sampling of Howell's Proverbs

The ten headings of proverbs in the following list
are arranged according to subject. The alphabetical order
of significant reference words is adapted from Harvey's
system in The Oxford

Dictionary

of English

Proverbs.

Slash

marks within sentences indicate where alphabetized reference
words should appear. ODER references are all generally
classified as proverbs. Reference words and sentences followed by an asterisk are from the ODER, and all of Howell's
proverbs taken from this source are first references; otherwise references from Howell's works, are my own selections.
The abbreviated titles of Howell's works, and page numbers,
etc., in the ODER, are recorded as they appear; numbers
divided by a slash mark within parentheses indicate page
number followed by column number in the Proverbs.
All ODER
references come from the Proverbs

unless otherwise indicated;
Letters

are from Familiar

or Lexicon

Tetraglotton,

ODER references to the

Letters:

Or, Epistolae

Familiar

Ho-Elianae

by James Howell, ed. Oliphant Smeaton, The Temple Classics,
3 vols. (Aldine House, London: J. M. Dent, 190 3). References to British proverbs from the ODER are Cambrian or
Welsh proverbs. Aside from the titles of works, italics
have been omitted to eliminate superfluity of italicized
words. Brackets are my own; parentheses, other than those
used for titles of works, and page numbers, etc., are
either Howell's or the editor's in the ODER.
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Animals and Vegetables
Animal. An / [the Aetonian] that can drink more then he
can carry, and who useth to barrell up more than he can
broach in point of knowledg, because commonly he useth
to have in him more than he can utter, (PB, 111)
Asse. The / oftentimes carries gold on his back, yet feeds
on thistles, (PB, 17)
• ' •''"" . One may bring an / to the water, but not make him
drink unless he list himself. (PB, 26)
»

,

"••

.

.

.

Berry. From the / of the Grape, and grain of the Barly,
comes many a sore fray and hurli-burly. (PB, 68)
Bird.* Each / is well pleased with his own voice.
(Brit.
Prov.
,2)
______

Tis a sorry / that beraies his own nest.

(PB, 73)

Branches. For if the natural / were not spared how can the
wild olive think to escape the fire of his displeasure?
(HJ, Epistle Dedicatory)
Calf.* The / , the goose, the bee: The world is ruled by
these three. (1635. Lett.3
Jul. (1903))
Cockloft.*
102)

His / is unfurnished.

(Lett.

2 Feb. (1903), I,

Crab.* The / of the wood is sauce very good for the crab of
the sea, but the wood of the crab is sauce for a drab,
that will not her husband obey. (Eng. Prov, 6/1)
Cuckoo.* When the / sitteth on a dry thorn, sell thy cow and
sow thy corn. (Eng. Prov, 16/2)
Dog.* The / who hunts foulest, hits at most faults.
Prov, 1/2)

(Eng.

. * A / will not howl if you beat him with a bone.
(Brit Prov, 24)
Eaten.* He that hath / a bear-pie will always smell of
the garden. (Eng Prov, 12/2)
Eye.

What the / of a Bat is to the Sun, the same is all
human understanding to Godwards.
(Ep^s.11.X2.)

^
'

•

'

•

•
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•

Fern.* When / grows red, then milk is good with bread.
(Eng Prov,

Fish.*

11/2)

It is good / if it were but caught.

(Eng Prov,

12/1)

(Sod gives winges to the Ant, that she may destroy her self
the sooner, (DG,1, 30)
Goose and gander and gosling, are three sounds but one
.,..s thing.* (Span-Eng,
20)
Grass grows not upon the highway (at the market cross).*
(Brit

Hang.*

Eng,

24)

I must (will) not / all my bells upon one horse,

(Eng Prov,

41/2)

Hedg. A / lasteth three years, a Dogg three hedges, a Horse
three doggs, a Man three horses, a Hart three men, an
Elephant three haris. (PB, 64)
Horse, A galloping / is an open sepulcher,

(IFT,

69)

, * Have a / and thou may'st borrow another.
(Brit

Prov,

34)

. A trotting / is fit for a Coach, but not for a
Lady's Saddle; and an Ambler is proper for a Lady's
Saddle, but not for a Coach, (^-pis. I. 5 .xxxvii)
House, That / doth every day more wretched grow. Where the
Hen louder than the Cock doth crow,
(Epis.l.^.ix)
Inexpugnable. Ther is none so / but an Asse laden with
. Gold may enter into them [cities],
(Epis,11.iv)
(Eng Prov,

Leaf,*

St. Matthias both / and grass,

Leapt.

We have / from the Cock to the Asse all this while.

(PB,

21/2)

21)

Lincolnshire, where hogs sh-- soap, and cows s h — fire.*
(Eng Prov,

21)

Lion. Better it is for a / to lead sheepe, then for a sheepe
to lead a company of lions. (BSA, 6)
. If the / sales that our ears be horns, they must be
horns. (PB, 88)

'.'4
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Month. The / of March entreth like a Lion, but goeth out
like a Lamb. (DG,1, 10)
Mouse-trap.*

Let not the / smell of blood (cheese).

(Eng Prov,

11/1)

Nut.* Madame Parnell, crack the / and eat the kernel.
(Eng Prov,

Onion.*

21/1)

It will do with an / ,

(Eng Prov,

Ox.* An old / makes a straight furrow.
Peace and catch a mouse.*

(Eng Prov,

1)

(Span-Eng,

9)

11/1)

Pig.* The first / , but the last whelp (puppy) of the
litter, is the best. (Italy
2)
Plough.* If your / be jogging you may have meat for your
horses. (Eng Prov, 11/1)
Poor.* As / (Hungry) as a church mouse.

(Eng Prov,

Prate is prate; but it's the duck lays the eggs.*
. Prov,

13/2)
(Eng

13/2)

Rebell. A / and mad Dogg knock in the head. They will not
bite when they are dead. (PB, 100)
Ride.* When you / a young colt, see your saddle be well
girt. (Eng Prov, 13/2)
Sheep.

Who makes himself a / the wolf will devour him,

(PK,

19 3)

Sing to an Asse and he will give you a Bum-crack,
Steal.*

(PB, 26)

To / a goose and give the giblets in alms,

Prov,

(Eng

1/1)

Steed (a). The / may not starve while the gras grows,
in SIC, 11)

(CC,

Stung, It is better to be / with a nettle, than prick'd
by a Rose. (ET, 8)
Swallow.*
Prov,
Swallowed.*

To / an ox, and be choked with the tail.
Rend into Fr, 6)
He hath / a spider.

(Eng Prov,

6/1)

(Eng
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Tittle-tattle, give the goose more hay.*
Vex.*

(Eng Prov,

It would / a dog to see a pudding creep.
21/1)
^
y

11/1)

(Enq
y

Prov^
*

Washeth. He who / an Asse's head doth lose both time and
scope, (PB, 28)
Welcome, death, quoth the rat, when the trap fell down,*
(Eng Prov, 10/11)
Wheat. The purer the / is, the more subject 'tis to Tares,
and the most precious Gems to Flaws,
(Epis,11,ix)
Wit,* It is / to pick a lock and steal a horse, but wisdom
to let them alone, (Eng Prov, Rend into Fr, 3/1)
. The / of you and the wool of a blue dog, will
make a good medley, (Eng Prov, 11/2)
i:.

Countries, Cities, and Their Inhabitants

Artonian Peasans are born with chains,
Dwell,*
Ebro.

Every one cannot / at Rotheras,

(PB, 19)
(Eng Prov,

21/2)

I call myself / because I drink of all waters,
(Epis,IV,xvii)
(Parth,

England is a good Country, but the people are bad.
The Episle, A2)
Englishman. The / doth not know when he is well,
HD, 237)
Eyes.

(SS,

in

They [Persians] only have two / , the Europeans one,
and all the rest of the World is blind. (Lon, 384)

>Flea.

It puts a / in the Venetians ear, (DE, 99)

Florentine. Who dealeth with a / , Must have the use of
both his Ey'n. (Spie.I.1.xli)

•t
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French. Have the / for thy Friend, not for thy Neighbor
if thou canst chuse. (DD, 20)
Genoa has mountains without wood, sea without fish, women
without shame, and men without conscience,* (For Trav.
viii (Arb), 41)
German. From a blacke / , a white Italian, a red Frenchman,
from a Roundheaded Englishman, the Lord deliver us.
(PP,

in HD, 90)

Gnaw, Some of them [Elaianians] / , others eate, and some
,devoure in those places, wherein they are deputed to
beare Soveraigne sway, (DG,1, 17)
, Great Britain,
/ for an Island, France for a kingdom,
Milan for a Duchy, and Flanders for a Country or
Earldome, (PK, 100)
.'111. There is nothing / in Spaine, but that which speakes.
(IFT,

38)

'Marseilles, Sayle to / if you desire your choice of whores,
(GD, "Of France," 61)
Rain, rain, go to Spain:
Prov,

'Severn.*

(Eng

20/1)

You may sip up the / and swallow Malvern as soon.

(Eng Prov,

20/1)

Smoke of Charren.*
Sun.

fair weather come again,*

.

(Eng Prov,

21/1)

The / never soiles in his passage, though his beams
reverberate never so strongly, and dwell never so long
upon the myry lake of Maeotis, the black turf'd moores
of Holland, the anguish woose of Kent and Essex, or any
other place, be it never so dirty, (VM, in HD, 36 5)

Tuscan. The / Tongue sounds best in a Roman Mouth.
(Epis.1,1,xli)
Venice shall continue a Virgin untill her Husband forsakes
her.

(S.P.Q.V.,

40)

Venice, Venice, none The unseen can prize; Who hath seen
too much will thee despise.
(Epis.l.1.xxxvi)
Viceroy. That the / of Sicily gnaws, the Governor of Milan
eats, but the Viceroy of Naples devours, (ffpte.I.l.xxxix)

:'

Money, Commerce, and Thrift

Acre.* Half an / is good land.

(Eng Prov,

2/1)

Barn's.* When the / full you may thresh before the door
(1645. Lett.II.xxiv)
Bed.* Better to go to / supperless than rise in debt.
(Span-Eng,

6)

Coin. The / of Spain is as Catholic as her King.
. 3,xxxii)
Creditors have better memories than debtors,*
Defend,

/ me, and spend me,

Drift is as bad as unthrift.*

(Epis.

(Span-Eng,

8)

(Epis.1.1,vii)
(Eng Prov,

6)

Exchequer. His [Cardinal Atestino] House was an / to the
rich, an Hospitall to the poor. (GD,"Of Italy," 26)
Farthings,* Four / and a thimble, will make a tailor's
pocket jingle. (Eng Prov, 15/1)
Figures.

They [travelers] go out / and returne Cyphers.

(IFT,

6 3)

Fool. A / and his money is soon parted.
Gentleman.*
suet.

Given up.

(Fpis.1.5.xxxvii)

A / without an estate is like a pudding without
(Eng Prov,

12)

He hath / his girdle [estate, wealth, etc.,].

(Epis.IV.xix)

Hath.* He that / it and will not keep it; he that wants it
and will not seek it; he that drinks and is not dry,
shall want money as well as I. (Eng Prov, 21)
Meal.*

The wholesomest / is at another man's cost.

(Eng Prov,

Money,*

19/1)

He that hath / cannot want a head for his shoulders.

(Eng Prov,

13/2)

Money is that which art hath turned up trump,*
18/1)

(Eng

Prov,

..
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(Lett

Money is welcome though it come in a dirty clout.*
3 Aug. (1903), I, 309)
. Pays.* He that / last never pays twice.
into Fr, 4/1)

(Eng Prov,

Rend

Pearls and golden Bullets may do much upon the impregnablest
(Epis.11.iv)

Beauty.

Peny-wise.

[To be] / and Pound-foolish.

, Presents.

/ can rend rocks.

(IFT,

28)

(Spis.II,iv)

Purse. Where the / cannot, let the body suffer.
Rich.*

God help the / , the poor can beg,

(PK, 80-81)

(Eng Prov,

16/2)

• Shop, Tis time to shut up / , when the Ware is all gone,
(Lon,

26)

Silver,* He that has not / in his purse should have silk
on his tongue. (Ital-Eng,
5)
•

'•-

'

.

'

Sleeps.* Let him that / too sound borrow the debtor's
pillow. (Span Proverbs
[no nr listed])
State, That / which goeth out of the lists of mediocrity,
passeth also the limits of safety. (DG,1, 29)
Sweet appears sour when we pay,
Trade.*

(Brit

Prov,

21)

Who hath a good / all waters may wade.

(Fr-Eng,2:3)

Vier.* 0 Master / , we cannot pay you your rent, for we had
no grace of God this year; no shipwreck upon our coast,
(Eng Prov,

Wit.

12/2)

When I consider your / , I admire your Wealth,
(Epis.IV.ix)

Words are but sands, but 'tis money buys lands.*
11/2)

(Eng

Prov,

Health and the Human Body
Beard.* A red / and a black head, catch him with a good
trick and take him dead, (Eng Prov, 12/2)
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' ' Belly.*

Better / burst than good drink (meat) lost.

(Eng Prov,

17) .

Breath. Be a Man's / ever so sweet, yet it makes one's
praise stink, if he makes his own mouth the Conduit(Epis.11,xiii)

pipe of it.

(PB,

Diseases, 'He hath as many / as a horse,

'Drcy.^ A / cough is the trumpeter of death,
IIIj 77)
Feast,*

77)

(Lett,

(190 3),

Little difference between a / and a bellyful,

(Eng Prov,

Feet.*

13/2)

Six / of earth make all men equal.

(Ital-Eng,

8)

(Epis,11.xxix)

Fevers have always their fits of dotage.

.Fist, The / is stronger than the hand, though it be nothing
but the hand, (SS, in HD, 240)
Fool,

Every one is a / or a Physitian to himself naturally.
(PB,

76)

Foole. He is accounted little lesse then a / , who is
not melancholy once a day. (DG,1, 99)
< " .

••

Foot.
God,

The / must judge the Head.

.

•

(MH, 2)

-.

Though / heals, yet the Physitian carries away the
Fees,

Gout,

(PB,

11)

The / makes the Physitian blind.

(PB,

11)

•Haste and choler are enemies to all great actions,
(^pts,II,xvii)
Hear.* When thou dost / a toll or knell then think upon
thy passing bell, (Eng Prov, 6/1)
Hungry.*

A / man, an angry man.

Instruments.
DG,11,

(Eng Prov,

13/2)

The best / mis-applyed do most hurt,*
36)

,

Jack would wipe his nose if he had it.*
into Fr, 8)

(Eng Prov,

Rend

Live.* He will / as old Rosse (Russe) of Pottern, who lived
till all the world was weary of him, (Eng Prov, 14/2)

i^:^
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Love.* I / his little finger more than thy whole bodv.
(Eng Prov,

^

15/1)

(TI,

Parliaments are good Physick, but ill meat,

in HD, 29)

Pounds.* A thousand / and a bottle of hay, is all one thing
at doomsday. (Eng Prov, 1/2)
Slain.* He was / that had warning, not he that took it.
(Brit

Prov,

3)

Stretching and yawning leadeth to bed.*
Tooth,* Any / , good barber,

(Eng Prov, 21/1)

(Eng Prov, 12)

Vivit. Qui / medice, vivit misere,

(PB, 75)

Well. I was / , I would be better, I took Physic and
(Epis,111,xii)

died.

Women, Love, and Marriage

Advice,* A woman's / is best at a dead lift.
6/2)

(Eng Prov,

Affairs.* Women in state / are like monkeys in glass-shops.
(Eng Prov,

12/2)

Cherry,* A woman and a / are painted for their own harm.
(Span-Eng,

18)

Courtesies and Favours are like Flowers, which are sweet only
while they are fresh, but afterwards they quickly fade
and wither,

(Epis.IV.Hi)

Cuckold.* Who is a / carries coals in his bosom.
lU)
Cuckold.*
Deeds.

Let every / wear his own horns.

/ are Men, and Words Women,

(Span-Eng,

(Eng Prov,

3)

(Epis.IV.xxxiii)

Distrust, When / enters in at the Fore-gate, Love goes out
at the Postern, (^pte,I.v.xx)

413
'Feed.

To / their [women] Pride, they will famish affection,
(^pt8.II.iv)

Foot.* The / on the cradle and hand on the distaff is
the sign of a good housewife, (Span-Eng,
2)
Green.* Stand on the / , thirteen houses, fourteen cuckolds,
and never a house between. (Eng Prov, 21/1)
Hair. One / of a V/oman can draw more than a hundred pair
of Oxen.
(Epis.11.iv)
Hairs,

Gray / and Horns come not by yeers,

(PK, 212)

^ V Hansom, The first / Woman was made of Venice Glasse, which
implies beuty, but brittlenes withall, (S.P.Q.V.,
39)
Husband,* When the / drinks to the wife all would be well;
.. •
when the wife drinks to the husband, all is well,
;'
(Eng Prov, Rend into Fr, 9 (7) (A) ),
Husbands. The horned / are said to get their wifes with
child a hundred miles off. (PB, 88)
V

Kin.* It is a poor / (family) that has neither whore nor
thief in it. (Span-Eng,
1)
Kisseth.* He that / his wife in the market-place shall
have many teachers. (Eng Prov, 13/1)
•

.*•

Knives.*

Oxford / , and London wives.

(Eng Prov,

Love. Let / rather than Lucre be your guide,
I,iv.ix)

14/1)

(Epis.

_____,* Small / speaks, while great love stands astonished
with silence,
(Epis.l.^.xix)
,*

They who / most are least set by.

(Eng Prov,

12/2)

. To be Tormented with / , is worse than to dance
upon hot stones. (^pis.IV.viii)
Man.

A / of Straw is worth a Woman of Gold,

Marriage makes or mars man.*

(Lett.

(EpisllT.iv)

5 Feb. (1903),I, 248)

Marry. If you are resolved to / , Choose where you
love, and resolve to love your Choice. (Ep^s.l.^

^
.2.x)
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_. It is better to / a Shrew than a Sheep; for
"tho' silence be the dumb Orator of Beauty, and the best
Ornament of a Woman, yet a phlegmatic dull Wife is fulsome and fastidious. (Fpie.I.4.ix)
Men. Honest / d o marry, but Wise men not.

(PB, 62)

Mock not, quoth Mumford, when his wife called him cuckold.*
I

(Eng Prov,

I

9/1)

Mother-in-law.* The / remember not that she was a daughter. in-law. (Brit Prov, 36)
Nurse's.*

(Brit-Eng,

The / tongue is privileged to talk.

People.* Hasty / will never make good midwives.
3/2)
Priests.*
Eng,

(Eng

Prov,
(Ital-

Women, / , and poultry, have never enough.
7)

Shodd. Who goes worse / than the Shoo-maker's wife?
70)
.
Shrew.

4)

(PB,

Everyone knowes how to tame a / but he who hath her,

(PB,

61)

Single long, shame at length,*
Store.*

(Brit

Prov,

The worst / a maid unbestowed,

Sweet-heart and bag-pudding,*

(Eng Prov,

21)

(Brit

Prov,

.^
15)

6/1)

Too'd,* Quickly / and quickly go, quickly will thy mother
have moe, (Eng Prov, 4/1)
Wife.

Ask my / whether I thrive or no.

(PB, 59)

, [To] make a complete / , let her be English to the
Neck; From the Navil to the Knee Dutch; From the knee
downward Spanish; But from the Neck to the Navil French,
which relates to the Heart, and to the merry disposition
therof. (PK, 103)
,* Refuse a / with one fault, and take one with two,
(Brit Prov, 13)
Woer. There are four things required in a / , to be Sollicitous, Secret, Sole, and Sage.
(Epis.IV.viii)
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Woman. That / deserves onely respect and honour, whose
actions and praises go not of the walls of her own
house. (PB, 58)
Woman's.*

Arthur could not tame / tongue,

(Brit

Prov,

2 3)

Loyalty, Friendship, and Deceit

Betrayed,
Bold.*

(Epis.IV.xix)

Let him be / who thinks any ill,

Be not too / with your biggers, or betters,

• i: Prov,

(Eng

3/2)

Bountifull. They are only / to their betters, from whom
they hope to receive a greater benefit. (DG,1, 99)
Boy.* A smiling / seldom proves a good servant,
Rend into Fr, 8)

(Eng

Brother, The younger / is the ancienter Gentleman,
Advertisement)
Buyer,

Let the / beware.

Prov,
(Lon,

(PK, 80^81)

Cake, Nor are you like to get a piece of / , unlesse yours
be knowne to be in the oven, (DG,1, 99)
Cards,*
Prov,

Many can pack the / yet cannot play well,

(Eng

19/1)

David and Chad:

sow peas good or bad,*

(Eng Prov,

Dealing.

There is double / in universals.

Deceit.*

There is no / in a brimmer.

21/2)

(VM, in HD, 36 0)

(Eng Prov,

5/2)

Distrust. Where / entreth in at one door, friendship goes
out at the other. (DG,11, 31)
Echo. It may be said of .them, what was said of the / ,
That she is a mere Sound and nothing else.
(Epvs.1.1.2.)
Eyes.

Who had / , but would not see; and ears, but would

not hear.

(Epis,l.S

.Hi)
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Fear. Who asks with / teacheth how to deny.

(PK, 19 3)

^''^^"igi)"^ ""^ ^ ""^^^^ ' ""^^ ""^ ^""^ ^^ complement.

(PK,

.* Make not thy /too cheap to thee, nor thyself
too dear to him. (Eng Prov, 18/2)
Friends^*
Kind.

(Eng

Have but few / though many acquaintances.

He who takes too / a farewell means to com again.

(DG,11,

122)

^

Kindred.* Whersoever you see your / make much of your
friends. (Eng Prov, 11/2)
Look. An honest ingenious / is a good Letter of recommendation of itself. (£'pis. II. xxxiv)
Looks. He / upon himself thro' a false Glass.
I.5.xxxvii)

(Epis.

Lost. He hath / his hair (meaning his honor).
IV.xix)

(Evis.
^

Men.*

Where / are well used, they'll frequent there.
(Eng Prov,

10/1)

Miller.* Put a / ,'a weaver, and a tailor in a bag, and
shake them; the first that comes out will be a thief.
(Eng Prov,

3/2)

Obedience,'. !. There can be no tru / without Fear.
in HD, 243)

(SS,

Prosperity.* In time of / friends will be plenty; in time
of adversity, not one amongst twenty. (Eng Prov, 20/1)
Prudence.

For tis no lesse / , to preserve then purchase.

(DG,1,

29)

Purse. To others the / is closest shut, when the Mouth
opens widest. (DG,1, 99)
Rath sower.*
Prov,

The / never borroweth of the late.

(Eng

17/1)

Scatter with one hand, gather with two.*

(Brit

Prov,

2)

417
(Moral

Spinner.* The diligent / has a large shift.
Spanish, 11)

Prov,

Stool.* Put a / in the sun; when one knave rises, another
comes. (Eng Prov, 2/1)
Times. He was too dangerous for the / , and the Times
for him. (J^pis. I. 4.xviii)
True blue will never stain.*

(Eng Prov,

11/1)

Trust. From him whom I / , God defend me; for from him whom
I trust not, I will defend myself.
(Epis.11,.Ixxv)
Truth (a). All / is from God, all Falshood from the Devil,
and all error from Man. (£'pis. II. viii)
(Eng

Venom.* There is no / to that of the tongue.
11/2)
Water.

Not to draw / to his own Mill only.

Weather,*
Prov,
Wine,*

(IFT,

Prov,
72)

Cold / and knaves come out of the north.
Rend into Fr, 8/2)

He cries / and sells vinegar,

(Span-Eng,

(Eng

3)

Wise, He cannot be essentially / , who openeth all the
boxes of his Brest to any, (DG,1, 99)
Wisedome, The / of one that day is the foolishnesse of
another, and it will be so while it is a World,
(Preem,

Words.*

18)

Good / without deeds are rushes and reeds,

Prov,

(Eng

17/1)

Royalty, Law, and War

All.

/ under Him [the King], he under none,

Ampelona.
(DG,1,

(DG, II, 12)

If / combat not her selfe, she is invincible,
9).
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Blushing and Bashfulness are commendable in Maids and Boys,
but odius in Ambassadors, (PK, 143)
Cavalier, A / (or Prince) without money, is like a wall
without a Cross for evry one to draw upon, (PK, 92)
Cheese,
(PB,

The King's / goes away three parts in parings.
19)

.* The King's / goes half away in parings,
Prov,

(Eng

1/1)

^Churchman*,..'. The / was, the Lawyer is, the Soldier shall
be, (^pis,III,xxii)
Clients, The poor / are the Birds, Westminster-hall the
Field, the Judge the Net, the Layers the Rats, the
Attornies the Mice of the Commonwealth, (iS'pis, II, Ixxii)
Danger, 'Tis lesse / and dishonour for the Prince to
be poore, than his people. (Preem, 8)
Difficult, Tis as / a thing to use a victory well, as
.; to get one. (IK, 9)
Enemy. Though the / be no bigger than an Ant, yet fear
him as if he were an Elephant, (DG,11, 47)
Faithlesse,

A / King, a fearlesse Towne,

(TI,

in HD, 42)
(Epis.

Fancy. The' / of the Prince is the Fate of the Times.
IV.xii)
Fight with Silver Weapons and Thou shalt conquer all.
112)

(PK,

Fishing. There is no / to the Sea, nor Service to the
Kings. (PK, 52)
Freedom,
God.

Excess of / turns to thraldom,

(IK,

6)

Now / preserve the King, the Queen, the Peers, And
grant the Author long may wear his Ears,
(Epis.
I.l.xl)

Guilty.
(SIC,

He who spares the / wrongs the innocent.
7)

419
Happiness. The / of the Prince depends upon the humor of
the People. (Fp-ts. IV,xii)
Hat. He who pulleth off his / to the People, giveth his
Head to the Prince, (i^p-^s, I. 4 .xviii)
King.* It shall be done when the / cometh to Wogan,
Prov, 21/1)
The / can do no wrong,

(LL,

(Eng

13)

Tis enough for the / that God is to be his judge,
'(PK, 12-13)
The / in his own Dominions hath neither Superior
'nor Equal. (PK, 12)
The / never dies.

(LL,

13)

••'• .* The / and pope, the lion and wolf.
12/2)

(Eng

Prov,

Liberty. The fruition of / is not so pleasing, as a conceit
of the want of it is irksome. (^pis.I.6.xlviii)
Lord. Have the nobler / conduceth to the dignity of
the Vassal, and have the nobler Peeple conduceth to
the dignity of the Prince. (PK, 91-92)
Lords. My / , stay a little, and we shall make an end the
sooner.
(Epis.11.xvii)
Mixture. The best / of government is made of feare and
love. (IK, 1)
Mouth.

He hath a / at Court,

(PK, 52)

Multitude: In the / consists the dignity of a King, and
in the paucity of people his shame, (PK, 159)
Nobility without inward ornaments is as faire guilded shels
without kernels. (IFT, 18)
Peace. No / could be so bad, but it was preferrable to the
best war. (ET, 12)
People. [Common / ] are got by an Apple, and lost for
a Pear. (£:pie. IV.xlvii)

sS- •'"•''
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The common / serve slavishly, or rule proudly,
(LL,

Policy.

165)

That / must move after the motion of Saturne,

(DG,1,

17)

Prince. No / of Christiandom hath a better choice to
make Souldiers of than the King of Great Britain.
(BSA,

' '•

18)

Some hold it a maxime in policy, for the / to
reside in the very navill of his kingdom, to encounter
all insurrections with the more celerity, that may
arise in any other part, (DG,1, 14)
. The / , who upon every commotion of the subject,
eusheth presently into open war, is like him who sets
his owne house a fire to roast his egges. (DG,1, 215)

Proof, Tl)e / lies on the Accuser,

(PK, 80-81)

Publik, What eminently concerns the / good, though not
commanded, let them be done, (PK, 201)
Punishment, 'Tis / enough for a King that God will
take revenge of him, (lAB, 12)
Rebellion,
/ suppressed, makes a Prince the stronger,
(P<SP, in HD, 105)
Rotten-hearted, He who is / to his King, can never be
right-hearted to his Creator, (TI, in HD, 11)
Sentence,

A Scarlet / is irrevocable.

(IK,

4)

Soldiers in time of Peace are like chimneys in Summer,
(PB,

War,

127)

/ makes the thief, and peace brings him to the
gallows,

(PB,

111)

War with all the world, and peace with England.*
Prov,

1)

(Span

421
Conscience, Insight, and Fortitude

„ ^ .

Allowable. There are many things which are not / till
they are pass'd. (lAB, 3)
Ball.

(LL,

The / must be ta'ne before the bound.

18 3)

Beleave. You will make me / as soon as that Cretensis
nescit pelagus, the Candiot is no Seaman.
(S.P.Q.V,,
32)
Breath.

To keep your / to cool your pottage.

(PB, 85)

Cake, My / is Dow, ffp^s,I.III.xii)
Cautious, You must be / how you thrust your neck into
such a yoke, whence you will never have power to with. draw it again,

(Epis.l.k.ix)

Cheapest. He is / who is got by Courtesie, and Complement
only. (IFT, 29)
Concerns, It / you not to be over-hasty herein, nor
to take the Ball before the Bound,
(Epis.l.U.ix)
Conscience, A good / hath always within doors enough to
reward itself, tho' the success fall not our according
to the merit of the endeavour.
(Epis.11,1)
" ' ' , A good / is a perpetual Feast.

(Epis,1V,xxii)

Consult. What thou ought to do, / with few, what thou
intendest to do, with fewer. (DG,11, 14)
Come,

That the first / is to visit the last come,
(PK,

Day,

The / following becomes the former dayes Teacher,
(SS,

•

208)
in HD,

231)

, The / following is the former dayes Schoolmaster. (Preem, 18)
.* Every / of the week a shower of rain, and on
Sunday Twain. (Eng Prov, 11/2)

Dead.*

Stark / be thy comfort.

(Eng Prov,

11/2)
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Dinero.

(PK, 111)

Don sin / no es Don, si no Donayre.

(Ena Prov
^

Drank.* He that never / was never athirst.
13/2)
Dubitation.

/ is the beginning of all Knowledge,

(Epis,1,5,xx)

Eggs,*

I have other / to fry,

(Eng Prov,

11/2)

End. The / is more noble than the mediums that serve
for that end, (PB, 13)
Everyone is to be believed in his own Art,

(PK, 80-81)

Fool,* He is a / that kisseth the maid when he may kiss
the mistress, (Eng Prov, 15/2)
.* A / is fulsome,

(Eng Prov,

10/2)

Frosts,* So many / in March, so many in May,
16/1)
Gropes,*

(Eng

Prov,

He that / in the dark finds that he would not,

(Eng Prov,

13/1)

Great ones may secure themselves from guilt, but not from
envie. (DG,1, 185)
Gladness.*
17/1)
Hand.*
Happ,

A man of / seldom falls into madness.

The / that gives, gathers,

(Brit

Prov,

(Eng

Prov,

34)

Some have the / , but stick still in the gapp,
(CC,

in SIC,

13)

House, When your neighbours / is on fire, by it's light
you may see in what danger your own stands.
(TI,
in HD,

1)

Jack would be a gentleman could he speak French.
To The Tru Philologer, 4)
Leave.

(Lex,

I had rather / when I die than lack while I live,

(Epis.IV.ix)

Like.

/ begets the like.

(PB, 140)

London. If / Bridge had fewer eyes, it would see far
better. (Lon, 20)

U23
Man is nought else but akind of imagination, and imagination
is the greatest lie. (J?pts. II, viii)
Mark'd. ' He is / with A,

(Neg,

6)

V

Medley. In the / of mundane casualties, of two evils, the
least is to be chosen. (MH, 22)
Mercy is the inseparable Inmate of a magnanimous breast, and
that the noblest way of Revenge is to forget, and
"
scorn injuries, (CC, in SIC, 13)
Miles, He would rather go fifty / to heare a wise man,
.than five to see a faire city, (IFT, 26)
More,

/ is too much when fewer will serve,

(NEG, 86)
(PK,

Nature, An ounce of / is worth a pound of Learning,
189) ;
*r
;^ .
News.

No / , good news.

>

»

.

•

(Epis.11.viii)
^

Offend, He / lesse who writes many toyes, than he, who
omits one serious thing, (IFT, 20)
Pedlar.*
Prov,

(Eng

Let every / carry his own burden (pack),
17/2)

Performance, An Acre of / is worth the whole Land of Promise
(^pts.IV.xxxiii)
Power, To have always a standing visible effect if / in
being. (SIP, 8)
Prophesies are as seeds sown in the vast field of time,
whereof not one grain of a thousand comes to grow up.
(BSA,

19)

Quartan agues kill old men, and cure young,*

(Ital-Eng,

Reason.* A man without / is a beast in season.
11/2)
.*

Respect a man, he will do the more,*

(Eng

(Eng Prov,

There is / in roasting of eggs,
(Brit

Prov,

(Eng Prov,

Riding.*

It is safe / in a good haven,

Riseth.*

He that / late must trot all day,

15)
Prov,
12/2)

16)
16/2)

(Span-Eng,

17)

424
The / Eden will run as it ran, (Eng Prov,

River.*

Says. Who / All, excludes nothing,

20/1)

(PK, 158)

Scold,* He who hath a / hath sorrow to his sops, (EHa
Prov, 15/1)
^
Slip. Tis better to / with the foot then with the toung,
(PK, 189)

When / is asleep, wake it not. (Eng Prov,

Sorrow.*

Spectator.

16/1)

The / oft-times sees more than the Gamester.

(Epis.11,xv)

Story.*

No / without sticklers,

(Brit

Prov,

35)

Strain'd, I have been / thro' the limbric of affliction,
(^pts,1.6.1)
Strength. That / it felt with too much confidence turns
oft times to weakness at last. (DG,11, 47)
Strikes. He that / upon the Anvill of his owne Braine,
is in danger to have the sparkles flye into his Face,
which must dazzle him. (DG,1, 87)
Sun.

The / and man beget man; the one by his Universall
influx, being the fountain of heat, the other by
Naturall organs. (LL, 18 8)

Swim,*

He can / without bladders.

(Preem.

Pari,

17)

Theese, If there be a / in the Cradle, there is a way to
pull it out, (IFT, 11)
Thrive.* They / as New College students, who are golden
Scholars, silver Bachelors, and leaden Masters,
(Eng Prov,

Thwitten.

20/2)

To / a mill-post into a pudding-prick.

(PB, 59)

Tongue. The /useth to tie so hard a kno|t, that the
Teeth can never untie,
(Epis,l.^.ix)
Truth begets hatred oftentimes in the minds of those to
whom it is spoken. (PB, 51)
Unhappy. There is nothing more / than he who never felt
any adversity.
(Epis.l.S.1)
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Valour. The greatest / is often seen in longanimity,^
cunctation, and suffering. (DG,11, 195)
Virtuous,
Warp.*

A / Man is alway drunk.

(E-pis. IV.xxii)

Make ab or / of the business as soon as you can.

(Eng Prov,

17/1)

Way.* Half the / to know the way.
Weather.*
Eng,

(Brit

Prov,

11)
(Span-

Change of / is the discourse of fools.
2)

Welshman.*
31)

The older the / , the more madman.

(Brit

Prov,

Wind's. When the / in the east, it's neither good for
man nor beast. (Eng Prov, 19/1)
Wine. You are not like to get a cup of / (ther), unlesse
your grapes be known to be in the wine-presse.
(IFT,
42)
Wise. He is not / who knows not how to play the Fool sometimes. (PK, 210)
Wisedome. The / of one that day is the foolishnesse of
another, and it will be so while it is a World.
(Preem,

Wit.

18)

There's no great / without some mixture of madness.
(Epis.l.S.xvi)

, There's no small / without some allay of foolishness.
(Epis.l.S.xvi)
r

Wits.*

Good / jump.

(Eng Prov,

17/1)

The greatest / depravd, are the most dangerous.
(DG,11,

99)

(PK, 210)

Witty.

Be / as well as Wise.

Wrong.

No / can be done to him who is willing.

(PK, 80-81)
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Divinity, Time, and Fate
Alexander's. Not / Sword can cut asunder amongst us
Christians.
(Epis,1,H.ix)
Bear. We must manfully / what comes from Men, and humbly
what comes from above. (.Fp-ts. IV.xxxiii)
Burnt. I had never / the Church unless I had thought the
Bishop had been in't. (Zp-z^e. II. Ixii)
Cheque,

What the / takes not, the Church takes,

(PB,

18)

Christian,* A complete / must have the works of a Papist,
the words of a Puritan, and the faith of a Protestant,
(1635, Fam. Lett.
25 Aug, 1655, II)
Cross, There is no greater / , than not to be able to bear
a cross,
(Epis.l.S.l)
Defer, It shall never be said of me, that I will / till
to-morrow what I can do to-day. (^pt^s. II.xvii)
Door.* An open / may tempt a saint.

(Span-Eng,

16)

Fame. He that hath once got the / of an early riser, may
sleep till noon.
(Epis,ll,xiv)
Fancy. Where there is much of / , there is little of
Fortune; and where there's much of Fortune, there's
little of Fancy.
(Epis,IV,ix)
Fear. The / of God is the beginning of Wisdom, and the
Love of God is the end of the Law.
(Epis.11.HH)
Fence. Ther is no / against that which comes from Heaven,
whose Decrees are irreversible. (Fpis.IV.xxxiii)
Fights, Who / against Nature fights against God himself,
she being his Hand-maid. (PB, 135)
Fortune,
Hot.*

/ is not blind.

(Epis.IV.ix)

A / May makes a fat churchyard.

(Eng Prov,

11/2)

Incarnation. ( / , Resurrection and Trinity) are Bones
to Philosophy, but Milk to Faith.
(Epis.11.2.x)

Hv^

ifc;-
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Judas might have repented before he could have found a tree
to have hanged himself upon, had he betrayed Christ in
Scotland.* (Eng Prov, 21/1)
Mariner. A / in a storm is a Saint, but when the storm is
over he is a Mariner again. (PB, 9)
Nature.
/ i s God's Handmaid, Fate his Commissioner,
Time his Instrument, and Death his Executioner.
Il.xliv)
.

To follow / is to obey God.

(Epis,

(PB, 135)

Netherlands.* The / are the cockpit of Christendom,
Trav. xiii (Arb), 60)
Nun.* The / of Sion, with the friar of Sheen.
17/1)

(For

(Eng Prov,

Pardon. He who promiseth / to the penitent, doth not promise
repentance to the peccant. (Vis, 79)
Pauls. [St.] / cannot always stand, alluding to the lubricity
•
of all sublunary things. (Lex, "Proverbs," Dedication)
Pope. That as long, as the / can finger a Pen, he can want
no Pence. (Epis. 1.1,xxxviii)
..-:
, The / is turned French-man, and Jesus Christ has
become an Englishman, (PK, 27)
Pray.

He who cannot / , must go to Church at Sea.

(PB, 9)

Repent.
/ of things committed, and commit not things
• to be repented. (Vis, 79.
Reverence.
/ , riches, decency and splendor are the
•greatest pillers that support Religion. (S.P.Q.V.,
Salmon and sermon have their season in Lent.*

8)

(Fr Eng, 21)

Samson was a strong man, yet could he not pay money before
he had it.* (Eng Prov, 21/1)
Sins. If / present do not please thee. Sins past will not
hurt thee.
(Epis.l.S.xi)
[If] / present do not delight thee, sins passed
"will never destroy thee. (Vis, 79)
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(PB, 80)

Spinning out of time never made good cloth,
St. Stephen.*

Blessed be / , there is no fast upon his even,

(Eng Prov,

Tide.*

21/1)

The / keeps its course.

(Eng Prov,

10/1)

Time.* With / and art the leaf of the mulberry-tree becomes
satin.

(Eng Prov,

New Sayings,

2 Cent,

3/2)

Truth. Where / erecteth her Church, he helpes Error to reare
up a Chappell hard by. (PB, 81)
Wind,

(TI,

There is no / but blows some body good.

in

HD, 20)

World.*

The / is a wide parish (place).

(Brit

Prov,

11/2)

The Devil and Hell

Devil.* Away goes the / when he finds the door shut
against him. (1659, Ital Eng, 4)
The / brought the. Bashful to Court.
*

(PK, 19 3)

The / gets up to the belfry by the vicar's Skirts,

(Span-Eng,

20)

. f;:

*

The / is good to some (somebody).

*

The / and John a Cumber.

(Eng

(Eng Prov,

Prov,lS/2)

18/1)

* There is a / in every berry of the grape.
(1634. Lett.
17 Oct, (1903), 11)
.* The / wipes his tail with the poor man's pride,
(Eng Prov, Rend into Fr, 10/2)
*

When the / is blind.

Haste is from Hell,*

(Fam Lett.

(Eng Prov,

12/2)

5 Sept (1903),11.140)
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Hell.

There's no return out of / .

(Trans,

4)

Heretiques . . . have learnt of the Devil not to give due

honour to Bishops.

(Epio,1V.xxix)

Light. One must sometimes / a candle to the Devil,
(Preem, 16)
Paradis.

[England is] a / pcepled by Devils.

(Parth,

A2)

Rise.* He must / betimes that will cozen the devil.
(Eng Prov, 19/1)
Son. The / is happy whose Father went to the Devil.
(Epis.IV.ix)
Voice, It is the / of a Devil, rather than of a Christian,
that there is no difference 'twixt a Bishop and a
Presbyter,
(Epis.IV.xxix)
War is a Fire struck in the Devil's tinder-box,
(Epis.II,xliii)

I

•

Appendix C
A Sampling of Howell's Colloquial, Rare,
and Innovative Words and Expressions:
Definitions and Textual Selections

Reference words in the following list are in alphabetical order. Word definitions are from the OED, and those
selected are most applicable to Howell's usage. Secondary
definitions are included according to Howell's varied usage.
Numbers of definitions are as they appear in the OED. Textual selections from Howell's works directly follow definitions ;, citations conclude with selections of same words used
by writers during, or close to, Howell's period. All references to abbreviated titles of works, section numbers, etc.,
including OED Howell citations, are recorded as they appear
in the OED; otherwise, Howell's titles are recorded as they
have appeared throughout the text of this dissertation. My
parentheses are used to indicate modified spelling of reference works in the OED, and abbreviated titles of Howell's
works following first textual references; otherwise, parentheses are those of Howell and the OED. Brackets are my own
in Howell selections (other than the OED), and reference to
his citation placement in the OED; elsewhere, brackets are
as they appear in the OED. Solitary Howell citations indicate those only recorded in the OED. Reference words followed by one asterisk are those frequently appearing in
Howell's works; two asterisks indicate rare words, those
with limited reference in.the OED, and references only after
Howell's period; and a dagger indicates words innovated by
Howell: first references to Howell in the OED. Reference
words, otherwise, come under the general heading of colloquial words and expressions, most of which, according to
dates and citations in the OED, were familiar during Howell's
lifetime. Italics have been indicated sparingly;^ italicized
letters and words are used only for abbreviated titles of
works, cross referenced words, and at times emphasized
words or phrases in definitions. A solid line in place of
a reference word, as in a bibliography, indicates repetition of the preceding word. A concluding list records additional words innovated by Howell, first mentioned by
Graham C. Wilson in his dissertation, "James Howell: Man
and Writer," pp. 117-21,
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Adaies (OED, Now-a-days), 2. At the present day, during
the present time, Ther is nothing to be wondered at
now adaies (Vis,
102), 1651, Wittie, Primrose's
Pop.
Err.l.ii.h.
But now adayes great is the neglect herein.
A-foot

(PED, Afoot). 3. In active existence, in peration or
employment. The greatest fidelity that can be expected
in a Translation, is to keep still a-foot and entire
the true genuine sense of the Author
(Epis.111.xxi).
1659, Birch in Burton's Diary (1828).IV.384. The
Committee of the Army is kept a-foot, at salaries. Receivers-general and auditors are kept a-foot at the
same height.

Afterclaps (OED, Afterclap). An unexpected stroke after the
recipient has ceased to be on his guard; a subsequent
surprise; "an unexpected event happening after an affair
is supposed to be at an end." To secure them more firmly
from all afterclaps (lAB, 6). 166 3. Butler,
Hudibr.l.
iii.4. What plaguy Mischiefs and Mishaps Do dog him
still with After claps.
Aggravates (OED, Aggravate), To make heavy; to load, burden,
weigh down; hence to cumber, impede, retard [Courtship
of Duke's sister] aggravates a grudge the French King
hath to the Duke (Epis.l.S.xii).
1603. Florio, Montaigne
(1634), 147. He was so exceedingly aggravated
with travell, and overtired with wearinesse.
A-going, To set (keep, e t c ) a-going or going: to set (keep,
e t c ) in motion; to start (or maintain) in any activity.
He will presently set all wheels a-going to meditate an
universal Peace (Epis.l.S.liii).
1583. A. Conham in^
Babington's Commandm. Ded. to Godly Rds. (16 37) a v j.
With lesse paines to keepe agoing that which he had
moved, and set a going.
Amphibium (OED, Amphibia), 1. A being that lives either in
water or on land, or is equally at home in either element,
A strange kind of Amphibium (TI, in HD, 76). 1655. Fuller,
Ch. Hist.IV.13S.
Like an Amphibium, he was equally active
on water, and land, 2. A being of doubtful or ambiguous
position. See Amphibolou.
c,1670. Marvell, Unfort.
Lover,
Wks.III.243. He both consumed and increas'd: And languished with doubtful breath th' amphibium of life and
death.
Amphibolou"*" (OED, Amphibolous). Ambiguous, of double or
doubtful character. 1644. England's
Tears m
Harl.
Misc. (Malh,),V,447. Never [was] such an amphibolous
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quarrel, both parties declaring themselves for the King,
1660. Howell, Crocodile,
a kind of amphibolous creture,
partly aquatil, partly terrestrial. See Amphibium.
Animation. The action of imparting life, vitality or
(as the sign of life) motion; quickening, vitalizing.
The Naturalists allow Animation double the time that
Formation had from the Conception (JFp^e, I,i,xxxi), 162 3,
Howell, Lett.I.xxix. The fourth act that goeth to make
man, is called Animation [Howell, second ref. OED"], 16 05.
Bacon, Adv. Learn.II.xxiii.49 (1873), 251. The administration, and (as I may term it) animation of laws.
As they tell me (OED, They), 3, As indefinite pronoun:
People in general; any persons, not including the speaker;
people. Often in the phrase they say-peo-ple
say, it is
said. There's not a foot of that Timber remaining which
it had upon the first Dock, having been, as they tell me,
so often plank'd and ribb'd, caulk'd and pied'd (^p-^e.I,
i.xxxi). a. 16 37. B. Jonson, Goodwife's
Ale
(Athenaeum,
I, Oct. 1904), My pock-hold Face, they say, appeared to
some Just like a dry and burning hony combe.
A-reading (OED, A reading). 5. Being read. The passages were
a-reading before [the King] (Epis.I.l.xl),
15 35. Cloverdale, I Macc.V.m.
Whyle these letters were yet a readinge,
. . . there came other messaungers.
A-tiptoe. On tiptoe, on the tips of one's toes (either to
raise oneself higher, or to.move about noiselessly).
The Spaniard stood as high a-tiptoe as ever
(Epis,l,2,xv),
1647 R. Stapylton, Juvenal,
98. She sure must stand
a-tiptoe for a kisse.
Babbling. 2. Chattering, prating, foolishly talkative. See
Pharisaical.
1588. Shaks, Tit, i4. IV.ii, 150. A long
tongu'd babling Gossip,
Babies (OED, Babble), To make imperfect attempts at speech,
like a child; to utter inarticulate or indistinct sounds.
The two first are but babies without the last (IK,
1),
1607. Hieron, Wks,l,1^9.
Nurses doe halfe chew the
meate to the little ones, and doe babble with them in
their owne stammering and vnperfite language.
Baffled.. 2. Confounded, discomfited, checked or foiled.
Never was reason and common sense so baffled in any
part of the world (TI, in HD, 46), 1659, Cleveland,
Gen Poems (1677), 14, Till baffled Poetry hangs down
th head.
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Bag and Baggage.* Orig, a military phrase denoting all the
property of an army collectively, and of the soldiers
individually; hence the phrase, originally said to the
credit of an army or general, to march out (with) bag
and baggage, i,e,, with all belongings saved, without
surrender of anything; to make an honourable retreat.
Now used depreciatively to express the absolute character of any one's departure: to clear out completely,
"and a good riddance too,'" They were suddenly dismissed and sent back to Ampelona with bag and baggage (DG,
1, 181). c 1620, Middleton, Witch (1778), 35, To
kick this fellow , , , And send him downe stayres with
his bag and baggage.
Bagful of Bones (OED, Bag of bones). An emaciated living
being. But tho' this small bagful of bones be so confin'd, yet the noblest part of us may be said to be then
set at liberty (Epis,1V,1,).
16 59. Reynolds in Burton's
Diary 1828.IV.447. If this be done which is in the
bottom of the bag, and must be done, we shall . . . be
able to bouy up our reputation.
Baggage,* The collection of property in packages that one
takes along with him on a journey; portable property;
luggage. Leaving all their baggage behinde (BSA, 2).
See. Bag.
1578, T,N, tr, Conq. W. India,
23, Indians
. . . To serve and to cary baggage.
Bandy, 7. To band together, league, confederate. The world
did bandy against him (BSA, 4). 16 59. J. Harrington,
Lawgiving
(1700), 397. Korah, Dathan, and Abrram . , .
bandy'd themselves against Moses,
Bane, 4, That which causes ruin, or is pernicious to wellbeing; the agent or instrument of ruin or woe, the
"curse," Yet it proved the bane of the businesse (VM, in
HD, 363), 1655, Fuller, Ch. Hi st.11. Hi. 31', 1.275.
Bold Beggars are the Bane of the best Bounty.
Barren (OED, Barrel). To put, pack, store up, or stow
away, in a barrel or barrels. They barrell up more
then they can broach (DG,1, 32). 1624. Doiine,
Devotions,
43 (T.), That perverse man, that barrelled
himself in a tub,
Barrell'd (OED, Barrelled), Packed or stored in barrels;
stowed away or enclosed in a barrel, Ben had barrell'd
up a great deal of knowledge (Fpte,Il.xiii), 1603.
Davies, Microcosm (1875), 83. The barrell'd Cynick hee.
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Bashfnil.(OED,
Bashful). 2. Of persons: Shrinking from
publicity, shamefaced, shy. Sometimes used in a good
or neutral sense=Sensitively modest in demeanour; sometimes depreciatively=Excessively self conscious, embarrassed and ill at ease in society, "sheepish,"
The learner must not be bashfull or meale mouth'd in
speaking any thin (IFT, 20), 1624. Capt, Smith,
Virginia.1.3.
His wife and children , , . were , , .
well fauored and very bashful.
Batter. 2. To operate against (walls, fortifications, e t c )
with artillery, or in ancient times with the batteringram, with the purpose (and Result) of breaking down or
demolishing them; to bombard. Often with down. To
batter down all the ancient Canons (PB, 36), 1606,
Shaks, Tr. S Cr,I,iii,206, The Ramme that batters
downe the wall.
Bear. 13. To sustain successfully; to stand (a strain, test,
examination); to allow or admit of, I am arm'd and
resolv'd to bear the brunt (Fab, in HD, 197), See Brunt,
1627, Capt. Smith, Seaman's Gram,Vll.33.
The ship will
bear much, that is, carry much Ordinance or goods, or
beare much saile.
Bell,

See Book,

Best. Of the highest excellence, excelling all others in
quality, I am afraid the English have scene their
best days (TI, in HD, IS).
169 3, W, Payne, Pract.
Disc.1.2.is.
Some ,' . . failures and imperfections will
stick to the best of Men.
Better'd (OED, Bettered). Improved, amended, rendered more
excellent. Truly I must confess, that I find myself much
better'd by the sight of the ruins of Rome
(Epis.1.1.
xxxviii). 1660, H, More, Myst. Godl.ll.vi.^0.
The
bettered soil answers the swain's desire.
Bettle-brow'd (OED, Beetle-browed), "Having prominent brows,"
Johnson: "having black and long eye-brows," Bailey
(1782); with earlier authorities "Having shaggy bushy
or prominent eye-brows. , , ." Almost always reproachful,
and sometimes in 17th c simply=Lowering, scowling,
sullen, surly, A bettle-brow'd sullen Face
(Epvs.11.
xxv) .
Blazes (OED, Blaze), 2. To proclaim (as with a trumpet),
to publish, divulge, make known. See Brags.
1613.
Heywood, Silv Age.lll.i.Wks;
1874.III.159, Through all
our Ebbs and Tides my Trump hath blaz'd her.
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Blood (OED, Blood shed). 3, Hence, bloodshed, shedding of
blood; taking of life, manslaughter, murder, death.
It is too sure that abundance of Christian blood will
be spilt (^pts,I,6.xviii). 1648. Resol. Officers
of
Pari. Army.
That is our duty . . . to call Charles
Stuart, that man of blood, to an account for that blood
he has shed , , , in these poor nations.
Blown. 5, Inflated; swollen; formed by inflation. Also
blown-up.
The said politick Report was blown up (Epis.
I.3.xxvii). 1618. Bolton, Florus.111.v.1S3.
Floting
on a blowne Bladder,
Blubber'd (OED, Blubbered). Flooded with tears; said of
the eyes J cheeks, face; in later usage also, swollen
and disfigured with weeping. Thus have I blubber'd
out some Tears and Verse (Epis.IV.xlix).
1630. Drumm.
of Hawth, Wks, 51. A blubber'd band of weeping virgins.
Bluster. Boisterous blowing; a rough and stormy blast.
[The North wind] began to bluster first (Fab, in HD, 19 3)
1667, Milton, P,L,x.665, To the Winds they ser thir
corners, when with bluster to Confound Sea, Aire, and
Shear,
Book, bell, and candle (OED, Bell, Book, Candle). 8. By bell
and book, book and bell (i.e., those used in the services of the mass): a frequent asseveration in the
Middle Ages. To curse by bell, book, and candle: referring to a form of.excommunication which closed with
the words, "Doe to the book, quench the candle, ring
the belli" Also used as summarizing the resources of the
hierarchy against heretics, or the terrors of excommunication; and humorously, to indicate the accessories
of a religious ceremony. I us'd all means possible, as
far as book, bell, and candle (Epis.l.3.xxx).
1611.
Barrey, Ram Alley,
in Dodsley, 0. PZ,V.447. I have a
priest will mumble up a marriage. Without bell, book,
or candle.
Boot,* Good: in phrase To boot:
"to the goo," to advantage, into the bargan, in addition; besides, moreover.
Take the Sea with it [the Earth] to boot
(Epis.11.L),
They had all the other standing stone Castles, forts,
and terrable places to boot (VLG, 10), 1660. Pepys,
Diary, 13 Feb, For two books that I had and 6s, to
boot I had my great book of songs.
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Booty. Plunder, gain, or profit acquired in common and
destined to be divided among the winners, a. That
which is taken from an enemy in war; the collective
plunder or spoil. To return with his booty (BSA,
10).
1579, Digges, Stratiot,
129, The Bootie shall be
divided, according to the ancient lawes of the warres.
Borne.^ 1. Carried, sustained, endured, etc, 2, Comb,,
with adverbs, as borne-down, borne-in, etc, I believe
they had not been able to have borne up so long against
the gigantic Power of Spain (Epis.1.1.v).
1600. Chapman,
Iliad,XV.3Sh,
In such a borne-up kind the Trojans overgat the wall,
Bragg'd (OED, Bragged), a. Boasted of, vaunted, b. Boastful,
vaunting. They bragg'd to have planted thrice as many
young graffes (all babes of grace) in the bowells of
Druina (DG,11, 122). 1607. Shaks. Cor.I.viii.12.
That was the whip of your bragg'd Progeny.
Brags (OED, Brag). 2. To vaunt, yalk boastfully, boast
oneself. [The Spaniard] never brags of, nor blazes
abroad his doings that way (Epis.1.3.xxxii).
c 164 5.
Howell, Lett.
(1688).II.389. The fashion of his Face
which , . , he hath no cause to brag of [Howell, 3rd ref,
OEDl.

Broach, 4, To piece (a cask, etc. ) so as to draw the liquor;
to tap. See Barrell.
1659-60. Pepys, Diary (1879),I.87.
We broached a vessel of ale that we had sent for among
us,
Brunt.** 2. To bear the brunt of, face boldly. Rare,
To
enable them to bear up against the brunt of Lawes (lAB, 6).
I thank God I have pass'd the brunt of it [sickness],
and am recovering and picking up my crums apace (Epis.
I,5,ix), See Bear.
1859, I. Taylor, Logic in
Theol,
194, Brunting the chilling fogs of a winter's afternoon,
in England,
Buckle, 2, With allusion to the fastening on of armour:
To equip, prepare (for battle, an expedition, e t c ) .
To gird oneself, apply oneself resolutely to (a task),
I buckle myself for business (GD, "Of Germany," 7).
1655. Fuller, Ch. Hist.IX.vi.IS.
Cartwright buckled
himself to the employment [refuting the Rhemish Transl,
of the N, Test.]
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Bugbear. 2. An object of dread, esp. of needless dread;
an imaginary terror. This Gorgon's head will prove a
mere bugbear (Epis.1.5.ix).
1642, Rogers, Naaman, To
Rdr, 2, All that thinke originall sinne a bugbeare,
Bumm-cards (OED, Bum-card), A raised or otherwise marked card
used for cheating at play, Som think ther was foul play
offer'd heer, because the stock was pack'd, and full of
bumm-cards (DG,11, 61), 16 31. Brathwait, Whimzies
Gamester,
42, The more generous professants have by
this discarded him for a bum-card.
Bundle. 2. To collect, to gather into a mass, (Usually
with up OTtogether.).
Being cull'd and pick'd out and
gathered as it were into one bundle (VM, In HD, 350),
1633, Bp. Hall, Hard Texts,
541. I have bundled^up
all his sins together , , , for a meet day of punishment.
Bungler. One who bungles; a clumsy unskilful worker. Nor
did Nature altogether play the Bungler in doing her work
(Vis,

13).

Milton, Apol

1642.

Smect,

Wks.1138,1,121,

If any Carpenter, Smith, or weaver, were such a bungler
in his Trade.
Busied, Attentively occupied, engaged, actively employed.
I have many times and oft busied my spirits (IFT, 33).
1659,

Land-Mark

betwixt

Prince

& People,

2,

Our , . .

too much busied forefathers.
Butt. To fix a mark (out) the limits of (land, etc.) lengthwise, to bound or deliminate as to length; to terminate,
to limit, bound. The Stables butt upon the Park (Epzs.
I.2.viii). 1657. Howell, Londinap,
342. A handsome
new street butted out, and fairly built by the Company
of Goldsmiths [Howell, 4th ref, OEDl
Buzz,

3. To speak indistinctly, mutter, murmur busily,
(Usually somewhat contemptuous.). There^is a buzz here
of a Match 'twixt England and France
(Eprs.1,3,xxx).
1645,

Howell, Lett.

Did softly buz:

(ISSO),11.The

Vote,

My Muse , , ,

"Then let me somthmg bring, etc,

Buzz'd** (OED, Buzz), 4, To tell in a low murmur or whisper,
to coimnunicate privately and busily, /l^?/"^^f^- ^ f ^^^^
with a buzz; rumoured about, T, Ca, buzz'd me in the ear
(^pis.Il.xiii). 1820. Keats, St. Agnes, x. Let no buzz d
whisper tell.
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Cacodaemons.* (OED, Cacodaemon). An evil spirit. He would
have bin too hard for all the Cacodaemons in Hell (DG,
II, 96). The infernal spirits and Cacodaemons of \\el
(TI,
in HD, 84). 1664. Butler, ^uc?. II. iii . 644 . Nor was the
Dog a Cacodaemon, But a true Dog.
Candle.

See Book.

Canvassing (OED, Canvass). 6. To solicit; esp. to solicit
votes or support previously to an election; also, to
solicit support, contributions, orders for goods, etc.
There was tough canvassing for voices (fi-p-^s. 1. 6 . liii) .
1660. Hammond, lv^^s.iv.510 (R) . He that should give his
voice unto Christ, because there was no body else to
canvass for it.
Cargazon. The cargo or freight of a ship. My body is but
a cargazon of contempt humours (Epis.1.^.xi).
1645.
Howell, Lett.Ill.vi
Her cargazon of broad cloth
[Howell, 3rd ref. OED']. 1642. Howell, For Trav
(Arb), 67. A cargazon of Complements and Cringes.
Carried.*'** 2. "Transported" or "carried away" in mind;
rapt, abstracted; not "collected." To be carried
away [and] hood-wincked in that manner (Para, 9).
1825-79. Jamieson, S. V. Jenny's gotten an heirscaip
left her, and she's just carryit about it.
t

Centuplicated.' A hundred fold. I performed the civilities
you enjoin'd me to your Friends here, who return you
the like centuplicated
(Epis.IV.ii).
Chattering (OED, Chatterer). One who chatters; an idle
and petty talker, prater, babbler, tattler, prattler.
To make them leave their chattering (Fab, in HD, 178).
1596. Shaks. Tarn.Shv.IV.ii.5Q.
To tame a shrew, and
charme her chattering tongue.
Check'd»'«" (OED, Checked). Stopped in progress; repressed;
restrained. [Muscovia Wives] sill oftentimes insult,
unless they be check'd (Epis.111.1).
1793. T. Beddoes,
Caloul,
194. Which medical men attribute to checked
perspiration.
Choakd (OED, Choked). With the respiration stopped or impeded;
suffocated; with the free passage obstructed; clogged.
[The Port] being choakd up with sand (DD, 10). 1699.
Garth, Dispens.IV.^3.
His choak'd streams.
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Chomp* (OED, Champ). To make a biting and chewing action
or movement with the jaws and teeth. The Citadel here
. . . makes her [Antwerp] chomp upon the Bit, and foam
sometimes with anger (Epis.1.1.xii)
[Howell, 2nd ref.
OEDl, She [Hamburgh] chomps extremely, that here should
be such a Bit put lately in her mouth (Epis,l.S.iv).
1621,
Quarles, Esther
(16 38), 95. There stands a steed, and
champs his frothy Steele.
Chopped* (OED, Chop-logic). 2, One who chops logic; a contentious, sophistical arguer. To have chopped logic
(DG,1, 188). 1592. Shaks. Rom & JwZ.III.v.150 . How now?
Chopt Logicke? What is this?
Clambered* OED, Clamber, also Clammer). To climb by catching
hold with hands and feet; to creep or crawl up (or down);
to climb with difficulty and effort. I had crossed and
clambered up the Pyreneans to Spain (£'pis. I. l.xliii).
He hath clammerd over the huge neighbouring hils (DG,1, 207)
She clammer'd ore the Alps to France (Lon, 382). These
Faulkners clammering up and down, from hill to hill and
luring all along (IFT, 51). 1631. Weever, Anc. Fun, Mon,
45, He was clammering ouer a wall.
Clap, 7, A sudden r.stroke; in phrases. At a clap, at one
clap: at one stroke, at once. The cathering of 2 5
votes at a clap (TI, in HD, 40). 1637. Rutherford,
Lett.
(1862).1.451. Our Master will be on us all now
in a clap, ere ever we wit.
Claps.t See Clap.
With a, and Plural.
c 1645. Howell,
Lett.
1650).I.452. Claps at Court. 1663. Butler,
Hud,l.i.S^,

Ibid.11.i.2kS.

Claps and dice,

Clapd.* 1, To put (with promptitude or high-handedness)
in prison or custody; to imprision, confine. Also
simply to Clap up.
[The Duke of Guise was taken prisoner]
and clapd up in the Castle of Capua (Parth,
"Philip the
Fourth of Austria," 56), [King Richard] the year after
was clapt up Prisoner there [Tower of London] (Lon, 25),
1618. Raleigh, Rem (1644), 73, Wee'le clap you up,
and you shall sue to us ere you get out,
Cleer (OED, Clear), 15, To free from contact or entanglement; to free and separate; to get (a thing or oneself)
clear of or from, b. To get (any one) clear of a place.
They came to the point of Pusilipo and got off cleer
again (Parth,
"Philip the Fourth of Austria," 55), 162262. Heylyn, Cosmogr,111
(1673), 57/2, Having cleared
ourselves of so much of the Mountain, as lay before us
on our way, we pass over to Palestine,
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Clogg'd** (O^P Clog), 3, To load, burden, encumber, hamper.
The long-look'd-for Dispensation is come from Rome, but
I hear it is clogg'd with new Clauses
(Epis,1.3.xx).
1774, Goldsm, Nat Hist (1776),VII,325, A heavy clogged
earth,
^^
Clope.t A blow, stroke. To strike, knock. The Romans did
much mingle and elope with them (IFT, 48)
Clout, 4, A piece of cloth (esp, a small or worthless piece
of a "rag"); a cloth (esp, one put to mean uses, e,g,,
a dish-clout), 'Tis true, money is welcome, tho' it
be in a dirty clout (Epis.11.xxv)
[Howell, 10th ref.
OEDl, 1591, G, Fletcher, Russe Commw, (1857), 117,
They use to go naked, save a clout about their middle.
Also, 5, Swaddling clothes, 1645, Howell, Lett,
(1650),
1.46 3,

Hony soit

qui

mal y pense

. , . being a metaphor

taken from a child that hath bewrayed his clouts [Howell,
6th ref. OEDl.
To mend with a clout or patch; to patch (with
cloth, leather, metal, e t c ) . c 1645. Howell, Lett.
(1688),III,405. The Cobler will Clout it till Midnight
. . . to give his Son Learning [Howell, 5th ref. OEDl.
Clubfisted (OED, Club-fisted), Having a club-fist or a
club-hand; close-fisted. As Logic is clubfisted and
crabbed, so she is terrible at first sight
(Epis.l.S.ix)
[Howell, 2nd ref. OED]. 16 56. Dugard, G^ate Lat. Unl,
292, Hee that is club-fisted hath his hand contracted.
Cold blood. Phrase in cold blood.
a, Cooly, without excitement, not in passion. You see this [swearing] in
cold blood (Epis.l.S,ix).
1642. Sir W. Monson, Naval
Tracts.11.(11^^),
330/2, Punishment is fittest to be
executed in cold Blood, the next day.
Concomitants (OED, Concomitant), An attendant state, quality,
circumstance, or thing; an accomplishment. These , , ,
are dismal Effects and Concomitants of a Civil War
(Epis.lll.xiv).
1621. Burton, Anat, Mel.
11.Hi.v).
Death is not so terrible in it selfe, as the concomitants
of it.
.+ 2. A person that accompanies; a companion, c 1645.
Howell, Lett.l.i.XX.
You are thus my concomitant through
new places. 1651, Relig.
Wotton, 81, [He] made him
the chief concomitant of his heir apparant.
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Conglobated.** Gathered into a ball, rounded. [The Almighty
Fabricator of the Universe] did not make those huge
immense Bodies, whereof most are bigger than the Earth
and Sea, tho' conglobated to twinkle only.
(Epis.lll.ix).
1668. Howe, Bless.
Righteous,
Wks. (1834),212.I. An
impure mass of conglobated darkness.
Connatural.•» Belonging to as a natural accompaniment, or as
a property inherent by nature or from birth; congenital,
innate, natural (to living beings), b. to (with things.
The Primitive Inhabitants . . . may be said to be Connatural with this Hand it self (PK, 9). c 1645.
Howell, Lett.
(1650).II.78. Welsh . . . is . . . the
prime maternall tongue of this island, and connatural
with it. 16 70, Wittie in Phil. Trans.V.1082.
1 rather
think, the Saltness of the Sea to be connatural to it.
Cooling-card (OED, Cooling card), App. a term of some unknown game , applied fig.
or punningly to anything that
"cools" a person's passion or enthusiasm. But here
comes a cooling-card for the English (BSA, 5). 1664.
Mrq. Worcester, in Dircks Life.Vlll.
(1865), 137. It
would . . . prove a cooling card to many, whose zeal
otherwise would transport them.
Coopd* (OED, Cooped). Confined in or as in a coop; caged,
shut up. The king was coopd up in a corner of the
country (PK, 42). I am already, God wot, bound fast
enough, having been a long time coop'd up between these
walls (fi-pis.II.Ixi). They Petitioned from the place
they were cooped in (Fab, in HD, 180). 1645. Daniel,
Poems, Wks.1887.II.106. The cooped lion has broke
through.
Corruscations** (OED, Corruptrix). A female corrupter; also
fig.
of things. Her [soul] sight is presently dazled
and disgregated with the refulgency and corruscations
thereof (Epis.11.L).
[Howell, 2nd ref, OEDl. 1611,
Cotgr,, Corruptrice,
a, corruptrix, a woman that marres,
or misleads others.
Couch'd* (OED, Couch), 14, To set, place, put {together
with others, in a list, category, e t c ) ; to collocate,
comprise, include. In Proverbs there is much wisedom
couch'd up in a concise quaint way (Lex, "Proverbs," To
the Knowingest Kind of Philologers). [To be] originally
couch'd in Latin (VM, in HD, 36 3). 1642, Howell, For
Trav. (Arb), 23, Hee must couch in a faire Alphabetique
paper-book the notablest occurrences, 16 71, Milton,
P.i?. 1.97. Not force, but well couch't fraud.
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Oaunterpoise. 2. Something of equivalent force, effect or
weight on the opposite side; that which serves as a
counter-balance or set-off. [To keep France and Spain]
in an even counterpoise, that neither side should be
traboccant (PK, 82). 1625. Bacon, Ess,, Empire (Arb.),
307. Their Second Nobles . . , are a Counterpoize to
the Higher Nobility, that they grow not too Potent.
Cow,

"To cow, force, tyrannize over," To subdue, I believe
it is not in the power of Plowden to dastardize or cow
your Spirits (Epis,1,1,ix),
1641. Milton, Reform.11.
(1851), 53. Cowing our free spirits. Also Cowed: depressed or dispirited through fear; overawed. Their
various thraldoms, contempt and poverty, , , . hath
dastardized and cow'd their courage
(Epis,1,S,xiv),
160 8. Shaks, Per,IV.iii,25. I do shame to think of
what a noble train you are And of how cow'd a spirit.

Crabbed.* 4. Of things: Harsh or unpleasant to the taste
of feelings; unpalatable, bitter. In this crabbed
difficult task you have been pleas'd to impose upon
me about Language (Epis.ll.lv).
16 22. R. Hawkins,
Voy. S. Sea (1847), 128. The crabbed entertainment
it gave us. See
Clubfisted.
Crack'd (OED, Crack-brained). Having the brain cracked or
crazy, crazy-pated, impaired in intellect. To have
crack'd brains (DG,11,202).
1634. Canne, Necess,
Separ.
(1849), 209, He would , , , have called him
idle head, cracked-brained, fool,
Cragginesse (OED, Cragginess), The quality of being craggy;
Ruggedness, The cragginesse and steepinesse of places
up and down (IFT, 51) [Howell, 2nd ref, OED]. 1611.
Speed, Hist.
Gt. Brit.IX.iv,2S,
The Mountainous
craggines of the country.
Craggy, Abounding in or characterized by crags; of the
nature of a crag, steep and rugged. These uncouth
huge monstrous excrescences of Nature [the Alps] bear
nothing , , . but craggy Stones (^pt:s, 1,1,xliii). Those
Moors would grub up Wheat our of the very Tops of the
craggy Hils (^pts,I.3,xxxii), 1606. Warner, Alb,
Eng.XVI.cvii
(1612), 415.^ So inaccessible is Wales,
so mountainous, and craggie.

m

Cramp'd** (OED, Cramped). 2. Forcibly or unnaturally compressed and confined; constrained. The last week you
sent me word, that you were so cramp'd with business,
that you could not put Pen to Paper (Epis.11.xx),
1678,
Otway, Friendship
in F, 29, Ye make a worse noise then
crampt Hedg-hogs.

I
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Crazie* (OED, Crazy). My Body as well as my Mind is yet
somwhat crazie (VM, in HD, 341), Now will I speake
now Of the crazines of her title to many of them (DG,
I, 19). 1641. Milton, Reform,11,(ISSl),
34, To keep
up the floting carcus of a crazie and diseased Monarchy,
Creep. 2. To move softly, cautiously, timorously, or slowly;
to move quietly and stealthily so as to elude observation; to steal (into, away, e t c ) . It hath pleased God
to reprieve me for a longer time to creep upon this
Earth.(ffpie,II.xxix), Certain Monopolies that had crep'd
in, . . . Leech-like did exhaust the very vitall spirits
of the State (DG,11, 69). 1600, Shaks, >1, 7. L, II, vii.146 ,
The whining School-boy . . , creeping like snaile Vnwillingly to schoole.
Cried, Proclaimed by crying or loud calling, announced
[cried up, extolled]. The say'd Nunne, who was so
much cried up for miracles (VM, in HD, 364). For innated probity and down-right dealing the German is
cryed up more then any (GD, "Of Germany," 21), 1642,
Fuller,
Holy & Prof. 5.III.xxii.213, A cried-up Beauty
makes more for her own praise then her husband's profit.
Cringe, 3, To bend the body timorously or Servilely; to cower.
Often applied derisively or depreciatively to bowing,
with implication of attendant servility or cowardice.
To crouch and cringe unto them (PB, 36). 1647. H, More,
Song of Soul.l.i.lxiii.
Thus cring'd he toward th* East.
Crooked, 3, The reverse of "straight" in figurative sense
(esp, with reference to moral character and conduct);
deviating from rectitude or uprightness; not straightforward; dishonest, wrong, perverse; perverted, out
of order, awry. What could be expected from him but
knotty and crooked hollowhearted dealings? (DG,1, 120),
1660,

H. More, Myst.

Godliness.V.xvii,20k.

A very

crooked Objection both from the Jew and Atheist.Cross-grain'd (OED, Cross-graned), 2, Of opposed nature
or temper; given to opposition, contrarious; difficult
to deal with, intractable; perverse, refractory-^ queertempered. Such perverse cross-gran'd spirits are not
to be delt withal by arguments (ffpis.Ill.xxiii). There
is a race of cross-grain'd People (Epis.IV,xliii),
1647. Case Kingd, 16. So cross-grain'd to all Novelty.
Crouch. 2. To bow or bend humbly or serviley; to cringe
submissively or fawningly. See Cringe.
1601, R.
Johnson, Kingd & Commw., 59. They are croched to, and
feared of all men.

mm
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Cull'd (OED, culled). Chosen, picked, selected; gathered,
plucked; spec, of sheep: Draught, You have cull'd
out the choicest Wits in all Faculties
(Epis.IV,vii).
See Bundle.

39 7,

1665.

Manley, Grotius

Culled men out of Breda,

' Low C.

Warres

'

Cunning. 3. Knowledge how to do a thing; ability, skill,
expertness, dexterity, cleverness, Lewis the eleventh,
was a close cunning Prince, and could well tell how to
play his game (Preem, 1),
1611. Bible. P5,cxxxvii.5.
Let my right hand forget her cunning. Also, 5. Now
usually in a bad sense: Skill employed in a secret
or underhanded manner, or for purpose of deceit; skilful
deceit, craft, artifice. The Turk goes a more cunning
way to work (Epis,11.x),
1659. B. Harris,
Parival's
Iron Age, 182. A piece of cunning, whereby he had
couzened many.
Curb, 2. Anything that curbs or restrains; a check, restraint. Laws to curb the changeable humours (ET, 16),
16 32, J, Hayward, tr,, Biondi's
Eromena, 112, So
checkt was his forwardnesse with the curbe of bashfulnesse,
Cut,T b. fig.
To make ready, prepare, plan;=cut out.
He seemed to be cut out for a King (LF, in HD, 402),
c, 1645, Howell, Lett,
[no numbers given in OED],
Cut him work to do.
Cut-throat. One who cuts-throats; a ruffian who murders or
does deeds of violence; a murderer or assassin by profession. [The] cut-throat Ruffian (HJ, 218). 1694.
tr. Milton's
Lett,
State,
May, an. 1658, Those sanctifi'd Cut-throats,
Dabble, 3, To employ oneself in a dilettante way in (any
business or pursuit) without going deeply or seriously
into it; to work off and on at, as a matter of whim or
fancy, Tho' he [Ch, Mor.] may dabble a little sometimes,
he will never drown'd again. (Epis,ll.iii).
1625. B,
Jonson, Staple
of N.ll.i.
Let him still dabble in poetry
Dash'd (OED, Dash). 6. To destroy, ruin, confound, bring
to nothing, frustrate, spoil (a design, enterprise, hope,
e t c ) : In 16-17th c the usual word for rejection of a
bill in Parliament, and frequent in various applications.
So the business was dash'd (Epts,I,3,xxvii), a, 1656,
Bp. Hall, Rem, Wks. (1660), 59. Those hopes were no
sooner conceived than dasht. Also, 7, To cast down, depress; to daunt, dispirit, discourage. At the beginning
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of his Speech [Secretary Naunton], . . . dash'd out of
countenance, and so gravell'd that he could go no further
(Epis.1.S.ii)

.

1604.

Shaks. Oth.Ill.iii.21H.

I see,

this hath a little dash'd your spirits.
Dastardize.t Cowardize. Mean or base cowardice. See Cow.
a. 1700. Dryden (J.), Such things . . . As . . . would
dastardize my courage.
J)eck^d (OED, Decked). Adorned, embellished, set out. Various
kinds of Punishments, Oppressions, and Tortures . . .
have been said to have deck'd her [Religion] with Rubies
in her vary Cradle (Epis.11.ix).
1593. Q. Eliz., Boeth,
16. The decked wode seak not whan thou violetz gather.
Deep-fetch'd (OED, Deep-fetched). Fetched from deep in the
bosom, or from far below the surface of things; far-fetched.
Hereunto I will add a strong and deep-fetch'd character
(Epis.11.Ixxi).

1647.

H. More, Poems,

Resolution,

109.

By deep-fetchd sighs and pure devotion.
Diaphanous. Permitting the free passage of light and vision;
perfectly transparent; pellucid. [Glass-making is]
a rare kind of Knowledge and Chymistry to transmute Dust
and Sand . . . to such a diaphanous pellucid dainty Body
(E-pis. I.l.xxix) [Howell, 3rd ref. OED]. 1633. T."Adams,
Exp. 2.Peter.ii.k.
In hell there shall be nothing diaphanous,
perspicuous, clear.
Dilapidated (OED, Dilapidate). To bring (a building) into
a state of decay or of partial ruin. The Glebe-land
House is very large and fair, and not dilapidated (Epis.
I.5.XV). 1634. Sir T. Herbert, Trav, 216. A ruined
Chappell . . . built by the Spaniard, and delapidated
by the Dutch.
Dinner time. The usual time of dining; the time occupied by,
or allowed for, dinner. They ran about dinner time to
the Market-place (RN,11, 33). a. 1627. Middleton,
Changeling
(N.), Dinner time? thou meanst twelve o'clock.
Disgregated. 3. According to obsolete theories of vision:
To scatter or make divergent (the visual rays); hence,
to dazzle, confuse, or dim (the sight). Hovjell, Lett.
I.vi.lv. Black doth congregat, unite and fortifie the
sight; the other doth disgregat, scatter and enfeeble
it [Howell, 2nd ref. OED]. See Corruscations.
16 31.
Donne, 5erw.XCVI.iv.245. The beames of their eyes were
scattered and disgregated . . . so as that they could
not confidently discern him.
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T)islocate6
(OED, Dislocate), To put out of place, to shift
from its proper (or former) place; to displace. To
have so unhing'd, distorted, transvers'd, tumbled and
dislocated all things (Fab, in HD, 111).
1655, Fuller,
Ch.^ Hist.111.v.SS,
We will conclude this Section with
this . . . submission of the Dean and Chapter of St.
Asaph, sent to the King. , ,through dislocated, and some
yeares let back in the date thereof.
Doing, That which is done; a deed, act, action, performance,
transaction, proceeding, piece of business. I must
acquaint you now with the Rupture and utter Dissolution
of [the Spanish Match], which was not long a doing
(Epis.1.3.xxx),
1667, Milton, P,L,xi,720. A Reverend
Sire , , , of thir doings great dislike declar'd.
Dotard, An imbecile, a silly or stupid person; now usually,
one whose intellect is impaired by age; one who is in
his dotage or second childhood. They will not stick to
call Plato a dotard and Hippocrates a quack-salver
(Vis, 113). c
1610. Randolph, Eclog, in Farr S.P.,
Fas. 1 (184 8), 2 80, Dotard: you fowle on Pan's omniscience fall.
Doting, Action characteristic of a weak or enfeevled intellect: imbecility, stupidity; an instance of this,
A while after he fell a doting and accusing himself of
his life past (Parth,
"Philip the Fourth of Austria,"
52), 1690, Dryden, Don Sebast,
Pref, I am not yet
arrived to the age of doting.
Down right (OED, Downright). 2. Direct, straightforward, not
circuitous; plain, definite. Of persons: plain and
direct in speech or behaviour (sometimes implying
bluntness of manner). Love have prov'd hard . . .
for plain down right dealing (DG,1, 10), See Cried.
a. 1626. Shaks. Meas, for ii/. III.ii.l2, After
this downe-right way of Creation.
Dropp'd (OED, Drop), 15, To let fall (words, a hint, etc.);
to utter casually or by the way. I had ruminated upon
what had dropp'd from you then (ffpt^s. IV.xxxix). 1611.
Bible, Amos,vii.IS.
Prophecie not against Israel, and
drop not thy word against the house of Issac
Drowsie (OED, Drowsy), 4. Heavy, dull, inactive; sluggish,
lethargic. Nor am I of that Drowsie opinion (Vis, 152),
a. 1674. Clarendon, Hist, Reb,x.lhO,
The drowsy, dull
Presbyterian humour of Fairfax,
Dumb.

2. Temporarily bereft of the power of speech, from
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16 35, J, Hayward, tr, Biondi's
Banish'd
Virg,,
Strucken dumbe remain'd Feredo with this dishonc
proposition.
Egress. A going out, or issuing forth, from an enclosed or
confined place. I think that our egress our of this
life is as natural to us as our ingress
(Epis,11.xliv).
1667. Milton, P,L,II, 437, Gates of burning Adamant
. . . prohibit all egress.
Encroach,^ 3, To advance, intrude beyond natural or conventional limits. The thing it selfe encroach never
to grosly (MH, 27), 1680, Butler, i?em. (1759) .1. 214,
Those that falsly venture to encroach. Where Nature
has deny'd them all Approach,
English, To translate into English (a book, passage, e t c ) ;
to give the English equivalent for (a word or phrase).
I hall not need to English it [a letter] to you (Epis,
I.3,xxv). [A common saying] English'd and rhym'd
(Epis. 1,1,xxxvi).
1660, Boyle, Seraph, Love, XVII
(1700), 106, Purchas'd for a Ransom, the Original
Word English'd Redemption.
Eructated,** To belch, vomit forth, Aetna in times past
hath eructated , , , huge gobbets of Fire (ffpis,I,1.xxvii)
[Howell, 2nd ref. OED], 16 38. Rouse, Heav, Univ., IV
(1702), 34, This affection doth eructate , , . hidden
truths,
Excrescences (OED, Excrescence), 3. An abnormal, morbid,
or disfiguring outgrowth; a disfiguring protuberance or
swelling on an animal or vegetable body. See Craggy.
a. 16 82, Sir T, Browne, Tracts,
60, This is no proper
Berry, but a kind of Vessicular excrescence.
Exhaust, 5, To drain (a person, kingdom, e t c ) of strength
or resources, or (a soil) of nutritive ingredients;
hence, to weary out, enfeeble extremely. See Creep.
1613. Gouge, God's Arrows.111.xcv,3Sk.
The Kingdome
was much exhausted of men and mony.
Fag-end, The last part or remnant of anything,
best has been used; the extreme end, e,g.,
of space or time, a collection of persons,
composition, volume, etc. The Kitchen and
other Offices of noise and drudgery are at

after the^
of a portion
a written
Gutters and
the Fag-end

^LL>.
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[of.Lord Savage's house] (Epis,1,2,viii),
[The Louvre]
lying at the Fag-end of this great mutinous City (Epis,
1,1.xvi), 1656. Bp, Hall, Revelation
Unrev,, I. The
fag-end of this last century.
Fantastickness^((9i?P, Fantasticalness). The condition of
being subject to phantasms. [The corruption of language] is insensibly crept in by their [Inundation of
Strangers] own supine negligence and fantastickness
(^pts.II,Ivii), 1661, Prynne, Exam.
Exuberances
Bk, Com, Prayer,
31, To adorn our Bodies in a modest
. , . manner; without . . , fantastickness,
Far-fetch'd (OED, Far-fetched), 2, Of an argument, notion
simile, e t c : Studiously sought out; not easily or
naturally introduced; strained. They swear words
are not slight, but deep, far-fetch'd Oaths that you
are wont to rap out (Epis.l,S.xi),
See
Deep-fetch'd,
1647, Cowley, Mistress
Wish, IV, Pride and Ambition
here. Only in far-fetch'd metaphors appear.
Fat,

9, Yielding or capable of yielding excellent and
abundant returns. Those who live in fat and luxurious
Soyls, were being pamper'd with Plenty and Wealth
(PK, 7), 1672, Cave, Prim. Chr.l.i.S,
The blood
of Christians making Churches soil more fat and fertile.

Fell.** 4,b, In earnest, eager; bent or intent upon.
I fell first upon you in Spain (Epis.1.1.xxii).
1666,
Pepys, Diary, 15 Jan. I am so fell to my business
that I , , , will not go.
Fermenting** (OED, Ferment). 3, Agitation, excitement,
tumult. There is a War questionless a fermenting
against the Protestants (L'p-z's, I. 2 ,xxiv). 16 72. Marvell,
Reh, Transp.l,
33. The Ecclesiastical Rigours here were
in the highest ferment.
Fetch* (OED, Fetch up). 19. To bring to a higher level or
position; to elevate, raise. The poursuing Conquerour
[is] now despairing to fetch him up (S,P,Q,V,,
128).
You will put me somewhere amongst yours [friends],
tho' I but fetch up the rear (Epis.1.1,xiii).
1607-12.
Bacon, Ess,,
Seeming Wise (Arb.), 216. Hee fetched one
of his browes vp to his forehead. Also, 6, To draw
derive, "borrow" from a source, esp. from one more or
less remote. To acknowledge to have fetch'd most of
my Materials from others (Lon, Advertisement), See
Far-fetch'd.
1631. Weever, Anc, Fun, Mon,, 277. A
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fashion , , , fetched from the French,
Fillip.** To stimulate, urge. Also with forward.
To give
Nature a fillip, but not a knock (^pts.I.5.xxiv).
1551, T. Wilson, Logike. C.vii^ .3i. They will . , .
with good indeuoure, filip nature forward.
Fire-works (OED, Fire-work). 3. A combustible or explosive
composition for use in war (obs.); a projectile or
other machine charged with such composition. A still
Cataract of Rain-waters [was brought] suddenly upon
you [Captain Tho. Porter], to hinder the working of
your Fire-works (Epis.1.2.xi).
16 36. Featly, Clovis
Myst.xiv,13^,
Granadoes and other fire-works . . .
do more harm to them that cast them than to the enemie.
Flaggy. 3. Resembling a flag or reed, flag-like. Now with
a few broken and tatter'd flaggy Plumes (PK, 3). 159 7.
Gerarde, Hebal.l.xxxiv,kS.
The common Flower-de-luce
hath long and large flaggie leaues, like the blade of
a sworde.
Flitters.

Fragments, torn pieces; splinters, tatters.

Chiefly in phrases, as to dash,

break

or tear

into,

• to flitters.
The House they are solemnly sworn to
maintain, is torn in flitters (VLG, 13). 1620. R,
Waller, in Lismore Papers (1887),Ser.II.ii.247. They
who are torn all to flitters.
Flung,** (OED, Fling). An act of flinging or throwing;
a cast, throw; pa. pple. of Fling. The first Bone
that the Devil flung was into the Eastern Churches
(Epis.ll.ix).
1880. G. Meredith, Trag, Com, (1881),
170. Fish for the flung-away beauty, and hook your
shadow of Bottom's head I
Foots (OED, Foot), 2, To move the feet as in walking; to
step, pace, walk, go on foot. Also, to step or walk
on, over, upon (with indirect pass.). And the Emperor
, , , lights off his Camel, and foots it along (Epis.
II.ix). 16 37. Milton, Lycidas,
10 3. Next Camus,
reverend sire, went footing slow.
Foul,**

5, Unfairly; contrary to the rules^of the game.

See Bumm-cards.

1707,

Reflex,

upon R^d^cule,

261,

You are fond of Gaming and you play foul,
Frank. 3, Not practicing concealment; ingenuous, open,^
sincere. Of feelings: Undisguised. You proceed in
a frank, and confident tru English way (LF, m HD, 405).
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1656. W. Montaigne, Accompl, Wom., II. Quick and lively
humours are readier and franker. . . .
Frantic. Affected with mental disease, lunatic, insane;
in later use, violently or rangingly mod. Two hundred
and odd years ago, [Man] would have been taken for
some frantic Fool (Epis.lll.ix).
1664. H. More,
Myst, Iniq.Apol.SS2.
It makes you look like a company
of Frantick men of Daemoniacks.
Fresh-man (OED, Freshman). A new comer; a novice; a "new
hand." I am but a Fresh-man yet in France
(Epis.l.
l.xiii). a. 1627. Middleton, More
Dissemblers.11.iv,
I'll trust no freshman with such secrets.
Gaggling.

Of geese:

cackling, gabbling.

of Geese (Epis.IV.1).

Wks. (16 33), 590.
white Swan.

1622.

The gaggling

Wither, Mistr,

Philos.

The gagling Wildgoose and the snow-

Gang.** 10. Any band or company of persons who go about
together or act in concert (chiefly in a bad or depreciatory sense, and in mod. usage mainly associated
with criminal societies). I hope, shall I be ever of
their gang who to avoid superstition, do fall into
palpable prophaness (Vis, 116). 16 32. In Crt. &
Time C/ias. I. (1848) . II. 19 7. Nutt the pirate , . .
with all his gang of varlets. Also, b, to be of a
gang: to belong to the same society, to have the same
interests. The Members at Westminster were men of the
first gang (HMD, in HD, 145). 1669. Pepys, Diary,
4 Mar, This company, both the ladies and all, are
of a gang.
Gape, 3. To gape on or upon, now more commonly to gape at:
to stare at with open mouth, to gaze upon in curiousity
or wonder. To gape upon him (BSA, 4). 1621. Burton,
Anat. ii/eZ,II,2.vi;III. (1651).299. The dog and hare,
wolf and lamb , , . stood all gaping upon Orpheus.
Garb.

3. Style, manner, fashion; manner of doing anything,
style of living, form of behaviour. Not any are more
generally imitated for fashion, comportment and garb
(DG,1,

11),

1642,

Fuller, Holy

& Prof.

St.11.vi.12.

Others , . . use some obsolete garb in their garments, .
gestures or discourse.
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Gastly (OED, Ghostly). 5. Of or pertaining to, or issuing
frpm, a ghost, disembodied spirit, or spectre; resembling a ghost, spectral, shadowy; occas., haunted
by ghosts. Ther's no carcase so gastly and noisom as
his (PB, 8). a. 1600. Dunbar's Flyting\J.
Kennedie,
175 (MS. Reidpeth). Thy ghaistly luke fleys folis
that pas the by.
Gathering. 2, The action of coming together, uniting or
combining; the result of this; union, accumulation.
One may suck out of them, what they have been many
yeares a gathering (IFT, 40).
Getting.** 2. That begets, or favours begetting. Because I
was longer a getting, there was more time and matter
went into my Generation (MH, Adver, A2). 1632. Randolph, Jealous
Lovers.V.ii.
You were born Under a
getting constellation—A fructifying star.
Gibberish. Unintelligible speech belonging to no known
language, and supposed to be of arbitrary invention;
inarticulate chatter, jargon. So I gave it [a letter]
for mere Gibberish (^p-ts. 1. 5 .xxviii) . a. 1656. Ussher,
Ann.VI.(1658).52 3. They all the while crying quarter
in their barbarous gibbridge.
Giddy (OED, Giddy-brain, -head**). 3. Of persons, their
attributes and actions: Mentally intoxicated, "elated
to thoughtlessness"; incapable of or indisposed to
serious thought or steady attention; easily carried
away by excitement; light-headed, frivolous, flighty,
inconstant. Give this giddy people line enough (VLG,
18). [The Jews] are light and giddy headed
(Epis.l.S.
xiv),
Upon the warrant of his giddy braine (PB, 37).
1643, Milton, Divorce,
Wks, (1847), 158/2, Many they
shall reclaim from obscure and giddy sects, a, 1652,
Brome, Covent G^ard, I,Wks, 1873,11.17 . This kicksy wincy
Giddibrain will spoil all,
Gingles"^ (OED, Jingle), 3. The affected repetition of the
same sound or of a similar series of sounds, as in
alliteration, rime, or assonance; any arrangement of
words intended to have a pleasing or striking sound
without regard to sense; a catching array or words,
whether in prose or verse. Chiefly contemptuous,
c 1645, Howell, Lett,(1892).II.658. In the perusal
of these Parables . . . you shall find no gingles in
them. See also Fab, in HD, 111.
Various kind of
gingling fancies (IFT, 78). 1663, Bp, Patrick, Parab,
Pilgr.,
157. Frivolous hearers, who are more pleased
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with little gingles, and tinkling of words than with
the most perswasive arguments, 1655. Fuller, Ch.
Hist.1.Hi.1.
The puddle-Poet did hope, that the
jingling of his rhyme would drown the sound of his
false quantity.
Glut, To feed to repletion; to indulge (appetite) to the
utmost. To glut themselves with one anothers bloud
(ET,

S).

1632, tr, Bruel's

Praxis

Med.,

407,

As they

are forbidden to glut themselves, so they must not be
altogether fasting.
Gobbets (OED, Gobbet).
A part, portion, piece, fragment
of anything which is divided, cut, or broken. See
Eructated.

1684.

T. Burnet, Th.

Earth.1.2^1,

If

a rock or mountain cannot . , , divide it self, either
into great gobbets, or into small powder.'
Going (OED, A-going). 8. To set (keep, etc.) a-going or
going: to set (keep, etc.) in motion; to start (or
maintain) in any activity. They were going a Procession
(IFT,

32). See A-going.

1583.

A. Conham, in

Babington's

Commandm. Ded. to Godly Rdrs. (16 37), a v j. With lesse
paines to keepe agoing that which he had moved, and set
a going,
Gravell'd (OED, Gravelled). 2. In various transf. and
fig, senses.^a. Perplexed, puzzled, b. Of a ship:
beached, stranded. c Of a horse. The shoe-maker
was so gravell'd at this, that he was put to his
Last (^pis.I.6.xxxviii). 1660. Hexham,
Netherdutch
Diet.

A Gravelled horse, een verstijft

paerde.

Groan, 4, To be oppressed or overburdened to the point of
groaning. One shall hear them [the Neopolitans] groan
under the Spanish Yoke (fi'pis.I.l.xxxix). Here should
ye hear the roaring and groaning of wounded men (HJ, 244).
16 34. Sir T. Herbert, Trav.,
145. For above five hundred
yeares Persia groaned under many Lords and Tyrants.
Grope, 2, To attempt to find something by feeling about
as in the dark or as a blind person; to feel for (or
after) something with the hand (or other tactile organ,
rarely with an instrument); to feel about in order to
find one's way. We are involv'd in a mist, and grope,
as it were, ever since in the dark (Epis.11.viii).
^
They groped in the dark (Para, 6), He fell a groping
whether it had any bottom (S.P.Q.V.,
38), 1660, F,
Brooke, tr. Le Blanc's
Trav.,
11. Groaping with our
hands in the sand.
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Grosly (OED, Grossly), 6, a. with want of clear perception,
stupidly, b. Awkwardly, clumsily, unskilfully. See
Encroach.

1605,

Bacon, Adv.

Learn.1.iv.12.(IS31),31,

Artillery, sailing, printing, and the like, were grossly
managed at the first.
Grub, 3. To dig up by the roots, to root up,.uproot; esp,
with Up, less commonly out.
They were quite grubd up
(DG,1, 8 8). We have grub'd up, and cast away those
hopefull Plants (PB, 37). See Craggy.
1658-9. Burton's
Diary 1828).III.321. Commonwealth was a good title,
but grubbed up by the title of Chief Magistrate,
Grudg'd (OED, Grudge). 2. To be unwilling to give grant,
or allow (something); to begrudge. I never grudg'd to
venture my bloud this way (ET, 8). 1618. J. Bulloker,
in Farr, S,P, Jas.I.(1848).291. His owne disciples, too,
that sate at bord. Do grudge such cost bestow'd vpon
their Lord.
Gush'd (OED, Gush). "To flow or rush with violence" (J.);
to issue suddenly or in copious streams, as water or
other fluid when released from confinement, blood from
a wound, etc. He was so wounded that his bowels gush'd
out. (RN,11, 86). 1644. Evelyn, Diary, 7 Nov. In the
nave of the church gushes a fountain.
Haraucane (OED, Hurricane). A name given primarily to the
violent windstorms of the West Indies . . . hence, any
storm or tempest in which the wind blows with terrific
violence. Of all kind of Idolaters, those [Pagans]
are the horridest who adore the Devil, whom they call
Tantara, who appears often to them, 'specially in a
haraucane (Epis.ll.xi).
164 3. Howell, Parables,
15.
An Haraucana, that Indian gust [Howell, 5th ref, OED].
1642.

Fuller, Holy

& Prof,

St,11.xx.130.

The winds

are . , , stark mad in an herricano.
Hard by,** Close by; in close proximity to; close to, very
near to, I am lodg'd here hard by the Bastile (Epis.
1,1,vii). The Dog and Rag-Market is hard by
(Epis.l,
l,vii), 1682, Milton, Hist, MoscV.Wks.1738.11.143.
They saw many Whales very monstrous hard by their Ships.
Hard, 5. Difficult to do or accomplish; not easy; full of
obstacles; laborious, fatiguing, troublesome. The persuing of old Parchment-Records is a hard and harsh
Work (PK, List of Civilians, Antiquaries, and Historians)
1653. Walton, Angler,11.SO.
1 see now it is a harder
matter to catch a Trout then a Chub,

^
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Hardy. •*. Capable of enduring fatigue, hardship, rigour
of the weather, e t c ; physically robust, vigorous.
They have tough and hardy bodies (BSA, 19). 1667.
Milton, P.L,IV,920, Thou then, they Less bardie to
endure?
Hare-brain'd (OED, Hare-brained), Having or showing no
more brains or sense than a hare; heedless, reckless;
rash, wild, mad. Of persons, their actions, etc.
But afterwards poor hare-brain'd things they desire •
the King upon bended knees to take it [sword] again
(IK, 6). 1643. Prynne, Sov, Power Pari.1.
(ed. 2).42.
The hair-brain'd advice of his young Cavalieres,
Harsh,* 4, Repugnant to the understanding or taste; grating
upon the mind or aesthetic faculty; strained, forced;
lacking smoothness, unpleasing, ungraceful. See Hard.
1624, Capt, Smith, Virginia,
Pref, I. Though the
beginning may seeme harsh . . . a pleasanter Discourse
ensues,
Hear-say (OED, Hearsay), That which one hears or has heard
some one say; information received by word of mouth,
usually with implication that it is not trustworthy;
oral tidings; reort, tradition, rumour, common talk,
gossip. By hear-say only (IFT, 88). 1642. Rogers,
Naaman, 111,
The hearsay of Christ wrought all these
things in them.
Heart's content (OED, Heart). 7. Intent, will, purpose,
inclination, desire." I much rejoice for this Alliance,
and wish you may increase and multiply to your Heart's
content (Epis.l.2.xvi).

1584.

R. Scot, Discov.

Witoher.

XV,V,(1886),330. They . . . may be forced to yeeld
spight of their harts.

m

Heated. 2. Inflamed, excited (physically or mentally);
fevered, impassioned, angry. [The cook at Westminster
returned] towards the evening pretty well heated with
Canary (Epis.1.^.ix).
Shaks. 3. Hen. FJ.II.1.124.
But whether 'twas the coldness of the King . . . That
robb'd my Soldiers of their heated Spleene.
Heeles (OED, Heel). 19. Take to one's heels; formerly to
(be) take himself to his heels, to take one's heels.
To run away. They betook themselves all to their heeles
(BSA,

1).

1659,

B, Harris, Parivals

Iron

Age,

7.

The Tartars , , , as soon as they , . . find the Poles
advancing, betake themselves to their heels.
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Hideous. Frightful, dreadful, terrible, horrible; hence,
horribly ugly or unpleasing, repulsive, revolting.
They kept a hideous noyse (Para,
7). 1667. Milton,
P.L.I.46. Hurld headlong . . . With hideous ruine and
combustion down to bottomless perdition.
High time (OED, High). 11. Of time or a season: Well advanced; fully come, complete. It is high time for us
. . . to be gone to the other world (Trans,
17). 1611.
Bible. Rom.Xlll.ii.
Now it is high time to awake our
sleepe.
Hippocentaur.** A fabulous creature combining the forms of
a man and a horse; a centaur. Art is a Wagon, or Ship,
or a Monster mix'd of both, like the Hippocentaur, who
was half Man and half Horse (Epis.1.2.xiii).
1601.
Holland, Pliny.1.Ibl.
In Thessalie there was borne a
monster called an Hippocentaure.
Hiss'd (OED, Hiss). 2. Of a person: To make this sound
as an expression of disapproval or derision. [One having
the privilege to change one's wife] deserves to be hiss'd
at rather than confuted (Epis.TV.vii).
1649. Jer.
Taylor, Gt, Exemp.111.Ad.IS.10b.
Thou art disgraced and
hissed at.
Hocos-pocos (OED, Hocus-pocus). 3. A juggler's trick; conjuring, jugglery; slight of hand; a method of bringing
something about as if by magic; trickery, deception.
For som Hocos-pocos and Mountebankish tricks (PB,
SI)
[Howell, 3rd ref. OED].
1647. Bacon, Disc.
Govt.
Eng.
I.Ixiv. (1739).135. Thus this Statute became like a
Hocus Pocus, a thing to still the people for the present,
and serve the King's turn.
Hogling.' 4. Hoggish, hog-like. Marquis Spinol should in
a hogling way, change his Master for the time
(Epis.1.2.ix)
[Howell, only ref. OED],
Hole.

2. b. A dungeon or prision-cell; spec, the name of one
of the worst apartments in the Counter prison in Wood
street, London. Nor do I see any hopes (God help me)
of getting forth till the wind shift out of this unlucky hole (Epis.l.S.liii).
1666. Pepys, Diary,
2
July. He was clapped up in the Hole.

Hollowhearted*" (OED, Hollow-hearted). Having a hollow heart.
[In a figurative sense, false or untrue]. What could be
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expected from him but knotty and crooked hollowhearted
dealings? (PGJ, I, 120), 1648, Gage, West Ind,XII, (1655),
43. Inwardly false and hollow hearted.
Homageable.
Bound to render hoFiage, [The Duke of Lorain] is
homageable to the Crown of France (Epis,1.S.xii).
c 1656
Howell, Lett,I,2,XV.(1655).85. He of Holland being homegeable to none , , , was the more potent. 1764, Antiq,,
in Ann. Reg,16 9/1, Great and small homageable fiefs.
Honey (OED, Milk), 2, c In proverbial phrases. Milk and
honey: (a) in the Bible phrase "flowing with milk and
honey," hyperbolically descriptive of the richness of
the Promised Land; hence (b) used to express the abundance of means of enjoyment. The Inhabitants of the
Land flowing with Milk and Honey (Epis.11.viii),
1654,
L'Estrange, C/zas, I. (1655). 187. The City was sullen,
would not give down their milk, and pleaded . , , poverty.
Hood-wincked** (OED, Hoodwinked).
Carried,IS^O,

Bp, Hall, Chr.

Blindfolded, blinded.
Moder.

(Ward), 26/2,

See
If

an hoodwinked man had reeled upon him heedlessly in this
way,
Hoop'd (OED, Hoop).
2, To surround or confine as with a hoop;
to encircle, embrace; to bind together or unite, as the
staves of a tub. To molifie a heart hoop'd with Adamant
(ET, 2),
1611, Shaks. Wint. T.IV.iv.450. If euer henceforth, thou . , , hope this body more, with thy embraces.
Hooted (OED, Hoot), 2. To assail with shouts or sounds of
disapproval, contempt, or derision. To be star'd and
hooted at whersoever they passed (Fab, in HD, 178).
1611, B. Jonson, Catiline,111,ii.
The Owle of Rome,
whom boyes and girles will houtl
Horse-back. 2. Esp, in phrases. On horseback
(a
horseback),
a. Sitting or riding on a horse; b. of motion: (mounting)
upon a horse. He got a horse-back (Parth,
"Philip the
Fourth of Austria," 56), 16 27, Lisander
&
Cal,1,21,
Many of the chiefe countries were a horse-backe.
Hot.** 7. b. Said of a place, position, etc., in which intense
action of some kind is going on, or in which one suffers
severe discomfort. In a very hot incounter (BSA, 9 ) ,
[They] gave him such a hot Alarm (i?A^II, 33), 1855.
Cornwall,
250. As to the "hot-lode" at the United Mines.
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Hotter,** To move up and down with vibration; to clatter;
to shake, tremble, as water in boiling or a person in
rage, fear, etc. The Tumults in Bohemia now grow hotter
and hotter (Epis.1,1,xii),
1813, W, Beatie, Tales, 5
(Jam,), Twa pots , , , Forby aue hott'rin in the crook.
Household-stuff, The goods, utensils, vessels, e t c , belonging
to a household; the furniture of a house. He commanded
all the household-stuff of the Duke of Matalum to be
brought out to the publick Street and burnt (RN,11, 21).
1676.

Temple, Lett,

to Sir

J,

Wi Hi ams on,Wcs ,1113,11.^^19

.

1 have given Order for shipping away the best Part of
my Household-stuff, particularly kitchen utensils.
•

Howling. 2. Characterized by, or filled with, howling, as
of wild beasts or of the wind; dreary, Jerusalem was
full of howling, and yelling, wailing and weeping (HJ, 244),
1696,

tr, Du Mont's

Vog,

Levant,

222,

The very Sight

of those howling Desarts deterr me,
Huggur muggur** (OED, Hugger-mugger). 2. a. To proceed in
a secret or clandestine manner; esp. to meet or assemble
in this manner. His Majesty would not have people whisper,
that the business was carried in huggur muggur, or in a
clandestine maner (Preem, 15-16). 1805. Morn. Herald, in
Spirit

Pub Jrnls.(ISOS).1X.3SS.

It's a shame to hugger-

mugger on without making a little figure now and then.
Hung off (OED, Hang off), b. To show hesitation in coming
to close quarters or. to an agreement; to hang back,
demur, [Monsieur] hung off a good while (^pis,I,4,xiii),
1641, Trapp, Theologia
Theol.,
283. Moses . . , hung off
a great while from going to Pharaoh with a message of dismission. Also, Hung, b, having pendent organs, c 1645.
Howell, Lett.(1650).I.32, They cut off his genitories,
(and they say he was hung like an ass) [Howell, 2nd ref,
OED],

Hurl'd (OED, Hurl), To move, or be carried or driven with
violence or impetuosity; to rush impetuously; to dash.
Since I was hurl'd among these walls
(Epis-11.xxx).
1669. Sturmy, Mariner's
Mag,l.ii.20.
We rolling climbe,
then hruling fall beneath.
Hurliburly* (OED, Hurly-burly). Commotion, tumult, strife,
uproar, turmoil, confusion. (Formerly a more dignified
word than now,). The great Council at Prague fell to
such a hurliburly (Epis,1,1.xii).
There came in the
heat of this hurly-burly eight Napolitan Gallies (RN,11,
17). In this hurly-burly the French King sent the people a
proffer of two millions of gold (Parth,
"Philip the Fourth
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of Austria," 54). 1605. Shaks. Macb,l,i,3,
When the
Hurley-burley's done, when the Battailes lost, and wonne,
Hush'd,** Reduced to silence; silenced, stilled, quieted.
But Massaniello lifting up only his hand, all was hush'd
(i?il^,II, 17). 1602. Marston, Ant, & MeZ. I.Wks .1856 .1.15 .
Vouchsafe me, then, your hush'd observances.
Hypocondriacall** (OED, Hypochondriac). Of morbid states: proceeding from, or having their origin in, the hypochondria,
regarded as the seat of melancholy; hence, consisting in,
or having the nature of, a settled depression of spirits.
The malignant hypocondriacall effects of melancholy (VM,
in HD, 359). 1621. Burton, Anat. Mel. Democr. to Rdr.,
70, That Hypocondriacall winde especially which proceeds
from the short ribbes.
Idle, 2. Of actions, feelings, thoughts, words, e t c : void
of any real worth, usefulness, or significance; leading
to no solid result; hence, ineffective, worthless, of
no value, vain, frivolous, trifling. The Earl of Surry
was not idle (BSA, 10). 1617. Moryson, It^n.11.47.
The Schoolemens idle and absurd distinctions.
Ingress, The action or fact of going in or entering. Also,
capacity or right of entrance, esp. in legal phr,
ingress,
egress,

and regress.

See Egress,

1607,

Rogers, 39

Art,

Pref, (1854), 22, Within a year, and little more, after
his happy ingress into this kingdom.
Ingrosse** (OED, Engross). 6. To absorb or engage the whole
attention or all the faculties of. One be not permitted
to ingrosse and ingulf all (ET, 16). 1709. Steele,
TatZer.No.50.I. Orlando believed himself . . . not to
be engross'd by any particular Affection.
Instableness,** Unstableness, instability. There cannot be
two more pregnant instances of the lubricity and instableness of Mankind (ffpis.II.Ivii) [Howell, 3rd ref.
OED],

1618. M. Baret, Horsemanship.l.^S,

His hands,

being alwaies chocking vpon the snaffle (through the
instablenesse of them, will . . . dull the horse's mouth.
Intrinsecals.'^ B, Inward qualities, feelings, etc, : ^ internal
or essential character. There's none knows my mtrinsecals better than you (Epis,IV.xxxvi).
c, 1645, Howell,
Lett.IV,xi(1650),I,449. This history will display the
very intrinsicals of the Castilian, who goes for the
prime Spaniard. 1676. Phil,
Trans.XI,SS^.
The external
difference seems easy for vulgar observation, the intrinsecals were intricate.
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Itching. 2. That has an irritating desire or uneasy craving.
There reign'd not among the people of this Land such a
general itching after Book-Learning
(Epis.111.viii).
1617. Moryson, Itin.1.198.
I had an itching desire
to see Jerusalem.
Jarr (OED, Jar). 5. Discord, want of harmony, disagreement;
a divergence or conflict of opinions. They will never
justle or jarr (PK, To the Reader). 1612. T. Taylor,
Comm. Titus.1.IS.
Not ... . admitting discord, and
larre in things whereof the one should be as the true
exposition of the other.
Jogging (OED, Jog). To shake or move (a heavy body) with a
push or jerk; to throw up with a jerk; to shake up.
[Dr. Prichard's] Glass ran out without any jogging
(£'P'£s. Ill .viii) . Let those grains I spoke of before
run gently by their own motion, without jogging the
glass by any peturbation of mind (Epis.IV.L).
a. 1648.
Digby, Closet
Open (1677), 109. Perfectly sweet cream,
that hath not been jogged with carriage.
Jot.

The least letter or written part of any writing; hence,
generally, the very least or very little part, point,
or amount; a whit . . . (Usually with negative expressed
or implied). He was not moved a jot from himselfe (DG,1^
66). To depart a jot from that holy Religion (EMD, in
BD, 157). 1605. Shaks. 0 thel.Ill
.Hi. 2m . Not a jot,
not a jot.

Kardiognosticks"" (OED, Cardiognostic). Relating to the heart;
knowledge of the heart. They wold know ones heart better
then himself, and so would be greater kardiognosticks
than God Almighty (TI, in HD, S8).
c. 1645. Howell,
Lett.(1650).I.436. The omniscient Creator, he is only
Kardiognostic [Howell, 2nd ref. OED].
1640. Sir E. Bering,
Carmelite
(1641), 39. You will make the Saints to be
Gnosticks indeed, Cardiognostics.'
Kind of.-'- 13. A sort, variety, or description. A kind of
cushion dance (DE, 7). A kind of natural inclination
(TI, in HD, 11). c. 1645. Howell; Lett.Il.liv. |Twixt
the rind and the Tree there is a Cotton or hempy kind
of Moss [Howell, 6th ref. OED].
1596. Dalrymple, tr.
Leslie's
Hist.
^eot.IV.244. Vtterlie abiecteng al kynd
of hope of ony helth.
Knock.* 3. To knock on (in) the head. a. Lit.; esp. to
stun or kill by a blow on the head; often loosely,
to kill in any summary way, dispatch, put to death.
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[Ch, Mor,[ is now alive again, for he hath abjur'd
that Club, which was used to knock him in the head so
often Ep^s, 11. 2.2.2.). 'Twere dangerous walking in an
Orchard about the Autumnal Equinoctial, , , , for fear
of being knock'd in the head (Epis.11.vi).
See
Fillip.
1641, Jackson, True Evang.l.ii.Ill,
s. James , . .
was knockt in the head like an Oxe, or Calfe, after
he had been thrown down from a Pinacle of the Temple.
Knotty. 2. Full of intellectual difficulties or complications
of thought; hard to "unravel," explain, or solve; involved,
intricate, perplexing, puzzling. (Sometimes with mixture of sense). This knotty ill twisted peece (DG,1,
211).
See Hollowhearted,
1638. Penit.
Cow/.VII.(1657).192.
Reckoned amongst the knotty pieces of Christian Religion.
Landloper. One who runs up and down the land; a vagabond;
a renegade; an adventurer. I was a Landloper, as the
Dutchman saith, a wanderer, and subject to incertain
removes (Epis.1.2.v),
1642. Howell, For, Trav, (Arb,),
57. Such Travellers as these may bee termed Land-lopers,
as the Dutchman saith, rather than Travellers [Howell,
5th ref, OED], 1622. Bacon, Hen. VII, 114. Hee [Perkin
Warbeck] had been from Child-hood such a Wanderer, or
(as the King called him) such a Land-loper.
Leaden-heel'd (OED, Leaden). 2. b. Heavy as if made of lead;
oppressive, burdensome; (of the limbs) hard to drag along,
tardy in movement; hence, said of movement, e t c ; (of
slumber or soporific influences) heavy, dull, benumbing.
This may serve to show the difference 'twixt the two
Nations [France and Spain], the leaden-heeled pace of
one, and the quicksilver'd motions of the other (Epis,
I,4,xxi), 1568. E. Guilpin, Skial,
(1878), 35. Thys
leaden-heeled passion is to dull, to keepe pace with
this Satyrefooted gull.
Lights (OED, Light), b. To descend from a horse or vehicle;
to dismount; to bring one's ride to an end. Also with
off,
down, adown (arch,). See Foots,
1596. Danett.
tr. Comines (1614), 188. All the nobilitie of Fraunce
lighted on foot to fight with the English men,
Link'd (OED, Link), 2, To be coupled, joined, or connected
(e,g,, in friendship, marriage, e t c ) . [Sir I,B.]
having had a most virtuous Lady . , . before, and being
now link'd to another (L'p-ts, II.xxiv). a. 1618. Raleigh
To Son.II.,
in Rem. (1661), 84, Though thou canst not
forbear to love, yet forbear to link,
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Lolling. That lolls; reclining lazily, dangling, drooping.
Of the tongue: protruding and hanging down. Will I
adventure to send you a kind of Epitaph I made of myself this morning, as I was lolling a-bed
(Epis.11.xxxix).
1697. Dryden, Virg. Aeneid.Vlll.399.
The triple Porter
of the Stydean Seat, With lolling Tongue, lay fawning
at thy Feet.
Loop hole** (OED, Loop-hole). 3, An outlet of means of escape. Often applied to an ambiguity or omission in a
statute, e t c , which affords aportunity for evading its
intention. Which word Popish (as som think) was scrued
in of purpose for a loop hole to let in any other innovation (TI, in HD, 45), 166 3-4, Marvell, Corr,Wks,
1872-5,11,143. It would be much below You and Me, . . .
to have such loop-holes in Our souls, and to . . ,
squeeze Our selves through our own words,
Loppe (OED, Lop). 2, b. To cut off (a person's limbs or head).
Also in gen, sense, to cut off, reduce by cutting. Also
with adverbs as away, down, off.
To cut and loppe her
so close (DG,1,

24),

1656.

Cowley, Pref.

to

Wks.(ISSQ).

B,iij.b. Shakspear, Fletcher, Johnson, and many others;
part of whose Poems I should take the boldness to prune
and lop away.
Lubricity, 2, "Slipperiness," shiftiness; unsteadiness, instability; elusiveness. c 1645. Howell, Lett,I,3.xxi.
The lubricity of mundan greatnesse [Howell, 2nd ref, OED],
See Instableness.

Lubricitie,

1613.

R. Cawdrey, Table

Alph.

(ed.

3)

lightnesse, slipery, inconstant.

Lucky,* 2, Of events or circumstances: of the nature of
good luck; occuring by chance and producing happy results,
A most lucky conjuction followes the same year (VM, in
HD, 402).

See Hole,

Muffled,

and Unlucky.

1653,

Walton,

Angler.XI.201.
Well met. Gentlemen, this is luckie that
we meet so just together at this very door,
Luke-warm (OED, Lukewarm), 2. Of persons, their actions,
attributes, e t c : having little warmth or depth of
feeling, lacking zeal, enthusiasm or ardour, indifferent.
They have it but in a luke-warm degree (PB, 11), 1623,
tr. Ravine's

Theat,

Hon.V.i.SS,

The strength of youth

and Manhood is now become but luke-warme.
Luring. That lures; enticing, attractive. See Clambered.
1592. Wyrley, Armorie,
Ld. Chandos, 30, Yet near
vncaught the luring doth stay.
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Lurks. 2. Of things; to escape observation, to be concealed
or latent. I must confess to have som Malignity that
lurks within me (VM, in HD, 358), 1661, Boyle, Style
of Script.
(1671), 206, Laziness and pride . , . both
which lurk under the pretext of multiplicity of important avocations.
Make, 9, b. Const, dat. of the person or with to,
unto;
To cause (something to happen to or fall to the lot
of (a person); to cause (a person) to experience (something); to bring into a person's possession or power.
[A treaty of Marriage is] a work of such consequence,
that it may make you or mar you (Epis.l.k.ix),
1610.
B. Johnson, Alch. 111.ii,
Euen the med'cinall vse shall
make you a faction. And party in the realme.
Manumitted (OED, Manumit). To release from bondage or servitude; to set free. When [King James] came to understand
himself, and was manumitted from Buchanan, he grew cold
(JFp-^s. Ill.iii), 1649. Jer Taylor, Gt. Exemp. 11,Tiisc.
ix,10 8. Christian masters were not bound to manumit
their slaves.
Mar,

2, b. To impair fatally, ruin. Often in proverbial
antithesis with make or mend. In mod. use with somewhat lighter sense: To detract from the perfection or
completeness of. See Make,
16 24. Wotton,
Archit.1,23.
At will marre all the mirth in the House.

Meale mouth'd** (OED, Mealy-mouthed). Soft-spoken; not
outspoken; afraid to speak one's mind or to use plain
terms. See Bashfull,
1606. Day, lie of
Guls,lV,iv,
And ile not be mealely mouthed, I warrant em.
Meddle. 8. To concern or busy oneself, to deal with, of;
to interpose, take part in.
Now always expressive of
disapprobation, to concern oneself or take part interferingly. What became of him who once presumed to
meddle with my Chariot (Fab, in HD, 175). Be wary
also how you meddle with classical divinity (Vis, 96).
The thistle v/as too medling (Fab, in HD, 187), 16 38.
Baker, tr, Balzac's
Lett,
(vol,II), 154. He meddles
in an infinite number of things with equal capacitie.
Misogenes** (OED, Misogynist), A woman-hater. But a
thousand such instances are not able to make me a
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misogenes, a Female-foe (Epis,IV.vii),
Fuller, Holy
& Prof. St.1.xii.3.
Junius, at the first little better
then a Misogynist, was afterwards so altered from himself, that he successively married foure wives.
Molifie (OED, Mollify), 2, To soften in temper or disposition; to allay the anger or indignation of; to
render less obdurate; to calm, pacify, or appease.
From the 15th to the 17th c very common in the phrase
to mollify
(one's) heart.
See Hoop'd,
1667,
8 Dk. Newcastle, Sir M, Mar-all. 111. (middle).

Dryden
1 must

mollify him with money.
Moth-eaten, Eaten away or destroyed by moths. [Polymathists]
sfand poring all Day in a Corner upon a Moth-eaten Author
(fi-pis.Ill,viii). a. 1660. Contemp. Hist,
Irel,(lT.
Archaeol, Soc,),III,85, Sufficient motiue to moue the
moth-eaten conferences of these poysonall anti-Catholicks,
Mountebankish (OED, Mountebank), 2. An impudent
to skill or knowledge, a charlatan; one who
degrading means to obtain notoriety. See
1624, Wotton, in Relig.
(1672), 545, Upon
you must play the Mountebank.

pretender
resorts to
Hocos-pocos.
the Design

Muddy, 5, Not clear in mind; confused, muddled. My brain
in this Fleet hath been often thus overwhelm'd, yet I
never found it so muddy (Epis.11.xxx).
16 70. Bunyan,
No Way to Heaven

buty

by Christ.Wks,(IS^S).122.

If the

understanding be muddy as to this, it is impossible
that such should be sound in the faith.
Muffled. Wrapped or covered up, esp. about the face, for
the purpose of concealment or disguise. [To be] muffled
in a close unlucky fog (DG,11, To the Reader). 16 51.
Cleveland, Poems, 29. His muffled feature speaks him
a recluse.
Murmured* (OED, Murmur), To complain or repine in low muttered
tones; to give vent to an inarticulate discontent, to
grumble. Often with at, against.
1 have murmured at
most, (MH, 23), He [the Favorite Luines] is much murmured
at (^pis,1,1,xvii). There is some murmuring against the
Ship-money (Epis.l.S.xvi).
This administrd cause of
extraordinary murmuring and discontent (i?^,I, 46). 1665,
Manley, Grotius'
Low C. Warres, 443. The multitude hereupon, murmured cruelly against Court Solmes,
Mutter, b. To speak in low indistinct tones expressive of
dissatisfaction which one dare not utter more openly;
to murmur, complain, grumble. Const, against,
at.
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Ther be som that mutter at certain passages (VM, in HD,
368), There are also divers Patents granted, which are
mutter'd at, as being no better than Monopolies (Epis.
1.6.xvi).
News.* 2. Tidings; the report or account of recent events
or occurences brought or coming to one as new information; new occurences as a subject of report or talk.
The next day the noise was that the Duke of Guise
hearing this dredfull news is cast about how he might
return to Rome (EN,11, 194). This News struck a damp
in the hearts of all People (^pts.1.3.xxvii) . I shall
impart onto you what State-news France affords (Epis.
I.l.xvi). 1621. Lady M. Worth, Urania, 412. Calling
his Lords . . . about him, to whom hee deliuered there
glad news.
Nogingles** (OED, Nogging). Brickwork built up between
wooden quarters or framing. You shall find nogingles
in them (Para, Dedication). 1825. J. Nicholson, Operat
Mechanic,
354. A brick wall built in pannels between
timber quarters is called brick nogging.
Noise. 2. Common talk, rumour, report; also, evil report,
slander scandal. See News.
1655. Nicholas
Papers.
(Camden).II.179 . All agree in the noise of more plotts.
Noisom. 2. Offensive to the sense of smell; ill smelling.
See Gastly.
1642. Rogers, Naaman, 28. Held under
with his filfthy noysome malady.
Nosegay. A bunch of flowers or herbs, esp. sweet-smelling
flowers; a bouquet, a posy. Also, an imitation or
representation of this. They presented [the Remonstrance] as a nosegay to their Soverain Prince (VLG, 7).
1600.

Surflet, Countrie

Farme.11.xlvii.

301.

These

. . . flowers of nosegaies shall be set in order vpon
beds and quarters.
Oeconomist (OED, Oeconomus). The steward or manager of the
temporalities of a religious foundation or society;
the steward of a college. One that will prove a great
Husband and good Oeconomist (£'pis . 1. 2 . xvii) . 1659.
Baxter, Key Cath.ll.iii.^O^.
Christ Jesus, dispensing
them all by himself and administering them severally,
not by any one oeconomus, but by the several Bishops
as inferiour Heads.
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Oimee,
[It, oime, ohime, f. ohi.' alas,'+me me,] Alas,' Ah me,'
I not only hear, but I understand the voice of a Man,
oimee,' (PB, 5), 1660, Howell, Parly of Beasts,
5,
Oimee,' I am afraid that Morphandra hath a purpose to
re-transform me, 182,0, Byron, Mar, FaZ. Ill.ii. 341
OimeI OimeI —and must I do this deed?
Olstreperous** (not listed in OED). At that time there
were many olstreperous noises among the people below
(RN,11,

17),

Out-poyze** (OED, Outpoise), To outweigh, to overbalance.
To contemplate the great work of Man's Redemption, so
great, that were it cast in counter balance with his
Creation, it would out-poyze it
(Epis,11,Ixxxiv),
1651. Howell, Venice,
199, His outpoising power keeps
the inferior Princes in peace [Howell, 2nd ref. OED],
16 30, Prynne, Anti-Armin,
26 8, The meanist of which
• , . . may alone outpoise them all,*
Pack, 3, A companion or set of persons; generally implying
low character, or association for some evil purpose,
but often merely expressing contempt or depreciation,
.and formerly sometimes without such implication; a
"gang," "lot," Ther is a pack of perverse people (composed for the most part of the scummie and basest sort)
multiplied in England (TI, in HD, 11). 1652. Sir E.
Nicholas, in N. Papers (Camden), 316. Mr. Whitelocke
is as mischievous to the K. and all his friends in
England as any among the pack of rebels,
Pamper'd (OED, Pampered). Over-fed; luxuriously fed; overindulged, spoiled by luxury. See Fat. 1641. Milton,
Ch,

Govt.1.Was,(ISSl),31,

The knotty Africanisms, the

pamper'd metafors; the intricat, and involv'd sentences
of the Fathers,
Pasquill'd** (OED, Pasquil), b. To libel or satirize in
a pasquil; to lampoon. In Holland and other places
he was pasquill'd at (VLG, 3) [Howell, 2nd ref. OED],
1621. Burton, Anat, ii^eZ, I .ii ;IV.iv. (1651). 148 . Princes
. . . are grievously vexed with these pasquelling libels
and satyrs.
Pave the way. 3, To prepare the way (for, to something to
come); to facilitate or lead on to a result or an object in view, [To] pave the way to a happy peace
(lAB, 2 ) , 1658. Osborn, Adv. ^Son, IV.xxvi. (1896) .99 ,
More able . . . to have paved a Way to future Felicity,
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Peep'd (OED Peep). To look through a narrow aperture, as
through half-shut eyelids or through a crevice, chink,
or small opening into a larger space; hence, to look
furtively, slyly, or pryingly. [The Duke of Lerma]
peep'd thro' a slit in the hanging
(Epis.1.3.xiii).
1692, Bently, Boyle Leet,VIII,241. Those remote and
vast bodies were formed, not merely upon our account
to be peept at through an optick glass. Also, 2, To
emerge or protrude a very short distance into view (as
from concealment); to begin to appear or show itself:
chiefly said of natural objects, as daylight, flowers,
distant eminences, etc. They write of a spick and
span-new Island, that hath peep'd out of the Atlantick
Sea (Epis.Il.xxvi).
1634. Milton, Comus, 140. Ere
. . . The nice Morn on th' Indian steep From her
combin'd loop hole peep.
Pegg'd** (OED, Pegged). Made fast, fixed, or fastened together with pegs. [The Goths and other Septentrional
Nations] pegg'd in some words (Epis.11.lix),
1611.
Cotgr., Cheville,
, , , pegged, pinned; fastened with
pegs.
Pellucid, a. Easy to "see through" or detect; "transparent."
b. Showing the sense clearly, clear in style or expression, c Perceiving clearly, mentally clear.
See Diaphanous.

1644,

R, Baillie, Lett.

&

Jrnls.11,ISO,

Their craft was pellucid.
Pericranium, 2, Loosely (usually in affected or humorous use):
a, the skull, cranium; b, the brain, esp, as the seat of
mind or thought, I hope to cheer my Spirits, and settle
my Pericranium again (Epis,1,1,xxvii),
Let the discreeter sort of Readers judge how it would puzzle one's
pericranium (Lex, To the Knowing Reader), 1621, Fletcher,
Isl.
Princess.11.V,
The clerk and he are cooling their
pericraniums.
Pharisaical (OED, Pharisaic). Resembling the Pharisies in
being strict in doctrine and ritual, without the spirit
of piety; laying great stress upon the external observances of religion and outward show of morality, and
assuming superiority on that account; hypocritical;
formal; self-righteous, I had rather be over-long in
Praise than Prayer, yet I would be careful it should
be free from any pharisaical babbling (ffpis,II,Ixvii),
a. 1618. Sylvester, Alls not gold, XXIV. Wee are so
Punctuall and Precise in Doctrine (Pharisaik-wise).
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Pickle. 4. A condition or situation, usually disagreeable;
a sorry plight or predicament. I am sorry to have found
Jack T, m that pickle (Epis,1.S,xxiv).
One may easily
conaecture m what pickle the poor Genoway stood all the
Vnc?•f^^^o^nF' •^^^- ^' ^^20, J, Dyke, Worthy Commun
(1645), 382, Who could have , , . embraced a person in
so filthy a pickle?
Piece, 2. b. To put together, join, unite; refI,
to join
oneself to, unite with. So to piece matters together
again (^pis.I,4.x). 1632. B. Jonson, Magn,
Lady,111,i.
Item.
1 heard they were out. Nee.
But they are pieced,
and put together again,
Pill'd (OED, Pilled), 4. Plundered, robbed, pillaged. They
proll'd and pill'd up and down (BSA, 12), 1611,
Cotgr,
Pille,
pilled, rauaged, ransacked, robbed, despoyled, or
bereaued of all.
Pippins, 2, The name of numerous varieties of apple, raised
from seed, Tho' it be the Sun that ripeneth your Pippins,
and our Pomgranets (L'p-^s, 1,1.xxiv). 1629, Parkinson,
Paradisi,
58 7, This is a pretty way to have Pippins,
Pomewaters, or any other sorts of Apples growing.
Pitch, 14. A position taken up and maintained; a fixed
opinion or resolution. Thinking to transcend the ordinary pitch of Reason (^p^s.III.viii). 1600, Holland,
Livi/, XXXVIII,ix, 9 87. They knew the natures and minds
of their countrymen . . , how untractable they were and
not to be removed if they once tooke a pitch.
Play his game** (OED, Play), 24, To use or treat as a
counter or play-thing, to manage or use for one's own
ends (like chessmen or cards in a game). See Cunning,
16 56. Cowley, Find, Odes, Destinie,
II. Some Wisemen,
and some Fooles we call. Figures, alas, of speech, for
Destiney plays us all.
Pluck. 3. To pull, draw, or snatch something intangible,
or something from or into a state or condition; to bring
(disaster, e t c ) upon a person; to snatch, rescue from
danger, etc. To pluck them out of the very jawes of
Death (DG,i, 59), 1607, Shaks. Cor.1,Hi,8.
When yet
hee was but tender-bodied . . .; when youth with comelinesse pluck'd allgaze his way.
Plunges (OED, Plunge), 3, To overwhelm, overpower, esp, with
trouble or difficulty; to put to straits, embarrass. But
God Almighty, I hope, will make him emerge, and pull this
Island out of all the plunges, and preserve us from worser
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times (Epis.1.3.vii).

1643.

Sir T. Browne, Relig.

Med.

1.21. [He] was so plunged and gravelled with three lines
of Seneca, that all our Antidotes . . . could not expel
the poyson of his errour.
Point blank* (OED, Point-blank). 3. Of a statement, decaration, question, etc.: a. without qualification or
circumlocution; directly, flatly.^ b. Without deliberation or consideration; straight away, offhand. A pack
of perverse people are opposite so point blank to Monarchy in State, and Hierarchy in Church (TI, in HD, 11).
This was point blank against an Act of Parliament (BSA, 14)
a.^1627. E. F. Hist. Edw. II. (1680), 61. Spencer is
point-blanck charg'd with Insolency.
Polldavie** (OED, Poldavy). A coarse canvass or sacking,
originally woven in Brittany, and formerly much used
for sailcloth. You must be content with homely polldavie
Ware from me (Epis.1.2.x).
The one being usually full
of Taffaty, Silks, and Satins; the other of Callicoes,
Thread-ribbands, and such polldavy ware (E'p-^s . II. xxi) .
1622. Peacham, Compl. G^ent. VI. (16 34) . 54 . If they
have any wit at all, they set it like Velvet before,
though the backe (like a bankerupts doublet) be but
of paldavy or buckram.
Pomgranets. The fruit of the tree Punica Granatum, N.O.
Myrtaoeae,
a large roundish many-celled berry, with
many seeds, each enveloped in a pleasantly acid juicy
reddish pulp, enclosed in a tough leathery rind of a
golden or orange colour tinged with red. See
Pippins.
c 16 20. Robinson, Mary Magd., 109 5. Her temples,
pieces of Pomegranates seeme.
Pop'd (OED, Pop). 8. To pass, move, go or come promptly,
suddenly, or unexpectedly (up, down, in, out, about,
between, etc.). Above a hundred thousand [new buildings]
pop'd up within these forty years (Lon, 402). A new
Hand poppd out of the Sea therabouts (Parth,
"Philip the
Fourth of Austria," 43). 1660. Fuller, Mixt.
Contempt.
(1841), 200. Some presently popped into the pulpit.
Postilions.*" 2. One who rides a post-horse, a post-boy; a
swift messenger. Fig. c. 1645. Howell, Lett.(1650).I.
To Rdr. Those wing'd Postillions that can fly, From the
Antartic to the Artie sky. Those swift Postilions, my
Thoughts, find you out lately (Epis.1.1.viii).
16 85.
Gracian's
Courtiers
Orac,
160. These are the Postillions
of life, who to the swift motion of time, add the rapidity
of their own minds.
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Posture. 3. A state of being; a condition or situation in
relation to circumstances. As the posture of things stood
then (VM, in HD, 367). 1659. Clarke Papers (Camden).IV,
29 3, To acquaint your Honours with the present posture
of affaires here,
Practicu 2, Mode of action or operation; custom, habit,
usage. To make up the Month before we have practic,
that is, before any be permitted to go ashore (Epis.
I.l.xvi), 16 53, H. Cogan, tr. Scarlet
Gown, Ep, Ded.
Particularities of the practique . , , in the elections
of the said Cardinalls,
Prickeared (OED, Prick-eared), 2, Of a man: having the
hair cut short and close, so that the ears are prominent;
a nick-name applied in the 17th century to the Puritans
or "Roundheads"; whence opprobriously, priggish. The
prickeared elders (DG,11, 202). 1641. Rushw, Hist.
Coll.111.(lS92),l,k82.
The said Captain Hide said, . . .
that they were a company of prick eared and crept eared
Rascals, and that he would believe a Papist before a
Puritan.
Pro 6 Con, For and against; in favour and in opposition;
on both sides. So pro or con.
To entertain discours with
me pro 8 con, in so admirable a manner (PB, 15), 1636,
Jackson, Creed.Vlll.Hi.S.
1 will not determine pro
or con, that [etc],
Proll'd (OED, Prowl), 2. To obtain (something) by stealth,
cheating, or petty theft; to get in a clandestine way;
to pilfer, to filch. See Pill'd.
1622. Mabbe, tr,
Aleman's
Guzman d'Alf.11.132.
If we found any breach
in any wall of a house, we would prie what we could
proule from thence,
Proner (OED, Prone), 7, Ready in mind (for some action expressed or implied); eager, I thank my stars, I find
myself far proner to return a courtesy than to resent an
Injury (Epis. 11.vii).
1610. Guillim, ^eraZ^ri/. Ill.xiii,
(1660),161, The Horse , . , of all beests there is none
. . . more prone in battell or desirous of revenge.
Prop, 2, To support, sustain: esp. used in relation to
some weak or failing cause or institution. To prop
up and preserve the publick liberty (VM, in HD, 353),
1613. Shaks. Hen.VIII.l.i.S9.
Being not propt by
Auncestry, whose grace Chalkes Successors their way.

\
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Pry.

2. Pry into: to search inquisitively into (something
secret or private) ; to investigate curiously or impertinently; to make private investigations into. To pry
into (IFT, 86), 1629, H, Burton, Truth's
Triumph, 323,
To prye into this Arcanum.

Pulchritude. Beautiful, beauty. The pulchritude and preservation of the World consisted in varieties and dissimilitudes (^p-z^s. III.xxvi). 1691. Ray,
Creation,1.
(1692).94. There is great pulchritude and comliness of
Proportion in the Leaves.
Puzzle,* 1, b. To perplex or bewilder (the brain, mind,
understanding, will, wit). 3. To make puzzling; to
complicate, involve, entangle (some matter or subject);
to put into confusion, mix up, confound; to confuse or
muddle (drawing). We fear that this Clerk hath brought
something that may puzzle the business
(Epis,1.3,xxvi).
See Pericranium.

1647.

Clarendon, Hist.

Reb,11,1S,

His parts were most prevalent in puzzling and perplexing
that discourse he meant to cross.
Quack-salver (OED, Quacksalver). An ignorant person who
pretends to a knowledge of medicine or of wonderful
remedies. To be heal'd by such Phlebotomists, or
Quacksalvers (VLG, 21). See Dotard.
1605. B. Jonson,
Volpone.11.ii.
They are quack-salvers, Fellowes, that
liue by senting oyles, and drugs.
Quaint, 4, Of things: skilfully made, so as to have a good
appearance; hence, beautiful, pretty, fine, dainty.
See Couch'd.
16 71, Milton, Samson, 130 3, In his hand
A Scepter or quaint staff he bears.
Quicksilver'd (OED, Quicksilver), b, Attrib, in sense "resembling quicksilver (in quickness of movement)," as
quicksilver mind, rebel, rogue, temper. See Leadenheel'd,

1655,

Gurnall, Chr.

in

Arm.V,^,(1SS9).9^/1,

Labour therefore in hearing the Word to fix thy quicksilver mind,
Quidditative (OED, also Quiddity). Pertaining to the quiddity
or essence of a thing. Now there is no finit intellect
can form a quidditative apprehension of God (Vis, 57).
But for the comprehensive quidditie of God (Vis, 58),
1650. Charleton, Paradoxes,
9, The quidditative and
peculiarly expresse causes of all those admirable
effects of the Loadstone.
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Rabble.
To attack or assail (a person or his property) as,
along with, or by means of, a rabble; to mob. To rabble
out of, to drive from (a place) in this way, 1644,
Howell, Twelve Treat.
(1661), 132, The same kind of
riotous Rascals which rabbled the K, out of Town, To
rabble the King out of Town (PB, 35), Bourges with his
Bandogs should rabble him away (lAB, 8),
1690. Ace.
Pres, Persec,
Ch. Scot,,
26. Some who were then very
active in rabbling the Clergy.
Racket. Disturbance, loud noise, uproar, din; usually such
as is produced by noisy or disorderly conduct on the
part of one or more persons. [The country about Buckinghamshire] came in great swarmes, and joyning with the London
mechanicks, they russled up and down the streets, and kept
such a racket, making the fearfull'st riot (TI, in HD, 44),
a, 1641, Bp, Mountagu, Acts & Mon.(1S^2),
323, Antonius
. . . hearing what racket the Parthians kept in Syria.
Rambled (OED, Ramble).
Of persons: to wander, travel, make
one's way about (now usually to walk) in a free unrestrained manner and without definite aim or direction.
Having thus rambled up and down the World (Lon, 391) ,
1620, T, Peyton, Paradise,
in Farr, S.P. Jos.I.(1848).
178, Hauing rambled in the sacred keele About the world.
Also, 2, to wander in discourse (spoken or written); to
write•or talk incoherently or without natural sequence
of ideas. But I am not of those that afford much faith
to rambling Prophesies (BSA, 19). 1692, Dryden, St,
Euremont's,
Ess.,
27, I should then ramble from the
subject I have proposed to my self.
Rang (OED, Ring), Of places: to resound, re-echo, with
some sound or noise. What became of it [Action of
Fraud] I cannot tell you, but all Paris rang of it
(J?pis,I,2.xxiv). 1667. Milton, P.L.11.495. Bleating
herds Attest thir joy, that hill and valley rings.
Rank, 15, Of a strongly marked violent, or virulent type;
absolute, downright, gross. (Used to add force to terms
implying the existence of bad qualities in a person or
thing). They begin to smell rank of a Hanstown (P&P, in
HD, 105), 16 76. Marvell, Mr, Smirke,
12. The meanest
Varlet, the dullest School-boy, the rankest Idiot.
Ransacked. Searched into, explored, plundered, etc. [To
have] Ravished and ransacked (DE, 5), 1659. Sprat,
Plague of Athens (1790), 249, The ransack'd memory
Languish'd in naked poverty.
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Ranvers'd^ (OED, Renverse), To overturn or overthrow; to
bring to confusion. Fig, But God forbid that a business
of so high consequence as this . , , should be ranvers'd
by differences (£:pts, I. 3.xx) . 16 71. Mac Ward, True
Non-conf,,
2 36, Plainly to ranverse both the freedom
of making, and necessity of keeping all vowes.
Rap,

3, b. Usually with out.
To utter, "let off" (esp, an
oath) sharply, vigorously, or suddenly. They used to
rap out (IFT,

86).

1609.

Holland, Amm.

Marcell,XXVII,ii.

305, In bragging wise rapping out nothing but vaine
sounds and noyses of threats.
*^

3, b. Slang,
To swear (a thing) against
a person.
Also intr, to swear; to perjure oneself. See
Far-fetch'd,
1733, Budgell, Bee,I,20 7, He ask'd me what they had to
rap against me, I told him only a Tankard.
Rare, Unusual in respect of some good quality; of uncommon
excellence or merit; remarkably good or fine; distinguished,
A rare thing in these days (FA/^ in HD, 36 8), 16 39, Fuller,
Holy Var.Ill,xxv.(1840).164. A more substantial tower was
built, the rarest piece in that kind the world ever saw.
Rascall (OED, Rascal). 3. A low, mean, unprincipled or dishonest fellow; a rogue, knave, scamp. He had rather
have his Daughter to be reputed a Whore, then to continue Wife to such a rascall (Parth,
"Philip the Fourth
of Austria," 59). 1649. Sir E. Nicholas, in N, Papers
(camden),I.154. This rascall spake worse then they and
more contemptuously of our late blessed king.
Rear, 11, To lift up, raise, elevate, exalth, in various
fig. applications (sometimes with suggestion of other
senses of rear or raise).
They purposed to rear up in
the room of the old (Fab, in HD, 192), 16 37. R. Ashley,
tr, Malvezzi

's David

Persecuted,

5. The same action

which at one time hath reared up a Prince, should , , ,
sink him,
Refulgency** (OED, Refulgence), The quality of being refulgent; splendour, brightness, radiance. See Corruscations,
1616, Chapman, Homer's Hymn Venus, 95, Giue
me the refulgencie Of most renown'd and rich posteritie.
Retrograde, 3. Tending or inclined to go back or to revert;
moving or leading backwards, esp. towards an inferior
or less flourishing condition. All things went Cancerlike retrograde (DG,11, 143). 1664. Evelyn, Pomona,
IV.13. Nature does more delight in progress then to
be Retrograde and go backwards.
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Ridiculous, Exciting ridicule or derisive laughter; absurd,
preposterous, comical, laughable. He committed some
ridiculous Extravagancies (RN,11, 2i;. 1655, Stanley,
Hist,

Philos,(1101),2^3/2.

You are not unreasonable

as some are, who think good advice ridiculous,
Riffraff. Persons of a disreputable character or belonging
to the lowest class of a community; persons of no importance or social position. For so they call'd the
riffraff of the City (lAB,

8).

1678.

Spanish

Hist.11,12.

No body will be willing to trust himself with the riff raff
that dwell there.
Ring-leaders (OED, Ringleader). One who takes a leading place
or part among a body or number of persons who character
or conduct is reprehensible; esp. a leader, a chief instigator or organizer, of a mutiny, tumult, etc. After
the inquest and execution of som of the chief Ringleaders (Parth,
"Philip the Fourth of Austria," 59),
1613,

Purchas, Pilgrimage.IV.xi.(ISIH).HOO.

He allured

the men of his owne countrey vnto him, who followed him
as their Ring-leader to doe mischiefe.
Ripping (OED, Rip). 4. b. To open up, rake up, bring up
again into notice or discussion (esp. something unpleasant or which is to a person's discredit). This
Pope Urban grows very active, not only in things present, but ripping up of old matters (L'pts . I. 4 .xxi) .
1650. S. Clarke, Eccl. Hist.1.(IS^S),3S,
Hereupon '
he ript up Origen's faults.
Roaring, The action of the verb; the utterance of a loud
deep cry or sound. See Groan. 1687.
T. Brown, Saints
in Uproar.W^s.1130.1.12.
There's such calling of names
. . . such roaring and screaming.
Rotted (OED, Rot). 2. In various contexts, chiefly denoting
decay of a moral or abstract kind. The memory of Dido
had rotted with her body in her Grave (GD, "Of Germany,'"
22).

1594.

T.B. La.

Primaud.

Fr,

Acad,11,211.^

If wee

staye and as it were rotte in these base, brutish and
supposed pleasures.
Rub,

3, An obstacle, impediment, hindrance, or difficulty,
of a non-material nature. This great rub being taken
away (DG,11, 98), 1621, Burton, Anat, MeZ,III,2.vi.
one rub or other is ever in the way.
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Ruddy.** 1. d. Characterized by, or associated with, healthy
redness of feature. A kind of ruddy exhalation
(DG,11,
1).
1820. Keats, Lamia.1.^0.
Love, and pleasure, and
the ruddy strife of hearts and lips.'
Ruffle. To destroy the smoothness or eveness of, to spoil
the regular or neat arrangement of (cloth, the skin, etc.)
[The Neopolitans] ruffle in Silks and Sattins
(Epis.l.
1.xxxix). 1657. In Thurloe, State
P.VI.317. The paper
being loose and ruffled up, the titles of the said books
were very visible.
Ruminated. Meditated, considered, digested. See
Dropp'd.
c. 1630. Donne, Serm.lX.83.
It is a second, a Ruminated, a reflected Knowledge.
Rummaging. 2. The action of searching or overhauling. I
fell a rummaging my old papers (DE, 2 ) . 16 64. Butler,
^w^.II.iii.l086. This said in haste, in haste he fell
to romaging of Sidrophel.
Run.

13. To pass into or out of a certain state. I doubt
if they were in Heaven (whither 'tis to be fear'd
they run a great hazard ever to enter it . . . ) (TI,
in HD, 11). 1680. W. Allen, Persuasive
Peace,
Pref., p.
xxvi. What . . . should have been done to have kept
things from running to so great an extream.

Rupture. 1. b. A breach of harmony or friendly relations
between two persons or parties. c. 1645. Howell, Lett.
I.3.xxvii. For we that have business to negotiate hers
are like to suffer much by this rupture [Howell, 2nd ref.
OED].
See Doing.
1583. Stubbes, Anat.
Abus.11.(1882).
115. Making schismes, ruptures, breaches, and factions
in the church of God.
Russled (OED, Rustle). 1. b. Of persons or animals: to cause
sounds of this nature to be produced. Mechanicks and
mariners russled before White-hall and Westminster (TI,
in HD, 43). See Racket.
1627. E.F. Hist.
Edw.11.(1^80).
110. To russle boysterously, or grumbling murmui^ some •
unsavoury Prayers.
Sandy. 2. Resembling sand as lacking the quality of cohesion or stability. [A] sandy conceit (DD, 9 ) .
1628. Prynne, Cens. Cozens,
29. Who build the Antiquitie of their Canonicall Howers vpon such a sandy
foundation.
Sanguinary. Attended by blooshed; characterized by slauf^hter;
bloody. Of laws: "imposing the death-penalty freely.
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[A^battle] was so sanguinary, that there were none made
prisoners (PK, 25). c. 1645. Howell, Lett.(1655).IV.
XXIX.70. The eagerst, and most sanguinary Wars are about
Religion [Howell, 2nd ref. OED]. 1625. Bacon, Ess.
Umty in Relig. (Arh.) , 431. We may not . . . propagate
Religion, by V-Jarrs, or by Sanguinary Persecutions, to
force Consciences.
Scandalize. 5. To horrify or shock by some supposed violation
of morality or propriety. This weakness of the Cardinal
. . . did scandalize all Christendome (PK, 128). 1647.
Clarendon, Hist.
Reb.m2.
Others . . . were more scandalized at so precipitate a Promotion of a person of
such an Education.
Scatter. 2. b. To separate and disperse; to go dispersedly
or stagglingly. -Those spirits easily scatter (Vis, 48).
[Lord De la Ware] gave order that the sick Men should be
scatter'd into divers Ships (Epis.1.^.xvii).
1626.
Bacon, Sylva,
138. Sound diffuseth it selfe in round
. . .; But if the Sound, which would scatter in Open Aire,
be made to goe all into a Canale; it must needs giue
greater force to the Sound.
Scrue* (OED, Screw). 3. b. With object a person or his attributes. The more I scrue up my spirits to reach it
[the mystery of the soul], the more I am swallowed in
a gulf of admiration (Epis.11.Ixxiv).
He scrued up the
strings of his Commission too high (DG,11, 92). See
Loop

hole.

1646.

Quarles, Judgem.

& Mercy .1.1'Tks .

(Grosart).I.69/1. Let's skrue our pamper'd hearts a
pitch beyond the reach of dull-browd sorrow.
Scuffle. A scrambling fight; an encounter with much hustling
and random exchange of blows; a tussle. The scuffle
ended (PK, 134). c. 1645. Howell, Lett.(1650).I.2.xix.
32. Ther was a scuffle lately here 'twixt the Duke of
Navers and the Cardinal of Guise, who . . . meeting the
last week . . . from words they fell to Blows [Howell,
2nd. ref. OED]. 1670. Baxter, Cure Ch.-div.(ed.
3).Pref.
II.7.B4. I tell you again that a battel or a foot-ball
skuffle will not settle the discomposed and divided
Churches.
Sculking* (OED, Skulk). 2. To hide or conceal oneself, to
keep out of sight, to avoid observation, esp. with some
sinister motive or in fear of being discovered; to lurk.
Many Bandito's lay sculking in the Town (7?//,II, 18).
Pirates on the Sea-side . . . lie sculking in the hollov.'s
of the Rocks (L-ptc . 1.1. xxiii) . [Algier Men cf War] lav'
skulking in the Creeks thereabout (Epis.1.1.xxvi).
It
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was that some odd fellows went skulking up and down
London streets (Epis,1,8,xlix),
1641. J, Jackson, True
Evang,^ T,1,1S,
Man is a yong Lyon , , , lurking and
sculking to doe mischiefe,
Scumme (OED, Scum), 3, Applied to
of humanity; the lowest class
place or country. The Scumme
1610, B, Rich, Deser, Irel.,
are next in request, the very
Countrey.

persons: the offscourings
of the population of a
of the Countrey (IFT, 37).
37, The Kerne of Ireland
drosse and scum of the

Scummie** (OED, Scummy), Having the nature or appearance
of scum. See Pack,
1690, C. Nesse, Hist,
& Myst.
0. & N. ITest, 1.40. The strength of his faith dashes
down all the scummy babbles of carnal reasonings.
Set down, 14 3, g. To determine or resolve upon. To sift
out and set down the truth of things (DG,1, 3).
16 32.
Bp, Hall, Hard Texts,
Luke,XIV.29-31. [He] must , ,,,
set it downe with his owne heart to undergoe resolutely
all the difficulties that [etc].
Shallow brain'd** (OED, Shallow-brained). Having shallow
brains; having no depth of intellect. [The] poor
shallow brain'd Sciolists (VLG, 18). That opinion of
a poor shallow-brained Puppy (Epis.IV.vii).
a. 1634?
Chapman, Alphonsus.l.i.1.
No, Englishman, thou art . . .
Too shallow-brain'd to undermine my throne.
Shallow-pated** (OED, Shallow-pate). A person of shallow
intellect. Some shallow-pated Puritan, in reading
this, will shoot his bolt (i^pts, IV.xxxvi). 1600,
Garzoni's

Hosp.

Incur,

Fooles.,

A3b,

Shallow-pates and

ninnie-hammers.
Ship-board (OED, Shipboard). On shipboard: on board ship.
None must carry a pointed knife about him; which makes
the Hollander, who is us'd to Snik and Snee, to leave
his Horn-sheath and knife a Ship-board when he comes
ashore (Epis.1,1,xli).
1660-1, Pepys, Diary, 14 Feb.
The first time I ever carried my wife a-ship-board.
Shoot his bolt (OED, Shoot a bolt). 13, To push or slide
(a bar or bolt of a door or the like) into or out of
its fastenings. Also to force (a lock). See Shallowpated,
a. 1617. Bayne, On Eph. (1658), 104, I have
power to shoot the bolt and lock it.
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Shot. 2. Of a stalk, blade, etc: that has grown or
sprouted. She hath shot up, and spread her branches
(DG,1, 15). 1629, Z, Boyd, Last Battell,
726 (Jam.).
The sunne , , , maketh , , , the comes to come vp at
the first with small green points, and after that to
shoote vp to the shot-bled.

Shrink. 2, b. Of a textile fabric: to contract when wetted,
Phr. to shrink
in the wetting:
app, orig, said proverbially
of cloth manifactured in some northern countries; hence,
allusively and fig, of anything that is damaged or depreciated in value. That Friendship is like to last long,
and never to shrink in the wetting (Epis.11.xii).
165 3,
R, Carpenter (title).
The Anabaptist washt and washt and
shrunk in the washing.
Shuffled** (OED, Shuffle). 5. e. To shuffle
up: to manage
in secret; to hush up. A gentleman's parents shuffled
up a forc'd Match (Epis.l.S,xx).
For fear a peace be
shuffled up on a sudden (Tran, 13). 1608, Willet,
Hexapla Exod., 551, The Spanish Inquisition, which is
shuffled vp in corners,
Sift, 3, To examine closely into, to scrutinize narrowly,
so as to find out the truth. See Set down.
1646, Sir
T. Browne, Pseud, ^p,I.viii.(1686).23. We may explore
and sift their verities.
Sleazy,* 2, b, Transf, and fig.
Slight, flimsy, unsubstantial.
I cannot well away with such sleazy Stuff
(Epis.l,l,i).
1648. Petit.
Eastern Ass.,
26. Their vain, and sleasy
opinions about Religion.
Slipped (OED, Slip). 2. To pass or go lightly or quietly;
to move quickly and softly, without attracting notice;
to glide or steal, a, with away, off,
out; from,
out
of.
Some things which had insensibly slipped away from
the crowne (BSA, 13), 1671, Milton, P,i?,IV,216, When
slipping from thy Mothers eye thou went'st Alone into
the Temple.
Slubber'd (OED, Slubbered), Soiled, smeared; dirty; sullied.
With slubber'd eyes sitting upon Weeping-Crosse (TI, in
HD, 83) [Howell, 3rd ref, OED], 1619, Fletcher, False
One,11.Hi.
Pompey I overthrew: what did that get me?
The slubber'd Name of an anauthoriz'd Enemy,
Smelt (OED, Smell), 9. To exhale or emit the odour of, to
have the smell of, something, I thank you heartily for
your last letter, in regard I found it smelt of the Lamp
(Epis.11,xxi),
1662, J. Davies, tr, Mandelslo's
Trav.,
94. They gave him a bottle that smelt of Oyle.
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Smutted. Begrimed, smirched, dirtied, etc. I think Clotho
had her finger smutted in snuffing the CandDe (Epis.
II.i). 1622. Drayton, Poly-olb.XXV.3^.
Whence that
infernal Flood, the smutted Acheron Shoves forth her
sullen head.
Snatched.* Hurriedly or hastily obtained or taken. Yet
are the intellectual powers inclined to be transported,
and snatched away by the sunsual appetit (Vis, 35).
The Upper Sphere . . . snatcheth all the other nine
after (L-p-^s. 1.1 .xxvi) . 1615. G. Sandys,
Trav.1.8H.
Full boules of wine por'd on; and goblets (gladding
soules) Of blacke bloud, and snatcht [L. rapti] milke.
Snik and Snee. a. vb. To thrust and cut. b. adv.
With
thrusting and cutting. See Ship-board.
1665. Marvell,
Charact.
Holland,
96. When stagg'ring upon some Land,
Snick and Sneer, They try, like Statuaries, if they
can, cut out each other's Athos to a Man.
Sodder (OED, Solder). 6. To adhere, unite, grow together.
There were a trick to sodder up [Tom's] mouth (Epis.
II.Ixxv). 1641. Milton, Prel. Episc,
22. Wee . . .
take up there those cast principles which will soone
cause us to soder up with them againe.
Spatter'd (OED, Spatter). 5. To eject small drops of saliva
or particles of food, etc., from the mouth; to splutter
while speaking; to cause spattering in any way. The
Grave spatter'd and shook his Head (L'p-z^s. 1. 4 .xv) [Howell,
3rd ref. OED]. 1649. Milton, Eikon, 19. That mind
must needs be irrecoverably deprav'd, which . . . tasting
but once of one just deed, spatters at it, and abhorrs
the relish ever after.
Spick and span-new. Absolutely or perfectly new; brand new;
perfectly fresh or unworn. See Peep'd.
1614. B. Jonson,
Barth.

Fair.111.v.(190^).S6.

Sir, this is a spell against

'hem, spicke and span new.
Split (OED, Spill). II.9. To shed (blood). See Blood.
1638. Junius, Paint.
Ancients,
131. A great deal of
bloud would have been spilled that day betvzeen them two.
Spissitude. Density, thickness, compactness. From this
grossness and spissitude of Air proceeds the slow nature
of the Inhabitants (Epis.1.1.viii).
1658. A. Fox,
Wurtz' Sung.11.xiv.103.
In the joynt must not remain
any spissitude or grossness when it is almost healed.
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Spun,** 2, With out.
Unduly prolonged or protracted, [To
be] spun out above seven (VM, in HD, 363), 1879
Grove's Diet. Mus.l.SHS/2,
We can pardon a few awkward
or tedious phrasas, a few spun-out passages,
1

Squander'd' (OED, Squandered), Dispersed; scattered, [The
Jews] now grown contemptible, and strangely squander'd
up and down the World (L-pie. 1.6 ,xiv), The least Part
of his [The Duke of Savoy] Territories lie there [Italy],
being squander'd up and down amongst the Alps (Epis.
I,l.xiii), c 1645, Howell, Lett,(1650),I,329, This
once select nation of God . . . is become now a scorned
squandered people all the earth over. 16 81. Dryden,
Span. Frair.l.i.
Upon the Skirts of Arragon our squander'd troops he rallies,
Squeazie (OED, Squeasy), 2, Of the stomach: readily nauseated, easily upset, [To have] a squeazie stomacke
(DG,1, 21) [Howell, 2nd ref. OED], 1655, Fuller, Ch.
Hist.VI.299
. My weak and squeazie stomacke will hardly
digest the wing of a small rabbet or chicken.
Staple, Having the chief place among the articles of production or consumption, the industries, employments, etc.
Of a place, a people, or an individual, or among the
constituent elements of anything, I shall be careful
to send you hance from time to time the currentest and
most staple stuff I can find (Epis.111.ii).
a, 1661.
Fuller, Worthies,
Glouc. (1662), 351, The staple use
of Sider is at Sea, where it quencheth thirst better
than other liquor,
Star'd** (OED, Starred). 2, Marked with the representation
or figure of a star; studded or adorned with star-like
figures. e. Marked or distinguished, 4, Influenced by
the stars: born under a (lucky or unlucky) star. See
Hooted. 1611, Shaks, Wint, T,III,ii.100, My third
comfort (Star'd
most vnluckily),
Stark blind. Quite blind. Piercing beams, that dazle the
eyes of disloyalty, and strikes her stark blind at last
(P&P, in HD, 105). 1666. J. Davies, Hist, Caribby
Isl,,
251. In the Streets they have met with many one-eyed,
and many stark blind people.
Steepinesse (OED, Steepiness). The condition of being
"steepy"; steepiness. See Cragginesse,
1612, [W,
Biddulph] Trav. four English Men, 90, The mountainse
. . , somewhat steepy , , , we rode so farre as we
could for steepinesse and then , . . tooke vpon vs to
clambe vp on foote.

k.
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Stick, 26, e. To refuse to be enticed, led or turned from;
to attend unremittingly to (an occupation, course of
action, work, e t c ) . Do not stick to say (LF, in HD, 39 8)
1611, Shaks, Cymb.IV.ii.10,
Sticke to your Journall
course: the breach of Custome, Is breach of all.
Stickler, 2, One who takes an active or busy part (in a contest, affair, cause, e t c ) ; an active partisan; a
(great, chief, e t c ) agent, mover, or instigator. Palumbo [is] a great stickler for the people, and in singular
esteem (RN,11, 194). 1643, Decl, Commons (Reb, Ireland),
22. The Queen with her Romish Priests , . , have been
principall Actions and Sticklers herein.
Stirs (OED, 5'tir), 2, Active or energetic movement of a number of persons (or animals); bustle, activity. There
are great stirs like to arise 'twixt the Bohemians and
the elected King the Emperor (^p-z^s, I.l.x). 1643. Milton,
Comus, 5, Above the smoak and stir of this dim spot.
Which men call Earth,
Sucking (OED, Suck), 6, To draw (air, breath) into the mouth;
to inhale (air, smoke, etc.). I am upon point of perfect
recovery, whereunto the sucking in of English Air, and
sight of some Friends, conduc'd not a little (^pis.I.2.iv).
1643, Sir T, Herbert, Trav.,
150. Tobacco suckt through
water by long canes or pipes. Also, 12. To draw money,
information, or the like from (a person); to rob (a person
or thing) of its resources or support; to drain, "bleed,"
One may suck out of them, what they have been many yeares
a gathering (IFT, 40), 1617. Sir T. Roe, in Embassy
(1899), 419, In hope to gett, no man can escape him
[the King]; when hee hath suck'd them, hee will not knowe
them.
Sudden. Suddenly, 1. b. On or upon a Tor the) sudden (also
on sudden,
o' the sudden),
arch. Very common c 15601700, See Shuffled.
a. 1648, Digby, Closet
Opened
(1669), 188, When all is heated through, it [so, gravy]
will quicken of a sudden.
Sunk,** 2. c. Of the spirits: depressed, low. This [not
being able to see the Prince] sunk deep into the old
Duke (i?pis.I.3.xxv). 1719. DeFoe , Crwsoe. II. (Globe).
471. I was exceedingly sunk in my Spirits.
Swaddled (OED, Swaddle). 2, To wrap round with bandages; to
envelop with wrappings; to swathe, bandage,
Tis not
fitting, that Paper, which is made but of old Rags,
wherewith Letters are swaddled, should have the same
privilege as Love (Epis.l.l.xxxiv).
a, 1640, Day, Pari.
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Bees.V.(1881).38. To have their temples girt and
swadled up With night-caps.
Sways (OED, Sway). 4. Inclination or bias in a certain direction; occas, deviation from a course of action. This
opinion sways most among the Oriental Jews (Fp-^s, II, viii),
1645. Milton, Tetrach,,
29, Such a peculiar sway of
likmg, or disliking in the affairs of matrimony,
Tack'd** (OJFZ?, Tack). 7, A course or line of conduct or
action; implying change or difference from some preceding or other course. Here they tack'd about to a
second choice (PcgP, in HD, 104). 1675. V, Alsop, AntiSozzol,29,
No man more reall when he offers an Injury,
nor more complement al in his Courtesies; for he's just
now standing upon a Tack,

Tackle,** 4. c. To grapple with, to try to deal with (a task,
a difficulty, e t c ) ; to try to solve (a problem), A .
quadrat solid wise man should involve and tackle himself
within his own Virtue, (^pis.I.6.Iviii). 1847, E, FitzGerald, Lett,(1880).I,i7i. There was no difficulty at all
in coming to the subject at once, and tackling it,
Taillage (OED, Tallage), To impose tallage upon; to tax.
The tally and taillage of France (IFT-, 74). 1523,
Ld, Berners, Froiss.l.ccxxxii.
319. Without taxyhg or
talagyng any of your subgettes or countre.
Tainted, Stained, tinged; contaminated, infected, corrupted;
touched with putrefaction or incipient decay; affected
with some cojrrupting influence. All Egypt and Barbary,
with Lybia and the Negroe's Country, are tainted and
tann'd with this black Religion (Epis.11,x),
16 30. B.
Jonson, New Inn,11.ii.
Host,
. , ,And speakes a little
taynted, fly-blowne Latin, After the Schoole,
Tally, 3. Reckoning, score, account. See Taillage,
1648,
C, Walker, Hist.
Independ.1.9S.
He that hath a Tally
of every man's faults but his own hanging at his Girdle.
Tamper. 5. To meddle or interfere with (a thing) so as to
misuse, alter, corrupt, or pervert it. Be cautious how
you tamper with my Soveraigne power (Para, 6 ) , Princes
natures are ticklish things to tamper'd withall (DG,11, 52)
The Lord Weston tamper'd with the one, and my Lord cot- •
tington took pains with the other (Epis.l.S,xix),
1641.
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Tann'd
(OED, Tan). 2. To make brown (the face or skin), esp.
by exposure to the sun or weather; to embrown, sunburn;
hence, to make dark or tawny in colour. Fig. see
Tainted.
Tantaliz'd (OED, Tantalize), To subject to torment like that
inflicted on Tantalus; to torment by the sight, show,
or promise of a desired thing which is kept out of reach,
or removed or withheld when on the point of being grasped.
[The King] is yet, as one may say, but tantaliz'd (Epis.
III.l). 16 46. Trapp, Comm, John,VI,SS.
Our Richard II,
was starved at Pomfret Castle by being tantalized.
Tatter'd (OED, Tattered), 2, Torn or rent so as to hang in
tatters; ragged. See Flaggy,
1600, Holland, Livy,II.
xxiii.58, His apparrell was all to tattered, foule and
loathsome.
Thank my Stars.

Ejaculatory phrases, as thank

thanked;

thank

(or the)

stars, to congratulate oneself on one's good

fortune.

goodness,

See Proner,

thank
1599,

heaven.

God, God be

To thank one's

Shaks. Much

Ado,111,v,IS,

Yes I thank- God, I am as honest as any man liuing, that
is an old man, and no honester then I.
Throaty.
[f. as prec+-y]. Of vocal sounds, or of the voice:
produced or modified in the throat; guttural; hoarse.
The conclusion of this rambling Letter shall be a Rhyme
of certain hard throaty words (L'p-^s, II .Ixxi), c 1645,
. Howell, Lett,(16 50).II.Ixxiii.112. A rime of certain
hard throaty words . , , accounted the difficultst in
all the whole Castilian language. 186 3. E,C, Clayton,
Queens of Song.11,108,
In flexibility she was surpassed
by few singers , , , but for purity of tone and volume,
her organ , , , was throaty.
Thump, 3, To strike or beat with force or violence, with
an abrupt dull noise; to knock or bump with force.
Masanello gave him a good thump upon the breast with
a stone. (Parth,
"Philip the Fourth of Austria," 45),
166 3, Butler, Hudibras,1,Hi.S20.
Colon, chusing out
a stone. Level'd so right, it thumpt upon His manly
Paunch,
Ticklish.* 4. Unstable, unsteady, unsettled, uncertain,
fickle. I have been transported too far by this ticklish
digression (IFT, 47). We will know what a ticklish and
tremendous Task it is to treat of Kings (PK, To the Reader)
See Tamper,
1606, Gardiner, Hist. Eng.1.^08.note.
Considering , . . how ticklish their disposition is towards
the State.
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Tintamar. A confused noise, uproar, clamour, racket
hubbub, clatter. Nor is there any Motion, or the
least tintamar of Trouble (Epis,1,1.xix),
1640
Eovjell, Dodona's Gr., 64, He preservd Ampelona , , ,
without the least tintamarre or noise of commotion
'•??V®J?-' 2^^ ^®^- ^^^3- 1603. Florio, Montaigne. 111.
X111.6 44, Hee learned and profited much by that hurly
burly or tintimare.
Too too (OED, Too), 4, Reduplicated for emphasis: Too too
(Formerly occas. written as one word, toto,
totoo,
tootoo).
(Very common c 1540-1660,). Tell me of my
eaknesses, which are (God wot) too too many (Epis.
I,5.xi), 1654-66. Earl Orrery, Parthen,
(1676), 547,
Her fears were but too-too well grounded,
Tosse* (OED, Toss). 1, A pitching up and down or to and
fro. Tossing and tumbling him up and down (Tran,
9),
[To] tosse and tumble the humours (IFT, 35), Sir Herbert,
Trav,,
Ded. This poure Barque . . . hath endurde many
tosses at Sea, and is now tost on Land. 2, A state of
agitation or commotion. The tossings, turmoylings and
tumblings of other Regions (ET, 5). 1666. Pepys, Diary,
2 June. This put us at the Board into a tosse.
Tough, 4, Capable of great physical endurance; strongly
resisting force, injury, fatigue, e t c ; not easily
overcome, tired, or impared; hardy, stout, sturdy.
See Hardy,

a, 1602,, in Campion, Art

Eng.

Poesie.V,18.

All the glebe His tuffe hands manur'd. Also, 6. Difficult to do, accomplish, perform, or deal with; hard,
trying, laborious, troublesome. c 1645. Howell, Lett,
(1650),I,4,XV,117, [The town of Brdda] hath yeelded
. , , after a tough siege of thirteen months [Howell,
2nd ref, OED], 1619, Visct. Doncaster, Let. in Eng, &
Germ, (Camden), 133, To perswade them to hearken to a
treaty would prove a tough piece of worke,
Traboccant,' a, obs, rare, [ad. It, Traboccante,
pres, pple,
of traboccare
to overflow, superabound,[ Superabundant,
excessive; preponderant, 16 51, Howell, Venice, 208,
The power of one might not so out-poize and be trabocant
that the rest shold be in danger to be blown up, 1654.
Parthenop,,
Pref,, Ajb. One could hardly discern which
Scale would be traboccant and overpoising. See Counter-

poise,
Treasur'd (OED, Treasure), 4, To hold or keep as precious;
to cherish, prize. Hence, treasured, stored, hoarded
up, highly valued, [That rare Knowledge] I find you
have already treasur'd up (J?pt8, II. viii). 1675, Brooks,
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Gold. Key,Was.18S1
up wrath.

.V,13S,

Wrath to come is treasured-

Tremendous. Such as to excite trembling, or awe; awful;
"dreadful; horrible; astonishingly terrible," See
Ticklish,
1657-83. Evelyn, Hist.
Relig,Vlll,(18S0),
ii,17. Not blaspheming the tremendous name of God,
Trench'd** (OED, Trench), 7. d. To trench or encroach upon.
There were many Traverses, which trench'd as much if
not more upon the Privileges of Parliament
(Epis,IV.xii),
1626, B, Jonson, Staples
Of N.V.vi,
Who did? I? I
trench the liberty o' the subjects?
Trickles (OED, Trickle), 2, To emit falling or flowing
drops; to drip or run (with ters, blood, e t c ) ; to
shed tears. Sweat that trickles down his cheeks
(PB, 19), 1611, Bible, LaTT?^Ill.49 , Mine eye trickleth downe and ceaseth not,
Tripudiant (OED, Tripudiate), 2. Dancing; fig. exultant,
triumphant. Such a tripudiant humor of joy (Parth,
"Philip the Fourth of Austria," 55). 1629. H. Burton,
Truth's
Triumph,
295. After a goodly flourish and
triumphall tripudiation, as if the field were already
won.
Truckle. 1. To sleep in a truckle-bed. Const. Under (beneath) the person occupying the high bed, or the high
bed itself. 1657. Howell, Londinop.,
399. ISt.
Paul's]
having a large Church . , , truckling, as one may say,
under her Chancel [Howell, 3rd ref. OED], 1658. E.
Phillips, Gard. Tulips,
51. The Knight keeps to his
Lady in the high bed, and never truckles. 2, To take
a subordinate or inferior position; to be subservient,
to submit, to give precedence, I have always made
Reason, and other sciences to truckle under Divinity
their mistress (Vis, 116), 1667, Pepys, Diary, 2
Sept. He will never , . . truckle under any body or
any faction, but do just as his own reason and lodgment directs,

*

Trudge, To walk laboriously, wearily, or without spirit,
but steadily and persistently; "to 30g on; to march
heavily on"(J.). Sometimes merely an undignified
equivalent of "walk," "go on foot." To trudge up
and down (IFT, 70), 1622, Mabbe, tr.pieman 8
Guzman d'Alf.1.219.
1 . . . trugg'd along with my
sore legge.
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Truss'd (OED, Truss).
To tie in a bundle, or stow away
vi^'^^rw.-ih ^^^^^^P:tacle; to bundle, pack. Also with
«p. (With the stuff, or the bundle or receptacle, as
9^3-.^-^Olf^ ^ ? ^ ^ Brethren have truss'd up their Baggage
(^pts,II,lxxvi), 1623. Bingham, Xenophon, 69, They
trussed vp their baggage, and , . . marched forth,
Tugg (()ED, Tug). An act or the action of tugging; a forcible or violent pull; a severe strain or drag. She
had never been able to tugg so long (PB, 95), 1635,
Quarles, Embl, IV, Hi. 28 . The idle vessell slides
that watry lay. Without the blast, or tug, of wind, or
Oare,
Tumble,* 6. To propel or drive headlong, or with a falling,
stumbling, or rolling movement; to precipitate; to
throw or thrust roughly or forcibly; to toss, pitch,
bundle. See Tosse.
1684. Bunyan, Pilgr.11,23.
They
were greatly tumbled up and down in their minds, and
knew not what to do.
Tumult. Commotion of a multitude, usually with confused
speech or uproar; public disturbance; disorderly or
riotous proceeding. There happened a huge tumult
(i?;i^,II, 34), 1615. G. Sandy's, Trav,,
8, To avoid
occasions of tumult,
Tupisturvy (OED, Topsy-turvy), b. With the higher where
the lower should be; in or into a reversed condition;
with inversion of the natural or proper order; less
definitely, with things all in wrong places or positions;
in or into utter confusion, dislocation, or disorder.
1640, Howell, Dodona's Gr,, 50, They would have turned
up tupsiturvy the very kingdome of Satan [Howell's unusual spelling, also tupsiturvie,
only recording in OED],
a, 1623. Fletcher, Love's Cure.11.ii.
Custom hath
turn'd Nature topsyturvy in you,
Turmoylings (OED, Turmoiling). The action of the verb
turmoil; commotion, agitation, disquietude; also,
toiling, severe labour. See Tosse.
1691, Wood, Ath,
Oxon,11,20S,
After a great deal of moyling, turmoyling,
perfidiousness, and I know not what, he laid down his
head and died.
Twinkling. 3, The time taken in winking the eye; a very
brief period; a moment, an instant. He got away in
the twinkling of an eye (RN,1, 46), 1557, Traheron,
Expos, John,l.Ujh,
He shewed not him selfe the twinckling of an eye, and so vanished awaie.
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Twist.** 10, b. To wrest the form or meaning of; to pervert, to distort; to force a meaning from, I will
twist up what I know in this point (Epis,1,S
.xiv).
1829. Lytton, Disowned,XhV.ii.
1 tried to twist her
words into a hundred meanings.
Uncharitableness, The quality or character of being uncharitable [A Christian Will] argues uncharitableness (J?pis. I,6,xvii) . 165 3. Jer. Taylor, Serm, for
Year, Winter,11,11.
The Uncharitablenesse of men towards
his poor.
Undream'd-of (OED, Undreamed). 1,
of, 2, With of.
This sudden
an Astonishment into them all
Pagitt, Christianography
(ed,
were unexempted, and deposing
dreamed of,

Not imagined or thought
undream'd-of Order struck
(Epis.l.U .xxvi).
16 36,
2),II.40, Ecclesiasticks
of Kings was then un-

Unhing'd** (OED, Unhinged). Thrown into confusion; unsettled, disordered. See Dislocated.
1719, DeFoe,
Crusoe,11.(Globe).S09
, 1 might by my loose and unhing'd Circumstances be the fitter to embrace a Proposal for Trade.
Unlock'd (OED, Unlock). 2. To set free by undoing a lock;
chiefly fig.,
to allow to flow or come forth; to make
open to all. As soon as my senses are unlocl'd, I
get up (Epis.l.S.xxxii).
1697. Dryden, Virg,
George,
11,245, For thee my. tuneful Accents will I raise , , ,
Once more unlock for thee the sacred Spring,
Unlucky, 3, Having ill-luck; meeting with misfortune or
mishap, [This] unlucky storm (BSA, 13), See Hole and
Muffled,
1627. J. Taylor (Water P.), Navy of Land
Ships,\Jks,(lS30)
.19/1.
Some Ships . . . are so vnlucky, that they neuer make a good voyage.
Untimely, 2, Before the proper or natural time; prematurely, [Many] design'd to succed in the Empire
were untimely made away (DE, 8),
1660. Trial
Regie,
36, When that Blessed King was untimely taken away.
Up and down,* 3, Here and there; at various points; esp,
in several or diverse places throughout a district,
country, etc. See Clambered,
Cragginesse,
Rambled,
Soukling,
Squander'd,
Tosse, ^nd Trudge,
1601, B.
Jonson, Poetaster.I,ii.(1905).18, He , , . liu d
obscurely vp and downe in boothes, and taphouses.
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Uproar. An insurrection or rising of the populace; a
serious tumult, commotion, or outbread of disorder
among the people or a body of persons. The chiefest
contrivers of this uproar (SIP, 74). 1628, Coke,
On Litt.,
109b, Keeping the king'jS peace in time of
sudden uproares.
Useful'st (OED, Useful), 2, Of things, actions, e t c :
having the character or quality to be of use or utility;
suitable for use; advantageous, profitable, beneficial.
The Quill is the useful'st thing which preserves that
noble Virtue Friendship (Epis.IV.i).
1644, Milton,
Educ,
99, The usefullest points of grammar.
Voice-less (OED, Voiceless), Having no voice; destitute of
the power of utterance; uttering no words or speech:
dumb, mute. They were struck dumb and voice-less
(Fab, in HD, 179). 1535, Coverdale, i4ets, VIII, 32 , As
a lambe voycelesse before his sherer so opened he not
his mouth.
Wagg'd (OED, Wag). To oscillate, shake. To be in motion
or activity; to stir, move. Not a leaf wagg'd (DG,11, 1)
16 36, Featly, Clavis Myst.XXlll.291.
Driven to fly
with her heavie burden with which she is scarce able to
wag.
Waggeries (OED, Waggery), 2, A waggish action or speech;
in early use, a piece of mischievous jesting; a practical joke. There be some things in him that answer
for his waggeries (^pts.I.5.xiii). 1604. Breton,
Grimellos
Fort,
TGrosart), 9/2. If I should tell you
the tenth part of the waggeries, that I passed through.
Wary, 2, On one's guard, cautious, careful. See Meddle,
1659, Burton's
Diary (1828).IV,272, I hope the gentlemen will be clear, and that they will be warier hereafter.
Waste, 4, Of speech, thought, or action: profitless, serving no purpose, idle, vain. Sure they [Ancestors]
were not so sill as to waste their brains in making
Laws against Chimeras (Epis,111.xxiii).
1598. R.
Bernard, tr. Terence,
Heautontim.lV,3.v.
He shall make
but a wast errand [L. frustra veniet].
Wean. 2. To detach or alienate (a person, his desires or
affections) from some accustomed obDect of pursuit or
enjoyment; to reconcile by degrees to the privation of
something. Before I wean myself from Italy
(Epvs.1.1
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xiii.). I presume you have by this time tasted of the
sweetness of Travel, and that you wean'd your affections
from England for a good while (L'pts, I. 3.ii). 1616, B,
Jonson, Every Man in H.l.i.
How happie, yet, should I
esteem my selfe. Could I (by any practice) weane the
boy from one vaine course of studie, he affects,
Whit. A very small, or the least, portion or amount; a
particle, jot, "bit." [Crystal-Glass] never wastes
or loses a whit of its first weight (epis.l.l.xxix),
1665, Bunyand, Holy Citie
('1669), 182. Thou must
enter in by every whit of Christ, or thou shalt enter
in by never whit of him.
Wild. 'Of a place or region; uncultivated or uninhabited;
hence, waste, desert, desolate, (Often with special
reference to the character or aspect of such places,)
Tis a wild kind of Harbor (DD, 10), 1644, Manwayring,
Sea-mans Diet,,
85. A wild Roade, is a Roade where
there is little Land on any side, but lies all open to
the sea.
Winnowed (OED, Winnow), 2. b. To separate (the valuable
part from th worthless); (now esp. with out) to extract, select, or obtain (something desirable) by such
separation, [Purposes that have been pondred] and
winnowed by the debate of his sages (DG,1, 179). 1647,
May, Hist,
ParZt,I,vii.73. These inventions were but
sives, made of purpose to winnow the best men.
Wrangling. 1, b. Controversial argument or debate; contentious
disputation, [To] stand bare-headed before any wrangling Bench of common pleading (PB, 37). 1641. Milton,
Reformation,
25. What wrangling the Bishops and Monks
had about the reading, or not reading or Origen,
Yelling,

1, b. Characterized by or filled with yells.

Howling,

169 7,

Dryden, Aeneis.111.881.

See

His brother

Cyclops hear the yelling Roar.

Wilson identifies the following words first accredited
to Howell in the OED,
.
^
Branling, A wavering or agitation. He was branling in
hit belief (HMD, in HD, 1U6). 1646, Howell,
^^^^^
Ludov, 3. There are branlings and trepidations amongst
them.
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Wavering, vacillating, insecure, c 1645, Howell,
Lett.V.47. Whosoever was found pendulous, or branling
[ed. 1713 branling] in his Religion. 1646.
Lustra
Ludov, 169. Notwithstanding the branling hazardous
stand he was at.
Confarreation. b. A wedding, marriage, c 1645, Howell,
Lett.IV.(16 50),110, Wishing you all conjugall joy and
a happy confarreation, I rest your affectionat Cousin,
J. H, Lett,V,161, Wishing you , , , if you have her,
a happy conferreation.
Contigated (OED, Contignate). [f, pp.1, stem of L. contignare to join together with beams, timbers, or sticks, f,
con-+tignum
building material, piece of timber,] trans,
to join together with beams, 16 51. Howell, Venice, 70,
The whole Bulk is supported besides with most curious
Arches, contignated and joyn'd together by marvailous
Art,
Cruentous, Bloody. 1648, Venice Looking-glass,
9. Thus
a cruell and most cruentous civil war began, 1651.
Howell, Venice,
12 5. A most cruentous fight pass'd on
both sides. 1675. Burthogge, Cawsa Dei, 301, The
insufficiency of cruentous Sacrifices.
Cumble, 2. Highest point, apex, culmination, (A Gallicism
affected by Howell,) 1640, Howell, Dodona's Grove, 42,
For a cumble of all felicity. c 1645. Lett,III,xxxi.
In Philip the seconds time the Spanish Monarchy came to
its highest cumble, 1650. Cotgrave's Fr, Eng,
Diet.,
Ep. Ded, This word Souverain . . . hath rais'd it self
to that cumble of greatnes that it is now applied only
to the King,
Eloignate (OED, Eloin, Eloign), To remove to a distance,
1642, Howell, For, Trav, (Arb.), 56. Nor is some
vulgar Greek so farre adulterated, and eloignated from
true Greek, as Italian is from the Latin, 1847, Craig,
Eloinate,

to remove,

Eventilate, 2, To lay open to discussion; toJ^iscuss; to
ventilate, 1657. Howell, Londinap,,311,
It is nowhere so narrowly discussed and eventilated. Ibb9.
Addr.

Yug,

Gentry

Eng.,

136.

This is a subject so

copiously and methodically elsewhere , . . eventuated,
Infandous, Unspeakable, not to be spoken of; nefarious.
This infandous custom of swearing, I observe, reigns
in England lately more than anywhere else (Spts.1.5,xi;.
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1644. Howell, Twelve Treat,
(1661), 135, With what
infandous blasphemies have Pulpits rung! 1658, Phillips,
Infandous
, , , monstrously wicked and hainous,
Nefandous. [f. L. nefan-us,
f. ne-not+/andw8 "to be spoken,"
gerundive of fari to speak]. Not to be spoken of; unmentionable; abominable, atrocious. 1640. Howell,
Dodona's Gr. (1645), 150, There was a complication of
many nefandous crimes, 1702, C, Mather, Magn. Chr.
VI.vii,(1852).449, Sometimes he , , . belch'd out most
nefandous blasphemies against the God of heaven.
Pedicular. [ad, L, Pedicular-is,
f. pedicul-us
louse,] Of
or pertaining to a louse or lice; lousy. Howell
Parly of Beasts,
26, I am not subject to breed Lice
and other Vermin; And whereas this pedicular disease
[etc] attend Mankind. 172 7-41. Chambers, Cycl. s.v.
Pedicularis
Morbus,
Herod is said to have died of the
pedicular disease.
Scruffy, [f. Scruff sb,+y.] Scaly, covered with scruf.
1660, Howell, Parly of Beasts,
IS,
The Serpent goes
to Fenell when he would , , , cast off his old scruffy
skin to wear a new one, 1841. Lever, C, O'Malley,
xxx.
Every man, woman, and child has a brown, scruffy, turflike face,
Sollevation, Obs, [ad. It. sollevazione
(=Sp.
solevacion),
f. sollevare:
see p r e c ] Insurrection. J. Howell,
Lustra Ludov.,
105. Some of the chiefest instruments^
of this sollevation were cut off by the sword of justice.
Ibid.,
127, So this dangerous sollevation was quash'd
by a high hand of Royall power, 1687, Rycaut, Hist,
Turks,11.88.
The bright Beams of justice and Government having dissipated the Storms and Fury of popular
Sollevations,
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Advice

Sent from the prime Statesmen of Florence;
How England may come to Herself
again. Which is. To call in
the King; Not upon Articles,
But in a Free
confident
way:
Which Advice came immeditaely
upon the Readmission of the Secluded Members, And Coppies therof
being
delivered
to the Chiefest
of Them, It produc'd
happy
Effects,
See this work in Historicall
Discourses,
London: Printed by J, Grismond, 1661, pp, 39 7-411,

Ah, Ha: Tumulus Thalamus:
Two Counter-Poems,
The First
an elegy upon Edward, late Earl of Dorset; The Second,
an Epithalamion
to the Lord M. of Dorchester.
Invicem
Cedunt Dolor & Voluptas,
Funera, Taedae, Sorrow may
endure for a Night But joy cometh in the Morning.
London: Printed for Humphrey Moseley, and are to be
sold at his Shop at the Princes Armes in St. Paul's
Church-yard, 165 3,
An Exact Historic
Of The Late Revolutions
in Naples; And of
their Monstrous Successes,
Not to be paralleled
by any
Ancient or Modern History.
Published
by the Lord Alexander Giraffi
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And (for the rareness
of the
subject)
rendred into English,
By J. H. Esqr.
London:
Printed by R. A. for R. Lowndes, 1650.
An Inquisition
After Blood,
To the Parliament
in ststu
quo
nunc, and To the Army Regnant; Or any other
whether
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Presbyterian,
Independent
or Leveller,
whom
it may concern.
Blood is a crying sin, but that of
Kings Cryes loudest
for revenge,
and ruine
brings.
Printed in the Yeer, 1649.
Bella

Scot-Anglica,
A Brief of all the Battells,
and
Martiall
Encounters
which have happened 'twixt England and Scotland, from all times to this present.
Wherunto is annexed a Corollary,
Declaring
the causes whereby the Scot
is come of late years to be so hightned in his
spirits;
With some Prophecies
which are much cryed up, as
reflecting upon the fate of both Nations,
Printed in the Yeare
1648.

A Cordial
the

for the Cavaliers,
Cordial.

See Som Sober Inspections
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Divers Choice Pieces of that Renowned
Antiquary,
Sir Robert Cotton, Knight and Baronet.
Preserved from the Injury of Time, and exposed to
publick
light,
for the benefit
of Posterity.
By J, H, Esq,, in
Collectanea

Adamantaea-III,

of 4 vols,

Edinburgh:

Ed, Edmund Goldsmid,

Vol. 1

Privately Printed, 18 84.

Dendrologia,
Dodona's Grove, or. The Vocall Forrest,
By
J. H. Esq,
By T. B, for H. Mosley at the Princes Armes
in S'Paules Church-yard, 1640.
Dendrologia.
Dodona's Grove, Or The Vocall Forrest,
Second
Part, Sylvia
sunt Consule,
Virg,
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Esquire.
London: Printed by W, H, for Humphrey Moseley, and are
to be sold at his shop at the Princes Arms in St, Pauls
Church-yard, 16 50.
A Discours
of Dunkirk, With some Reflexes
Upon the
late
Surrender
Therof, &c. In Answer to some things
that
have bin obtruded
lately,
and printed
both abroad and
at home, to the prejudice
of England in this
great
Action,
London: Printed by J, C, for Samuel Speed,
at the Rainbow in Fleetstreet.
1664.
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of the Empire, and of the Election
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of the Romans, the greatest
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As Also Of the Colledg of
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their particular
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be the next Emperovr,
London: Printed by F. L, for
Charles Webb, At the.Boreshead in S. Paul's Churchyard, 165 8,
Divers
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Discourses
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Insurrections
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And Ireland,
Tending
all,
to the asserting
of Truth, in Vindication
of
their
Majesties;
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Som of which Discourses were strangled
in the Presse by the Power which
Then Swayed, But now are newly retreev'd,
collected,
and Publish'd
by Richard Royston,
The first
Tome,
London: Printed by J, Grismond.
1661,

England's
Teares,
For the Present Wars, which for the Natvre
of the Quarrell,
the quality
of Strength,
the
diversity
of Battailes,
Skirmiges,
Encounters,
and Sieges,
(happened
in 80 short a compasse of time,)
cannot be paralleled
by
any precedent
Age,
Hei mihi quam misere rugit,
Leo,
Lilia
Languennt,
Heu, Lyra, quam maestos pulsat
Hibernia
eonos.
Printed at London, according to Order, by
Richard Heron, 1644,
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Epietolae
Ho-Elianae,
Familiar Letters
Domestic and Forren.
D^v^ded rnto sundry Sections,
Partly Historicall,
Politioall,
Ph^losoph^call,
By James Howell Esq,
Clerk of
the Councell to his late Majestie.
With a Fourth Volume
of New Letters
Never Publish'd
before,
Senesco non
Segnesco.

London:

Printed for Humphrey

Moseley,

and

are to be sold at his Shop at the Princes Armes in St.
Paul's Church-Yard, 1655,
Epistolae
Ho-Elianae:
Familiar Letters
Domestick and Foreign,
Divided into Four Books:
Partly Historical,
Political,
Philosophical:
Upon Emergent Occasions.
By James
Howell, Esq.; One of the Clerks of his late
Majesty's
most Honourable Privy Council.
Ut clavis portam,
sic
pandit Epistola
pectus.
London, 1737,
Epistolae
Ho-Elianae.
The Familiar Letters
of James Howell
Historiographer
Royal to Charles II.
Edited,
Annotated,
and Indexed by Joseph Jacobs Corresponding
Member of the
Royal Academy of History,
Madrid,
London: Published
by David Nutt in the Strand, 1892, Unedited edition
published in 1890,
Epistolae
Ho-Elianae:
The Familiar Letters
of James Howell
Edited by W. H. Bennett.
The Stott Library, 2 vols.
London: David Stott, 1890,
Epistolae
Ho-Elianae,
Familiar Letters;
Or, Epistolae
HoElianae by James Howell,
Ed. Oliphant Smeaton, The
Temple Classics, 3 vols, Aldine House, London: J, M,
Dent, 190 3.
Epistolae
Ho-Elianae:
The Familiar Letters
of James Howell
With an Introduction
by Agnes Repplier.
4 vols,
Boston and New York: Houghton, Mifflin, 1907,
Epistolae
Ho-Elianae,
Certain Letters
Selected
From the Familiar Letters
Between

1645 and 1655.

Ed,

of James
as First

Guy Holt.

Howell:
Published

New York:

William Edwin Rudge, 1928.
A French-English
Dictionary,
Compiled by Mr, Randle
Cotgrave:
With Another in English and French,
Whereunto are newly
added the Animadversions
and Supplements,
&c, of James
Howell Esquire,
Inter Erudites
Catherdram habeat Poly
glottes.
London: Printed by W. H. for Richard
Whitaker.,
and are to be sold at his shop at the sign of the Kings
Armes in Pauls Church-yard. 1650.
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A German Diet:
Or, The Ballance of Europe,
Wherin The
Power and VVeaknes, Glory and Reproch, Vertues and Vices,
Plenty and Want, Advantages
and Defects,
Antiquity
and
Modernes, Of all the kingdoms and States
of
Christendom
are impartially
poiz'd.
At a solemn Convention of som
German Princes
in sundry Elaborat Orations Pro & Con,
Made fit for the Meridian of England, By James Howell
Esq, Senesco,
non Segnesco.
London: Printed for
Humphrey Moseley, and are to be sold at his Shop at the
Princes Armes in Saint Paul's
Church-yard, 1653,
His Late Majesties
Royal Declaration,
or Manifesto
to all
Forrein Princes
and States,
Touching his constancy
in
the Protestant
Religion,
Being traduced abroad by some
Malicious
and lying Agents, That He as wavering
therin,
and upon the high road of returning
to Rome, Printed
in the Year, 1661, See this work in Historicall
Discourses,
pp, 145-65,
Instructions
for Forreine Travell,
Shewing by what
cours,
and in what compasse of time, one may tdke an exact Survey of the Kingomes and States
of Christendome,
and
arrive
to the practicall
knowledge of the Languages,
to
good purpose.
--Post motum dulcior
inde Quies,
London:
Printed by T, B, for Humphrey Mosley, at the Princes
Armes, in Paules Church-yard, 1642, See this work also
in English
Reprints,
Ed, Edward Arber, Vol, 4. New
York: AMS Press, 1966, pp, 1-88,
The Instrvments
Of A King:
Or, A Short Discovrse
Of The
Sword,
The Scepter,
The Crowne,
Satis habet Rex ad
paenam. Quod Deum expectet
Ultorem.
'Tis
punishment
enough for th' King, That God will Him to Judgment
bring,
London: Printed in the Yeare, 164 8,
A Letter
to the Earle
the sad condition
mourneth

because

of Pembrooke Concerning the Times, and
both of Prince and People,
The Land
of

Oaths.

Printed in the Yeare, 1647,

Lexicon Tetraglotton,
An English-French-1
tali an-Spanish
Dictionary:
A large Nomenclature
of the proper Terms (in
all the four) belonging
to several
Arts and Sciences,
to
Recreations,
to Professions
both Liberal
and Mechanick,
&c. Divided into Fiftie
two Sections;
With another
Volume of the Choicest
Proverbs In all the said
Toungs,
(consisting
of divers
compleat Tomes) and the
English
translated
into the other Three, to take off the
reproch
which useth to be cast upon Her, That She is but barren
in this point,
and those Proverbs She hath are but
flat
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and empty.
Moreover,
There are sundry familiar
Letters
and Verses
running
all in Proverbs,
with a
particular
Tome of the British
or old Cambrian sayed Sawes and
Adages,
which the Author thought
fit
to annex
hereunto,
and make intelligible,
for their
great Antiquity
and
Weight:
Lastly,
there are five
Centuries
of New
Sayings,
which,
in tract
of Time, may serve for Proverbs
to Posterity,
By the Labours,
and Lucubrations
of James
Howell,
Esq; Senesco,
non Segnesco.
London: Printed by J, G.
for Cornelius
Bee, at the Kings Armes in Little
Brittaine.

1660.
Londinopolis;
an Historicall
Discourse
or Perlustration
Of
the City of London, The Imperial
Chamber, and
chief
Emporium of Great Britain
whereunto
is added
another
of the City of Westminster.
With the Courts of
Justice,
Antiquities,
and new Buildings
thereunto
belonging.
By Jam Howel Esq; Senesco,
non Segnesco.
London:
Printed by J, Streater,
for Henry Twiford,
George Saw-

bridge,
and John Place,
Shops, 165 7,
Lustra

and are to be sold at their

Ludovici,
or the Life of the late Victorious
King
of France,
Lewis the XIII.
(And of his Cardinall
de
Richelieu,)
Divided
Into Seven Lustres,
Consilium
Armorum Car do.
By lames Howell,
Esq.
London: Printed

for Humphrey Moseley,
and are to be sold at his shop
at the Prince's Arms in S, Pauls Church-yard, 1646,
Mercurius
Hibernicus:
Or, Discourse
of the late
Insurrection in Ireland,
displaying.
The true causes of it
(till
now not so fully
discovered,)
The course
that
was taken to suppresse
it.
The reasons
that drew on
a Cessation
of Arms, and other Compliances
since.
As
Also Touching
those Auxiliaries
which are
transported
thence
to serve
in the present
Warre,
--Patrenique
Mercurium blaadae
quis negat esse Lyrae,
Printed at

Bristoll, 1644,
A New English
Grammar, Prescribing
as oertain
Rules as the
Language will
bear,
for Forreners
to learn English: ^
Ther is also another
Grammar of the Spanish or
Castilian
Toung, With som special
remarks upon the Portugues
Dialect,
&c, Whereunto is annexed A Discours
of Dialog
containing
a Perambulation
of Spain and Portugall,
which
may serve
for a direction
how to travell
through
both
Countreys,
&c.
For the servie
of Her Majesty,
whom
God preserve,
London: Printed for T. Williams,
H,
Brome, and H. Marsh.
1662.
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The Nvptialls
of Pelevs and Thetis.
Consisting
of a Mask
and a Comedy, or the The Great Royall Ball, Acted
lately
in Paris six times By The King in Person,
The Duke of
Anjou.
The Duke of Yorke.
with divers other Noble men.
Also by the Princess
Royall Henrette Marie,
The Princess of Conty,
The Dutchess of Roquelaure,
The Dutchess
of Crequy,
with many other Ladies of Honour, London:
Printed for Henry Herringman, and are to be sold at his
Shop at the Ancor in the lower walks of the New Exchange,
1654,
Panoemiagraphia.
Proverbs,
Or, Old Sayed Sawes & Adages In
English
(or the Saxon Toung) Italian,
French and Spanish
whereunto the British,
for their great Antiquity,
and
Weight are added.
Which Proverbs are Either Moral, Relating
to good life;
Physical,
relating
to Diet, and
Health; Topical,
relating
to particular
places;
Temoral,
relating
to seansons;
or Ironical,
relating
to
Raillery,
and Mirth, &C, Collected
by J, H, Esq.
Senesco, non
Segnesco.
London: Printed by J. G, 1659, See this
work in the Lexicon
Tetraglotton,
Parables.
Reflecting
Upon the Times.
Printed at Paris,
1643.
This work is reprinted in Historicall
Discourses,
pp,
169-97; Apologs,
Or Fables Mythologiz'd.
Out of whose
Moralls the State and History of the late unhappy
Distractions in Great Britain
and Ireland may be Extracted;
Some
of which Apologs have prov'd Prophetical,
--Nil est
nisi
Fabula Mundus, London: Printed in the Year, 1661.
Parthenopeia,
or the History
Of the Most Noble and Renowned
kingdom of Naples,
With the Dominions thereunto
annexed,
and the Lives of all their Kings,
The First Part By
that Famous Antiquary
Scipio Mazzella,
made English By
Mr, Samson Lennard, Herald of Armes.
The Second Part
Compil'd by James Howell Esq; who besides
some
supplements to the First part,
drawee on the Thread of the
Story to these present
Times,.
1654, London:^ Printed
for Humphrey Moseley, and are to be sold at his Shop
at the Princes Armes in S. PawZs Churchyard, 1654.
A Particular
Vocabvlary,
or Nomeclature In English,
Italian,
French, and Spanish,
Of the proper Terms belongvng
to
several
Arts and Sciences,
to Recreations,
to common Professions
and Callings
both Liberal
and Mechamck, &c,
Vooabulario
Particolare,
o Nomenclatura Italiana,
Francese
Spagnuola,
Inglese,
Belli Termini proprii,
a qualungue
Arte & Scienza,
alle Recreationi,
& Profess%ons
cosv
Liberali,
come Mechaniche,
&c, Vocabula%re
Part^cul^er,
ou Nomeolatvre,
Francoise,
Italienne,
Anglotse,
Espag-
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nole, Des Terms propres aux Arts & Sciences,
aux Recreations,^
aux Vocations
Liberales
et Mechaniques,
&c.
Vocabylario
Particvlar,
o Nomenclatura Espanola,
Inglese,
Italiana,
Francese,
De los Terminos propios a las
Artes
y Ciencias
a las Recreations,
y Vocationes
Liberales
y
Mechanicas,
&c, Labore & Lucubrationibus
Jacobi
Howell
Arm; Maridunensis,
Inter & Erudites
Catherdram
habeat
Polyglottes,
London: Printed by Thomas Leach,
See this work in the Lexicon
Tetraglotton,

1659.

Poems On several
Choice and Various Subjects,
Occasionally
Composed By An Eminent Author.
Collected
and
Published
By Sergeant-Major
P, F, London: Printed by Ja,
Cottrel;
and are to be sold by S. Speed, at the Rain-bow in Fleetstreet,
near the inner Temple-gate. 166 3.
The Preheminence
and Pedigree of Parlement,
By James Howell
Esquire,
one of the Clerks of His Majesties
most Honourable Privy-Councell,
Whereunto is added, A
Vindication
of some Passages reflecting
upon him in a Booke
called
the Popish Royal Favorite,
penn'd and published
by Master
Prynne, page 42.
Wherein he stiles
him. No Friend to
Parliaments,
and a Malignant Together,
With a
cleering
of some Occurrences
in Spaine, at His Majesties
being
there,
cited by the said Master Prynne out of the Vocall
Forest.
Published
by speciall
Lisence,
and entred
into the Hall-Booke
according
to Order,
Printed at
London, by Richard Heron. 1644,
The Process,
and Pleadings
In the Court of Spain upon the
death of Anthonie Ascham Resident
for the Parlament
of England, And of John Baptista
Riva his
Interpreter,
who were kill'd
by John Guillim,
William Spark,
Valentine Progers,
Jo, Halsal,
William Arnet, Henrie
Progers.
Who are all in close prison in Madrid for the said
fact,
except Henry Progers,
who fled to the Venetian
Ambassador's Rous, and so escaped.
Sent from Madrid from a
person of qualitie
and made English.
London; Printed
by William Du-Gard, Printer to the Council of State,
1651,
Prohedria
Basilike:
A Discourse
Concerning the
Precedency
of Kings:
Wherin the Reasons and Arguments Of the Three
Greatest
Monarks of Christendom Who claim a
several
Right Therunto,
Are faithfully
Collected,
and Renderd.
Whereby occasion
is taken to make Great Britain
better
understood
then some Forren Authors (either
out of Ignorance of Interest)
have represented
Her in order to thrs
Particular.
Whereunto ie also adjoyned A distiot
Treattse
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of Ambassadors,
&c.
Symbolum Authoris
Senesco,
non
Segnesco.
^ London: Printed by JA. Cotrel,
for Sam Speed,
at the Rainbow; and Chr. Eccleston,,
at the middle shop
under St, Dunstans Church in Fleetstreet, 1664,

St.PawZ Late Progres
Upon Earth,
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